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Abstract
Electronic circuits comprising organic semiconductor thin-films are part of promising technologies for a
renewable power generation and an energy-efficient information technology. Whereas TV and mobile phone
applications of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) got ready for the market awhile ago, organic photovoltaics
still lack in power conversion efficiencies, especially in relation to their current fabrication costs. A major reason
for the low efficiencies are losses due to the large number of charge carrier traps in organic semiconductors as
compared to silicon. It is the aim of this thesis to identify and quantify charge carrier traps in vacuum-deposited
organic semiconductor thin-films and comprehend the reasons for the trap formation. For that, the techniques
impedance spectroscopy (IS), thermally stimulated currents (TSC), and photoelectron spectroscopy are
utilized.
In order to assess the absolute energy of charge carrier traps, the charge carrier transport levels are computed
for various hole transport materials such as MeO-TPD, pentacene, and ZnPc. Unlike inorganics, organic
semiconductors possess in first-order approximation Gaussian distributed densities of states and temperature-
dependent transport levels. The latter shift by up to 300meV towards the energy gap-mid when changing
from room temperature to 10K as it is done for TSC examinations.
The frequency-dependent capacitance response of charge carrier traps in organic Schottky diodes of pentacene
and ZnPc are studied via impedance spectroscopy. In undoped systems, deep traps with depths of approx. 0.6 eV
and densities in the order of 1016...1017 cm−3 are prevailing. For pentacene, the deep trap density is reduced
when the material undergoes an additional purification step. Utilizing p-doping, the Fermi level is tuned in a
way that deep traps are saturated. Vice versa, the freeze-out of p-doped ZnPc provides further insight into the
influence of trap-filling, impurity saturation and reserve on the Fermi level position in organic semiconductors.
Furthermore, charge carrier traps are investigated via thermally stimulated currents. It is shown that the
trap depths are obtained correctly only if the dispersive transport of the released charge carriers until their
extraction is considered. For the first time, the polarity of charge carrier traps in MeO-TPD, ZnPc, and
m-MTDATA is identified from TSC’s differences in release time when spacer layers are introduced in the TSC
samples. Simultaneously, tiny hole mobilities in the order of 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 are detected for low-temperature
thin-films of the hole transporter material Spiro-TTB. It is shown for Spiro-TTB co-evaporated with the
acceptor molecule F6-TCNNQ and a p-doped ZnPc:C60 absorber blend that the doping process creates shallow
trap levels. Finally, various organic hole transport materials are examined upon their stability in water and
oxygen atmosphere during sample fabrication and storage of the organic electronics. In case of pentacene,
ZnPc, MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA, hole traps are already present in unexposed thin-films, which increase in
trap density upon oxygen exposure. A global trap level caused by oxygen impurities is found at energies of
4.7...4.8 eV that is detrimental to hole transport in organic semiconductors.
iii
Kurzfassung
Elektronische Bauelemente aus Dünnschichten organischer Halbleiter sind Teil möglicher Schlüsseltechnologien
zur regenerativen Energiegewinnung und energieeffizienten Informationstechnik. Während Fernseh- und
Mobilfunkanwendungen organischer Leuchtdioden (OLEDs) bereits vor einiger Zeit Marktreife erlangt haben,
ist die organische Photovoltaik (OPV) noch durch zu hohe Fertigungskosten in Relation zu unzureichenden
Effizienzen unrentabel. Ein wesentlicher Grund für die niedrigen Wirkungsgrade sind Verluste durch die im
Vergleich zu Silizium hohe Zahl an Ladungsträgerfallen in organischen Halbleitern. Ziel dieser Arbeit ist
es, mittels Impedanz-Spektroskopie (IS), thermisch stimulierten Strömen (TSC) und Photoelektronenspek-
troskopie methodenübergreifend Ladungsträgerfallen in vakuumverdampften organischen Dünnschichten zu
identifizieren, zu quantifizieren und ihre Ursachen zu ergründen.
Um die Energie von Ladungsträgerfallen absolut beziffern zu können, wird zunächst für verschiedene Lochtrans-
portmaterialien wie z.B. MeO-TPD, Pentazen und ZnPc die Transportenergie aus den in erster Ordnung
gaußförmigen Zustandsdichten berechnet. Im Gegensatz zu anorganischen Halbleitern ist die Transportenergie
in organischen Halbleitern temperaturabhängig. Sie verschiebt sich beim Übergang von Raumtemperatur zu
10K, wie für TSC Untersuchungen bedeutsam, um bis zu 300meV in Richtung der Bandlückenmitte.
Mittels Impedanz-Spektroskopie wird die frequenzabhängige Kapazitätsantwort von Ladungsträgerfallen in
organischen Schottky-Dioden aus Pentazen und ZnPc untersucht. In undotierten Systemen dominieren Defekte
mit Tiefen um 0.6 eV, deren Dichte in der Größenordnung von 1016...1017 cm−3 liegt, sich aber im Fall von
Pentazen durch einen zusätzlichen Materialaufreinigungsschritt halbieren lässt. Über p-Dotierung wird das
Fermi-Level so eingestellt, dass tiefe Fallen abgesättigt werden können. Umgekehrt liefert das Ausfrieren von
p-dotiertem ZnPc weitere Belege für den Einfluss von Fallenzuständen, Störstellen-Erschöpfung und Reserve
auf das Fermi-Level in dotierten organischen Halbleitern.
Im Weiteren werden Ladungsträgerfallen über thermisch stimulierte Ströme untersucht. Es wird gezeigt,
dass die Fallentiefen nur dann konsistent bestimmt werden, wenn der dispersive Transport von freigesetzten
Ladungsträgern zur Extraktionsstelle berücksichtigt wird. Durch Einführung von ’Abstandshalterschichten’
werden erstmalig über TSC die Polaritäten von Ladungsträgerfallen in MeO-TPD, ZnPc und m-MTDATA per
Laufzeitunterschied bestimmt. Gleichzeitig werden geringste Löcherbeweglichkeiten in der Größenordnung
von 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 für stark gekühlte Dünnschichten des Lochtransporters Spiro-TTB gemessen. Wie für
Spiro-TTB koverdampft mit dem Akzeptormolekül F6-TCNNQ und p-dotierte Mischschichten der Absorberma-
terialien ZnPc und C60 gezeigt, erzeugt Dotierung relativ flache Störstellen. Abschließend werden verschiedene
organische Lochtransporter-Materialien auf ihre Stabilität in Wasser- und Sauerstoffatmosphären während
der Prozessierung und der Lagerung fertiger elektronischer Bauelemente untersucht. Für Pentazen, ZnPc,
MeO-TPD und m-MTDATA werden Löcherfallen in intrinsischen Dünnschichten nachgewiesen. Bei Kontakt
mit Sauerstoff nimmt deren Defektdichte zu. Es findet sich ein universales Fallenniveau bei rund 4.7...4.8 eV,
verursacht durch Sauerstoffverunreinigungen, welches den Lochtransport in organischen Halbleitern limitiert.
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Introduction
It is 2016 and the world is facing immense challenges for the next decades. Newspapers, TV shows, and
social media could be easily depressing any follower. World news’ most featured topics are war, violence,
forced migration, pollution, corruption, poverty, and diseases. The world is tremendously imbalanced as half
of its wealth is in hands of one percent of the population. [1] While the first-world giants Facebook, Google,
Microsoft, and Apple promote next-gen technologies such as virtual reality, true reality suffers from still 16,000
deaths of ’third world’ children-under-five-years each day. [2] For those escaping the bottom part of the GDP1
ranking, i.e. emerging nations, strongly growing population and technization cause multiple problems. More
and more people demand food, clean water, energy, and income, most of the time clumped at concentrated
places to live in. Super-large urban sprawls such as Mexico City, Karachi, Cairo, or the Chinese mega-cities
Beijing and Shanghai suffer already heavily from environmental pollution. [3] Speaking of China, the red dragon
has overcame the state of an emerging nation. [4] Despite world-wide stagnation, the Chinese economy has
been growing for the last years by rates as high as seven to ten percent, eventually surpassing the economical
power of the biggest industry nations. [5] Improving standards of living are observed, e.g. a wider motorization
of its residents. Beijing, for instance, approached a total number of six million registered vehicles during the
last years, [6] causing immense rates of particulate matter and a swiftly growing demand for mobile energy
sources. [6,7]
Rapid economic development, industrial expansion, and technization during the last few decades have more
than doubled the global energy consumption from 71, 000TWh in 1973 to approx. 158, 000TWh in 2013. [8]
World-wide, the vast majority of the energy (approx. 80%) is gained from fossil fuels such as oil, coal,
and natural gas. [8] Recent discoveries of new oil and gas fields in Canada, Brazil, Norway, or Russia, the
controversial launch of hydraulic fracturing (fracking) led by the US, and the future prospect of accessing
Arctic’s resources [9,10] have postponed the oil depletion and rendered the peak oil assumption premature. [11]
For the year 2014, the proven world oil reserves were 1, 493 billion barrels, at an annual crude oil production
of 26.8 million barrels. [12] Hereby, over fifty percent of the resources are located in the middle east, which has
become a scenery for permanent political crisis since the mid of the 20th century. [13] In order to satisfy their
economies’ and populations’ thirst for cheap energy, sadly the future will bear further conflicts of nations and
interest groups battling for financial and geopolitical advantages.
Already today, the usage of fossil fuels is judged highly detrimental, since the burning for energy generation
produces large amounts of the greenhouse gas carbon dioxide. For 2015, global CO2 emissions of 35.7
gigatons per year were predicted, [14] which have induced an average monthly atmospheric CO2 concentration
over 400 ppm for the first time in at least 800, 000 years. [14] Simultaneously, fourteen of the fifteen hottest
years on human weather record have occurred since 2000. A global warming of 1 ◦C as compared to the
pre-industrial age (1850-1900) has been reached most recently in 2015. [15] Although the world’s climate has
been alternating between cold and warm periods throughout past geological eras, typical cycle lengths were
ten thousands of years, which is why today’s time frame is alarming. Probably the most striking example that
1Gross Domestic Product
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consequences of global warming are already present, is the reduction of glacier ice around the world. [16–22]
Polar regions such as Greenland, [16] Iceland, [17] or Antarctica, [18] the Himalaya, [19] Patagonia [20] but likewise
alpine glaciers [21,22] suffer from heavy loss of their ice volume, i.e. glacier length and thickness. In the long
run, not only the sea level rises, threatening the livings of several hundred million people, but significant
fresh water reservoirs are lost. [23] Further predicted consequences for an ongoing exaggerated warming are
manifold. Extreme weather situations including higher intensities and frequencies of heat waves, droughts and
tempests [24] are accompanied by a deoxygenation of the oceans [25], and the extinction of many species due
to increased temperatures and atmosphere CO2 concentrations.
In order to limit the impact global warming, the United Nations agreed in late 2015 on limiting the temperature
increase to less than 2 ◦C as compared to the pre-industrial age, [26] which requires a drastic decrease of
greenhouse gas emissions. This consensus is, however, in strong contraction to the energy demands of a
steadily growing earth population. Nuclear energy bears the potential to fill this gap, whereas the nuclear
meltdowns of Three Miles Island in 1979, [27] Chernobyl in 1986, [28] and Fukushima in 2011 [29] exposed its
tremendous risks. Consequently, several countries decided to phase-out from nuclear energy. In 2012, the
German government agreed on the so-called ’Energiewende’, [30] i.e. a drastic increase of renewable energies
and energy efficiency to eventually abolish the use of fossil fuels and nuclear energy in the long run. Massive
invests in research, development, and setup of renewable energies from wind, biomass, water, geothermal, and
solar power is required as the remaining German nuclear power plants will close already in 2022. [31] Ever since
the decisions of Paris’ climate congress in late 2015, it is highly worth to focus upon (re)new(able) energy
concepts: first, to establish know-how and future technological leadership in prospective markets. Second, to
grow autarky towards resources from crisis zones. And most importantly third, to relinquish a world worth to
live in for upcoming generations.
One of the promising technologies in the renewable energy cocktail are organic photovoltaics (OPV). Future
large-scale applications such as printable [32] and flexible organic solar cells [33] (OSCs) bear the potential
to exploit nearly every existing surface directed towards the sun to generate electric energy in a cheap and
low-carbon2 fashion. Such surfaces are for instance rooftops, house fronts, vehicle bodies, or just your casual
bag containing your mobile phone or laptop.
Since the first reasonably efficient OSC published by Tang in 1986, [34] the solar power conversion efficiency
(PCE) has been drastically improved from about 1% up to 13.2%, most recently published by Heliatek in
February 2016. [35] Whereas the sibling technology of organic light emitting diodes (OLEDs) has successfully
entered the market and is commercially available in smart phones or next-generation TVs, OPV still struggles.
Although OSCs have reached the efficiency of amorphous silicon cells, [36] much scientific effort is necessary
to improve the ratio of generated power to production costs. The latter could be lowered by printing, [32]
stamping, [37] or spin-casting techniques [38] of polymeric organic semiconductors, which render costly vacuum
conditions redundant. At the same time, the control of the thin-film purity and morphology is inevitable to
obtain performant and long-term stable devices.
A major reason for the limited PCE are charge carrier traps in the organic semiconductor thin-films, [39–44]
where they reduce the mobility and the lifetime of electrons and holes generated upon light absorption. Such
traps can be caused by impurities, which intermingle the organic semiconductor material at all stages, i.e.
during synthesis, storage, fabrication, and operation in the finished OSC. Moreover, traps originate from the
intrinsic energetic disorder of an organic semiconductor, [45] which is further increased by molecular intermixing
in donator:acceptor blends of an OSC [46] or by Coulomb interaction with charged molecules in an electrically
doped thin-film. [47,48]
2For the sake of integrity, the carbon emission from fabricating OPV devices must be considered though.
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The scope of the present thesis is to identify charge carrier traps in organic semiconductors, spectro-
scopically quantify their density and energetic depth as well as provide insight into their origin. After a
brief introduction to the basics of organic semiconductors, charge carrier transport in disordered materials
is intensively discussed in Chapter 2. In particular, several ways to determine the temperature-dependent
transport level are reviewed in Sec. 2.2.3. Chapter 3 aims to give a summary on molecular doping, which
is utilized to inspect and suspected to cause traps at the same time. Prevailing theories on its working
principle and literature results for doped molecular semiconductors are presented. Chapter 4 contains the
experimental details on the charge carrier trap spectroscopy conducted in this thesis. After a definition of
the term ’charge carrier trap’ and a literature review on their possible origins in Sec. 4.1, the techniques
Impedance Spectroscopy (IS) and Thermally Stimulated Currents (TSC) are discussed in Sec. 4.2 and Sec. 4.3,
respectively. Further, the fundamentals of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS), utilized to obtain
information on the energetic disorder in the thin-films, are given in Sec. 4.4. Key properties of the investigated
organic semiconductor materials are described in Sec. 4.5. Hereby, the samples are fabricated under ultra-high
vacuum (UHV) conditions to maintain best possible purity and reproducibility as summarized in Sec. 4.6.
The scientific results of the thesis are discussed in Chapter 5 to 9. In Chapter 5, various organic hole transport
materials are examined by UPS, accessing their Fermi level positions, the ionization potentials, and the
energetic disorder parameters. The data are used to compute the temperature-dependent position of the
hole transport level in each material. Chapter 6 mainly discusses the trap information extraction from the
capacitance function of organic semiconductor Schottky diodes. Here, the hole transport materials pentacene
(P5) and zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc) are intentionally p-doped to ’make trap states visible’ via IS. The other
way around, dopant freeze-out and its consequences are examined via UPS and IS measurements for cooled
p-ZnPc thin-films in Sec. 6.3.
The Chapters 7 to 9 deal with results from thermally stimulated current experiments. Chapter 7 starts
with a review on reported methods to evaluate TSC spectra from trap site distributions, typically seen in
organic semiconductors. Consistency with field-dependent TSC measurements is achieved when the ther-
mal release of charge carriers is combined with their dispersive transport towards the extraction points, as
done in Sec. 7.2. In Chapter 8, this model is applied to TSC spectra from intentionally p-doped 2,2’,7,7’-
tetrakis-(N,N-di-methylphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluoren (Spiro-TTB) and p-doped ZnPc:C60 solar cells. TSC
spectra for different layer thicknesses and doping concentrations are examined, clearly indicating a gap-state
formation caused by molecular doping. Chapter 9 contains degradation experiments for various hole trans-
port materials. The influences of water and oxygen impurities during sample fabrication and storage on
the inherent trap distributions are investigated. In particular, a global oxygen-caused trap distribution is
found in various organic semiconductors such as N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)benzidine (MeO-TPD),
4,4’,4”-tris(3-methylphenylphenylamino)-triphenylamine (m-MTDATA), P5, and ZnPc. Introducing a spacer
layer concept to TSC samples, the polarity of the global oxygen trap is identified experimentally. Furthermore,
tiny low-temperature charge carrier mobilities are measured by this technique, which have been commonly
unaccessible prior to this.
Finally, the findings of the thesis are summarized in Chapter 10 and suggestions for further investigations are
delineated.
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The Fundamentals of Molecular
Semiconductors
This first chapter covers the state of knowledge in the field of organic semiconductors, particularly
important for this thesis. Starting with a brief introduction of the LCAO theory and its application
to explain hybridization and electron delocalization, the formation of organic solids is described.
Subsequently, relaxation processes, interaction with light, and morphological growth for organic
thin-films as well as energy level alignments at metal/organic and organic/organic interfaces are
presented in a nutshell. Main charge carrier transport theories are discussed step-by-step, with
special emphasis on the definition of the transport level.
2.1. From Organic Molecules to Organic Thin Films
Organic substances comprise all types of hydrocarbon-based compounds and exhibit the widest diversity in
the field of chemistry. Carbon possesses the possibility to form covalent bonds with different atom species
and other carbon atoms at the same time, sharing electron pairs. Employing just the very basic elements
carbon and hydrogen already leads to very different realizations of covalently bond compounds, e.g. the 1d
gaseous ethylene, the highly conductive 2d graphene, or the ’hard as rock’ 3d diamond. Adding few further
atom species like nitrogen, oxygen, fluorine, sulfur, or several metals allows for complex compounds such as
amino acids, proteins, alcohols, esters, or organometallic complexes, which are essentials for life.
Organic compounds show only a limited symmetry in contrast to mostly highly symmetric inorganic compounds.
Often times, they consist of dozens up to hundreds of atoms. Determining for the semi-conducting properties
is the existence of a delocalized π- electron system whose formation is explained in the following.
2.1.1. Molecular Orbitals - an Introduction to LCAO Theory
Already a single molecule has to be treated as a many body problem, consisting of K nuclei and N electrons.
The static Schrödinger equation HˆΨ = EΨ yields the Eigenenergies {En} of the system with the eigenfunc-
tions {Ψn}. [49] The Hamiltonian Hˆ =
∑K,N
i Ti + Vi includes all kinetic Ti and potential Vi energies of the
interacting particles (positively charged nuclei and negatively charged electrons), but renders the Schrödinger
equation not entirely analytically solvable. Hence, the ionized H+2 hydrogen molecule (K=2, N=1) shall be
regarded in the following. Still, the introduced thoughts remain applicable to more complex molecule systems.
With respect to the much larger nucleus mass as compared to the electron mass, one can separate the
eigenfunctions
{
Ψn
(
r⃗, R⃗1, R⃗2
)}
into their vibronic
{
Ψn,v
(
R⃗1, R⃗2
)}
and electronic {Ψn,e (r⃗)} part (Born-
Oppenheimer approximation). [50] Assuming fixed nuclei with an inter-atomic distance R =
⏐⏐⏐R⃗1 − R⃗2⏐⏐⏐,
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rA =
⏐⏐⏐r⃗ − R⃗1⏐⏐⏐ and rB = ⏐⏐⏐r⃗ − R⃗2⏐⏐⏐ simplifies the Hamiltonian of the electronic system to
Hˆe = − ~
2
2me
∆(r⃗)− e
2
4πε0
(
1
rA
+ 1
rB
− 1
R
)
. (2.1)
While the Coulomb attraction between the protons and the electron lowers the system energy, the electrostatic
repulsion of the nuclei defines stability and equilibrium distance of the molecule. The related Schrödinger
equation HˆeΨe (r⃗) = EeΨe (r⃗) is exactly solvable. However, a more general approach should be discussed
here as it can be easily transferred to more complex systems: the linear combination of atomic orbitals
(LCAO). The LCAO method approximates molecular wave functions by superposition of individual atomic
wave functions, e.g. staying with the H+2 example, a molecular orbital Ψ(r⃗) is composed of
Ψ(r⃗) = c1χA + c2χB , (2.2)
where c1,2 are expansion coefficients and χA,B are atomic wave functions, e.g. 1s orbitals of the single
hydrogen atoms. Symmetry and normalization of the solutions for the Schrödinger equation demand c1 = ±c2
and
(
|c1|2 = |c2|2
)
which results in a symmetric Ψ+ and an anti-symmetric Ψ− wave function
Ψ± =
1√
2± 2S (χA ± χB) (2.3)
with the corresponding eigenvalues
E± (R) =
HAA ±HAB
1± S . (2.4)
Herein, Hij name the Hamiltonian integrals and 0 ≤ S ≤ 1 is the overlap integral with
Hi,j =
∫
χ∗i Hˆχjdr⃗ and Si,j =
∫
χ∗iχjdr⃗. (2.5)
The energy eigenvalue of the electron in the atomic orbital of one nucleus equals Hii while Hij represents
the resonance term of the system. Furthermore, it can be shown that S ≡ SAB = SBA and, due to identical
nuclei in the H+2 molecule, HAA = HBB .
Regarding the obtained wave functions Ψ± and their energies E±, there are differences as depicted in Fig. 2.1.
The symmetric eigenfunction Ψ+ exhibits a probability density |Ψ+|2 > 0 between the nuclei, forming a bond
between the hydrogen atoms with an energetic minimum at R = R0. For the anti-symmetric solution Ψ−,
the probability of the electron |Ψ−|2 to be present in between the nuclei vanishes at R/2 while the electron
is kept close to either one of the hydrogen cores. Hence, E− (R) decreases monotonously with no distinct
energetic minimum (anti-bonding) but all the way on an elevated energy level, in contrast to E+ (R). This
split up and the occupation of the bonding orbital enables a lowering of the systems energy as compared to
the single hydrogen atom E˜. The orbitals Ψi of more complex molecules can be formed analogously with the
LCAO method as
Ψi =
∑
j
cijχj . (2.6)
Depending on the orientation of the combined molecular orbital one distinguishes σ/σ∗-orbitals parallel
arranged to the bonding axis from perpendicular oriented π/π∗- orbitals. The energetic split up between the
bonding and the anti-bonding (*) orbital is stronger for σ-type orbitals due to the increased overlap of the
atomic wave functions S (cf. Fig. 2.1) as compared to π-type orbitals. In contrast, π- and π∗-bonds split close
to the initial state. Hence, they determine the energy gap between the highest occupied molecular orbital
6
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Figure 2.1.: (a) Cross-section along the bonding axis of the nuclei (A and B) in the H+2 molecule. Symmetric wave
function Ψ+ and anti-symmetric wave function Ψ− represent the LCAO solutions of the spherical 1s orbitals (illustrated
in gray shades, with overlap S). (b) The mean values |Ψ±|2 depict the electron probability densities around A and B.
(c) Formation of bonding E+ and anti-bonding E− eigenstates as function of nuclei distance R and corresponding
energy splitting as compared to the atomic level HAA of the 1s orbital (d).
(HOMO) and the lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO) of the molecule. Not only linear combinations
of solely atomic s-, p-, or in more rare cases d- orbitals are possible but also an LCAO of mixed orbitals
resulting from so-called hybridization. This hybrid formation is responsible for the existence of delocalized
electrons and semi-conducting properties in organic solids which are briefly discussed in the following section.
2.1.2. Hybridization and Delocalized π-Systems
Carbon in its ground state features the electron configuration 1s22s22px2py with two unpaired electrons
distributed among the degenerated px, py, pz-orbitals. In the presence of an external potential, e.g. a hydrogen
atom, it is often energetically favorable to promote a 2s electron into a 2p state. The combination of s- and
p-orbital is a hybrid orbital, which offers an increased bonding strength and lowers the system energy. The
resulting possibilities are illustrated in Fig. 2.2. In case of sp-hybridization, one s- is mixed with one p-orbital
(without loss of generality) by:
χsp(1,2) =
1√
2
(χ2s ± χ2pz) . (2.7)
The two hybrid orbitals χsp,(1,2) face diametrically. Together with the still singly occupied px- and py- orbitals,
they allow for the built-up of four bonds for carbon. For instance, pairing up with hydrogen and another
sp-hybridized carbon atom results in acetylene (C2H2, H−C≡C−H). At that, two sp-orbitals, one of each
carbon atom, provide a σ/σ∗- solution while additional π-bonds are formed by the overlapping perpendicular
px and py orbitals. The remaining sp orbitals are combined with the 1s orbitals of the hydrogen. The concept
of hybridization can be extended to linear combinations of χ2s with χ2px and χ2py (sp2-hybridization) or
χ2s with χ2px, χ2py, and χ2pz (sp3-hybridization). In case of sp2 hybridized carbon, three sp2 orbitals are
formed within a plane and 120◦ of angular distance, e.g. for ethylene (C2H4) two of them build σ-bonds with
7
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Figure 2.2.: Electron configuration of carbon in its ground state and transition to sp-, sp2-, and sp3- hybridization
(top), corresponding orbital shapes (bottom).
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Figure 2.3.: (a) Two sp2-hybridized carbon atoms form an ethylene molecule via a π- and a σ- bond. The four
remaining sp2-orbitals are saturated by hydrogen valences. (b) In case of benzene, six sp2-hybridized carbons are
arranged in a ring structure, creating a delocalized electronic π-system which is important for semi-conducting properties
of e.g. acenes.
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hydrogen while one sp2 forms a σ-bond to set the C=C structure together with the remaining π-bond of
the pz orbitals. For sp3-hybridized carbon, the π-bonds are absent since the valence electrons occupy four
sp3-orbitals. These shape a tetrahedron with the most possible spherical distance of 109.5◦ as seen in methane
(CH4) or ethane (C2H6). [51]
The existence of weakly bound π-systems is mandatory for having delocalized electrons, which is why
conjugated molecules are the backbone of organic semiconductors. As shown in Fig. 2.3, all of the six carbon
atoms in benzene are sp2-hybridized and build σ-bonds with two neighboring C-atoms, forming the aromatic
ring structure, while the remaining sp2-hybrids are saturated with hydrogen. The perpendicularly oriented
pz-orbitals arrange to a spread π-system, where the six pz-electrons share a delocalized probability density.
By that means, charge carriers are able to ’propagate’ through the whole benzene molecule. Adding further
conjugated rings enhances the π-system and simultaneously increases the spatial uncertainty of the electrons.
It has been observed that likewise the energy gap between HOMO and LUMO decreases continuously with
higher chain length [52], e.g. from benzene to pentacene (cf. Fig 2.4 (d)).
2.1.3. Formation of Organic Solids
Both attractive and repulsive forces are needed to form stable bonds and set any system to its lowest
energetic state. In organic solids, electrically neutral, organic molecules are closely packed arrangements,
which interact via their charge carrier density distributions. The latter is approximately described in terms of
the Lennard-Jones-Potential :
VL−J = ϵ
[(r0
r
)12
− 2
(r0
r
)6]
. (2.8)
The (1/r)12 term is very short-ranged and describes the repulsion of electron densities in overlapping molecular
orbitals due to Coulomb interaction and Pauli’s principle. The attractive part − (1/r)6 characterizes the
van-der-Waals forces. Non-static electron density distributions in the frontier orbitals of the molecules create
fluctuating multipole moments, which can polarize adjacent molecules, creating further multipoles. The
resulting electrostatic interactions are attractive but weak (≈ 0.1 eV)1 as compared to ionic (3...7 eV) or
covalent (2...8 eV) bonds. Hence, melting and boiling temperatures of organic solids are comparably low and
often in the range of RT.
Polarization in Organic Solids. Fundamental properties such as absorption or charge carrier transport
capabilities of isolated molecules are still present in solids, but their energetics are often shifted due to
polarization effects such as electronic, vibronic, or phononic couplings. Particularly, the required minimum
energy to remove an electron from the molecule, i.e. the ionization potential IP, and the net energy gain
when adding an electron to a molecule, i.e. the electron affinity EA, are affected (cf. Fig. 2.4 (a)-(c)). This
fact explains e.g. the measured difference in IP of pentacene in gaseous phase (IPg = 6.6 eV) and solid state
(IPs = 4.9 eV) by P+ = 1.7 eV. Van-der-Waals interactions between adjacent molecules diminish (increase)
the IP (EA) in the bulk by Coulomb interaction energies P+ (P−) which can cover up to several 100meV
(cf. Fig. 2.4 (d)).
1As an example: the interaction between stacked pyridine dimers is found to be 4 kcal/mol which equals 0.17 eV per molecule [53]
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Random mutual orientations of neighboring molecules within organic thin-film layers introduce static disorder.
Hence, polarization strengths and as a consequence thereof IPs and EAs are statistically distributed. Molecular
films with a larger degree of disorder, i.e. ones less crystalline, usually feature a stronger broadening of their
energy levels. [54]
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Figure 2.4.: Energy scheme in the (a) isolated single molecule, (b) ionized single molecule and (c) solid bulk where
the energy levels are approximatively Gaussian distributed. The energy gap EG is reduced by polarization energies P±.
With increasing chain length, EG is further lowered in aromatic molecules (d). [55] Here, red (black) lines mark the
solid state (gaseous phase) while question marks indicate experimentally not accessible data.
Relaxation Processes in an Organic Crystal Lattice. Moreover, the introduction of a localized charge
carrier on a centered molecule, at the time t = 0, forces further changes in probability density, orbital shape,
and energy levels of the molecules in the vicinity. The relaxation occurs on different time scales as illustrated
in Fig. 2.5. Within 10−16...10−15 s dipoles are induced in the surrounding molecules reducing (increasing) the
IP (EA) of the solid by polarization energies P± = 1...2 eV. [56] The localized charge carrier is now stabilized by
its polarization cloud and hence called polaron. Subsequently, the molecular orbitals re-arrange on a timescale
10−14...10−13 s by intra-molecular vibrations (vibronic polaron) with interaction energies of 0.1...0.3 eV. Based
on the already discussed differences in mass of the electronic charge and the heavy nuclei, the relaxation
t (s)
Charged molecule
in neutral lattice
Electronic 
polarization
Intra-molecular 
reorganization
Lattice 
relaxation
t = 0 10-16 10-15 10-14 10-13 10-12 10-11
Figure 2.5.: Electronic and phononic reorganization of the surroundings in molecular crystal upon insertion of a
localized charge at t = 0 at its center.
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of the molecular lattice is the slowest process (∼ 10−11 s). [57] Interaction energies for the lattice phonon
are rather low (10...30meV) and phononic coupling is of minor impact for the energy landscape of localized
charge carriers. Nevertheless, the concept of the polaron quasi-particles has proven to be important to
describe the charge carrier transport in organic solids. Ideal molecular crystals feature band-like transport
in so-called polaron bands, which considers coupling of electronic states and lattice phonons. By contrast,
disordered materials show hopping transport in terms of phonon-assisted tunneling of polarons between
neighboring molecules. Extending these considerations, in-depth descriptions for the transport of charge
carriers in amorphous organic semiconductors shall be presented in Sec. 2.2.
2.1.4. Excited Molecules - Absorption, Emission, and Excitons
Organic molecules can interact with light both radiatively, in terms of absorption or emission of a photon,
and non-radiatively by internal conversion or inter-system crossing. As discussed in Sec. 2.1.3, the optical
properties of the single molecules are only slightly disturbed by the weak van-der-Waals forces thus prevail
nearly unchanged upon thin-film aggregation. The possible processes are sketched in Fig. 2.6 a).
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Figure 2.6.: a) Jablonski diagram to summarize intra-molecular transitions between singlet Si and triplet states
Tj . Non-radiative transitions, e.g. internal conversion or spin-flipping ISC are drawn in dashed lines while radiative
processes involving absorption/emission of a photon are represented by solid lines. Upon exciton formation, migration
to an adjacent molecule or dissociation of the exciton creating a charged donor/acceptor-pair are the most important
inter-molecular transitions (redrawn after Ref. [58]). b) Illustration of Franck-Cordon principle and Stokes shift between
photon emission and photon absorption, shown for singlet states S0 and S1 with vibrational substructure as indicated.
By photo excitation, the orbital shape of the molecule is distorted, resulting in a larger mean electron bonding radius
R1 > R0. The arrow strength displays the transition probability. c) Semiconductor lattice depicting the spatial
differences between Wannier-Mott, Frenkel, and charge-transfer type exciton formations.
The absorption of a photon promotes an electron from the ground state S0 to an excited singlet state Sn.
As all electronic states split in vibrational and rotational substructures, the molecule most possibly relaxes
through internal conversion (IC) within ps via phonon interaction with its surroundings. Radiative relaxation
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to the ground state S0 by emission of a photon usually occurs from the lowest vibronal state of S1 and is
known as fluorescence. All those transitions preserve the system spin S = 0 which results from all electrons
anti-parallel paired up in the molecule HOMO at S0.
Especially in presence of heavy atoms, however, spin-orbit-coupling enables to access triplet states S = 1
upon inter-system crossing (ISC). Quantum mechanically forbidden, spin-flip processes are most unlikely to
happen thus rendering lifetimes in triplet states (µs to ms) considerably larger than those of singlet states
(ps to ns). An excited triplet state can decay via IC and ISC towards S0, the radiative relaxation T1 → S0
is called phosphorescence. Phosphorescent emission is red shifted since triplets (i.e. electrons with parallel
paired spins) are lower in energy than singlets due to Pauli principle and Coulomb repulsion.
Comparing absorption and emission spectra of an organic semiconductor, one typically observes an ad-
ditional red shift. The transition probability between initial and final states quantum mechanically obeys
Fermi’s Golden Rule. Further, the Franck-Cordon principle explains that transitions more likely happen if
the vibronic wave functions overlap more significantly. Photo excitation leads to relocation of the charge
probability density and the molecular lattice (cf. Sec. 2.1.3). By Born-Oppenheimer approximation, the
electronic relaxation is much faster than the nuclear motion. Hence, transitions for a minimal ∆R are favored,
always leading to a red (Stokes) shift of the emission spectra as illustrated in Fig. 2.6 b).
Excitons. The picture of excitons is frequently used when describing the interaction of organic matter
with light. An exciton is a quasi-particle with either spin S = 0 (singlet) or S = 1 (triplet) and represents
an excitation of an organic molecule. Herein, an electron is located at the LUMO while and hole sits at the
HOMO of the molecule. In theory, one distinguishes excitons by their interaction radius R′ (cf. Fig. 2.6 c)):
inorganic semiconductors exhibit large dielectric constants εr and hence low exciton binding energies of only
few meV. Their so-called Wannier-Mott excitons are rather delocalized over the entire solid. In contrast,
Frenkel excitons in organic semiconductors are strongly localized thus the electron-hole pair is situated closely
within few Å. In context of the low εr = 3...5 in organic semiconductors, this results in binding strength of
a few 100meV. Cases of special interest herein are the Charge Transfer type excitons, where electron and
hole pair are located on adjacent molecules. Deploying dissociation energy e.g. by an electric field and/or
temperature creates free charge carriers - a principle exploited by (organic) photovoltaics or the doping
technique.
In the molecular solid, excitons are able to migrate within short distance via simultaneous hopping of
electron and hole requiring overlapping wave functions with the neighboring molecule (Dexter transfer). [59]
Longer distances can be bypassed in terms of resonant tunneling, i.e. dipole-dipole interaction via virtual
photons (Förster transfer). [60] It is found that the former is the prominent transport mechanism for triplet ex-
citons while the latter is only possible for singlet excitons, however, enabling traveling distances > 10 nm. The
exciton movement in the thin-film is described by its diffusion length lD =
√
Dτ , characterized by the diffusion
constant D = 10−4...10−3 cm2s−1 [61–63] and the lifetime which is for singlet excitons approx. τs ∼ ns [64] and
for triplet excitons in the range of τt ∼µs [65]...ms. [66] Consequently, organic semiconductors exhibit exciton
diffusion lengths in the range of lD ∼ 10 nm. [62,67,68] Recently published results on lD exceeding 1 µm in
inorganic perovskite materials, [69,70] however, could strongly favor organic-inorganic hybrid solutions as both
can be deposited from vacuum vapor phase. [71]
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2.1.5. Orientation and Morphology
As presented in Sec. 2.1.3, inter-molecular bonds motivated by van-der-Waals forces are rather weak. [72,73]
While π-orbital delocalization [74] and hybridization effects [75] control the size of the energy gap and the
positions of HOMO and LUMO, the molecular shape governs the thin-film aggregation. Molecule size,
planarity, rigidity, aspect ratio, and the presence of solubilize/reactive side chains dictate molecular packing,
surface alignment, and solubility in solvents for liquid processing [76] or other molecular species for molecular
intermixing, i.e. domain sizes and phase separation. [77] Materials that arrange in a periodic lattice or in
aggregates often exhibit superior charge transport properties. [77] Pentacene for example (cf. Fig. 2.7 (c))
is known to form an edge-to-edge herringbone structure (1). [56] Adding solubilize triisopropyl groups in
TIPS2-pentacene induce a face-to-face brickwork-like packing (2), [78] while shifting the side group to position
5,14 (o-TIPS-P5) creates a sandwich herringbone motif (3), [79] mostly due to steric hindrance. [77] Associ-
ated with the packing scheme, molecular ordering, orbital overlap, and resonance govern charge transport
mechanisms [80] in organic thin-films which will be discussed in Sec. 2.2 in detail and explain anisotropies, e.g
of charge carrier mobility. [81] Representing the starting point of thin-film aggregation, initial nucleation on
a surface is important and has been manipulated, e.g. via substrate temperature [82,83] or surface chemistry
(SAMs3).
island growth
edge on edge face on face
(a)
(b)
side view side view
layer by layer
side viewside view
(c)
(1) (2) (3)
top view top view top view
(d)
(e)
Figure 2.7.: (a)-(b) Observed growth modes for organic semiconductors. (c) Additional solubilizing side chains (green)
change the molecular packing of pentacene (black) from a herringbone structure (1) to a brickwork-like one of
TIPS-pentacene (2). [78] If the side groups (red) are not centered on the P5 molecule (3), steric hindering causes a
sandwich herringbone motif. [79] (d)-(e) AFM measurements on phase aggregation in ZnPc:C60 blends on glass/C60
for various substrate temperatures (1 : 1 ratio) and different mixing ratios (140◦ C) (taken from Ref. [83]).
The formation of the first monolayer, e.g. decisive for the charge transport in a transistor structure, is
strongly influenced by surface roughness and surface potential of the underlying substrate. Different types of
substrate templates typically force different orientations of the subsequent organic film (cf. Fig. 2.7 (a)). [84,85]
For instance, metal phthalocyanines (PCs) tend to exhibit an edge-on-orientation on substrates like SiO2,
indium-tin-oxide (ITO), or PEDOT:PSS4 due to their weak interfacial interaction. [86,87] The orientation is
changed when an additional layer enabling strong interfacial coupling with the organic bulk film is applied. [88]
26,13-bis(triisopropyl-silylethynyl)
3self assembled monolayers
4poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate
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Template layers such as copper iodine nanocrystals [88], PTCDA, [89] tetracene, [90] or pentacene [87] have been
shown to induce a preferred face-on orientation of the PCs. This morphological configuration has been shown
to improve absorption and exciton dissociation, i.e. solar cell performance [87,88,90], and shifts the HOMO level
position. [91] After the first monolayer, consecutive layers might arrange differently, to form either a closed
layer [92] or separated islands [73] (cf. Fig. 2.7 (b)) depending on the preferred packing and the deposition
conditions, e.g. temperature or deposition rate. [93]
The situation even complicates for blends of different molecular species, e.g. the levels of crystallization and
phase separation in ZnPc:C60 has been found to strongly depend on substrate temperature and mixing ratio
(cf. Fig. 2.7 (d)-(e). [82,83] All these thoughts are summarized in the term ’morphology’. Linking the results of
elaborated techniques like various types of X-ray scattering or AFM5 e.g. to charge transport concepts and
their experimental observations is still challenging.
2.1.6. Interface Formation in Organic Semiconductors
Intrinsic Metal/Organic Interfaces. Figure 2.8 (a) exemplary shows the alignment of MeO-TPD on a
gold substrate. Naturally, one expects a vanishing hole injection barrier φ after vacuum level alignment of
comparable metal work function and organic ionization potential. Instead, ultraviolet electron spectroscopy
reveals φ = 1.1 eV due to an interface dipole ∆ that exists between the metal surface and the organic layer. [94]
Several origins for such dipoles are discussed in literature, e.g. pinning of the Fermi level either at tailing
states of the DOS [95,96] or at integer charge transfer states [97–99] formed between the metal surface and
interface polaron states.
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Figure 2.8.: (a) Energy level alignment of MeO-TPD on gold as expected (left) and obtained by UPS (right) (data
taken from Ref. [94]). (b) Possible explanations for dipoles ∆ occurring at metal/organic interfaces (redrawn after
Ref. [100]).
Moreover, reactive molecules can chemically bind to the metal surface. As reported for Alq36, the organometal-
lic complexes establish new intra-gap states and alter the energy alignment. [101–103] A similar result has
been found in terms of metal induced gap states (MIGS) [104,105] at which the metal electron wave functions
decay into the semiconductor and broaden its DOS. Charge transfer between the Fermi level of the metal
and the induced interface gap states (typical densities are ∼ 1014 cm2eV−1) [104] occurs and results in dipole
formation. In reserve, the pillow or push-back effect is observed. At the metal surface, the positive charge
5atomic force microscopy
6tris(8-hydroxy-quinolinato)-aluminum
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carrier distribution of the nuclei drops abrupt while the electron density extends into the vacuum and decays
exponentially. If a molecule adsorbs onto the metal surface, the Coulomb repulsion suppresses these tailing
states and lowers the work function of the substrate. This effect is particularly important for noble metals
and explains the dipole in Fig. 2.8(a).
Detailed descriptions of these mechanisms are found in literature, [100] however it has been calculated using
Poisson equation that for a typical configuration (n = 1015 cm−3, ε = 3, ∆Wf = 0.5 eV) complete Fermi level
alignment in an intrinsic organic layer is only reached after ∼ 400 nm of film thickness. [94] An experimental
validation is reported by Hayashi et al. who measured a Fermi level alignment in C60 with n = 4.5×1014 cm−3
after ∼ 500 nm film thickness on substrates of Au, Ag, and Cu. [106] by Kelvin probe microscopy. This is alert-
ing since organic electronic devices are rarely designed to exceed 100...800 nm in overall film thicknesses. [107–109]
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Figure 2.9.: Energy level alignment in flat heterojunctions of intrinsic organic semiconductors. (a) Due to non-
overlapping energy gaps of F16CuPc and CuPc, charge transfer and level bending occurs at the interface upon merging
(left) to (right) (redrawn after Ref. [110]). (b) Substrate dependent alignment of Alq3/CuPc junctions. While no dipole
is present in case of deposition on ozone treated ITO (left), Alq3 undergoes charge transfer with the Mg surface thus
pinning EF and altering the work function (right)(adapted from Ref. [111]).
Intrinsic Organic/Organic Interfaces. In case of organic/organic interfaces, mostly vacuum level alignment
is observed. [112–114] However, in case of strongly differing IPs or EAs, e.g. for the combination of the electron
donating TTF7 and the electron accepting TCNQ (∆ = 0.6 eV), [115] interface dipoles are reported. The
dipole strength is even increased for combinations of molecular species with non-overlapping energy gaps, e.g.
interface charge transfer resulting in ∆ = 1.1 eV in F16CuPc (EA= 5.2 eV) / CuPc (IP= 4.8 eV)(cf. Fig. 2.9(a)).
Moreover, substrate dependencies are reported for organic heterojunctions. [110,111,116,117] Existing interface
dipoles, e.g. originating from Fermi level pinning in the organic semiconductor close to the substrate, cause
bending of the molecular orbitals at the organic/organic interface and suppresses vacuum level alignment
(cf. Fig. 2.9(b)). [111]
Doped Metal/Organic Interfaces. The typically low intrinsic charge carrier densities in organic semi-
conductors can be raised via introduction of doping molecules (cf. Ch. 3). The generated free charge carriers
alter the energy level alignment at the interface upon charge transfer with the metal surface. For such a
so-called Schottky contact, one observes the formation of a depletion zone in the organic layer near the
interface and a level bending. Fermi level alignment of the organic bulk layer is typically reached after a few
7tetrathiafulvalene
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nm. Ohmic losses are minimized as charge carriers are able to tunnel through the thin injection barrier φ into
the organic semiconductor. Hence, a possible device operation becomes independent on the actually used
contact material next to doped organic layers. However, in our case the formation of a defined depletion zone
will be used to study doping properties and examine charge carrier traps in the organic material, which is why
Schottky contacts are discussed in Sec. 4.2.3 in detail.
2.2. Charge Carrier Transport
The manifold ways to align and orient organic molecules determine the electronic transport in organic
semiconductors. Extensive reviews on this topic are found in literature [118–120]. Depending on the level of
crystallization and the examined temperature regime, one observes a transition between two borderline cases:
polaronic band-like transport and hopping transport, both delimited by their temperature dependence of
the mobility µ (T ). While delocalized phonon-assisted transport in polaron bands is only observed in highly
purified crystalline phases at low temperatures, hopping transport over localized sites is commonly observed
in amorphous or microcrystalline organic films. Taking a step back to a more general introduction of band
transport in highly ordered films, both types of charge carrier transport shall be reviewed here.
2.2.1. Towards Band-Like Transport in Highly Ordered Crystals
One of the most basic charge carriers transport theories, the Drude model, was introduced in 1900 to explain
the conductivity in metals and solids containing free electrons. In this picture, electrons are classically
accelerated by an applied electric field within the material until they collide with heavy, positively charged
lattice ions. Upon collision, the electrons scatter by random angle, before they are accelerated again and
the next collision occurs. Despite the erroneous interpretation of the actual nature of the scattering centers,
an explanation of Ohm’s law and Joules heat was given. With emerging quantum mechanics, a detailed
microscopical description became accessible, identifying the scattering centers as structural defects, chemical
contaminations, or lattice phonons. However, in the case of undisturbed propagation, the translation symmetry
of the crystal potential V
(
r⃗ + R⃗n
)
= V (r⃗) with lattice vector R⃗ = R⃗n/n demands periodic solutions of the
Schrödinger equation that suit the Bloch condition
Ψk⃗
(
r⃗ + R⃗n
)
= exp
(
ik⃗ ◦ R⃗n
)
Ψk⃗ (r⃗) . (2.9)
The wave functions Ψk⃗ can be computed from solutions of the atomic orbitals (tight-binding-approximation)
and result in electronic (conduction and valence) bands. Their shape depends on the crystal lattice symmetry,
while the band width W is proportional to the overlap Jm,m′ of neighboring atomic orbitals χi of the lattice
points m and m′ with
W ∝ Jm,m′ =
⟨
χr⃗−R⃗m
⏐⏐⏐Hˆ⏐⏐⏐χr⃗−R⃗m′⟩ , (2.10)
similar to the findings in LCAO theory in Sec. 2.1.1. Electrons and holes are restricted to be at areas of
constant energies, i.e. ellipsoids
E
(
k⃗
)
= EC,V ± ~2
(
k21
2m1
+ k
2
2
2m2
+ k
2
3
2m3
)
, (2.11)
which are determined by the effective masses m1,2,3 and the position of the area itself in the k⃗-space. [121]
The effective mass of an electron or a hole mi towards the respective axis i is given by the corresponding
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dispersion relation
mi = ~2
(
d2E (k)
dk2i
)−1
. (2.12)
Since the electronic states are extended over the whole crystal, free charge carriers can propagate within the
bands. The transport is a drift and the mobility µi of charge carriers in the band is given by
µi =
eτi
mi
(2.13)
with the mean time between two scattering processes at lattice defects, impurities or phonons denoted as τi.
Transport in extended bands is only meaningful, if τ ≫ ~/W and the resulting mean free path is larger than
the lattice constant, i.e. charge carrier motion is extended to several unit cells. For highly crystalline inorganic
materials, mobilities reach µe ≈ 1.4× 104 cm2/Vs in Si or µe ≈ 9.2× 104 cm2/Vs in GaAs. These values are
only exceeded in low dimensional systems, e.g. single layers of graphene (2× 105 cm2/Vs at RT) [122]. The
highest reported mobilities are observed in 2D heterostructures of AlGaAs/GaAs (3.5× 107 cm2/Vs) [123] close
to 0 K. Due to suppressing of phonon modes at low temperatures, the scattering probabilities are lowered. In
general, the theory of ideal band transport predicts a temperature dependence of the mobility in the form
of µ ∝ T−3/2. However, measured scaling laws differ from this result, e.g µh ∝ T−2.3 and µe ∝ T−1.5 for
Ge [124] or µh ∝ T−2.2 for Si, due to non-parabolic bands and defect scattering.
For organic semiconductors, measured mobilities are lower by orders of magnitude. The prevailing reason
for that is their limited inter-molecular coupling. Consequently, the bandwidth of organic semiconductors
is small as compared to inorganics and band transport is observed only in case of highly-ordered and pure
crystals at low temperatures. [125] While organic benchmark materials such as singlecrystalline rubrene can
compete at least with inorganic α-Si, [126] thin-films of small molecules [127–130] and polymers [131,132] exhibit
only low mobility values. Herein, it has been shown that thin-film morphology and orientation are important,
e.g. to explain intra-grain and inter-grain transport in polymer backbones, emphasizing the importance of
molecular π-stacking. In addition to the observation of band transport in several high purity organic solids
at low temperatures by Karl et al., [125] negative temperature coefficients of the mobility (i.e. dµ/dT < 0)
have been reported for few ten K in solution processed FETs [133,134]. Referred to as band-like transport,
the results are explained by field-assisted promotion from shallow states into more extended states [133] and
polaronic transport [134]. In transport theory, polaron bands formed due to electron-phonon interaction, exhibit
a µ ∝ T−3/2 dependency and are narrower as compared to entirely electronic bands. In experiments, mobility
drops with µ ∝ T−n and n > 1.5 (i.e. band-like). However, the bandwidth W decreases with increasing
temperature (dynamic disorder) until complete localization of the charge carriers and the charge carrier motion
transitions into hopping transport. Hence, charge carrier hopping is considered the predominant transport
mechanism at room temperature especially in organic films with greater disorder, e.g. amorphous or poorly
crystalline layers of small molecules. They are discussed in the following section.
2.2.2. Hopping Transport Concepts in Disordered Systems
Governed by weak inter-molecular van-der-Waals interactions in molecular solids, the overlap of frontier orbitals
of neighboring molecules is very limited. Considering a mostly amorphous organic film, charge carriers remain
localized at their molecular sites and polaron bands are suppressed. In disordered media, the charge carrier
motion is attributed to occasional hopping steps, the fundamental problem is set by the master equation: [135]
∂
∂t
ni (t) = −
∑
j ̸=i
Wjini (t) [1− nj (t)] +
∑
j ̸=i
Wijnj (t) [1− ni (t)]− λini (t) . (2.14)
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A change in occupation probability ni (t) of site i can occur via interaction with all surrounding sites j, e.g. a
hop of a charge carrier from i to an empty site j (first term) or from j in case of an empty site i (second
term). The transition rates Wji and Wij are commonly equal. The third term denotes decays rates λi in
case of excited states or recombination. The most prominent description for the transition rates W was given
by Anderson with the so-called Miller-Abrahams expressions [136] denoted as
Wij = ν0 exp (−2γ |Rij |)
⎧⎨⎩exp
(−(εj−εi)
kBT
)
∀εj > εi
1 else
(2.15)
where ν0 is the phonon vibration frequency i.e. ’jump-attempt’ rate, γ is the inverse localization radius (caused
by the overlap integrals of the molecular orbitals), and εi and εj are the energies of the respective sites i and
j with the inter-site distance |Rij |. An illustration is given in Fig. 2.10. The transport process is regarded as
phonon-assisted tunneling between sites further apart and jumps between neighboring sites. Herein, jumps
towards sites of lower energy happen immediately whereas jumps to energies higher than the initial energy
are temperature activated (Arrhenius-type). The major simplification is that no polaron relaxation after a
successful jump is considered, i.e. the energy landscape remains unchanged.
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Figure 2.10.: (a) Charge carrier transport in an energetically and spatially disordered system. (b) Microscopically, the
occupation of site i changes when the residing charge carrier hops to a neighboring, empty site j1 or j2 (rates given as
Wij). Jumps upwards in energy obey an energy penalty while jumps downwards are only limited by spatial tunneling
probabilities. The emptied site i can be re-occupied by backward hops or a charge carrier jumping from nearby site k.
Mott included this effect in his polaron hopping model, assuming that hops may occur between sites in
resonance (dependent on temperature) [137]. The total energy does not depend on the site the charge carrier
is situated at. The hopping rate between two sites separated by energy ∆E = |εj − εi| is proportional
to exp (−∆E/2kBT ). Both models yield similar transport currents for steady state conditions and room
temperature, but differ for low temperatures. Here, the occupation of phonon modes changes which promotes
polaron relaxation. In case of correlated site energies (i.e. for the CDM8), the solutions are insensitive to
the chosen expression of the transition rates [138]. Regardless of the transfer rate of choice, Eq. (2.14) needs
to be solved in terms of most probable jump distance, i.e. in energy ∆Emax and spatial distance Rmax.
Subsequently, major approaches and their outcome are briefly explained.
8Correlated Disorder Model
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Mott’s Variable Range Hopping (VRH)
Efficient hopping transfer requires the initial jump site to be filled and the final site to be empty (cf. Eq. (2.14)).
In a disordered film, such sites are distributed spatially and energy-wise, and transport is a trade-off problem.
Although energetically favorable sites to jump do exist, they might be fairly distant rendering the tunneling
probability negligible. On the other hand, targeted sites nearby could cause diminished hopping probabilities
because of potential energy penalties ∝ exp (−∆E/kBT ). However, it is natural to expect the charge carriers
to hop in vicinity of the Fermi level where filled and unfilled states are closest (cf. Fig. 2.11 (a)). Assuming
a uniform site distribution g (E) = g, a charge carrier has 43πR3g∆E options to hop within its spherical
surroundings by an energy ∆E over the distance R, but needs an empty site to perform a successful hop, i.e.
4
3πR
3g∆E ≃ 1. (2.16)
Using e.g. the Miller-Abrahams expressions (cf. Eq. (2.15)), the maximum jump rate with respect to R is
derived as
Wij |max = ν0 exp
⎛⎜⎝−γ ( 18γkBπg 1T
)1/4
− 1
kBT
4
3π
(
1
8γkBπg
1
T
)3/4
g
⎞⎟⎠
or (2.17)
σ (T ) ∼Wij |max ∝ exp
[
−
(
T0
T
)1/4]
.
It is known as Mott’s temperature activated hopping formula [139] with the optimized distance Ropt and energy
step ∆Eopt given by
R4opt =
1
8γkBπg
1
T
and ∆Eopt =
(8γkBT )3/4
4
3 (πg)
1/4 . (2.18)
At room temperature, typical values of g = 1021 cm−3 eV−1 and γ = 1 nm−1 yield Ropt ≈ 1 nm and
∆Eopt ≈ 0.2 eV, which is in good agreement with a very localized hopping motion. Similar calculations for
exponential site (i.e. DOS) distributions show that the carrier motion happens at states situated slightly
above the location of the charge carrier equilibrium distribution (cf. Fig. 2.11 (b)). [118] With a steeper DOS,
the current flows at elevated energies where more states are available (cf. Fig. 2.11 (c)).
Ambegaokar’s Percolation Approach
Mott’s variable range hopping calculations suggested that charge carriers take the fastest way through a
landscape of disordered sites. This shows itself similar to the problem of water running i.e. percolating in dry
sand. As percolation theories were powerful and already advanced, in one of the most important contributions
Ambegaokar et al. proposed to describe charge carrier transport in disordered media. [141] Following the
illustration in Fig. 2.12, the spatial lattice of the hopping sites is transformed into a resistor network. It is
the aim to obtain the critical (i.e. fastest) path way through the system by minimizing the systems overall
resistance. Miller-Abrahams jumps between sites of the energy εi and εj at the distance Rij are expressed by
current flow through conductors as
Gij ≈ qν0
kBT
exp (−2γ |Rij |) exp
(
−|εj − EF |+ |εi − EF |+ |εj − εi|2kBT
)
. (2.19)
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Figure 2.11.: (a) As shown for uniform (top) and exponential (bottom) distribution of density of states ρ, charge
carrier hopping occurs within ∆ε around the Fermi level where occupied and empty sites are in close vicinity. (b)
Normalized charge carrier density, current density and density of states for exponential DOS of T0=700 K and 500 K
(c). In both cases, the filling factor of the DOS is 10−4 and the Fermi level position is indicated by a thick arrow.
Computed by VRH, charge carrier transport takes place at elevated energies as compared to EF . [118,140]
Here, the site energies distant from the Fermi level provoke only low jump probabilities. After transcription,
the conductors are subsequently added into an empty site landscape starting with the lowest values until a
(critical) percolation path is formed and the critical (necessary) conductivity σ (T ) = GC is obtained. Applying
this percolation approach to a 3D uniform site distribution leads again to Mott’s formula (cf. Eq. (2.17)), and
shows the consistency of these two approaches.
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Figure 2.12.: For a percolation description of the charge carrier transport, the hopping system (a) turns into a resistor
network (b). Step-by-step, resistors are removed in a way that only the highest conductors are kept to ensure a
percolation path through the disordered film (c).
Most relevantly in context of organic semiconductors, Vissenberg and Matters applied the percolation approach
to an exponentially distributed DOS [142], addressing the issue that the site density at the Fermi level is
dependent on the actual Fermi level position (i.e. charge carrier densities p (E) = 1Nt
∫
dE g (E) f (E)). For
the conductivity in such a system, they derived
σ (p, T ) = σ0
(
πNtp (T0/T )3
(2γ)3BcΓ (1− T/T0) Γ (1 + T/T0)
)T0/T
(2.20)
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with Γ (z) =
∫∞
0 dx exp (−x)xz−1 and Bc ≈ 2.8 nearest neighbors in a 3D lattice. [143] In case of low charge
carrier densities (p≪ Nt) and low temperatures (T < T0), an Arrhenius-like temperature dependence of the
conductivity [142,144,145] employing the activation energy EA,σ to
σ (T ) = σ0 exp
(
−EA,σ
kBT
)
(2.21)
is found. With that, Eq. (2.20) and Eq. (2.21) comprise two main results for an exponential DOS: The
characteristic hop is a temperature activated jump from the Fermi energy towards a specific transport energy
where much more available sites exist. [146,147] Secondly, the conductivity increases superlinearly with the
charge carrier density (σ ∝ pT0/T ). Filling the DOS increases the average energy of charge carriers in the
system thus facilitating an easier access towards more target sites. The effective activation energy is reduced.
For Gaussian DOS functions, similar percolation approaches can be found in literature. [148,149]
Computational Approaches: Bässler Model, EGDM, and ECDM
Besides the considerations on variable range hopping and percolation path theory already presented above,
extensive studies were published on computational approaches of charge carrier transport in organic films. In
early work of Bässler et al., the master equation Eq. (2.14) is solved on a finite cubic lattice with periodic
boundary conditions using Miller-Abrahams rates and Monte Carlo simulations. [150] Following Fig. 2.13, they
assume a DOS which is Gaussian distributed (hence the model is known as GDM 9) in both energy space as
g (E) = N0√
2πσ˜
exp
(
− (E − E0)
2
2σˆ2
)
(2.22)
with the energetic (static) disorder σ˜ and spatial space as
g (Γ) = 1√
2πΣ
exp
(
− (Γ− γR0)
2
2Σ2
)
(2.23)
with the off-diagonal disorder Σ. The latter is caused by varying orbital overlaps of neighboring molecules
with Σ = 2γ |Rij |).
In progress of the Monte Carlo experiment, the motion of randomly inserted charge carriers motivated
by an external electric field F is tracked. Upon multiple simulation passes, their movement speed converges
and the actual position of the charge carriers becomes insignificant. The mean time and the accomplished
way of the charge carriers towards the extracting contacts yield the mobility, depending on the disorder. For a
single charge carrier in the DOS, Bässler et al. found it to be located around E∞ = E0− σ2/kBT for t→∞,
while the mobility function is derived to [150]
µ (σˆ,Σ, F, T ) = µ0 exp
[
−
(
T0
T
)2]⎧⎨⎩exp
[
C
((
3/2T0T
)2 − Σ2)√F] , Σ ≥ 1.5
exp
[
C
((
3/2T0T
)2 − 2.25)√F] , Σ < 1.5 (2.24)
with the empirical constant C = 2.9× 10−4 (cm/Vs)1/2 and T0 = 2σ/3kB . For low charge carrier densities
and high field strengths (F ≥ 106 V/cm) [151,152], the result agrees well with the experimentally observed
9Gaussian Disorder Model
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Poole-Frenkel behavior µ ∝ exp
(√
F
)
, as observed e.g. in time-of-flight experiments. [150,153–155] Deviations
at low to intermediate fields are resolved in the CDM assuming correlated site energies. [138]
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Figure 2.13.: Illustration of electron and hole transport in disordered systems in presence of an electric field F . In
the (E)GDM, spacial overlap of adjacent sites (Γ) and site energies (E) are commonly assumed to be Gaussian
distributed. [150,156,157] Computations considering the extension of the DOS towards the energy gap often use exponential
distributions. [142,144,145]
However, findings of Tanase et al. in OFETs of the disordered polymer10 demonstrated a strong dependence
of the mobility on charge carrier concentration [158]. In the EGDM 11 Pasveer, Coehoorn, and coworkers solved
the master-equation Eq. (2.14) numerically to obtain a drift mobility dependent on temperature T , electric
field F , charge carrier density p, and disorder σ as (cf. plot in Fig. 2.14) [156,157,159]
µ (σˆ, F, p, T ) = µ0 (σˆ, T ) · f (E, σˆ, T ) · g (p, σˆ, T ) , (2.25)
with
µ0 (σˆ, T ) = µ0 exp
[−Cσˆ2] , (2.26)
f (E, σˆ, T ) = exp
⎡⎣0.44(σˆ3/2 − 2.2) ·
⎛⎝√1 + 0.8(Fea
σ
)2
− 1
⎞⎠⎤⎦ , (2.27)
g (p, σˆ, T ) = exp
[
1
2
(
σˆ2 − σˆ) · (2pa3)δ] , (2.28)
and
σˆ = σ
kBT
, δ = 2
σˆ2
[
ln
(
σˆ2 − σˆ)− ln (ln 4)] , C = const. (2.29)
Independent of the exact formalism, all discussed descriptions of charge carrier transport in a Gaussian
distributed density of states propose the same scenario. At equilibrium, the charge carriers reside in the
low energy tail of the DOS. However in case of transport, they take their route towards states of higher
energy but also higher density near the center of the Gaussian DOS and in the vicinity of a distinct transport
level. Thereby, upward hops are promoted by (thermal) activation energy. However, the exact location of the
transport level ET has attracted in-depth research and is fundamental for further understanding of the work
in this thesis, thus, the main theories shall be presented in the following section.
10Poly(3-hexylthiophene-2,5-diyl)
11Extended Gaussian Disorder Model
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Figure 2.14.: Results from Pasveer et al. [156] at various temperatures - Left: Charge carrier density dependence of
the mobility at vanishing field. Right: Field dependence of the mobility for typical densities in OLEDs (low, main)
and OFETs (high, inset). Numerical results of the master equation (symbols) are fitted (lines) according to the
parametrization given in Eq. (2.25).
2.2.3. Theories on the Transport Level
Introduction. The treatment of charge carrier motion in organic semiconductors in the frame of a defined
transport level is beneficial since it allows for a straight-forward transcription of well established inorganic
semiconductor physics. Adapting the multiple trapping model with its sharp mobility edge, it has been
suggested that charge carrier transport happens via states of high µ. Localized states below a threshold
energy, i.e. the transport level ETr, trap charge carriers. Consequently, they require an activation energy
to take part in transport again. [146,148] Herein, the position of ETr will show itself to be dependent on the
assumed DOS distribution (exponential or Gaussian), determining the residence of the charge carriers.
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Figure 2.15.: (a) Charge carrier transport in a Gaussian DOS, where the charge carriers reside around the equilibrium
energy E∞ = E0 − σ2/kBT and move at the transport energy ETr. (b) Upon partial filling of the DOS, ETr remains
constant for concentrations up to n/N0 ≈ 0.05. [161] The positions of EF , E∞ and EB ≈ E0 − (5/9)σ2/kBT are
plotted for σ/kBT = 4 and N0γ3 = 0.01.
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Early Approaches. Since Bässler et al. found that a charge carrier resides at an equilibrium energy
of E∞ = E0 − σ2/kBT within the tail of a Gaussian DOS (cf. Fig. 2.15), it is natural to estimate the
transport level from the temperature dependence of the low-field mobility as [156]
µ ∝
[
−C
(
σ
kBT
)2]
(2.30)
where C is a numerical constant close to 4/9. In this context, it was claimed that the transport to happen at
EB ≈ E0 − (5/9)σ2/kBT . [160] However, it has been argued that charge carriers are distributed in the range
of σ around E∞ which should be reflected in the hopping rates and ETr. [119]
Although much effort was put into this topic, the exact position and the interpretation of such a transport
level is still controversially debated. A first analytical approach was suggested by Schönherr et al. [162], who
solved the percolation problem assuming only nearest-neighbor-hopping (NNH) for a Gaussian DOS. They
define the transport level as energy Ecrit of sites conducting the most current once a critical (percolation)
path is formed through the medium, i.e. ∫ Ecrit
−∞
g (E) dE = cp. (2.31)
For the three-dimensional simple cubic lattice, the critical concentration for percolation is cp = 0.31, hence
Ecrit − E0 ≈ −0.6σ. Similar results were recently published by Cottaar et al. who in addition addressed
the strong dependency of the critical energy on the lattice formation (i.e Ecrit,sc − E0 = −0.49σ and
Ecrit,fcc − E0 = −0.84σ). [163] Despite detailed derivations for different DOS types are found in litera-
ture [142,145,164], it has been argued that percolation description is not suitable for finding the real transport
energy in disordered systems. [119] Charge transport involves spatial propagation of the charge carriers, hence
it should always be equally described by activation to an elevated energy and tunneling to sites further apart
(cf. Sec. 2.2.2).
Arkhipov’s Theory. Considering a spatially random distribution of sites in a steep density of states
(∂g (E) /∂E ∼ 10−4), Arkhipov et al. derived from the number of possible shallower hopping sites the most
probable jump-to-energy Ej as [165–169]∫ Ej
−∞
g (E) (E − Ej)3 dE = 6
π
(γkBT )3 . (2.32)
This result is obtained disregarding backward carrier jumps into starting sites, which do not contribute to
spacial hopping transport, but end up in charge carrier oscillation. In case of allowing backward carrier jumps,
an increased number of short range hopping events is observed in charge carrier transport simulations. [119,170]
Hence it has been argued that the most frequently visited energy Ej is not completely identical to the
transport level. [119,171] However, after an upward jump over the inter-site distance r, a charge carrier will
not return to the initial site if there is another hopping neighbor of the targeted site with a smaller hopping
parameter 2γr outside the sphere of radius r centered at the starting site. [165] The average number of such
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neighboring sites nb (Ei, r) has been calculated by Arkhipov et al. as
nb (Ei, r) = 2π
∫ r
0
dr′r′2
∫ π
arccos(r′/2r)
dθ sin θ
∫ Ei+2γkBT(r−r′)
−∞
g (E) dE
= πr
3
12
{
11
∫ Ei
−∞
g (E) dE
+
∫ Ei+2kBTγr
Ei
g (E) dE
[
8
(
1− E − Ei2kBTγr
)
+ 3
(
1− E − Ei2kBTγr
)4 ]}
.
(2.33)
It increases in a DOS g (E) with increasing both initial energy Ei and spacial distance r. Basically, Eq. (2.33)
summarizes all target sites which are reachable from a site energy Ei. Down- or backward jumps happen
without any energy restriction to sites of an energy lower than Ei (c.f. first integral in second equation).
The inverse charge carrier localization length γ and the thermal energy kBT in the system define the ’action
radius’ 2γkBTr around the site energy Ei. Within this sphere, a number of neighboring sites are reachable
via upward jumps (c.f. second integral in second equation). The probability λ(Ei, r) that the site of energy
Ei has at least one hopping neighbor of a hopping parameter smaller than 2γr is determined by the Poisson
distribution: [165]
λ (Ei, r) = 1− exp [−nb (Ei, r)] . (2.34)
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Figure 2.16.: Temperature dependence of the effective transport level (solid lines) and the energy of most probable
jumps (dashed lines) in a disordered system as reported by Arkhipov [165] with (a) exponential DOS (γ=1nm−1,
g0=1023cm−3eV−1) and (b) Gaussian DOS (γ=10nm−1, N0=1022cm−3eV−1). For comparison, the most targeted
energy by VRH is shown (dotted lines).
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Considering only upward jumps to target sites from which a jump back to the starting site is improbable,
Arkhipov et al. derived an alternative description of the transport energy ETr using Eq. (2.33) and Eq. (2.34)
to [165] ∫ ETr
−∞
g (E) dE
∫ (ETr−E)/2γkBT
0
r2 {1− exp [−nb (E, r)]} dr = 14π . (2.35)
The application of Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.35) to an exponential and a Gaussian DOS
gβ (E) = N0 exp
(
E − E0
kBT0
)
and gσ (E) =
N0√
2πσ
exp
[
− (E − Eσ)
2
2σ2
]
(2.36)
and the derived temperature dependencies are depicted in Fig. 2.16. They are compared to findings on most
probable jumps from Mott’s VRH theory [146,147], i.e.
g (Ej)
[∫ Ej
−∞
g (E) dE
]−4/3
= 1
kBT
(
9π
2γ3
)1/3
. (2.37)
Although Eq. (2.37) predicts a deeper level of most probable carrier jumps, its temperature dependence
mimics that of both, ETr and Ej calculated by Arkhipov. [165] The offsets increase with larger disorder T0, but
remain typically less than 0.2 eV around room temperature. For low temperatures (low thermal energy), the
charge carrier hopping happens deep in the exponential tail with reduced mobility. [172] This explanation holds
true for a Gaussian DOS (cf. Fig. 2.16 (b)), although the temperature dependencies deviate more strongly.
The crossing of E0 at certain temperatures, however, seems unreasonable and is considered to be an artifact
of the tunneling contribution. [165,172] Since the DOS further away from the center E0 is low and decreases
steeply, most charge carriers are expected to hop around Etr,RT ≈ E0 for RT.
Considering partial filling of the DOS, the transport level has been reported to be stable up to concen-
trations of n/N0 ≈ 0.05. [161] Charge carriers are able to hop to a sufficient number of states close-by in energy
to propagate through the system. [147,148] Only for elevated densities n (i.e. EF exceeding the equilibrium
position E∞ of a charge carrier in a DOS by significant extent), the transport level increases towards E0
where more empty sites exist (cf. Fig. 2.15 (b)). [161,167]
Recent Advances. An interesting approach towards finding the transport energy has lately been sug-
gested by Oelerich et al. [119] Assuming a Gaussian DOS, they solve the hopping problem for the NNH regime
after removing small slices of the DOS (εcrit ±∆E) leaving those parts unaccessible during charge transport
(cf. Fig. 2.17). Depending on how important the withdrawn sites are, i.e. close to ETr, the cutting more
or less severely effects the mobility of the system. At room temperature, a strong drop of µ is observed
close to the DOS center E0 indicating the position of the transport level. For decreased temperatures,
ETr shifts towards lower energies. Note that cuts close to the equilibrium energy E∞ force some charge
carriers to populate sites of higher energy and slightly increase the mobility due to less required activation energy.
As shown, the transport level depends significantly on temperature and disorder parameters of the or-
ganic thin-films, a fact that has to be considered in further parts of this work. Only linking structural
properties and predictive transport theories allows for a correct description of the energetic landscape, i.e.
intra-gap states which are mainly addressed in the thesis.
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Figure 2.17.: (a) Modified Gaussian DOS after Oelerich et al. with sites cut within ∆E around εcrit that are
unaccessible for charge carrier transport. (b) Calculated hopping mobility for cut systems and different temperatures
kBT . Larger cuts close to the transport energy ETr show a stronger drop in µ as transport relevant sites are eliminated
(redrawn after Ref. [119]).
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Molecular Doping
Key to the experimental parts of this thesis, the fundamentals of molecular doping are discussed.
Following an introduction of the technical concept and a short overview on common molecular
doping compounds, prevailing theories on the microscopic charge transfer are summarized. Within
a classical semiconductor approach, the difference between deep and shallow dopant states and
its implication on the Fermi level position are described. The chapter ends with a summary of
major theoretical and experimental studies in the field of molecular doping, and examples of the
application of the doping technique in organic optoelectronic devices.
3.1. Terms and Defintions of Molecular Doping
Due to strong localization (hence low mobilities µ) and low intrinsic free charge carrier concentrations n, p
organic semiconductors exhibit only low conductivities
σ = e · n, p · µ. (3.1)
The number of intrinsic charge carriers in a classical semiconductor, i.e. those created via thermal generation
across the energy gap Eg, is
ni · pi = n2i = NC ·NV exp
(
− Eg
kBT
)
, (3.2)
where NC and NV are the density of states at the conduction band and the valence band. Assuming
NC = NV ≈ 1020 cm−3, organic semiconductors exhibit intrinsic charge carrier densities pi = 103...107 cm−3
due to the larger Eg as compared to inorganic semiconductors, e.g. GaAs with Eg = 1.42 eV. [47]. Measured
free charge carrier concentrations differ between p = 109...1014 cm−3 for small molecule semiconductors and
p = 1015...1017 cm−3 for π-conjugated polymers, mostly risen from electro-active impurities and structural
defects that form intra-gap states. However, these free charge carrier densities are not controllable in type
and amount.
Excess charge carrier densities can only be created via: i) illumination ii) injection iii) field effect or iv) charge
transfer from introduced dopant molecules to the host material. The latter requires a very well matched
energy level alignment between both molecular species. As depicted in Fig. 3.1(a) in case of p-(n-)doping,
the LUMO (HOMO) of the dopant has to lie energetically below (above) the HOMO (LUMO) of the host
material. For efficient charge transfer, energy differences are typically found to be less than 0.5 eV. [174]
Despite extensive research on this topic, a unified theory on the doping process is absent up to now. [91,175].
While the idea of integer charge transfer has been more established in early work, [176,177] recently more hints
are found supporting doping undergoing charge transfer hybrid formation. [178,179] After an introduction of
important quantities of the doping technique and a brief review on widely used doping compounds, both
theories of the doping process thus shall be presented in the following sections.
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Figure 3.1.: (a) Principle of n/p-doping, here shown for zinc-phthalocyanine (* respective energy values for thin-film
aggregation on organic sublayer) with W2(hpp)4 or F6-TCNNQ. Following the traditional integer charge transfer
model, n(p)-type doping is provided by electron transfer from the HOMO of the dopant(host) to the LUMO of the
host(dopant). (b) According energy landscape in a host:dopant system at different doping concentrations as calculated
by Mityashin et al. for P5:F4-TCNQ. [173] At higher MR and thus higher energetic disorder, the CT complex dissociation
probability is increased.
Quantities and Units of Doping Concentration
Mainly related to higher defect densities, doping concentrations in organic semiconductors commonly exceed
the ppm1 range known from inorganic semiconductors, especially in case of highly purified single-crystalline
semiconductors. Most essential is the molar doping ratio MR as it defines the ratio of dopant nD and host
molecules nH in a mixed film. The doping concentration cn on the other hand states on the number of
dopants relative to the overall number of molecules within the film, i.e.
MR = nD
nH
, cn [mol%] = 100% · nD
nD + nH
, cn = 100% · MRMR+ 1 . (3.3)
Originating from the detection of evaporated masses during thin-film preparation with quartz crystal micro-
balances in vacuum, another representation is commonly used. The weight ratio WR defines the deposited
dopant mass mD per deposited host mass mH . Likewise, the mass doping concentration is the dopant mass
divided by the overall film mass, i.e.
WR = mD
mH
, cm [wt%] = 100% · mD
mD +mH
, cm = 100% · WRWR+ 1 . (3.4)
Using the molar masses Mi with mi = ni ·Mi · Vi both representation types can be translated into each
other following
WR = MR · MD
MH
. (3.5)
Charge transport layers in modern applications like OLEDs or OSCs exhibit doping concentrations of a few
weight percent to ensure very thin depletion zones and ohmic contacts. In this thesis, however, reasonably
large depletion zones at MR 10−2 and below [180–183] are exploited to study charge carrier traps and the
doping process itself.
1parts per million
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Dopant Compounds for Small Molecule Semiconductors
Early attempts to dope organic semiconductors often utilized strongly oxidizing gases, e.g. iodine or bromine,
where one achieves high conductivities for materials such as phthalocyanines or polymers like polypyr-
role. [184–188] A main drawback is the small size of such dopants as they show a high tendency to diffuse
leaving it impossible to form long-term stable doped layers. More frequently used, electron donating alkali
metal atoms like (fluorinated) [189] lithium [190] (complexes) [191] or cesium [192,193] suffer from the same issue.
Despite being deposited as thin interfacial layer, e.g. Parthasarathy reports on strong diffusion of Li into bulk
layers of CuPc, BCP, or Alq3 of up to 100 nm [194] which causes exciton quenching and reduced lifetimes in
devices like OLEDs or OSCs. [195,196] Moreover, such n-doping, e.g. of Bphen with Cs, [108,193] requires high
concentrations, at the same time adding a large number of ionized metal cores, i.e. deep Coulomb traps.
Hence, alkali metals are increasingly replaced by molecular dopants recently.
Molecular p-doping has been reported in the last decades, employing organic acceptor materials such
as ortho-chloranil, [197] tetracyano-quinodimethane (TCNQ), [198] and dicyano-dichloro-quinone (DDQ) [199]
for phthalocyanines or oligothiophenes. However, their dopant strength has been limited, e.g. for TCNQ
with an electron affinity of only EA = 4.5 eV. [175] Fluorinated derivatives drastically improved the potency.
Consequently, F4-TCNQ shows EA = 5.24 eV [200] and became a standard dopant for many HTL2 materials,
e.g. (MeO-)TPD, [201,202] α-NPD, [203] m-MTDATA, [204] and various phthalocyanines. [107,200,205,206] Advance-
ments in chemical synthesis of dopants within the last years spawned todays state-of-the-art acceptor materials
F6-TCNNQ [128,182,183,207] and the fluorinated buckminster fullerene C60F36. [182,183,208] Both exhibit a high
molar mass, allowing for controlled lower doping, and do not show the low vapor pressure of F4-TCNQ causing
contamination of evaporation chambers. Recently, large band gap transition metal oxides such as molybdenum
trioxide MoO3, [209–212] tungsten oxide WO3, [213] and rhenium oxide ReO3 [214] have been reported as possible
dopant candidates in organic devices. Due to their large electron affinity, they are able to p-dope even host
with high IP, e.g. CPB3 (IP= 6.23 eV) doped by MoO3 (EA= 6.7 eV). [209] A main drawback herein are the
commonly required doping concentrations of 20...50 mol% [212,213] to reach sufficient conductivity values,
creating a large amount of Coulomb traps by the dopant species [209,215] and limiting the doping efficiencies
to few percent. [209–211,215]
N-doping of organic semiconductors using molecular dopants is much more challenging. The dopants must
feature high lying HOMO levels to ensure efficient charge carrier transport to the LUMO levels of the host.
Typical hosts materials feature electron affinities in the range of 3 eV. [107,175] This fact renders most of the
pure dopants prone to oxidation in air and demands for special storage and treatment, e.g. in case of the
potent W2(hpp)4 and Cr2(hpp)4 [216–218] which lead to conductivities of up to 4S/cm in C60 films. [130,219]
Due to a self-passivation effect lately reported by Tietze et al., the mixed films retain a conductivity in air up
to a factor of 1/3 (after heating in vacuum). [220] However, another possibility to circumvent the air instability
of the pure dopants is the use of air-stable precursor molecules. For this concept introduced by Werner,
in their case n-doping NTCDA with pyrodine B, [221,222] donors are provided in situ by activation of stable
precursors via thermal energy or illumination (e.g. AOB doped C60) [223,224] during or after evaporation of
the mixed film. Further, the mechanism of splitting a less reactive dimer molecule in two radical monomers
donating electrons to the host is commonly exploited. [224–226]
Despite manifold realizations of doping compounds, their working principle in the host matrix is still under
debate and is discussed in the following.
2hole transport layer
34,4’-bis(N-carbazolyl)-1,1’-biphenyl
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3.2. Prevailing Theories on Charge Transfer in Host:Dopant
Systems
3.2.1. Integer Charge Transfer Model
Commonly, doping is considered as two-step process: [227,228] first, for p-doping electrons are transferred from
the matrix molecule M to an acceptor molecule A incorporated in the system and a charge transfer (CT)
complex [M+A−] is formed. [229] Secondly, [M+A−] dissociates. Both processes are balanced by the reaction
constants k1 and k2 which indicate, whether the equilibrium state is on the respective left or right of the
equation. The eventually created positive charge + moves away from the ionized acceptor A− along the
matrix M as
MMAMM  
neutral
k1−⇀↽−M
[
M+A−
]  
CT-state
MM
k2−⇀↽−M M+A−  
dissociated
CT-state
MM
W−⇀↽− M+M  
hopping
charge c.
A−MM. (3.6)
While the eventually yielded free charge carriers hop in the DOS with the jump probability W as discussed in
Sec. 2.2.2, their generation can by estimated by the law of mass action as [91]
η = NM+NA−
NMNA
= exp
(−∆E
kBT
)
. (3.7)
The number densities of the molecular species i are given as Ni and η accounts for the balance of the two-step
reaction in Eq. (3.6), hence the efficiency of the doping process. Typically, the equilibrium constant η = k1 ·k2
shows low values of a few percent [132,207,230], thus the reaction balance is shifted to the left site, although
the probability of charge transfer (i.e. k1) is close to unity [107] (assuming perfect intermixing of matrix and
dopant, i.e. no clustered dopants).
The limiting factor for η is the dissociation barrier. The CT complex has to overcome it, as it is caused by
the Coulomb attraction of generated charge carrier and ionized dopant molecule. The binding energy ∆EB
of the CT complex can be estimated as
∆EB (r) =
1
4πε0
e
r2
+ Pe−h (r)− (Pe + Ph) ≃ 14πε0εr
e
r2
(3.8)
with the energy Pe−h gained by the CT complex upon polarization of its surroundings and the polarization
values Pe,h for a free pair of electron and hole. Similarly, the binding energy can be approximated by Coulomb
interaction of two point charges separated by the distance r in the system with the dielectric constant
εr. Common values of εr ≈ 3 and an inter-molecular distance of r ≃ 1 nm result in ∆EB = 0.5 eV that
exceeds by far kBT = 0.025 eV at room temperature. The assumption of a thermal Boltzmann activation
exp (−∆EB/kBT ) hence could explain why only a small fraction of CT states dissociates. Nevertheless, this
simple picture neither considers polaronic effects due to the many-body interaction of free charge carriers and
ionized dopants [173] nor the net energy gain of the electron/hole upon charge transfer in the host:dopant
system, which could possibly support the CT state dissociation. In this context, Mityashin et al. report on an
strong increase of the dissociation probability hence doping efficiency with higher MR in F4-TCNQ doped
pentacene. [173,231] Infringing a threshold concentration of dopants, stronger energetic disorder creates more
percolation paths supporting hole jumps further apart from the ionized acceptor molecule (cf. Fig. 3.1(b)).
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3.2.2. Intermolecular Hybridization
In contrast to the ’traditional’ CT state picture, the group of Norbert Koch proposed a hybridization model
for the doping process. [178,232–234] Motivated by observations of polaronic sub gap states via UPS in doped
thiophene systems, [235,236] they propose hybridization of overlapping host and dopant orbitals. The generation
of a free charge carrier is hence considered a process involving three molecules. Sketched in Fig. 3.2, the
HOMO of a host molecule and the LUMO of a dopant molecule form two hybrid orbitals at first. Both
electrons from the former host HOMO occupy the bonding orbital of the hybrid. In a second step, p-doping is
gained by an upward hop of an electron from the HOMO of another host nearby, thus leaving free hole in the
host matrix. [178]
The poor occupation of the sub gap hybrid orbitals obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics thus gives an explanation for
low doping efficiencies. [178] The activation energy EA for the charge transfer is governed by the energy splitting
of the hybrid states. For maximized doping efficiencies η, the host HOMO and the dopant LUMO need to
match as closely as possible. A large inter-molecular orbital overlap S [237] is however disadvantageous [233]
since it increases the energy splitting. In experiment, alkylated benzothieno-benzothiophene (HOMO ≈ 5.7)
p-doped with tetracyanoquinodimethane at different fluorination stages, i.e. Fn-TCNQ (n = {0, 1, 2, 4} and
F6-TCNNQ shows such trends. GIXRD4 measurements hint on similar aggregation of dopants in the mixed
thin-films (i.e. S is expected to remain unchanged) with increasing fluorination of the dopant. In contrast to
neat films, additional sub gap absorption features arise in UV/Vis, attributed to formed hybrid states. With
deeper lying LUMO = -4.23 ... -5.36 eV of the dopants, the found transitions from bonding (HOMO) to
anti-bonding orbital (LUMO) and HOMO-1 to LUMO of the hybrid shift equally to lower energies, indicating
a smaller energy split with larger EA of the dopant. [234]
Measurements of the doping efficiency η directly proving the theory are, however, missing up to now.
Nevertheless, the reported increase in IP in blends up to 1:1 of F4-TCNQ and pentacene respectively
α-sexithiophene supports the hybrid model (an intermixing of host and hybrid signal is assumed). [178] The cal-
culated activation energy EA of several 100 meV for the charge transition to the hybrid LUMO in P5:F4-TCNQ
qualitatively agrees with the reported low doping efficiencies. [173]
HybridHost Host
Dopant
E
Figure 3.2.: Formation of hybrid orbitals (red) due to overlap of molecular frontier orbitals, namely HOMO of a host
molecule (black) and LUMO of a dopant (blue). In case of p-doping, an electron is transferred from the HOMO of
another host (gray) to the unoccupied hybrid orbital. The activation energy EA of this process is governed by the
energy splitting (from left to right), while the occupation of the molecular levels obeys the Fermi-Dirac distribution.
4grazing incidence X-ray diffraction
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3.2.3. Classical Semiconductor Approach with Effective EA
Despite the prevailing inconsistencies concerning the charge transfer mechanism in doped systems, recently
Tietze et al. introduced an adequate model to explain Fermi level shifts upon doping of various host systems
over a wide range of doping concentrations. [181,183,207] They utilize a classical semiconductor approach, where
doping occurs via thermal activation from dopant levels in the energy gap to the edges of conduction or
valence band (EC and EV ). The equilibrium condition for all states obeys Fermi-Dirac statistics
f (E,EF ) =
1
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
) , (3.9)
with the occupation probability f (E,EF ) for electrons at site energies E in a system with the electro-chemical
potential at the position of the Fermi Level EF . Consequently, the occupation of a (single) acceptor level EA
in case of p-doping shows as
N−A =
NA
1 + exp
(
EA−EF
kBT
) . (3.10)
Here, N−A represents the number of ionized acceptors, i.e. those undergoing charge transfer, and NA
is the overall number of sites at EA. The assumption of a discrete acceptor level is however strongly idealized,
since (especially in case of organic semiconductors) DOS distributions are broadened and of rather complex
shape. The number of occupied states for any distribution of states is defined by the respective Fermi-Dirac
integral, e.g. for the number of free holes in the valence band with typically gV (E) ∝
√
E − EV as
p =
∫ +∞
−∞
dEgV (E) [1− f (E,EF )] . (3.11)
The notation [1− f (E,EF )] is mandatory since the occupation of states with holes means the absence of
electrons. Using Boltzmann approximation E − EV ≫ kBT , the Fermi-Dirac integral yields
p = NV exp
(
EV − EF
kBT
)
(3.12)
with NV as effective density of states at the valence band edge EV . The number of free holes p, satisfying the
charge neutrality equation p = N−A determines the position of the Fermi level with respect to the transport
edge. Increasing the amount of NA thus p shifts EF closer towards EV . In general, classical semiconductor
theory distinguishes between two extreme cases: shallow and deep dopant states. Both are illustrated in
Fig. 3.3(a).
Shallow Dopant States. For shallow dopants, the Fermi level lies energetically above the impurity level
EA, independent on doping concentration or temperature. Hence all the dopant molecules are ionized at all
times, i.e. p = N−A = NA and adding more dopants NA linearly increases the number of free charge carriers
p. In direct consequence, the Fermi level shift towards the band edge as
EF (T ) = EV − kBT ln NA
NV
. (3.13)
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Deep Dopant States. In case of deep dopant states, the Fermi level is situated between EA and EV thus
according to Eq. (3.10) only a fraction of NA is ionized. The activation energy ∆Ep towards the valence
band edge is given by
∆Ep =
EA − EV
2 , (3.14)
and the number of free charge carriers is calculated similarly to Eq. (3.11) as
p ≃
√
NANV exp
(
−∆Ep
kBT
)
. (3.15)
The shift of the Fermi level with the logarithm of the number of acceptor molecules from Eq. (3.13) is reduced
by a factor of two as
EF (T ) =
EA + EV
2 − kBT ln
NA
NV
. (3.16)
Obviously, the presence of such deep states NA pins the Fermi level as positions closer than (EA + EV ) /2
to EV are not reachable. Nevertheless, the number of free charge carriers p at the valence band edge is equal
for all distinct positions of EF .
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E
1 / T
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g 
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pi
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Figure 3.3.: (a) Energy levels in context of classical semiconductor theory for a p-doped semiconductor with either
shallow or deep acceptor level EA. (b) Corresponding plot of free hole density p versus 1/T at fixed acceptor
concentration NA featuring dopant reserve, saturation, and intrinsic temperature regime (redrawn after [91]).
The impurity depth, i.e. shallow or deep, only affects the number of required acceptor molecule to shift the
Fermi level to same positions. For a fixed dopant density NA, impurity levels can appear as either shallow or
deep distributions, dependent on the actual temperature T. With decreasing T, the Fermi-Dirac statistics
sharpens and less thermal activation energy is provided. At a certain temperature, EF intersects with EA which
marks the transition to deep state behavior (N−A < NA). Following Fig. 3.3(b), this regime is called impurity
reserve or, attributed to the decrease of active dopants, freeze-out. In contrast, increasing T yield more active
dopants, eventually reaching p = N−A = NA, entering the dopant saturation regime. For sake of completeness
since generally not observed in organic semiconductors, the intrinsic charge carrier concentration in Eq. (3.2)
exceeds p introduced by doping at very elevated temperatures. However, a transition between dopant satura-
tion and dopant reserve can be forced at fixed temperature by manipulating the Fermi-Dirac statistics upon
introduction of a large number of NA. [91] This established statistical model has been shown to be applicable
for a series of organic host:dopant systems, e.g. describing p-doping in MeO-TPD:C60F36 [181,207] as well as n-
doping in ZnPc:W2(hpp)4, [183] and allows for the quantification of inherent trap distributions at the same time.
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In general, results show that the assumption of deep impurity levels is more suited for organic semiconductors
at room temperature. Following Eq. (3.13), typical doping concentrations of NA/NV = 0.01 would imply at
most EA = 120meV for dopant saturation, i.e. EF = EA and η = 100%. Strong doping, e.g. NA/NV = 0.1
would require an even shallower impurity level of EA = 60meV to guarantee dopant saturation. As previ-
ously discussed, doping efficiencies are often limited to few (ten) percent and calculated CT state binding
energies [238] / activation energies for hybrid charge transfer [234] in the range of a few 100meV. Hence the
formation of reasonably deep dopant states is most likely. The hopping nature of charge transport in organic
semiconductors however might alter their exact depth level, especially since the transport level is found to be
temperature dependent, [165,172] in contrast to classic inorganic semiconductors.
3.3. Literature Overview on Results in the Field of Doped
Molecular Semiconductors
The mechanism of doping in organic semiconductors has been studied further quite extensively, utilizing
conductivity, [130,177,202] photoelectron spectroscopy, Seebeck, [130,177] and IR spectroscopy measurements. [107]
The main results will be successively presented to provide an overview on the state of knowledge. Conductivity
studies can be done experimentally quite easily in situ, although they comprise ambiguous physics as
σ (NA, T ) = e · p (NA, T ) · µ (p, T ) . (3.17)
Often times, a superlinear increase of the conductivity with the doping concentration is observed, e.g. in case
of MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (slope 1.85) or ZnPc:F4-TCNQ (1.6) (cf. Fig. 3.4(a)). [177,202] Even assuming shallow
dopant states and impurity saturation p = NA underestimates these results. Besides, linear [130,180,221] and
sublinear [219] slopes are to be found as well as transitions to other regimes, e.g in case of very low doping
of C60 with the reactive dimer [RuCp*(mes)]2. [180] However, following Eq. (3.17), precise measurements
of charge carrier density p and charge carrier mobility µ are indispensable to conclude on reasons for the
conductivity behavior.
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Figure 3.4.: (a) Thin-film conductivity versus concentration of dopant F4-TCNQ in MeO-TPD and ZnPc. In such
experiments, for MR ≃ 0.01 and above, typically a superlinear increase is seen (data taken from Ref. [177] and Ref. [202]).
(b) Conductivity in C60:[RuCp*(mes)]2. Merely expected to happen for p-doping but reported for n-doping: strong
divergence from slope=1 attributed to incomplete trap filling at low MR and temperatures (redrawn from Ref. [180]).
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One possibility to estimate p is via thermoelectric, i.e. Seebeck measurements. The Seebeck coefficient S
corresponds to a thermo voltage U upon a temperature difference ∆T within a semiconductor, defined as
S (T ) = lim
∆T→0
U (T,∆T )
∆T (3.18)
and equals the energetic distance of Fermi level and respective transport energy ETr
S (T ) = EF (T )− ETr
eT
. (3.19)
This relation holds for band-transport with bandwidths ≤ kBT and hopping transport likewise. In combination
with Eq. (3.12) it approximates the number of free holes as
p = Ntr exp
(
−EF (T )− ETr
kBT
)
≃ Ntr exp
(
− e
kB
S (T )
)
. (3.20)
Seebeck coefficients S and derived hole densities p for F4-TCNQ doped ZnPc are shown in Fig. 3.5(a),
both indicating a shift of EF closer to ETr for higher MR. The increase in p is however again strongly
superlinear, rendering the assumption of deep dopant states, hence p ∝ √NA, wrong. This fact is supported
by the temperature independence of the Seebeck energy (cf. Fig. 3.5 inset). Similar studies can be found
in literature. [176,219] However, in case of VoPc 5 doped by F4-TCNQ, S and with that p show themselves
slightly temperature dependent (Eact ∼ 0.1 eV). [176] Nevertheless, the acceptor depth EA is found to be
smaller than EF − ETr for all MR, supporting shallow state formation of the dopants. [176] From both rather
contrary results it might be likely, that this host:dopant system finds itself close to the transition point of
impurity saturation and reserve regime, i.e. shallow and deep dopants.
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Figure 3.5.: (a) Seebeck coefficient S and deduced charge carrier density p versus molar doping ratio in ZnPc doped by
F4-TCNQ. Inset: S shows to be temperature independent, here for MR 0.02 (data taken from Ref. [177]). (b) Mobility
in C60 upon trap filling deduced from the conductivity data shown in Fig. 3.4(b) using µe = σ/en and n = ND. The
curves represent results of corresponding Monte Carlo simulations. (redrawn after Ref. [180]).
The superlinear increase of σ is still striking and in contradiction to the assumption of shallow states p ∝ NA.
One possible explanation that has already been discussed in this thesis is the increasing CT state dissociation
probability due to stronger energetic disorder thus more percolation pathways at higher amounts of doping
molecules in the matrix. [173] Despite a qualitative agreement on the experimentally seen decrease of activation
5vanadyl-phthalocyanine
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energy at higher MR [180,206,239,240], still high conductivities of 10−3 S/cm [128] and above as well as large
doping efficiencies up to 0.98 [182] are reported for the same or similar material systems whereat Mityashin
et al. calculated a charge generation efficiency of zero (cf. Tab. 3.1). [173] A similar approach finds itself in
accordance with experimental results in n-doped PPEEB6 though, as the superlinear increase of σ with higher
MR
σ = eµeND exp
(
− ED
kBT
)
(3.21)
is governed by an activation energy ED
ED = ED,max − βN1/3D (3.22)
with the electron donor density ND at the donor level ED (≃ 0.3 eV). The fit parameter β = 6.5× 10−8 eV
cm is of the order e2/4πε0εr and yields εr = 7.2 which is remarkably higher than for the undoped film
(εr = 4). Gregg et al. explain their findings by an increase in polarizability of the organic films by the number
of electrons in bound but delocalized states near dopant cations, [241] supporting CT state dissociation.
An advanced approach for the conductivity dependence has been suggested by Männig et al., examin-
ing F4-TCNQ doped ZnPc, VoPc, and TDATA7. [206] They adapt the percolation description of transport
in disordered organics by Vissenberg and Matters [142] who found an Arrhenius-type temperature activa-
tion σ ∝ exp (−EA/kBT ) as well as a superlinear increase in conductivity σ ∝ pT0/T (cf. Eq. (2.20) and
Eq. (2.21)). An exponential DOS with T0 in the range of 450...520K and only the assumption of shallow
dopant states (EA = 0.18...0.34 eV) allows to reproduce conductivity and field effect mobility measurements
over a range of doping ratios (MR 0.002...0.02) and temperatures (160...360K). The activation energy EA
is again found to decrease monotonously with higher doping and deep dopant formation can be excluded
by producing sublinear, i.e. incorrect, σ (NA) relations. The percolation nature of this ansatz however, i.e.
considering only critical jumps, impedes the evaluation of Seebeck coefficients which are determined by
average hops [206] (cf. Sec. 2.2.3).
Deviations, i.e. transition kinks and strong superlinear shifts in the low doping regime have been ad-
dressed to trap limited mobilities. [180,242] Olthof et al. assume a doping efficiency of 1 (n = ND) and calculate
the mobility from their conductivity data as depicted in Fig. 3.4(b) and Fig. 3.5(b). Below a threshold
in doping concentration of MR 2 − 6 × 10−3, Fermi level position and charge transport are limited by an
exponential trap distribution with the density ∼ 1018 cm−3. After occupying all those trapping sites via
doping induced charge carriers, the µ saturates around typical values of 0.1 − 0.2 cm2/Vs and EF is no
longer pinned. [180] A direct proof of this explanation via measuring µ experimentally even for MR down to
10−3...10−4 is absent though. However, predictive Monte Carlo simulation by Mehraeen et al. (solid lines
added in Fig. 3.4/3.5(b)) support the findings. They use a composite DOS with a centered Gauss and an
exponential distribution toward the energy gap. Both hopping and mobility edge model conclude that two
regimes for σ (ND) are dominant: a (trap-limited) superlinear and a linear part. The transition point, i.e.
charge carrier density, is situated where the DOS of both distributions are balanced. [242] A major simplification
is still the negligence of a thermal activation energy for charge generation and just the assumption of existing
charge carriers, independent on the temperature.
6perylene diimide
74,4’,4”-tris(N,N-diphenylamino)-triphenylamine
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The position of the Fermi level Eq. (3.13) and Eq. (3.16) has been previously discussed to depend on
the amount of incorporated dopants hence the number of generated free charge carriers. In ultraviolet
spectroscopy measurements, Olthof et al. report on a stabilization of EF around 0.4 eV for MR ≃ 0.1 in
MeO-TPD:F4-TCNQ (cf. Fig. 3.6, green symbols). [202] Since measurements of Tietze et al. confirm this
pinning at doping with F6-TCNQ and C60F36 (cf. Fig. 3.6, red and blue), they conclude on deep dopant
formation in the MeO-TPD films which agrees with the calculated acceptor level of EA = 0.46 eV. [181,207]
Seebeck experiments by Menke for the identical material combination however, seem to be contradictory
as the Seebeck Energy, i.e. ES = EF − ETr decreases further for MR > 0.1. [240] This fact is puzzling, as
the transport level ETr has been calculated to shift only closer towards the DOS center, i.e. further away
from the energy gap and EF . [130,161] Possibly, the assumption of an equal lattice formation for low and high
mixing ratios is wrong and substantial amounts of another molecular species, e.g. dopants, add percolation
pathways strongly influencing ETr.
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Figure 3.6.: Fermi level positions versus doping concen-
tration in MeO-TPD doped with F4-TCNQ or C60F36.
The strong shifts at MR 2× 10−3...5× 10−2 are due to
pinning of EF at deep trap levels ET ≃ 1.4...1.7 eV to
the HOMO onset (E = 0). The trap density NT is in the
range of 1018 cm−3 but reduced upon host purification
(data taken from Ref. [181,202,207]).
Host:Dopant cn [mol%] η [%] Ref.
MeO-TPD:
F4-TCNQ
3.1 3
Ref. [202]17 3
27 14
MeO-TPD:
F6-TCNNQ
0.8 20
Ref. [207]2.4 12
14.4 7
MeO-TPD: C60F36
0.09 36
Ref. [207]0.7 23
6.9 10
P5: F4-TCNQ
0.3 0
Ref. [173]
1.0 6
3.0 14
5.0 23
C60:W2(hpp)4 3.0 4 Ref. [130]
Ir(piq)3: NDP2
1.1 63
Ref. [243]
2.2 95
4.3 85
8.5 64
Table 3.1.: Published results of doping efficiency
η = p/NA in small molecule systems, examined via
UPS [202,207], combined Seebeck and conductivity [130],
impedance, [243] or simulation [173].
The strong shifts of about 1 eV/decade in Fermi level versus molar doping ratio (cf. Fig. 3.6) are characterized
by Tietze in terms of an extended classical semiconductor model including trap distributions. [91,207] Similar to
the conductivity data presented above (cf. Fig. 3.4), inherent deep traps are found to limit the number of free
charge carriers, hence pinning the Fermi level for low doping concentrations. As soon as the traps (in case of
MeO-TPD: ET ≃ 1.35 eV, NT ≃ 1018 cm−3) [207] are filled by adding consecutively more dopants, EF shifts
away from the mid energy gap towards the hole transport level eventually saturating at EA. In this range, i.e.
MR 2× 10−3...10−1, the doping efficiency η = p/NA is expected to reach its maximum. [91] Reported values
of doping efficiency however strongly depend on the material system, the doping ratio, and the experimental
technique used. An overview is given in Tab. 3.1. While estimated values from ultraviolet spectroscopy are
low, it is supposed that electric fields such as the built-in field in impedance spectroscopy support the CT
state dissociation which could explain the higher values of η.
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3.4. Application of Molecular Doping to Optoelectronics
3.4.1. The p-i-n Concept in Organic Solar Cells
In organic solar cells, following concepts given in Sec. 2.1.4, light is absorbed in the photo active layer and
converted into electric current. Due to the high exciton binding energy ∆EB, a spontaneous splitting of
the electron-hole pair is unlikely. The conversion efficiency is tremendously increased by the introduction of
an exciton splitting interface as illustrated in Fig. 3.7. Herein, a preferably electron transporting material
(acceptor) is combined with an (donor) material favoring hole transport. Both are either merged closely, i.e.
in a flat heterojunction, or co-deposited as a bulk heterojunction.
EF,p
E(a) (c)
Figure 3.7.: (a) Organic solar cell layer sequence with p-i-n structure in open-circuit configuration. Upon illumination,
excitons are generated in photo active areas and are separated at the donor-acceptor interface. Consequently, the
Fermi level splits into EF,p and EF,n, which determines the open-circuit voltage Voc. (b) In case of short-circuit,
separated electrons and holes migrate, motivated by the built-in voltage Vbi, to the corresponding electrodes. (c)
Blending of donor and acceptor material in bulk heterojunctions can partly compensate the poor exciton diffusion
length in organic semiconductors limiting flat heterojunctions (e.g. shown in (b)).
After absorption of an incoming photon, an exciton is created on either of these molecular species and can
diffuse to a donor-acceptor interface. Benefited by the energy offset between the HOMO of the donor and
the LUMO of the acceptor, typically in the range of 0.5...0.6 eV, a separation of the exciton is possible.
In direct consequence, the Fermi level splits into two quasi-Fermi levels which can be measured as open-
circuit voltage VOC, depending on the HOMO-LUMO difference as well as ∆EB. [244] Electron and hole
are afterwards transported to the corresponding extracting electrodes via electron transport layer (ETL)
and hole transport layer (HTL). Such transport layers are typically electrically doped to ensure high charge
carrier conductivities [71] and have large bandgaps to minimize parasitic absorption. Additionally, hole/electron
blocking layers (HTL/EBL) are present to prevent a diffusion of charge carriers (majorly excitons) to the
’wrong’ electrode, i.e. quenching.
As briefly discussed in Sec. 2.1.4, a major limitation to organic solar cells is the exciton diffusion length of
only ∼ 10 nm. Photo active layers are hence restricted to small film thicknesses which limits their absorption
capabilities. Bulk heterojunctions however allow for thicker films, as the molecular intermixing of donor and
acceptor phase guarantees still reachable exciton separating interfaces within few nm. Still, this demands for
a precise control of the thin-film morphology (cf. Sec. 2.1.5). Furthermore, novel organic/inorganic device
concepts featuring perovskite absorbers with large exciton diffusion length [71] or tandem solar cells employing
multiple stacked absorber cells [109] are found in literature.
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Spectroscopy of Charge Carrier
Traps in Molecular Semiconductors
Conceptually introduced in the previous sections as additional intra-gap states, this chapter starts
with a short overview on causing effects of trap states. Afterwards, the used characterization
techniques for examining trap distributions in density, energy, and shape are presented. Impedance
spectroscopy including the depletion capacitance and the frequency dependent trap capacitance are
discussed in detail. The method of thermally stimulated currents and all important approaches
for data analysis to obtain detailed trap DOS profiles are explained in-depth. Utilized to gain
information about the energy/distribution of HOMO levels and Fermi level positions, the principles
of ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy are briefly summarized. Further, this chapter includes
experimental details on the measurement setups, the sample preparation, and the examined materials
to spectroscopically identify trap states.
4.1. Trap States
Trap states are unwanted sites in the energy gap of an (organic) semiconductor. Utilizing the introduction of
a transport level ETr as given in the previous section puts up a simple definition: states below (above) Etr,e
(Etr,h) are considered as electron (hole) traps. [245] Those intra-gap states lower the mobility via multiple
charge carrier trapping and release events [180], eventually leading to charge carrier recombination losses if the
retention time for the trapping site exceeds the charge carrier lifetime in the system. Depending on temperature
and minority/majority carrier concentration, such recombination centers limit the power conversion efficiencies
in state-of-the-art OLEDs or OSCs. Delayed reversal of traps causes parasitic capacitances and hysteresis in
switching terminals. For instance, the threshold voltage of OFETs is strongly influenced by the presence of
traps. [41,246]
According to semiconductor statistics, the electron (hole) trap occupation N∓T (E) is given by the Fermi-Dirac
integral
N−T =
∫ ∞
−∞
dEg−T (E) f (E,ET ) , N
+
T =
∫ ∞
−∞
dEg+T (E) (1− f (E,ET )) (4.1)
with the electron (hole) trap densities g∓T (E) and the Fermi-Dirac statistics f (E,ET ). Hence, the position
of the Fermi level is determining the interaction of traps and free charge carriers, namely described in terms
of conductivity, mobility, trap-and-release, or capacitance of the system which is explained in further parts of
this thesis. Subsequently, causes for existing trap distributions are discussed briefly.
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Disordered DOS
As discussed above, the density of states in organic semiconductors is broadened due to thin-film aggregation
and fluctuations of polarization energies. The DOS towards the energy gap is commonly approximated by a
Gaussian and/or an exponential distribution [158,247,248] where charge carriers reside at the lower energy tail,
i.e. sites close to the energy gap. Intrinsically, temperature and the disorder parameters σ and kBT0 govern
the position of the transport level, i.e. whether parts of the DOS are considered as hopping sites or traps.
Increasing disorder and decreasing temperature shift ETr further into the energy gap and away from the DOS
center (cf. Sec. 2.2.3).
Chemical Impurities
Additional trap states deep within the energy gap are often impurity related. [246,249] Species with different
chemical compositions, e.g. contaminations or degraded source molecules, show altered energy levels thus
act as traps in the matrix. [250] Residuals of imperfect material sublimation are suspected to form deep trap
states. [41,181] Hence, advanced purification techniques are mandatory for organic semiconductors, though the
material quality lags far behind what has been achieved in inorganics such as silicon. [246]
Moreover, organic semiconductors are reported to be sensitive to vapor, e.g. of water, oxygen, [251–253]
or ambient air. As discussed in Section 2.1.3, inter-molecular interactions in an organic semiconductor film are
dominated by the relatively weak van-der-Waals forces, making organic semiconductor materials particularly
susceptible to the incorporation of chemical impurities, such as solvent and ambient gas molecules. [246,254,255]
Vapor molecules are able to penetrate deeply into organic semiconductor films [256,257], either increasing the
morphological disorder [256] or creating dipole moments, locally altering the energy landscape. [257,258] In this
context, Nicolai et al. report on a generic trap level for electron transport caused by water-oxygen exposure in
a series of conjugated polymers displaying varying LUMO levels. [43] They suspect the formation of (H2O)n-O2
complexes [259,260] as well as photo-oxidation of the polymers surrounded by hydrated oxygen complexes
to cause a trap distribution around ET = −3.6 eV with respect to the vacuum level. In general, chemical
reactions (up to a complete fraction of the molecules as seen for the air-sensitive n-dopant W2(hpp)4 1) [220]
are expected to happen at reactive parts of the organic molecules, e.g. thiol groups or in the center of extended
carbon chains. The latter has been reported for e.g. pentacene, where either two oxygen or hydrogen atoms
form double bonds with the carbon atoms at the 6,13-positions. [249] The resulting 6,13-pentacenequinone
and 6,13-dihydropentacene are considered to be important impurities within pentacene films. [261–264]
Structural Defects
Besides chemical impurities and the prevailing disorder, structural defects a major cause for traps in organic
semiconductors. Despite elaborated fabrications (e.g. zone-melting [265] or solution shearing [266]), extended
defects such as edge and screw dislocations or vacancies can be present in significant densities even in
organic crystals. [74] Grain boundaries can hinder the charge carrier transport [267], especially since thin-films
of the small molecules investigated in this thesis are at best polycrystalline. Measurements on pentacene
transistors show decreased charge carrier mobilities for smaller grain sizes (manipulated by either deposition
rate or substrate preparation), i.e. more grain boundaries with respect to the total film thickness. [268–271]
Though, interpretations on the interaction of grain boundaries with passing charge carriers are manifold and
1tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro- 2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato)ditungsten(II)
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controversial. [246,249] Experiments using Kelvin probe microscopy on operating pentacene OTFTs 2 reveal that
charge trapping is inhomogeneously distributed for thick bulk films and does not appear to be confined solely
to grain boundaries. [272] For few monolayers of film thickness however, grain boundaries are decisive for charge
trapping. [273,274]. Theoretical studies on the thin-film growth predict a relaxation of most defects of the
monolayer into ideal crystal configuration, leaving the densities of remaining defects lower than 1016cm−3. [275]
Hence, crystalline grains represent favorable configurations of low energy. Grain boundaries feature low
molecular overlap, thus creating a barrier which hinders the charge carriers from hopping between adjacent
grains. In other words, charges are trapped by high-energy grain boundaries not on them. [246] Still, they leave
the crystallites ’vulnerable’, e.g. to penetrating impurity molecules or occurring point defects.
Molecular Intermixing
In case of mixing different molecular species the situation complicates. For phase separation as used in
bulk heterojunction OSCs [109], the trap distributions of the neat films add up for mixed materials, e.g. as
reported for polymeric blends of P3HT:PC61BM. [46] Besides, additional trap tailing is observed, probably
due to increased disorder at the material interfaces. [46] Moreover, strong phase separation always includes
the possibility of dead end areas [276] with high extraction barriers, thus trapping charge carriers on a finite
phase surrounded by parts of a different material. In systems with another molecular species dissolved in the
matrix, e.g. molecular doping, the DOS disorder remains unaffected only for low concentrations (<MR 0.001).
Arkhipov et al. predict a significant DOS broadening and an increased number of deep traps caused by
Coulomb interaction of ionized dopant molecules and charge carriers for matrix:dopant mixing ratios higher
than 100:1. [277] Experimentally, depending on the size and the energetics of the incorporated molecules,
a broadening of the DOS [182,278,279] and an affected charge carrier mobility [167,280] are commonly seen at
elevated densities (>MR 0.001), e.g. as shown by Kleemann et al. for P5:F4-TCNQ and P5:F6-TCNNQ.
SEM3 pictures reveal an aggregation of charged molecules at the grain boundaries [128] up to a complete loss
of crystallinity of pentacene in (GI)XRD4 measurements at a molar ratio of 10:1. [128,178]
4.2. Impedance Spectroscopy
Impedance spectroscopy (IS) is a characterization technique which analyses the linear response of a system
upon small-signal excitation. The general electrical approach is to apply an electric stimulus e.g. a voltage or
a current to the system and to monitor the resulting current or voltage. During the ongoing measurement, the
general material properties of the system are considered to be time-invariant. The physical properties of interest
are examined typically in the frequency domain, in more rare cases they are Fourier transformed from the time
domain. Although the IS method was originally meant to measure the influence of atmospheric conditions on
electrochemical sensors, [281] a multitude of processes are accessible depending on their characteristic time
frame, e.g. from slow chemical reactions [282] or diffusion/recombination phenomena [283–285] to charge carrier
relaxation/transport processes. [286–290] In this thesis, IS is utilized to gain information on the occupation of
inherent charge carrier trap distributions.
Despite the possibility to excite the system with a voltage step function or a composed white noise signal
which benefits fast and easy data acquisition, a single-frequency small signal voltage (current, alternatively)
stimulus is most commonly used. The applied sinusoidal signal v (t) = v0 · sin (ωt) perturbs the system and
2organic thin-film transistors
3Scanning Electron Microscopy
4Gracing Incidence X-Ray Diffraction
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the resulting current i (t) = i0 · sin (ωt+ ϕ) is measured in phase ϕ and amplitude, or real and imaginary
part by fast Fourier transformation (FFT) of the current response. By that, the acquired data is already
translated to the frequency domain which simplifies further analysis. The complete impedance spectrum Z (ω)
is composed of a set of measurements for different frequencies ω. What occurs time consuming since single
measurements take seconds (MHz) to hours (mHz) depending on the measurement frequency, significantly
improves signal-to-noise ratio. Thus, the stimulus amplitude v0 can be reduced to values below the thermal
voltage (approximately 25 mV at 295 K) to ensure linear response of the system and suppress distortion of
the FFT signal.
4.2.1. Basic Math of Impedance Spectroscopy
The impedance function Z (ω) is a more general approach to resistance of an electrical system which considers
differences in phase angle. Thus, the notation is typically done in the complex plane, either in rectangular or
polar coordinates
Z (ω) = R (ω) + jX (ω) = |Z (ω)| · exp [jϕ (ω)] (4.2)
with real part (resistance) R (ω) and imaginary part (reactance) X (ω), or the modulus (amplitude)
|Z (ω)| =
√
R (ω)2 +X (ω)2, (4.3)
and the phase angle
ϕ = tan−1
(
X (ω)
R (ω)
)
, (4.4)
respectively. It has to be noted that the impedance is time-invariant, although usually depending on the
excitation frequency ω in all its components. From those, not only the impedance function but a number of
important further quantities is derived. First is the admittance Y (ω)
Y (ω) = Z (ω)−1 = R (ω)|Z (ω)|2 − j
X (ω)
|Z (ω)|2 = G (ω) + jB (ω) (4.5)
which is the inverse of the impedance and consists of the conductance G (ω) and the susceptance B (ω).
Second, the admittance allows to calculate the complex dielectric function ε (ω) of the system:
ε (ω) = Y (ω)
jωC0
= ε′ (ω) + jε′′ (ω) . (4.6)
The dielectric function is normalized by the vacuum capacitance C0 of the empty system. Here in, the simplest
assumption in geometry of the system would be a plate-capacitor-like device with
C0 =
ε0A
d
(4.7)
with the dimensions A and d, and the vacuum permittivity ε0. Depending on the device physics, it is useful to
define further, more specific quantities with the use of impedance and admittance function. Those quantities
are often paired with appropriate equivalent circuit models and summarized as immittances. Mostly important
and discussed throughout this thesis is the capacitance function C (ω), defined by the susceptance B (ω) and
the angular frequency ω to
C (ω) = B (ω)
ω
= − X (ω)
ω |Z (ω)|2 . (4.8)
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4.2.2. Data Inspection
Analyzing and modeling of an obtained IS spectrum is often ambiguous and requires first a basic idea
of the given device, and second, knowledge of some fundamental equivalent circuits and their impedance
response. In case of simple structured and ’ideally’ behaving samples, e.g. for characterization of conducting
electrodes, insulating capacitors or trap-free single neat organic films, already graphical inspections yield a
basic understanding of the device properties. Herein, impedance related data is depicted in two ways. In
the complex plane of the Nyquist plot the imaginary part X (ω) is plotted versus the real part R (ω) of the
impedance, and the excitation frequency ω is used implicitly. Moreover, the frequency can be considered
explicitly, showcasing either negative phase angle −ϕ (ω), modulus |Z (ω)|, or the calculated capacitance
function C (ω) of the underlying circuit (Bode plots).
In order to properly obtain the characteristic properties of the investigated circuitry, it is however ben-
eficial to perform a fitting procedure of the acquired data. Most commonly, this is done utilizing the Complex
Nonlinear Least Squares technique, introduced by Macdonald and Gaber [291] and later implemented in all
standard impedance analysis software.5 To obtain a fit, the weighted sums of the squared imaginary and real
part residuals are minimized
S =
k∑
i=1
{
λRi [Rm (ωi)−Rs (ωi,P )]2 + λXi [Xm (ωi)−Xs (ωi,P )]2
}
. (4.9)
The measured values (R,Xm) are subtracted for each frequency ω1...ωk by the simulated ones (R,Xs)
which are calculated for an assumed theoretical model of the device circuit employing the parameters P . By
minimization of S, the best set of P is obtained. The choice of the theoretical model is either governed
by a mathematical description of the physical system as used in this thesis for the examination of inherent
trap states in organic thin-film layers and further explained in Sec. 4.2.4. Another approach is the modeling
via equivalent circuits that however demands for an interpretation of the derived quantities in terms of the
physical device properties. [292] In this case, the fitting procedure is less complicated while physical insights are
provided already for ’simple’ device structures. Hence, basic concepts of equivalent circuits are discussed in
the following.
Equivalent Circuit Modeling
The purpose of the use of equivalent circuits is to model key electrical properties of the system under
investigation which is kept as simple as possible. Equivalent circuits often contain only linear and passive
elements, are able to mimic the impedance response of a stimulated system from IS, and allow an interpretation
of accessible device physics. Resistors represent a conductive path, e.g. an electrode with a certain sheet
resistance, a bulk layer with a defined conductivity, or an injection barrier for charge carriers at a material
interface. Capacitive elements characterize regions of space charge in a device, resulting either from depletion
or accumulation of charge carriers. Inductive elements are neglected here in this work, since measurement
and device layout are optimized to minimize inductive behavior, e.g. by short leads.
Physical imperfections of the system can be accounted for by constant phase elements (CPE), for example to
cover leakage paths in capacitors e.g. by non-ideal dielectrics. Inhomogeneities of the examined system are
modeled with distributed elements, mostly a number of inter-connected circuits to allow for a distribution of
characteristic time constants. [281] For instance, one could imagine a morphologically rough material interface
5In this thesis, we use the commercial software Zview®(Scribner Associates Inc, United States).
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of a system [293,294] which has to be described by a number of individual microscopic ’plain’ interfaces, each
represented by its own designated circuit. Another application of distributed elements are diffusive phenomena
in non-infinite systems, [283,284] since diffusion is a spatially set problem and the resulting IS responsive is not
describable with entirely ideal components.
RC Series Circuit. One of the most fundamental combinations of a resistor and a capacitor is the R-
C-series circuit as depicted in Fig. 4.1 (a). The impedance of the resistor RS and the capacitor CS add up to
the impedance of the circuit:
Z (ω) = RS +
1
jωCS
. (4.10)
In the complex plane (Nyquist plot, cf. Fig. 4.1 (b) left), the impedance function is a vertical line which
intercepts the real axis at the value of the series resistance RS. At low frequencies ω, the capacitor impedance
1/jωCS dominates the IS response (cf. Fig. 4.1 (b) middle, negative phase angle at 90◦) and the circuit
capacitance is frequency independent at the value CS. With increasing frequency ω, the impedance modulus
scales proportional to 1/ω and eventually the negative phase angle drops below 45◦ (|X (ω)| ≤ RS). From
there, the series resistance dominates while the capacitor impedance tends to zero, resulting in a plateau
|Z (ω)| = RS. The capacitance function C (ω) (cf. Fig. 4.1 (b) right, Eq. (4.8)) drops to zero as well. Its
point of inflection shifts to higher ω with smaller RS.
RC Parallel Circuit. The second circuit to be considered is a parallel connection of resistor RP and
capacitor CP, hence the impedance functions calculates as
Z (ω) = RP1 + jωRPCP
(4.11)
and describes a semicircle with the diameter RP in the Nyquist plot (cf. Fig. 4.1 (d)). For low frequencies,
the capacitor impedance exceeds RP by far. The circuit behaves entirely resistive (−ϕ → 0, |Z| → RP).
With increasing frequency, the capacitor impedance vanishes and shunts the resistor. The overall impedance
|Z| tends to zero and the negative phase angle −ϕ reaches 90◦, indicating a perfectly capacitive response of
the circuit. The capacitance function Eq. (4.8) is constant to the value of the capacitor CP and equals the
susceptance B (ω) divided by the frequency ω.
R-RC Circuit. This last example is most relevant since it already allows for the description of simple
organic electronic devices, e.g. Schottky diodes, as it combines an RC parallel circuit with a series resistance
RS (cf. Fig. 4.1 (e)). Therefore the impedance function is a sum of the previously discussed parts and shows
Z (ω) = RS +
RP
1 + jωRPCP
. (4.12)
Again (cf. Fig. 4.1 (f)), Z (ω) plotted in the complex plane is a semicircle with the diameter RP but here
shifted by the series resistance on the real axis. Determined by the RC parallel branch, the IS response
transitions between two states. At low frequencies, once again the capacitor impedance tends to infinity
and the impedance modulus exhibits a plateau at RP + RS (−ϕ = 0◦). With higher ω, the capacitive
pathway becomes conducting and starts to dominate the impedance response (increasing −ϕ and pronounced
maximum). At very high frequencies, the capacitor shunts the RC parallel circuit and Z (ω) of the entire
element has a lower limit at the series resistance (−ϕ→ 0). The capacitance function behaves similar to the
previous discussed RC parallel circuit. However, the low frequency plateau does not exactly match the parallel
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Figure 4.1.: (a)-(b) RC series circuit consisting of resistor RS and capacitor CS . In the high frequency regime, the
circuit impedance is determined by RS while the impedance of the capacitor 1/jωCS dominates in the low frequency
regime. (c)-(d) RC parallel circuit of resistor RP and capacitor CP . The capacitance of the circuit is frequency
independent. At high frequencies the capacitor impedance drops to zero hence shunts the resistor which is dominant
at low ω. (e)-(f) R-RC circuit consisting of RC parallel unit and a series resistance RS. The features of impedance
spectra are sums of the two previous circuitries.
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capacitance CP since a part of the applied voltage drops over the series resistance. The capacitance can be
derived as
C (ω) = CPR
2
P
(RP +RS)2 + (ωRPCP )2
, (4.13)
and results for the limit ω → 0 in
C (ω → 0) = CP
(
RP
RP +RS
)2
. (4.14)
Only in case of RP ≫ RS the capacitance plateau equals CP (transition to RC parallel), else the ratio of
parallel resistance to series resistance is determining C (ω → 0).
Equivalent Circuits in Organic Electronic Devices. Impedance spectra of thin-film devices such as
OLEDs or OSCs can be often identified with R-RC circuits. Series resistances RS ∼ 100Ω represent electrode
and injection performance, while typically large parallel resistances RP ∼ kΩ...MΩ dominate the impedance
over a wide frequency range. Hence, Nyquist plots show semicircles with large diameters and the plateau
of Z (ω → 0) is fairly not reached within the measurement frequency range. For a single organic layer,
RP is attributed to its resistivity (i.e. conductivity) while the capacitance CP describes possible charge
depletion/accumulation. As intrinsic organic layers typically exhibit very low concentrations of free charge
carriers (cf. Sec. 3), they are commonly identified with the depletion or so-called geometrical capacitance.
Especially since OLEDs and OSCs consist of pin junctions, their interpretation in terms of a R-RC circuit
seems natural. If there exists more than one depletion layer, the equivalent circuit has to be extended by an
equal number of RC parts. The Nyquist plot then shows multiple semicircles which overlap depending on the
similarity of their characteristic response times τi = RC. The capacitance function exhibit multiple plateaus.
In this thesis, depletion zones near doped Schottky contacts are of particular interest, since capacitance
and resistance are tuned by the doping concentration. The modulation of the depletion zone allows for a
determination of trap densities whose response is typically seen as low frequency contribution exceeding the
capacitance spectra of a standard R-RC circuit and is further explained in the consecutive parts of this section.
4.2.3. The Depletion Capacitance of Schottky Contacts
It has been discussed in Sec. 2.1.6 that not only energy levels but also interface dipoles resulting from
chemical reactions, charge transfer, and/or interface states are crucial to the energy level alignment at intrinsic
metal/organic contacts. Additional charges introduced by doping the organic semiconductor compensate such
interfacial effects and allow for Fermi level alignment within few nm from the contacts. Hence, the level
alignment is not anymore a property of the metal/organic material combination, but largely determined by
the Fermi level position, i.e. the doping concentration.
Formation of Trap-Free Space Charge Regions
The formation of such a Schottky contact is treated similarly to inorganic semiconductor physics. Here
considered for p-doping, metal and organics with work functions Wfmetal < Wforganics are assembled. After
contacting, priorly generated holes move from the organics into the metal until Fermi level equilibrium between
both materials is established. Consequently, negatively charged dopant ions remain in the depleted organic
layer and form a space charge region (SCR) of width w which causes an energy level bending (cf. Fig. 4.2
(a)). The voltage drop over this layer equals the built-in voltage Vbi. Assuming an abrupt n+p- junction, the
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space charge ρ (x) is described as
ρ (x) =
⎧⎨⎩−eN
−
A , 0 ≤ x ≤ w
0 , x > w
. (4.15)
The profiles of field F (x) and potential V (x) within the SCR are obtained by solving the Poisson equation
−d
2V (x)
dx2 =
dF (x)
dx =
ρ (x)
ε0εr
. (4.16)
Considering the boundary condition of a vanishing field outside the depletion zone
dV (x)
dx
⏐⏐⏐⏐
x≥w
= 0, (4.17)
the integration of Eq. (4.16) yields
F (x) = eN
−
A
ε0εr
(w − x) and V (x) = eN
−
A
2ε0εr
(w − x)2 . (4.18)
For a built-in potential qVbi ≫ kBT 6 and, without loss of generality, a voltage drop between V (x = 0) = Vbi
and V (x = w) = 0 results in space charge region width
w =
√
2ε0εrVbi
eN−A
. (4.19)
From measured values of Vbi, w, and the relative permittivity εr, it should be possible to calculate the number
of ionized dopants N−A , i.e. to gain information about the doping efficiency η. In experiment however, the
picture of the built-in potential
Vbi =Wforganics −Wfmetal (4.20)
being the difference between the work functions is oversimplified since especially for lower doping concentrations,
interface dipoles ∆ change V (x = 0) significantly. The influence of intermixing of host and matrix molecules
on the dielectric screening, i.e. the permittivity remains unknown. Furthermore, inherent trap distributions
alter the charge carriers occupation and hence the electric field which is why they must be considered in the
following.
Formation of Trap-Limited Space Charge Regions
As discussed in Sec. 3.3, charge carrier traps distributions pin the Fermi level in the semiconductor by reducing
the number of free charge carriers. In case of hole transport, the respective work function Wforganics and with
that the built-in potential are decreased. The level bending has to be discussed now for a semiconductor
with two (for simplification discrete) acceptor levels, a shallow level at E1 below EF and a deep level at E2
which lies above EF if the level bending is small. Thus if eVbi < (EF − E2), the occupation probability for
electrons of states at E2 is low and the space charge region forms similar to the trap-free regime. [295]
For strong level bending eVbi > (EF − E2), the Fermi level intersects with the deep level at the distance X
from the contact and splits the depletion zone (cf. Fig. 4.2 (b)). In w1, the Fermi level is above E2 and the
6the kBT ∼ 25meV at RT are typically guaranteed for our material combinations to be exceeded
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(a)
HOMO
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(b)
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Figure 4.2.: Depletion layer formation and level bending at a Schottky contact featuring (a) a shallow impurity level
EA or (b) a shallow and a deep impurity level ET .
states are able to capture electrons, i.e. are charged. In w2 (EF < E2) holes populate the deep states at E2
which are hence neutral and do not contribute to the space charge. [296] The space charge density ρ (x) is
re-written to
ρ (x) =
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎩
−e (N1 +N2) , w1 : 0 ≤ x < X
−eN1 , w2 : X ≤ x < W
0 , x ≥W
. (4.21)
With respect to the boundary conditions ∀x ≥W : F (x) = V (x) = 0, the Poisson Eq. (4.16) is solved for
both parts of the depletion zone in Eq. (4.21) individually, [295]. In w2 the electric field is calculated as
−dV (x)dx = F (x) =
eN1
ε0εr
(x−W ) , (4.22)
and further integration yields the potential
V (x) = − eN12ε0εr (W − x)
2
. (4.23)
Similarly, one obtains at w1
F (x) = e (N1 +N2)
ε0εr
(x−X) + eN1
ε0εr
(x−W ) (4.24)
and
V (x) = − e
ε0εr
(
(N1 +N2)
2 (x−X)
2 +N1 (X −W ) (x−X) + N12 (X −W )
2
)
. (4.25)
Again, the potential drop over the entire space charge region is described by the built-in voltage, i.e. according
to Eq. (4.25) for V (x = 0) = Vbi this yields
Vbi = − e2ε0εr
(
N2X
2 +N1W 2
)
. (4.26)
Comparing the result to the trap-free relation of Eq. (4.19), the occurrence of the deep level shifts the built-in
voltage by N2X2, i.e. without knowledge of the trap level E2 and the intersection point X with EF an access
to Vbi and further the number of ionized dopants N−A is not possible.
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Depletion Capacitance and Mott-Schottky Analysis
Shallow impurity level, uniform doping. The depletion zone separates electrons in the metal near the
contact and those deeper in the bulk of the semiconductor, hence it possesses a capacitance similar to a plate
capacitor arrangement
C = ε0εr
A
w
. (4.27)
Upon application of a reverse bias voltage V , electrons in the bulk are even further repulsed from the contact
which results in an increase in depletion layer width δw. Consequently, the change of the space charge Q
defines as
Q = eN−AwA (4.28)
determines the differential capacitance C = |δQ/δV |. Together with Eq. (4.27) and (4.19) this leads to the
capacitance of a space charge region employing one shallow acceptor level NA,
1
C2
= 2 (Vbi − V )
A2eε0εrN
−
A
(4.29)
which is the famous Mott-Schottky equation, and allows for the determination of the ionized shallow acceptor
concentration N−A from
d
dV
1
C2
= − 2
A2eε0εrN
−
A
. (4.30)
In case of a uniform doping profile, the slope Eq. (4.30) is a straight line yielding N−A (cf. Fig. 4.3 (a)).
(a)
V
1 / C2
NA,1 > NA,2 > NA,3
0 Vbi
uniform
(b)
V
1 / C2
NA
0
non-uniform
 NA(x)
(c)
V
1 / C2
0
NA+
NT + NA
(iii)
(i)
(ii)
Figure 4.3.: Characteristic behavior of Mott-Schottky plots in case of (a) uniform doping with varying shallow acceptor
concentrations NA,i (b) non-uniform doping NA (x) or (c) two acceptor levels. In detail, it is illustrated (i) an abrupt
increase of acceptor level density from NA+ to NA, (ii) the high frequency limit, and (iii) the low frequency limit of a
sample with a density NA of shallow impurities and a density NT of deep level impurities.
Non-uniform doping. For an arbitrary doping profile N−A (x) (cf. Fig. 4.3 (b)), e.g. important for rough films,
gradient doping, or separated host and dopant domains, Eq. (4.28) no longer holds and must be replaced by
Q =
∫
eN−A (x) dx. [297] The Mott-Schottky relation reveals now the ionized acceptor density N
−
A (w) at the
edge of the depletion zone in terms of the profiler equation [201]
N−A (w) =
C3
eε0εrA2
[
dC
dV
−1]
. (4.31)
Here, changing the bias voltage thus w allows for a determination of the entire N−A (x).
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Shallow and Deep Impurity Level. Introducing a deep acceptor level NT (i.e. a hole trap) in an ad-
dition to the existing shallow acceptor level NA complicates the situation. The small-signal capacitance
depends on the occupation (ionization) probabilities for both levels, i.e. is given by [295]
C = dQdV = −e
(
NT
dX
dV
+NA
dW
dV
)
. (4.32)
It has been shown that the change of the capacitance with applied voltage is frequency dependent. [298] In
the high frequency regime ω →∞, the deep acceptor states are not able to follow the impedance stimulus.
Hence, only majority carriers charging and discharging the shallow level at the edge of the depletion zone can
respond to the applied signal and (dX/dV ) = 0. For this case, the capacitance-voltage relation is derived
to [295]
1
C2
= − 2
A2eε0εrN
−
A
{
Vbi − N
−
AN
−
T(
N−A +N
−
T
)2
× VX
{[
1 +
(
N−A +N
−
T
N−A
)(
Vbi
VX
− 1
)]1/2
− 1
}2}
with VX = V (x) = Vbi − V.
(4.33)
As depicted in Fig. 4.3 (c), the Mott-Schottky plot shows a kink or a smeared out curvature, the latter is
attributed to the broadened DOS of the acceptor levels. [299] For low frequencies ω → 0 however, the deep
level is able to respond to the excitation signal. The capacitance-voltage relation reads in this case
1
C2
= − 2
A2eε0εr
(
N−A +N
−
T
) (Vbi − V − N−T
N−A +N
−
T
VX
)
. (4.34)
The apparent concentration is now the sum of the two acceptors, obtained from the slope 1/
(
N−A +N
−
T
)
in 1/C2 (V ) for stronger reverse biases after a sudden drop at V = Vbi − (EF − ET ) /q. [297] Intermediate
frequencies, however, reveal responses from both deep and shallow impurity levels. The observed capacitance
is regarded as a rather complicated function of the impurity level energy and distribution, bias voltage, and
excitation frequency. This demands for an elaborated model analysis as utilized throughout this thesis and
presented in the following.
4.2.4. Trap Distribution from Frequency Dependent Capacitance
Via an Equivalent Circuit Model. As already briefly introduced, the capacitance function of organic diodes
is typically dependent on the excitation frequency and exhibits an increasing signal contribution for low
frequencies. This behavior has been attributed to charge carrier traps. [182,289] However, an explanation in
terms of an equivalent circuit model is complicated. An attempt is reported by Losee, [300] who incorporates
a number of RC series elements, each of them representing a single discrete trap level (cf. Fig. 4.4). The
capacitance is a measure for the amount of stored charges while the resistance models the release energy,
i.e. the trap depth. Both combined yield the characteristic time constant τ = R · C of the impurity level
which responds upon IS excitation of ω ∼ 1/τ and provides a rise in C (ω). For a description of organic
semiconductors however, this methods has proven itself to be impractical. [39] Trap distributions in organics are
typically broad ∼ several kBT which could be only accounted for by a quasi-infinite number of RC elements,
i.e. a huge number of fitting parameters. [292]
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Figure 4.4.: (a) Equivalent circuit model of organic diodes with a transmission line model for inherent trap states. Each
RC element represents a distinct trap level ET following Losee model. [300] Only an infinite number of elements could
cover the impedance of a trap distribution ZT (ω, V ). (b) In contrast, the IS response of a generic trap distribution
gT (E) is describable in terms of the physical model presented in Ref. [39,289,301–303] and adapted in this thesis.
Via a Physical Model. In this thesis, a physical model which has been introduced in previous work [39,289,301–303]
is used to examine the trap response part in the capacitance function. Here in, a generic trap distribution
gT (E) can be considered to account for a realistic scenario in organic semiconductors. In the following,
the validity of Boltzmann approximation and the presence of only one trap species (i.e. hole traps) are assumed.
The density of free holes p is given by evaluation of the Fermi integral using Boltzmann approximation to
p =
∫ +∞
−∞
g (E) [1− f (E)] dE = N0 exp
(
−Etr,h − EF
kBT
)
(4.35)
with the effective density of states N0 at the transport level energy Etr,h of holes in the HOMO. The number
of holes pt (E) occupying the distribution of hole traps gT (E) is
pT (E) =
∫
gT (E) [1− f (E)] dE. (4.36)
Interaction between traps and elevated states at the transport level occurs via charge carrier release and
capture, the balance equation reads
∂p
∂t
= −∂pT
∂t
=
∫
gT (E)
∂f (E)
∂t
dE, (4.37)
∂f (E)
∂t
= βp [1− f (E)]− ϵf (E) . (4.38)
Here, the quantities β and ϵ represent the time constants for hole capture and release respectively (cf. Fig. 4.5).
The frequency dependent capacitance is derived for a small perturbation of the system (i.e. an IS stimulus),
hence steady-state quantities y¯ are distinguished from small perturbation quantities yˆ. Regarding steady-state
conditions, the time derivatives are equal to 0. Hence, the occupation probability f¯ (ET ) of a trapping site
at the trap energy ET and given EF is balanced by competing emission and capture of holes according to
Eq. (4.38) to
f¯ (ET ) =
[
1 + ϵ
βp¯
]−1
= 1−
[
1 + exp
(
ET − EF
kBT
)]−1
. (4.39)
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Together with Eq. (4.35), the emission rate ϵ (ET ) is determined by
ϵ (ET ) = βN0 exp
(
Etr,h − ET
kBT
)
. (4.40)
In case of a perturbed system, the complex capacitance function C∗ (ω), defined by dividing the admittance
Y (ω) by jω, represents the ratio between charge carrier density variation Qˆ and perturbing voltage signal Vˆ ,
i.e. [304]
C∗ (ω) = Qˆ
Vˆ
= e
Vˆ
(pˆ+ pˆT ) =
e
Vˆ
(
pˆ+
∫
gT (E) fˆ (E) dE
)
. (4.41)
In the low frequency regime, the response of the free majority charge carriers can be considered as instantaneous.
Consequently, the Fermi level is varied to dEF = −edV resulting in
pˆ = dp¯
dV¯
Vˆ = C0
e
Vˆ . (4.42)
The variation of the hole density is described in terms of a chemical capacitance C0
C0 = e
dp¯
dV¯
= e
2
kBT
p¯. (4.43)
Solving Eq. (4.35) for a small perturbation yields the occupation probability function for a trap level ET
to [301,304]
fˆ (ET ) =
1
p¯
f¯ (ET )
[
1− f¯ (ET )
]
1 + jω/ωT
pˆ = e
kBT
f¯ (ET )
[
1− f¯ (ET )
]
1 + jω/ωT
Vˆ (4.44)
where ωT is the characteristic trap frequency
ωT (ET ) =
ϵ (ET )
1− f¯ (ET )
. (4.45)
Substituting Eq. (4.44) into Eq. (4.41) finally results in the complex capacitance function C∗ (ω) depending
only on steady-state quantities and the integration of the trap state distribution
C∗T (ω) =
Y ∗T (ω)
jω
= e
2
kBT
∫
f¯ (E)
[
1− f¯ (E)]
1 + jω/ωT
gT (E) dE. (4.46)
This Eq. (4.46) is solved for the whole device which requires knowledge of the Fermi level position with
respect to the hole transport level at every position of the sample.
Fermi Level Positions and Energy Levels. As previously mentioned, the calculation of the trap dis-
tribution demands information on the Fermi level position and the transport level. Here, UPS measurements
yield the HOMO shape with its center position E0. From there, Etr,h is estimated depending on the tempera-
ture and charge carrier density. The Fermi level position with respect to Etr,h, i.e. the level bending, is obtained
from drift-diffusion simulations. Details on the calculation model are found the work of Schober [305–307],
successfully applied to hole and electron transport in OLEDs. In short, a system of differential equations
considering drift and diffusive motion of charge carriers obeying continuity and Poisson equation is solved using
Boltzmann approximation. In particular, either ohmic or thermionic contacts are assumed. Recombination is
neglected since free electrons are considered absent for hole only devices. The simulation code stops once
a steady-state result is obtained. Consequently, the impedance analysis is performed and the trap data is
re-inserted in the drift-diffusion simulation to verify the results.
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Figure 4.5.: (a) Schematic illustration of low frequency capacitance contribution of inherent traps in an organic diode.
The depletion capacitance CP is exceeded by an additional, frequency dependent trap capacitance CT , which is
examined with the physical model explained above to gain information on the trap parameters. (b) Balanced emission
and capture of holes between a deep hole trap and the hole transport level Etr,h. Upon IS stimulus, the Fermi level is
altered, resulting in varying charge carrier densities thus the additional capacitance C∗T (ω).
4.2.5. Experimental Details
Impedance spectroscopy measurements are carried out with an Autolab PGSTAT302N LCR Precision Meter
(Metrohm Autolab B.V., Utrecht, Netherlands). Excitation frequencies range typically from 10−1 to 106 Hz
while bias voltages can be swept −5...+ 5V. The amplitude of the oscillating signal is set to 15mV to avoid
nonlinear signal response. Upon excitation, the out-of-phase current response is measured, directly displaying
real (R) and imaginary part (X) of the impedance. All measurements are conducted in the dark.
Figure 4.6.: Impedance measurement setup with Autolab LCR meter, multi sample mount, and the possibilities to
measure under illumination or temperature variation. Only the latter was used in this thesis, employing a vacuum
pumped peltier cryostat.
Temperature-dependent experiments down to ∼ 220K are taken in a Peltier cryostat. Being ∆T ≃ ±1K
at room temperature, the temperature uncertainty ∆T increases, limited by the sensor placements of the
setup, to ±5K for 220K. Temperatures below are reached in a liquid helium driven continuous flow cryostat
STVP-100 (JANIS, Massachusetts, United States) (details are found in Sec. 4.3), ∆T is within ±0.1K. The
encapsulation must be removed prior to cooling to minimize the possibility of sample damage (cf. Sec. 4.6).
Inside the cryostats, the samples are kept under vacuum conditions p ∼ 100mbar and the measurements are
taken as fast as possible (same day) to suppress degradation effects.
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4.3. Thermally Stimulated Currents
4.3.1. Introduction
Thermally stimulated techniques, e.g. thermally stimulated luminescence (TSL) and - in our case - thermally
stimulated current (TSC) are useful methods to examine trap distributions. Both involve cooling of the
sample to temperatures comparably low to the trap activation energies and flooding it with excess charge
carriers. Once steady state is reached and gap states are occupied, i.e. the sample is charged, the system
temperature T (t) = T0 + βt is increased linearly at a heating rate β ∼ K/min. In this process, trapped
charges are released from progressively deeper localized states with increasing T and thus higher thermal energy.
Thermally Stimulated Luminescence. In case of TSL, released charge carriers recombine radiatively
with charge carriers of opposite sign whom are typically de-trapped likewise. The luminescence signal is
directly recorded, thus rendering the trap peak unaffected by charge carrier transport properties, i.e. inevitable
for very low mobility materials. Detrimentally, it is not possible to distinguish hole and electron traps.
Thermally Stimulated Currents Experiments. The TSC method, which this thesis and its work will
focus on, however, allows for the examination of unipolar samples. Motivated by an electric field F , the
released charge carriers are moving towards corresponding electrodes and are extracted yielding a current
signal. States within a narrow range of the gradually rising energy ETSC (T ) ∝ kBT provide the largest
contribution to the trap signal, eventually generating a peak in the TSC spectrum. This involves information
about the trap energy, density, and distribution, and moreover about the properties governing the transport of
the de-trapped charge carriers. A sketch of the TSC experiment is shown in Fig. 4.7.
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Figure 4.7.: (a) Thermally stimulated current experiment in its three phases: cool down (A), trap filling and sample
resting (B), and linear heat-up (C), here shown for a rate β ∼ 8K/min. (b) Corresponding TSC spectrum employing a
trap shoulder at T1 and a peak at T2.
Trap Filling. Filling of traps at low temperatures is achieved by applying a forward bias to the sample hence
driving a filling current injected from the corresponding electrodes (electrical filling). The choice of the
electrode material is made according to the energy levels of the organic semiconductors, since the species of
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the injected charge carrier is determined by the injection barriers at the metal/organic interface. Alternatively,
the traps can be filled optically. Assuming a highly absorbing material, excitons are generated within the
photo-active layer and split either under the influence of an external or a built-in field, e.g. at a donor-acceptor
interface. Within the thermalization time, the separated electrons and holes occupy the (deep) gap states
(first). Subsequently, the sample is set to rest at low T for few min to achieve an equilibrium occupation
of deep traps. Remaining ’free’ charge carriers close to the transport level, i.e. moving in the device, are
extracted via built-in potential.
Fractional TSC (FTSC). Fractional TSC is a frequently reported method [245,308,309] to distinguish be-
tween several closely packed monoenergetic trap levels or to examine trap distributions, specifically important
for organic semiconductors. Following the illustration in Fig. (4.8), traps are filled at T0 and a TSC run (pre-
release) is conducted up to a temperature Tstop. Reaching this turning point, the sample is immediately cooled
down again to T0. From here, another TSC run is conducted but without previously filling the trapping sites.
Similar to the pre-release run, an initial rise of the TSC from the shallowest occupied trap states is observed.
These traps are however deeper in energy since all lower lying trap levels have been already previously emptied.
Consequently, the initial rise of the TSC occurs at higher T . By varying Tstop it is possible to slice the entire
TSC spectrum. Integration and subtraction of the FTSC curves yields a lower limit in trap density of each slice.
Estimation of the trap energies, e.g. by the initial rise method, allows to calculate the entire trap DOS gT (E).
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Figure 4.8.: (a) Sketch of a fractional thermally stimulated current experiment to map trap distributions gT (E): cool
down (A), trap filling and sample resting (B), pre-release run up to stopping temperature Tstop (C), immediate cool
down (D), and (E) full heat-up TSC run. (b) Corresponding FTSC curves with pre-release spectrum (black), coinciding
with the complete TSC spectrum (red) up to Tstop, and full heat-up TSC spectrum (green line).
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4.3.2. Evaluation of TSC Spectra
Despite a straightforward experimental sequence, several assumptions must be taken to completely explain a
TSC spectrum. Similarly to the balance equation Eq. (4.37) for the trap occupation in IS, rate equations can
be defined for the two level system of transport level and trap level to [310]
dpT
dt = −pTN0Sv exp
(
−Etr,h − ET
kBT
)
+ p (NT − pT )Sv, (4.47a)
dp
dt = −
p
τ
− dpTdt . (4.47b)
The occupation density pT of a trap level ET is changed by emission of previously trapped holes to states of
density N0 at the hole transport level Etr,h. Simultaneously, free charge carriers of density p are possibly
recaptured by empty trap sites (NT − pT ). Both mechanics in Eq. (4.47a) depend on the capture cross
section S for holes and a thermal velocity v of the holes around the transport level.7 There, the occupation
density p is determined by the interaction with the trap level and possible recombination with respect to the
charge carrier lifetime τ (cf. Eq. (4.47b).
However, solving this set of differential equations requires knowledge not only of trap specific quanti-
ties (depth, distribution, and density) to yield the TSC signal, but also of temperature dependent material
parameters (in particular: Etr,h). In the following, several evaluation concepts are discussed whether they are
applicable to provide information on trap distributions from TSC in organic semiconductors.
Estimation of Trap Density. A lower limit of the trap density pT can be obtained when integrating
the measured signal I (T ) ∝ I (t) to [311] ∫
I (t) dt = Q ≤ eAdNT (4.48)
where A · d is the sample volume to be extracted from. The inequality is given for two reasons: either the
traps are filled incompletely or the charge carriers recombine after release before they can be extracted. The
latter is important in bipolar devices where hole and electron (traps) are present. In the absence of a radiative
recombination center, i.e. an emitter molecule like used in TSL, the obtained trap density is diminished.
The first reason can be attributed to recombination losses as well. In a bipolar sample structure, e.g. an
illuminated solar cell, incident light not only generates new electron-hole pairs, but also release already trapped
charges. [312] For electrical filling, it has been discussed that the trap induced electric field can annihilate an
external field effectively preventing charge injection and trap filling. [311] Anyways, the established occupation
is lower than the actual trap density. Moreover, an elevated TSC starting temperature means that very
shallow trap states are not occupied at all and can not be measured, thus reducing the observedNT even further.
Initial Rise Method. The most frequently used method [44,131,245,308,309,313–316] to determine the energy of
a trap level is the initial rise method introduced by Garlick and Gibson. [317] They found the TSC signal at the
beginning of the peak to be proportional to an activation energy ∆E, i.e.
I (T ) ∝ exp
(
− ∆E
kBT
)
(4.49)
7In fact, the definition was originally given for inorganic semiconductor where the thermal velocity vth of charge carriers in the
respective transport band can be estimated from e.g. Hall measurements.
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Plotting ln I (T ) versus 1/T yields what is commonly identified with the trap energy ET = ∆E. An advantage
of this method is that already a small temperature range, i.e. the onset of the peak signal, is sufficient to
determine the trap energy. Consequently, the temperature dependence of material parameters is neglected.
However, the obtained trap energy represents only a lower limit and can not resolve typically broad densities of
trap states in organic semiconductors. Because of that, the initial rise method is mostly paired with fractional
TSC experiments to profile the trap DOS (cf. Sec. 4.3).
TSC Spectra Fitting for Monoenergetic Trap Levels
Haering/Adams and Garlick/Gibson solved Eq. (4.47a) and (4.47b) to yield the thermally stimulated current
I (T ) = AFeµ (T ) p (T ) [318] considering two borderline cases: slow re-trapping (first-order kinetics) with
τ−1 ≫ (NT − pT )Sν and fast re-trapping (second-order kinetics) following τ−1 ≪ (NT − pT )Sν. [310,317]
First-Order Kinetics (Slow Re-trapping). Assuming that the recombination rate τ−1 (which can be
treated as considerably small e.g. in hole-only devices) is larger than the capturing rate of free charge carriers
to the trap, the TSC spectrum is derived to [310]
I (T ) = AFeµτNT ν exp
[
−ET − ETr
kBT
− ν
β
∫ T
T0
exp
(
−ET − ETr
kBT ′
)
dT ′
]
(4.50)
Note that the temperature dependences of mobility µ (T ), lifetime τ (T ), and ν (T ) must be neglected to
enable an analytic solution. Here, the prefactors N0Sv are combined and yield a term ν which can be
considered similar to an attempt-to-escape frequency for a transition from a lower to a higher energy level. As
seen from Eq. (4.50), the TSC spectrum not only strongly depends on ET but also on ν, and the heating rate
β. In Figure 4.9, various TSC spectra computed from Eq. (4.50) are plotted to illustrate the influence of ET ,
ν, and β. Note that already a discrete trap level ET produces a broadened TSC peak. This can be understood
thinking in terms of probabilities. For considerable low temperatures, the release rate of trapped charges
carries is zero, which increases exponentially approaching higher T due to Boltzmann statistics. However, the
integral term in Eq. (4.50) gradually diminishes the TSC signal once the peak temperature Tmax is passed
and the majority of trapped charges is released.
For a monoenergetic trap level, the width of the TSC spectrum depends on the trap energy, the heat-
ing rate, and the attempt-to-escape frequency (cf. Fig. 4.9). The deeper the trap, the feaster the heat up
and the lower ν, the more broadened is the TSC spectrum. Moreover, a larger ET shifts the TSC peak to
higher temperatures since more thermal energy is required to release the charge carriers. A similar shift of
Tmax to higher temperatures is observed when assuming a lower attempt-to-escape frequency. Figuratively
speaking, the trapped charges try to escape from the trapping site less often which reduces their release rate
for statistical reasons. Consequently, the trap peak is observed for a constant β at higher temperatures. An
analog explanation can be given for a variation of the heating rate β. For a fixed ET and ν, the TSC peak
appears at higher T . Herein, the peak height I (Tmax) is increased for larger β which becomes obvious when
plotting the TSC versus time (cf. Fig. 4.9 (d)). Although more charges are released within a shorter time
frame, the peak sum, i.e. the overall number of extracted charge carriers, stays constant for all β.
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Figure 4.9.: Simulated TSC spectra for a monoenergetic trap level without charge carrier re-trapping (first-order
kinetics) according to Eq. (4.50). The parameter variations show the dependence of the TSC spectra on (a) the trap
energy ET , (b) the attempt-to-escape frequency ν, and (c)-(d) the heating rate β (adapted from Ref. [312]).
Second-Order Kinetics (Fast Re-trapping). If re-trapping of previously released charge carriers by empty
trap sites can not be neglected, Garlick and Gibson derived the second-order equation [317]
I (T ) = AFeµτν
p2T0 exp
(
−ET−ETrkBT
)
NT +
[
1pT0νNT β
∫ T
T0
N0 exp
(
−ET−ETrkBT ′
)
dT ′
]2 . (4.51)
In particular, the shape of the TSC spectrum depends on the number of initially occupied trap sites pT0 and the
overall number of trap sites NT . Once more, ν, µ, and τ are considered to be temperature independent. The
TSC parameter dependencies shown in Fig. 4.9 hold for second-order kinetics whereas the TSC peak height is
reduced approximatively by the ratio pT0/NT . The signal at the high temperature flank is significantly increased
as compared to first-order kinetics (cf. Fig. 4.10). Both features are attributed to re-trapping and re-emission
of initially released charge carriers thus a delayed extraction at the contacts of the sample. Moreover, recom-
bination losses diminish the overall number of extracted charges when the traveling time of the charge carriers
exceeds their lifetime. This effect is more pronounced for smaller initial trap occupations pT0 (cf. Fig. 4.10 (b)).
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Distinction Between 1st and 2nd-Order Kinetics: Chen’s Method. Commonly, the shape of the
TSC peak is examined to obtain information on the trap kinetics and the trap energy. Starting from the
peak maximum temperature Tmax and the low and high temperatures at half signal intensity T1 and T2, one
defines form factors [319]
µg = δ/ω with ω = T2 − T1, δ = T2 − Tmax. (4.52)
Chen examined a multitude of TSL and TSC spectra, [319–322] where the symmetry factor µg indicates if
re-trapping is a dominant process. For first order kinetics, usually a quickly vanishing high temperature
signal is observed. Values of 0.42 < µg < 0.44 are reported. [319,322] TSC curves corresponding to second
order kinetics are found to decrease more slowly at the high temperature range. Comparing Fig. 4.10 (a),
TSC spectra assuming re-trapping are nearly symmetric, derived values of µg are as high as 0.78...0.85. [319]
Furthermore, Chen summarizes in Ref. [320] a number of semi-empirical and analytical calculations to estimate
the trap energy from the peak shape. A generalized formula is presented to
ET − Etr,h = 2.8kBT 2max/α (4.53)
with α = τ/µg = τω/δ and τ = Tmax−T1. [319] Neglecting the temperature dependence, the attempt-to-escape
frequency ν can be estimated to (first-order kinetics) [320]
ν =
[
2β 1.26Tmax/ω − 12.7182Tmax
]
exp (2.52Tmax/ω) . (4.54)
However, analyzing the TSC fit functions Eq. (4.50) and (4.51), the integral term is vanishing for temperatures
T close to T0 thus leaving I (T ) ∝ exp (−∆E/kBT ) which is the already given result Eq. (4.49). Consequently,
the initial rise method can by considered as valid independent on the trap kinetics.
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Figure 4.10.: (a) Comparison of TSC spectra for first (black) and second (red line) order kinetics according to
Eq. (4.50) and (4.51). In case of re-trapping, the high temperature flank δ = T2 − Tmax is significantly increased. The
peak is more symmetric with the ratio δ/ω → 1. (b) Varying the ratio of initially filled traps pT0 and overall number
of trapping sites NT influences the TSC peak maximum and the collected charge carrier density.
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Simplified Peak Fitting after Cowell and Woods. In case of 1st-order kinetics, Cowell and Woods
have shown that repeated integration of Eq. (4.50) yields a converging infinite series. [323] For trap depths
ET /kBT > 1, the result can be simplified to
I (T ) ≃ A˜ exp [−Θ−B exp (−Θ)Θ−2] (4.55)
with A˜ = AFeµτNT ν, B = ν∆E/βkB , and Θ = ∆E/kBT . The parameter B is obtained by differentiation
of Eq. (4.55) to
B = exp (Θmax)Θ2max (4.56)
with Θmax = ∆E/kBTmax. Numerical fitting of Eq. (4.55) and Eq. (4.56) yield the parameters A˜, Tmax,
and ∆E. [324] Afterwards, the attempt-to-escape frequency ν can be calculated from B. [325] Similarly, for
2nd-order kinetics, Eq. (4.51) can be evolved to
I (T ) ≃ C exp
[
−Θ−D exp (−Θ)Θ−7/2
]
(4.57)
using C = AFeµνpT0/NT and D ≃ exp (Θmax)Θ9/2max/ (Θmax + 15) [323], and fitted to the TSC spectra in
the same manner.
Hoogenstraaten- and T4- Method. As discussed according to Fig. (4.9), the peak maximum temperatures
Tmax shift to higher T for faster heating. Hoogenstraaten and later Bube made use of this observation.
Assuming a constant attempt-to-escape frequency ν and setting dI(Tmax)/dT = 0, they formulate the
relation [326,327]
ln
(
T 2max
β
)
= ET − ETr
kBTmax
− ln
(
ET − ETr
kBν
)
. (4.58)
The slope of the plot ln
(
T 2max/β
)
versus 1/Tmax directly yields the trap energy [315] while the intersection
with the abscissa allows for an estimation of ν.
At times, the T4-method is utilized for a fast approximate estimation of the trap energy, e.g. in C60
field effect transistors [328] or polymeric P3HT:PC61BM solar cells. [329] Assuming an attempt-to-escape fre-
quency ν ∝ T 2, commonly observed in inorganic semiconductors, the method by Hoogenstraaten in Eq. (4.58)
simplifies to [330]
ET = kBTmax ln
(
T 4max
β
)
. (4.59)
Now, the trap energy can be estimated without variation of the heating rate which reduces the number of
required TSC runs. However, Schafferhans has shown that the T4-method overestimates the depth of shallow
impurity states (< 150meV) as compared to data from the initial rise method in PC61BM, [312] mainly due to
the strong assumptions made on ν. [330]
TSC Spectra Fitting for Distributed Trap Levels
Previously discussed concepts for the examination of monoenergetic trap levels hold only partially for organic
semiconductors as they feature typically broad energy distributions gT (E). The peak maximum positions Tmax
remain unaffected, thus an evaluation with the Hoogenstraaten- or T4-method characterizes the energetic
position of the dominant trap level. However, an explanation of the entire TSC spectra can only be given
when adapting Eq. (4.50) and (4.51) by an additional integration over the energy distribution of the trapping
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sites. Without re-trapping, the TSC signal reads
I (T ) ∝ ν
∫ +∞
−∞
dEgT (E) exp
[
−ET − ETr
kBT
− ν
β
∫ T
T0
exp
(
−ET − ETr
kBT ′
)
dT ′
]
. (4.60)
The trapping sites distribution gT (E) can represent any shape but is typically given in a Gaussian form, i.e.
gT (E) =
NT√
2πσT
exp
(
− (E − ET )
2
2σ2T
)
. (4.61)
In Fig. 4.11, the TSC of a Gaussian trap distribution with varying width σT at a trap depth of ET = 0.3 eV is
compared with a monoenergetic trap level at the same position calculated from Eq. (4.60) and (4.51). While
the peak temperature Tmax stays approximatively the same, the TSC spectra becomes reasonably broadened
with higher σT . A similar trend can be observed when re-trapping is considered. [312]
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Figure 4.11.: Simulated TSC spectra (blue, green) for a Gaussian distributed trap level of varying DOS width σT
following Eq. (4.60) and (4.61). For comparison, an monoenergetic trap level (black line, equal to σT = 0meV) at the
same energy position ET = 0.3 eV is drawn. Integration of the curves yield equal trap densities NT .
In summary, the evaluation of TSC spectra, especially finding a suitable fitting set, for organic semiconductors
is not trivial and involves a number of assumptions on material parameters and trap kinetics. Occurring, broad
trap distributions and a reported temperature dependence of the transport level Etr,h = Etr,h (T ) hamper the
data interpretation which is why a cross check with other evaluation methods are necessary. Main assumptions
for the examination steps and conclusions will follow in the consecutive result chapters. Particularly important
will be fractional TSC measurements which are able to map the trap DOS gT (E) experimentally.
4.3.3. Experimental Details
Thermally stimulated current measurements are performed in a STVP-100 continuous flow cryostat (JANIS,
Massachusetts, United States) driven with liquid helium which allows to reach a minimum temperature of
T = 4.2K. The entire setup is illustrated in Fig. (4.12). A closed vacuum shell (p < 10−6mbar, established
using a molecular turbo pump Turbovac 50 (Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum, Cologne, Germany) connected to
a pre-vacuum pump Trivac D 16 B (Oerlikon Leybold Vacuum)) minimizes heat input to the system by
suppressing heat conduction. The cryostat is equipped with two calibrated silicon diode temperature sensors,
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one (A) close to the vaporizer where cold gas from the liquid helium dewar enters the cryostat via the
evacuated transfer line (p ≃ 106mbar). A second sensor (B) is positioned close to the TSC sample. Both
are monitored via a two-terminal PID temperature controller Lakeshore 336 which can additionally heat the
cooling gas at the sample and the vaporizer position via two separated heating circuits (max. thermal power:
50/100W). In the process of a TSC run, the setpoints of the PID units are ramped according to the heating
rate β simultaneously. This guarantees an equal temperature distribution of the cooling gas around the sample
and prevents thermo voltages.
Figure 4.12.: Detailed sketch of the thermally stimulated current experimental setup. The sample temperature is
balanced via a liquid helium flow and a two-terminal PID temperature controller. Trap-filling is done either electrically
via a filling current or optically via illumination. In case of low temperature impedance spectroscopy (see Sec. 4.6), the
source-measure unit is replaced by the Autolab PGSTAT302N LCR Precision Meter.
Electrically, the investigated TSC sample is connected via triaxial wires, employing an inner and an outer
electrical shield to minimize signal noise, to an external source-measure-unit (SMU). The SMU is a KEITHLEY
2635A (Keithley, Ohio, United States) which is able to resolve currents down to 10 fA when probing a sample.
Alternatively, the SMU is used to electrically fill the trap applying forward bias and allows for temperature
dependent current-voltage measurements.
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Before starting a TSC, the samples are de-encapsulated and immediately transferred to the cryostat where they
are kept under inert atmosphere to slow possible degradation. Trap filling is typically done at T0 = 10K, either
realized electrically or by illumination with a bright white light 50W halogen lamp trough optical feedthroughs
(T = 0.95) [58] of the cryostat. The filling conditions (e.g. applied bias, duration) are checked prior to the
TSC run. In case of optical filling, the illumination angle is optimized to yield a maximal short-circuit current.
The extraction of released charge carriers during the TSC experiment is, if not state differently, led by the
built-in potential. Only a small voltage ∼ 1meV is applied to suppress minor leakage currents.
Except for the halogen lamp and the helium flow control, the entire experiment is computer-controlled
via a self-written python program (for source code see Sec. A.3). Recently, the system has been extended to
allow batch processing consecutive TSC runs of one sample and relieve the experiment operator. Limited by
a slow cool down (∼ 1...2 h) and maximum stable linear β ∼ 9K/min due to the size of the recipient, the
measurement duration especially for a complete FTSC is between 24...48 h.
4.4. Additional Measurement Techniques
4.4.1. Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Basics of Photoelectron Spectroscopy
Photoelectron spectroscopy (PES) is the most important methods to study the chemical and electrical
properties of thin-film organic semiconductors in a single experiment, allowing for a characterization directly
after fabrication without breaking ultra high vacuum (UHV) conditions. The technique is very surface sensitive
and for most material systems non-destructive.
Photoelectron spectroscopy measurements exploit the external photo-effect, described by Einstein in early
1905 following
Ekin,max = hν − Φ, (4.62)
which relates the frequency ν of an incident photon from an ideally monochromatic light source directed onto
a metal or semiconductor to the maximum kinetic energy Ekin,max of an electron escaping from the sample
with work function Φ. Examinations with varying ν identify both Φ and the Planck’s constant h. In PES,
elaborated electrostatic analyzer systems are used to map the whole spectrum on kinetic energies Ekin of
the emitted photoelectrons. Depending on the energy of the utilized photons, either the DOS of the valence
structure of the system or characteristic binding energies of respective core levels for the individual atoms
are resolved. Hence, it is distinguished between UV photoelectron spectroscopy (UPS) for hν < 50 eV and
x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) with energies above. Such excitations are typically realized via gas
discharge lamps, soft x-ray, [220] or synchrotron [331] sources.
The photoemission process can be described in terms of three successive steps, i.e. i) local photoion-
ization upon photon absorption and electron excitation, ii) migration of the excited electron in the bulk layer
towards the surface, and iii) escape of the electron to the vacuum. Details on these parts can be found
in Ref. [332]. For the two latter steps, the mean free path of electrons λ within dense matter is crucial. As
depicted in Fig. 4.13, λ depends strongly on the electron kinetic energy. [333] Typical excitation energies for
UPS, e.g. the He-I irradiation at hν = 21.22 eV result in λ = 1...2 nm. In case of XPS, it shows λ ∼ 10 nm
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(AlKα: hν = 1486.6 eV). Despite photon penetration depths of a few µm in organic thin-films, hence the
released electrons originate from the very first monolayers. This fact explains why surface contaminations, e.g.
by physisorption must be prevented at all cost and UHV conditions are mandatory during PES experiments.
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Figure 4.13.: Mean free path of electrons in solids as function of their kinetic energy. The (blue) data points represent
electrons in different elements (redrawn after Ref. [333]). The red dotted lines indicate typical electron energies in UPS
and XPS experiments throughout this thesis.
Moreover, bulk properties inspected by PES have to be viewed with care. Alignments at organic/organic or
metal/organic interfaces, e.g. level bending at a Schottky contact, have to be inspected incrementally by
evaporating the second layer in Åsteps onto the first one and checking the DOS for every layer thickness. [94]
Compared to the underlaying layers it was however found that the topmost layer experiences different po-
larization and electron screening effects due to its contact with the vacuum. Consequently, the ionization
potential of the thin-film is usually increased by a few 100meV. [334–336]
Details on the Experimental Setup
The photoelectron spectroscopy system used in this thesis has been described extensively in Ref. [91] and Ref. [94]
where most of the information presented here are taken from and further details can be found. The PES setup
is a Phoibos 100 (Specs GmbH, Berlin, Germany), which is illustrated in Fig. 4.14. It is attached to the UHV
evaporation cluster tool UFO and consists of an UHV analysis chamber with a heat filament and a (liquid N2)
coolable sample mount, UV- and x-ray sources, an electrical lens system, a hemispherical analyzer (HSA), and
a multi channeltron detector (MCD). Photo excitation sources are usually the He-I line (hν = 21.22 eV) of
a gas discharge lamp (Specs UVS10/35) for UPS and the AlKα (1486.6 eV) irradiation (Specs XR-50) for XPS.
Vacuum Conditions. Prior to thermal evaporation of the organics, the sample surface is cleaned in-
situ via Ar+ sputtering. During the PES experiment, the base pressure is kept < 10−10mbar to prevent
surface contamination. Assuming a sticking coefficient of unity, one monolayer is formed from a residual gas
at a pressure of 1Torr (= 1.332mbar) within 10−6 s according to Langmuir’s law of surface adsorption. A
pressure ∼ 10−8mbar, common for evaporation chambers, results in few minutes while only a pressure of
10−10mbar (∼ 4 h) grants an adequate level of purity within the time frame of a PES experiment.
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Figure 4.14.: (a) Schematic sketch (adapted from Ref. [91] and Ref. [94]) and (b) photography of the PES setup Phoibos
100 (Specs, Germany). The inset of (b) shows an UPS sample mounted and contacted inside the PES chamber.
Lens System and Hemispherical Analyzer (HSA). Photo excited electrons escaping from the sample are
collected through an aperture iris by an array of electrical lenses T1...T10 which speed them up or down
while guiding to the entrance slit S1 of the hemispherical analyzer. The HSA is operated in Fixed Analyzer
Transmission (FAT) mode, i.e. its pass energy Epass is kept constant. Consequently, the retardation potential
U0 of the lens systems is swept to force all electrons to the fixed Epass, i.e.
eU0 = Ekin − Epass. (4.63)
The hemispherical analyzer itself consists of two half-spheres IH and OH with the radii R1 = 75mm and
R2 = 125mm. An radial electrical field between those spheres deflect the incoming electrons to elliptical
trajectories with the mean radius r0 where they pass with the energy
Epass = −e R1R22r0 (R2 −R1) (UOH − UIH) = −0.9375e (UOH − UIH) . (4.64)
Herein, the transmission is broadened dependent on the slit/beam geometry and the pass energy. [337] Though,
in FAT lens mode the analyzer resolution is equal for all energies since Epass is kept constant. [91]
Multi Channeltron Detector (MCD). An array of five channel electron multipliers C1...C5 finally de-
tect the incoming photo electrons. Each of the channeltrons consists of a glass tube coated with a high
resistance material. Under a voltage U = UHV − UBase between the ends of the tubes typically as high as
∼ 3 keV to ensure saturation, the walls of the glass tubes acts as continuous dynode. Secondary electrons lead
to an avalanche effect and a signal gain in the range of 108. Importantly, sample and detector are electrically
connected to align the respective Fermi levels. Since their work functions are typically different, the detector
measures a shifted E′kin instead of Ekin. In case of a common Fermi level, one yields
Ekin +Wfsample = E′kin +Wfdetector. (4.65)
The work function of the detector has been determined to Wfdetector = 4.56 eV. [91]
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Principles of UPS Experiments and Data Evaluation
In order to explain how thin-film properties are accessible via ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy, Fig. 4.15
shows exemplary an UPS measurement for a 10 nm thick C60 layer on a silver substrate. The detected
distribution of the kinetic energy directly maps the DOS shape of the bound electrons. The binding energy is
however calculated from
EB = hν − Ekin −Wfsample = hν − E′kin −Wfdetector. (4.66)
Additionally, the sample bias voltage of −8V applied to increase the photoelectron yield is subtracted. The
polynomial background in Ekin originates from electrons undergoing inelastic scattering on their way to the
sample surface, hence are lowered in kinetic energy. The point of the lowest kinetic energy Ekin ≃ 0, where
also the secondary electrons background signal drops abruptly, is called high binding energy cut-off (HBEC).
Here, the photo excitation hν is only just sufficient to overcome the sample work function and promote
electrons to the vacuum level Evac. By that means, a calculation of the sample work function is possible, i.e.
Wfsample = hν − EHBEC . (4.67)
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Figure 4.15.: Illustration of the UV excitation of a sample of (a) silver and (b) C60 (10 nm) with photons of an energy
hν. Obtained are the work function (Wf ), the ionization potential (IP), the hole injection barrier (φ) and the interface
dipole (∆). (c) UPS signal intensity of the two materials versus electron binding energy EB and kinetic energy Ekin.
(d) Derived energy level alignment between the Ag substrate and C60 (adapted from Ref. [91,94,174]).
In case of the Ag substrate Wf = 4.37 eV is obtained. The fastest electrons, however, originate for a metal
surface from the position of the Fermi edge EF at EB = 0 eV. For an organic semiconductor, EF lies in the
energy gap and the fastest photo electrons come from the HOMO onset EHOMO at which the HOMO DOS
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increases significantly. Consequently, the hole injection barrier HIB φ to the metal is φ = EF − EHOMO.
The thin-film ionization potential IP is calculated from
IP =Wforganics + φ = hν − (EHBEC − EHOMO). (4.68)
As depicted in Fig. 4.15 (d), 10 nm C60 on Ag show φ = 1.86 eV and an IP = 6.47 eV. Often times, the
vacuum level Evac is not aligned throughout the sample, but shows an interface dipole ∆ in between two
adjacent materials. Several effects causing this phenomena are discussed in Sec. 2.1.6. In UPS, interface
dipoles are observed by a shift of the HBEC, i.e.
∆ = EmetalHBEC − EorganicsHBEC =Wforganics −Wfmetal, (4.69)
in case of Ag/C60 to ∆ = 0.24 eV. In conclusion, the important parts of the UPS spectrum for this thesis are
the HBEC and the HOMO onset region. The corresponding values EHBEC and EHOMO are determined by
fitting straight lines to the flanks of the signal and examining the intersection with the energy axis. Moreover,
the DOS shape towards the HOMO tail is approximated by Gaussian and exponential fit functions as explained
later in Sec. 6.
The signal broadening has been previously estimated by measurements of the gold Fermi edge to just 10meV
[94] whereas the experimental error due to reproducibility (e.g. sample preparation) is around 50meV. [91]
Excitation features due to satellite emissions (23.09 eV, 23.75 eV and 24.05 eV) of the He-I discharge lamp are
subtracted prior to data evaluation. Further experimental details including measurement parameters can be
found in Ref. [91]
4.4.2. Conductivity
Conductivity measurements are performed in-situ during thin-film deposition at the evaporation tool UFO1.
Prior, a meander type electrode configuration with two interlaced finger contacts is prepared through a overlay
shadow mask on a glass substrate, in a combination of Cr/Au for the investigation of hole transport materials.
An applied bias of V = 10V results in a current I between the contacts which rises with increasing film
thickness d (monitored via QCM) and yields the conductivity σ:
σ = I
V
l
b · d . (4.70)
The aspect ratio l/b is determined by the distance l and the width b of the contacts and is minimized, i.e.
here to 0.5mm/111mm = 4.5 × 10−3 to examine even very low conductivities. The current is recorded
with a Keithley 236 source measure unit, featuring a resolution limit of 100 fA which is increased to ∼ 10 pA
due to long cable connections and imperfect shielding. Thus, conductivities such low as 5× 10−10 S/cm are
resolvable from the slopes of I versus d plots with this configuration. Further details are found in Ref. [338]
4.5. Investigated Materials
In the following section, the organic semiconductor materials investigated in this thesis are presented. The
overview covers eight hole transport materials, four molecular dopants, and two electron transporting/absorber
materials used in solar cells. Figure 4.16 summarized the respective molecular structures. 3-zone-gradient
vacuum sublimation
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4.5.1. Hole Transport Materials
Pentacene (Sensient, Wolfen, Germany)
Pentacene (P5) is an polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbon (C22H14), consisting of five benzene rings. One
molecule possesses a length of 14Å. [339] Vapor deposited, pentacene forms polycrystalline thin-films [128]
(ρ = 1.32 g/cm3), [73] mostly ordered predominantly in a herringbone structure, [56] and exhibits a surface
roughness in the range of the film thickness. Ionization potential and electron affinity depend on the thin-film
growth mode and are in the range of 4.9 eV [94] and 2.7 eV, [340] respectively. Hence, n-doping by strong
donors such as W2(hpp)4 has been realized. [183,341] P-doping is achieved utilizing the acceptors C60F36 and
F6-TCNQ. [128,182,183] Despite having an optical gap of 1.82 eV, [94] pentacene is rarely reported as absorber
material in organic solar cells.8 Exposed to UV radiation, pentacene oxidizes strongly in air. [344] However, due
to its strong conjugation and large grain sizes, [345] high charge carrier mobilities ∼ 100 cm2/Vs and on/off
ratios 106...108 are reported from OFET experiments, [127,346] which can be further improved controlling the
morphology, [347] e.g. in case of solution processed TIPS-pentacene. Vapor deposited pentacene films at
IAPP typically show mobilities 10−3...10−1 cm2/Vs. [129,348] Three-times sublimed material is utilized. For
impedance studies on the purification grade, two-times sublimed P5 is used, too.
ZnPc (CreaPhys, Dresden, Germany)
Zinc-phthalocyanine (ZnPc) is a standard absorber and commonly used as donor material in (bulk) hetero-
junctions of organic solar cells. [349–352] Neat thin-films of the material (ρ = 1.55 g/cm3) [353] are typically
polycrystalline, and feature triclinic (α) and/or monoclinic (γ) phases. [353] Surface orientation, film roughness
and crystallite size are defined and controllable by the substrate (type and temperature) and the evaporation
conditions. [83] Consequently, the ionization potential ranges within 5.0...5.4 eV. [91] The optical gap has been
measured to 1.55 eV, which results in an electron affinity ∼ 3.5 eV (IPES: 3.34 eV). [354] The mobility is in the
range of 10−3 cm2/Vs.9 In this work, three-times sublimed ZnPc is utilized.
Spiro-TTB (LumTec, Taiwan)
2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-methylphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluoren (Spiro-TTB) has recently advanced to an
alternative HTL material in OLEDs, [306,355] e.g. as it shows no remarkable hole injection barrier towards
the electron blocking layer and red emitter host material NPB. [356] A conductivity increase is achieved by
p-doping with F6-TCNNQ. [306,355] Spiro-TTB consists of two N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methylphenyl)benzidine
(TTB) groups that spiro-carbon linked.10 The wide-gap material (> 3 eV) [357] has an ionization potential
∼ 5.3 eV [71] and forms smooth amorphous layers. [358] A hole mobility ∼ 10−5 cm2/Vs is reported for intrinsic
Spiro-TTB. [359] Prior to evaporation, the material is sublimated two times.
MeO-TPD (Sensient)
N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)benzidine (MeO-TPD) has been frequently used as HTL material in
OLED [108,360,361] and OPV [350,362] applications as it energetically align wells with injection contacts and is
easy p-dopable, e.g. by F6-TCNNQ [207] or C60F36. [208] The thin-film IP is reported to 5.07 eV [91], whereas
8Actually, only in case of singlet fission to receive two low-energy excitons upon absorption of one high energy photon P5 is
extensively used in solar cells. [342,343] Pentacene solar cells typically suffer from low VOC, e.g. in combination with C60, and
shortcuts due to rough layers.
9taken from: internal OSOL database
10Spiro compounds are bicyclic organic compounds with rings connected through just one atom. The connecting atom is the
spiro (carbon) atom.
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the literature values of for the optical gap differ from 2.96 eV [94] to 3.2 eV [363] thus leaving the material
transparent. Hence, EA can be estimated to maximal 1.9 eV which hampers n-doping. [91] MeO-TPD forms
amorphous layers (ρ = 1.463 g/cm3), but suffers from a low glass transition temperature Tg = 67 ◦C which is
known to lead to undesired crystallization. [364] Prior to evaporation, the material is sublimated twice.
BF-DPB (Sensient)
N,N’-((diphenyl-N,N’-bis)9,9,-dimethyl-fluoren-2-yl)-benzidine (BF-DPB) is a common p-dopable hole trans-
port material (ρ = 1.21 g/cm3) in OPV. [109] Its structure is similar to MeO-TPD with differences only in
the side chains. [363] Likewise, it forms amorphous films and shows an OFET mobility ∼ 10−5 cm2/Vs. [130]
However, the ionization potential is increased to ∼ 5.2 eV. [355] In this work, two-times sublimed BF-DPB is
utilized.
NPB (Sensient)
N,N’-Di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine (NPB, also known as α-NPD) matches with the previously
introduced hole transport materials performance-wise, i.e. shows smooth layer formation (ρ = 1.14 g/cm3),
sufficient hole mobility [365], and transparency (optical gap ∼ 4 eV). [366] The IP is further increased to
5.4 eV, [305] which requires strong acceptors such as NDP9 for p-doping or a larger amount of dopant molecules
as the doping efficiency is reduced (e.g. for F6-TCNNQ). NPB is mainly used in OLEDs as blocker material to
contain electrons in the emission zone and host material for red emitters. [193,355,367] In this work, two-times
sublimed NPB is utilized.
m-MTDATA or ’Starburst’ (LumTec)
4,4’,4”-tris(3-methylphenylphenylamino)-triphenylamine (m-MTDATA) is a rather ’oldfashioned’ amorphous
wide-gap (3.2 eV) [368] hole transport material for OLED applications. [368,369] It has an IP around 5.1 eV and a
hole mobility ∼ 10−5 cm2/Vs. [370] The material is utilized as obtained without any further purification.
4.5.2. Molecular Dopants
p-Dopants: F6-TCNNQ, NDP9 (Novaled GmbH, Dresden), and C60F36 (Ionic Liquids Technologie
GmbH, Heilbronn, Germany)
The p-dopant 1,3,4,5,7,8-hexafluorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane (F6-TCNNQ) is the most frequently
used one in this thesis. In literature it is further known as F6-TNAP [371] and similar to the prominent
F4-TCNQ. [234] However, F6-TCNNQ is superior since it exhibits less volatility in vacuum, i.e. does not
contaminate evaporation chambers. Its electron affinity is reported to be 5.37 eV, [371] however in-house cyclic
voltammetry measurements yield 5.00 eV. 11
The proprietary Novaled p-dopant NDP9 (short for Novaled Dopant Positive 9) can not be shown structure-
wise, but is potent to dope materials of an IP up to 5.6 eV. [109] In this thesis, it is used for p-doping the deep
lying hole transporter BPAPF in organic solar cells.
For the fluorinated buckminster fullerene C60F36 an electron affinity of 5.38 eV is reported. [208] Hence, it is
suited to p-doped the majority of HTL materials and due to its large molar mass of 1404.59 g/mol low doping
concentrations (up to a factor 4 lower than for F6-TCNNQ) are achievable without technical modifications,
e.g. a rotating shutter system. [91] Further, the molecules are expected to be stable in vacuum and thin-films,
i.e. do not diffuse. All dopant molecules are utilized as obtained.
11Measured by Marion Wrackmeyer at IAPP, unpublished results
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n-Dopant: W2(hpp)4 (Novaled GmbH)
Tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato)ditungsten (II) is a di-metal anion complex and
was first reported by Cotton et al. in 2002. [216] Its ionization potential was measured by UPS to 2.40 eV, [91]
hence it acts a strong electron donor, but the pure material is prone to degradation in air and must be stored
and handled with care. [220] In this thesis, W2(hpp)4 is utilized to n-dope C60 in organic solar cell stacks and
used as obtained.
4.5.3. Solar Cell Materials
Absorber Materials: C60 (CreaPhys) and DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) (Synthon, Ulm, Germany)
The buckminster fullerene C60 is commonly applied in small molecule organic solar cells as acceptor in
combination with either (Fn-)ZnPc or oligothiophenes, e.g. DCV derivates. [82,109,351,372] Beneficial for high
speed switching applications [373,374] are the naturally high mobility ∼ 10−3 cm2/Vs12 and conductivities which
can be increased to more than 1 S/cm upon n-doping, e.g. with W2(hpp)4. [219] For optimized surface wetting
and the gate dielectrics, OFET mobilities of up to 4.9 cm2/Vs are found in literature. [375] Driven at elevated
current densities, even Joule’s heating of single carrier n-i-n devices has been observed. [376,377] C60 forms
micro-crystalline thin-films (ρ = 1.63 g/cm3) with a mixture of mostly fcc (lattice constant a = 14.1Å) and
hcp phases. [378] An ionization potential of 6.5 eV is observed in UPS and absorption measurements yield
an optical gap of 2.3 eV which results in an EA in the order of 4.2 eV. [91] Recently, C60 is more and more
replaced as ETL material by wide-gap transport materials, e.g. Bis-HFl-NTCDI, to reduce parasitic absorption
in OSCs. [379] In this work, C60 is used as received.
Oligothiophenes have emerged in the last years, [380] improving over the established ZnPc donor material and
allowing for new record efficiency solar cells with PCEs of 7.7 % [58] to 8.3 % [109] for single junctions and 9.7 %
for triple junction cells. [109] The variety of DCV2-nT materials is provided by different length of the thiophene
chain (nT) and possible attached side groups, altering the absorption properties and the HOMO position of
the molecules. Similar to the acenes (cf. Sec. 2.1.3) the HOMO is shifted upwards for longer chains. [58] In
this thesis, the benchmark material 2,2’-((3”,4”-dimethyl-[2,2’:5’,2”:5”,2” ’:5” ’,2” ”-quinquethiophene]-5,5” ”-
diyl)bis(methanylylidene))dimalononitrile (DCV2-5T-Me3,3) is used in donor:acceptor blends with C60. The
IP is measured to 5.75 eV by UPS, [58] maximizing the VOC. The optical gap is ∼ 1.7 eV13 and the material
features strong absorption with a high extinction coefficient around λ = 600 nm. In this work, DCV2-5T-Me3,3
is used as obtained.
Hole Transport Materials: BPAPF, Spiro-MeO-TAD, Spiro-MeO-TPD, Spiro-TAD
9,9-bis[4-(N,N-bis-biphenyl-4-yl-amino)phenyl]-9H-fluorene (BPAPF) is used in solar cells to match the deep
HOMO of DCV2-5T-Me3,3 and minimize energy barriers. It has an IP = 5.6 eV, an optical gap of 2.9 eV, and
is p-dopable by NDP9. The spiro derivates differ in side chains thus range in IP = 5.0...5.4 eV and are used in
HTM studies in perovskite solar cells. [71] The conductivities are summarized in the appendix A.4.
12Measured by Moritz P. Hein in OFET geometry at IAPP, unpublished results.
13taken from: internal OSOL database
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4.6. Sample Preparation
Conductivity, Impedance, and UPS Samples
Most of the investigated samples with exception of the ones for TSC measurements have been built at the
evaporation multi chamber tool UFO1 (cf. Fig. 4.17 (d)). Its inter-connected vacuum chambers keep the
samples at a base pressure of 10−6...10−9mbar at all time, maintained by a set of oil diffusion and turbo
molecular pumps. Each of the five individual evaporation chambers allows for the deposition of designated
material (combinations), i.e. intrinsic organic films, p-doped and n-doped layers, or metal films as contacting
electrodes. Finished samples are directly characterized in the attached UPS chamber (base pressure here
∼ 10−11mbar), kept in the storage for later measurements or transferred to the nitrogen atmosphere of
the adjacent glovebox where they can be boxed, e.g. for transportation to an encapsulation robot. The
(d)
Figure 4.17.: (a) Schematic sketch of QCM controlled co-evaporation of a host:dopant system through a shadow
mask on a substrate. The rotating shutter placed over the dopant source reduces the deposited amount to 5% of
the incoming molecules. (b) Conductivity sample after in-situ characterization, here with a p-doped ZnPc film (blue)
between a Cr/Au meander type electrode. (c) Standard diode layout for impedance samples and solar cells. The
overlap of the bottom electrode (orange) with the top electrode (gray) both sandwiching the organic layer (green)
defines the active area of 6.44mm2. (d) Multi chamber evaporation tool UFO1.
organic molecules are typically materialized in forms of crystalline flakes or powders and purchased from
material suppliers such as Sigma-Aldrich or Sensient. After multiple runs of tri-zone gradient sublimation to
enhance the purification grade, the organic materials are mounted in ceramic crucibles at the bottom of the
evaporation chambers. Wrapped by copper coils, the crucibles are heated via PID-controlled power circuits to
elevated temperatures resulting in sublimation of the organics. Comparing Fig. 4.17 (a), the vapor flow is
directed upwards through a shadow mask determining the film geometry onto the substrate. The thin-film
deposition is controlled via quartz crystal micro-balances (QCMs) operating independently in the chamber to
e.g. monitor both the material vapor flows in host:dopant systems. Upon evaporation, material perpetually
stick at the QCMs hence changing their mass and their resonance frequency, respectively. Deposition rates
used in this thesis are in the range 0.1...2Å/s. Particularly important is the tooling, since the QCMs are
mostly close to the crucible thus further away from the substrate. Utilizing a second QCM at the substrate
position, this geometrical mismatch is determined as a calibration factor. Knowing the material density and
the tooling, one is able to precisely control the thin-film growth.
Doping ratios as low as MR 10−5 [183] are realized with the aid of an additional rotating shutter (f = 1...3Hz),
placed in the vapor flow between the monitoring QCM and the substrate. In that way, the controllable amount
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of deposited dopant molecules is no longer limited to the resolution limit of the QCM and the host deposition
rate can be kept as low as ∼ 1Å/s. The circular shutter has slit openings which enable a transmission of
∼ 5% which is verified by XPS and tooling QCM measurements.
Starting point for the investigated samples in this thesis are 1 × 1” glass substrates, either fully blank
(conductivity) or ITO-coated (impedance, Thin Film Devices Ltd, United States). The glasses, pre-treated
with acetone, ethanol, and isopropyl, are ozone cleaned (4min, 250W) before deposition. In case of conduc-
tivity, the contact finger structure (1 nm Cr, then Au/Ag) is prepared at first using an overlay shadow mask
(cf. Fig. 4.17 (b)). UPS experiments are performed on Ar+-sputtered, typically random orientated micro
crystalline silver or gold foils (MaTecK, Jülich, Germany) with a purity of 99.995% and a size of ∼ 1× 1 cm2,
which a conductively taped to an Omicron molybdenum sample holder. [91] Impedance samples are commonly
finished with a 100 nm aluminum top contact, evaporated at deposition rates ∼ 2Å/s from a thermally more
stable tungsten bucket. The overlap between the bottom electrode and the top electrode defines the active
area of a single device to A = 6.44mm2 (cf. Fig. 4.17 (c)).
TSC Samples
Since thermally stimulated currents are able to resolve in-depth trap distributions, best material and sample
quality are required. For ensuring the highest possible level of sample stability (TSC measurements on
one device can take up to several days), comparability, and reproducibility, TSC samples are processed at
a commercial evaporation cluster tools (Kurt J. Lesker, Jefferson Hills, PA, United States) by designated
technical staff. The evaporation technique is similar, however it is possible to handle large 6× 6 substrate
wafers at once. The standard base pressure is ∼ 5× 10−8mbar, and various shutters and shadow masks as
well as 12 organic and 3 metal material sources allow for a realization of different stack designs and film
parameters (e.g. ’wedges’ of film thickness, doping ratio) in one ’run’. Herein, the waver is constantly rotating
in a plane to maximize the homogeneity of the deposited film. Moreover, the substrates can be heated prior
and while evaporation and residual gases such as O2 can be initialized during the sample fabrication process.
Afterwards, the finished devices are encapsulated with glass and UV curable glue.
(a) (b) (c)
Figure 4.18.: (a) Front-side view (active area indicated by black square) and (b) back-side view of encapsulated
samples for thermally stimulated currents as produced by Lesker. (c) In order to prevent device malfunction while
sample cooling (contact rip-off is usually seen at the spot marked with a red bar), the encapsulation is removed prior
the experiment and the electrodes are painted with colloidal silver (in red circles).
However, it has been found in this thesis that the initial encapsulation is not sufficient for temperature
dependent measurements below 240K. Probably due to diverse thermal expansion coefficients, glass and glue
relax differently thus creating mechanical strains and eventually ripping apart the metal contacts underneath.
As depicted in Fig. 4.18, the encapsulation is removed carefully before undertaking the first TSC measurement
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on the sample. The contacts are strengthened with colloidal silver paint and the TSC runs are carried
out as soon as possible, keeping the sample in the ’inert’ atmosphere of the cryostat at all time until the
characterization is finished.
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Estimation of the Transport Level in
Organic Hole Transporting Layers
Fermi level positions, hole injection barriers, and the HOMO DOS are determined for various hole
transporting materials. UPS experiments are conducted on pristine organic semiconductor films
grown on both, metal substrates as well as on a p-doped HTL Spiro-TTB interlayer. The DOS is
modeled with a Gaussian distribution, which must be rescaled to correct signal broadening from
UPS. Utilizing this data and the analytic approach of Arkhipov et al. [165] presented earlier in this
thesis, solutions for the temperature dependent position of the transport level are calculated. In
particular, hole transport is identified to occur at energies slightly above the HOMO onset at room
temperature. At reduced temperatures, the transport level shifts deeper into the energy gap.
While the charge carrier transport level ETr is clearly defined by the band edges in inorganic semiconductors,
it is expected to be highly influenced by the broadened DOS for organic semiconductors. Especially for
experimental techniques utilizing temperature variations such as TSC or DLTS1, the knowledge of ETr (T ) is
essential to obtain correct trap depths. Unfortunately, direct measurements of ETr (T ) are not possible. Still,
as discussed earlier in Sec. 2.2.3, Arkhipov et al. presented a sophisticated method to numerically obtain
the position of the transport level as a function of temperature. [165] Their computational method is adapted
and discussed in Sec. 5.2 for the investigated HTL materials. It demands a functional parametrization of the
HOMO DOS g (E), which is accessed via ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy measurements described in
Sec. 5.1.
5.1. UPS Spectra
Employing BF-DPB, MeO-TPD, Spiro-TTB, m-MTDATA, pentacene (P5), and ZnPc, a selection of the
most common hole transport materials in small molecule OLEDs, OSCs, and OTFTs is investigated. However,
the substrate type can strongly affect the thin-film growth mode of the investigated materials. [93,353,381,382]
Hence, UPS experiments are performed on different substrate types to provide a complete data set. The
intrinsic HTLs are typically evaporated on sputter-cleaned silver substrates (Wf = 4.3 eV) covered by a 7 nm
p-doped decoupling layer. For the latter, Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ (4wt%) is used, which has evolved into
a standard material combination in injection/extraction layers of OLEDs [355] and OSCs. [71] The intrinsic
HTL films are deposited at a rate of 1Å/s until they appear closed, i.e. no UPS signal from the materials
underneath is visible anymore. For most (amorphous) thin-films, a thickness of 10 nm is sufficient. Rough
layers, e.g. of P5, require 30...50 nm to appear closed. Since the origin of hole trap states is easier to identify
in neat sample stacks2, the assembly of intrinsic HTLs on bare metal(-like) surfaces must be examined likewise.
1deep level transient spectroscopy
2especially important for the interpretation of TSC spectra in Ch. 8 and Ch. 9
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Here, already existing and in-house measured UPS data (in particular by Dr. Selina Olthof [94], Dr. Max
L. Tietze, [183] and MSc Martin Schwarze [71]) is used and completed by additional measurements.
In Fig. 5.1 (a), respective UPS spectra of ZnPc, P5, m-MTDATA, Spiro-TTB, MeO-TPD, and BF-DPB on
Ag/p-Spiro-TTB substrates are shown. For comparison, the UPS spectrum of sole Ag/p-Spiro-TTB is given.
The HOMO onsets and HBECs are indicated by circles. Both yield the IPs following Eq. (4.68), which are
summarized in Tab. 5.1 on pg. 80 and Tab. 5.3 on pg. 89. The difference between the Fermi level (EB = 0 eV)
and the HOMO onset defines the hole injection barrier (HIB) φ from the underlying Ag substrate into the
organic layer. P-doping shifts the UPS spectrum towards lower binding energies (compare p-Spiro-TTB with
Spiro-TTB), which results in a lower HIB (0.39 eV to 0.72 eV). [91,183] Simultaneously, the HBEC is observed
at lower EB, i.e., the work function of the thin-film increases. Interface dipoles between the underlying
substrate and the thin-film, however, can not be quantified. The HBEC shifts originating from the interface
dipole and the energy level alignment/bending in bulk layers can not be separated. For that purpose, UPS
spectra of incremental monolayers rather than single bulk layers on the substrate must be considered. [202]
5.1.1. Analytical Description of the HOMO DOS
The calculation of the hole transport level requires an appropriate analytical expression g (E) for the HOMO
DOS. The procedure to obtain g (E) is illustrated for Ag/p-Spiro-TTB as example in Fig. 5.1 (b) and
(c). The quantities deduced from the UPS spectrum are listed in Tab. 5.1. The parameters of all other
investigated HTL materials, classified by the substrate they are grown on, are summarized in Tab. 5.4 on pg. 89.
Gaussian DOS Assumption. Typically, the low binding energy flank is fitted manually with a tangent
function to obtain the HOMO onset EHOMO, [91,94,205] i.e. the distance to the Fermi level (0.394 eV for p-
Spiro-TTB). Remarkably broadened, the HOMO DOS can be identified with at least one Gaussian distribution
in the form of
g (E) = Nσ√
2πσUPS
exp
[
− (E − E0)
2
2σ2UPS
]
. (5.1)
Reviewing the materials in Fig. 5.1 (a), apparently at least two Gaussian distributions are necessary to entirely
describe the UPS HOMO DOS double peaks in the related (tetrakis-benzidine type) materials BF-DPB,
MeO-TPD, and (p-)Spiro-TTB. However, it is sufficient to include only the low energy Gaussian for further
calculation of the transport level. Hole transport favorably happens at lower energies, which agrees with
transport level predictions presented earlier in this thesis (cf. Sec. 2.2.3). Therefore, only the Gaussian
distribution drawn black in Fig. 5.1 (b) is discussed in further steps for the examined Ag/p-Spiro-TTB sample.
The fitted Gaussian distribution coincides with the manual tangent fit function (blue) for a wide range
of the low energy flank. The Gaussian’s turning points are situated at E0 ± σUPS. The tangent through
E = E0 − σUPS has the form
tσ (E) =
Nσ√
2πσUPS
exp
[
−12
](
2 + E − E0
σUPS
)
(5.2)
and intersects zero at
E∗HOMO = E0 − 2σUPS. (5.3)
The difference between the obtained E∗HOMO of the Gaussian function and the manually fitted EHOMO is
below the UPS resolution limit (∼ 50meV). [91] This observation holds for all examined HTLs in this thesis,
e.g. for p-Spiro-TTB (σUPS = 0.204 eV), E∗HOMO − EHOMO = 0.408 eV −0.394 eV = 0.014 eV.
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Figure 5.1.: (a) UPS spectra of various HTL materials (10 nm) on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB (7 nm, doped with 4wt% F6-
TCNNQ) substrates. (b) HOMO region of the p-doped Spiro-TTB layer on Ag. The black circle indicates the HOMO
onset at 0.394 eV with respect to EF . A set of Gaussians describes the UPS signal distribution and coincides with the
tangent, yielding the HOMO onset, at the low energy flank. In (c), the signal is normalized to the effective density
N0 = 7.13 × 1020 cm−3, assuming a thin-film density of ρ = 1.3 g/cm3. The energy axis is rescaled to match the
center of the low energy Gauss E0 = 0.0 eV. For the latter, the turning point E = −2σUPS coincides with the HOMO
onset. Starting here, an additional exponential function is added to describe the tail signal of the UPS spectrum (red
line).
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Table 5.1.: UPS data and HOMO DOS parametrization calculated from Fig. 5.1 (a)-(c) for Spiro-TTB doped by 4
wt% of F6-TCNNQ on Ag.
IP (eV) EF * (eV) Onset* (eV) φ (eV) Nσ (cm−3) σUPS (eV) Nβ (cm−3) β (eV)
5.11 -0.781 -0.387 0.394 2.88× 1020 0.192 8.48× 1018 0.118
Energy Axis and Normalization. Since the hole transport level will be calculated with respect to the
Gaussian DOS maximum, the energy axis of the UPS spectrum is rescaled by setting E0
!= 0 (cf. Fig. 5.1
(c)). Consequently, the HOMO onset is at EHOMO ≃ E∗HOMO = −2σUPS. Furthermore, the UPS signal
intensity is normalized. The area under the complete HOMO peak is identified with the molecule density
N0, estimated from the mass density ρ and the molar mass M . The density of states Nσ is a fraction
of N0, given by the peak area ratio of the (low energy) Gaussian distribution and the entire HOMO double peak.
Exponential Tailing. The semi-log plot of the UPS spectra reveals increasing deviations of the Gaus-
sian DOS fit for energies E < E∗HOMO (cf. Fig. 5.1 (c)). An exponential distribution
gβ (E) =
Nβ
β
exp
[
E − Eβ
β
]
(5.4)
is used to account for the tailing UPS signal. The energy Eβ marks here the transition point between the
Gaussian and the exponential distribution. Throughout all UPS measurements, it is found that
Eβ ≃ EHOMO ≃ E∗HOMO. (5.5)
The exponential description of possibly existing tail states is, however, restricted to the measurement noise
level. As soon as the UPS signal is in the range of the noise level (e.g. for Ag/p-Spiro-TTB around
Ecut = −0.75 eV), the analytical fit is not unambiguous anymore. Possible appearances of tail states are
discussed further in Sec. 5.2.2. In order to increase the signal-to-noise ratio, a higher number of repetitive
UPS scans can be recorded. However, this leads to charging effects and distorted UPS spectra, especially for
weakly conductive thin-films. Moreover, the signal underground originating e.g. from secondary excitation
lines remains.
5.1.2. Amorphous-Type HTL Materials
Fig. 5.2 illustrates the HOMO regions of UPS spectra for BF-DPB, MeO-TPD, Spiro-TTB, and m-MTDATA
- all grown on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB (top). They are compared with corresponding UPS spectra for the thin-films
on metal(-like) substrates (bottom). Gaussian and exponential fits are included. The fitting parameters are
found in Tab. 5.3 on pg. 89 and the results are discussed in the following.
BF-DPB, MeO-TPD, Spiro-TTB. In this series of structural similar molecules, the UPS spectrum of
BF-DPB (0.185 eV) exhibits the smallest Gaussian width on Ag/p-Spiro in comparison to Spiro-TTB
(0.204 eV) and MeO-TPD (0.211 eV) (cf. Fig. 5.2). The exponential tails are in the same order of magnitude
(Nβ = 1...2 × 1019 cm−3, β = 0.16...0.19 eV). Deviations arise where it is difficult to distinguish UPS
signals from noisy background. The smaller σUPS suggests that BF-DPB is energetically less disordered than
MeO-TPD and Spiro-TTB on Ag/p-Spiro due to reasons of either morphology or polarizability. However, this
fact could explain that the intrinsic mobility of BF-DPB (5.7× 10−5 cm2/Vs) is higher than for intrinsic MeO-
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TPD (2.3× 10−5 cm2/Vs) as reported by Menke et al. [240] When grown on a bare Ag or ITO substrate, all
three molecules form strongly disordered films. The Gaussian width σUPS of their HOMO spectra increases to
0.248 eV (BF-DPB), 0.244 eV (MeO-TPD), and 0.240 eV (Spiro-TTB). At the same time, the Fermi level
is located further away from to the HOMO, e.g. for BF-DPB from −1.28 eV on Ag/p-Spiro to −1.85 eV
on bare Ag. This trend will be explained when discussing pentacene on differently doped substrates in Sec. 5.1.3.
m-MTDATA. The hole transport material m-MTDATA exhibits, independently of the substrate, a broad
HOMO. The Gaussian HOMO widths σUPS are 0.241 eV on p-Spiro/Ag and 0.230 eV on Ag (cf. Fig. 5.2 (d)
and (h)). These results agree with observations made by Shirota et al., who introduced m-MTDATA as highly
amorphous HTL in OLEDs back in 1994. [368] A strong drawback of m-MTDATA is its low glass transition
temperature of approximately 75 ◦C, which is why m-MTDATA has been abandoned in OLED applications
recently.
5.1.3. (Poly-)Crystalline HTL Materials
Pentacene. Fig. 5.3 (a) provides a comparison of UPS spectra for pentacene evaporated on various substrates.
For 30 nm P5 grown on bare Ag, the silver Fermi edge is still visible at EB = 0 eV (compare purple and gray
curves). This is attributed to pentacene’s typically rough layer formation, [128] with a surface roughness in the
range of the layer thickness. Incident UV light is able to penetrate the silver substrate and releases photo
electrons at low binding energies. In areas of incomplete thin-film covering, e.g. at grain boundaries, the mean
free path of free electrons is much higher than in the thin-film. Consequently, released photo electrons from
the substrate are able to reach the detector. Hence, the P5 HOMO spectrum is superimposed by features of
the Ag spectrum and thus appears broadened. Fitting of the HOMO spectrum with a comparably narrow
Gaussian distribution fails and instead yields a width of σUPS = 0.380 eV. In the following, P5 grown on Ag is
not considered any further.
Tietze showed that introducing a thin 4 nm MeO-TPD spacer layer solves the roughness problem. [91]
At a thickness of 30 nm P5, neither the Fermi edge of the Ag substrate nor features of the MeO-TPD layer are
visible in the UPS spectrum (cf. Fig. 5.3 (b)) anymore. The Gaussian width of the HOMO spectrum is fitted
to σUPS = 0.162 eV, which indicates a less disordered thin-film. The EF position at −1.72 eV is identical
to the situation without the spacer layer and matches very well with reported values of undoped pentacene. [183]
With an n-doped P5 layer underneath, σUPS is determined as 0.176 eV. The Fermi level of the intrinsic
P5 on top shifts by 0.6...0.7 eV away from the HOMO and is at −2.4 eV w.r.t. the HOMO maximum (−2.28 eV
to the Gaussian center, cf. Fig. 5.3 (a) and (c)). The HIB increases to 1.89 eV. Evaporated on p-doped
Spiro-TTB, the situation inverts. The Fermi level is in this case close to the HOMO (−0.79 eV to the Gaussian
center). The hole injection barrier is strongly reduced to only 0.47 eV. Both observations are caused by Fermi
level alignment across the doped sublayers and the intrinsic pentacene. Within the resolution limit of the
UPS system (50meV), the P5 HOMO exhibits a similar disorder parameter (σUPS = 0.154 eV) on Ag/p-Spiro
and on Ag/MeO-TPD.
The shift of EF and the change in HIB can be explained by earlier layer-by-layer UPS experiments for
pentacene pin and nip homojunctions performed by Olthof. [94] Upon deposition of a p(n)-doped layer on the
Ag substrate, a gradual level bending indicates the formation of a charge carrier depletion zone close to the
substrate interface. HBEC and HOMO-onset are shifted to lower(higher) binding energies. Upon deposition
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of an intrinsic layer on top, the Fermi level re-aligns through the layer stack. The HBEC position and the
HOMO onset increase (decrease) gradually. An alternative notion is given in terms of charge carrier density
profiles. The free hole (electron) density in p(n)-doped layers exceeds the respective number in intrinsic layers.
Hence in the p(n)-doped layer, the Fermi level is close (far away) from the HOMO. For an adjacent intrinsic
layer, the charge carrier density does not change abruptly, but diffusively decays into the undoped region.
Hence, the Fermi level shifts gradually. The diffusion length of the free charge carriers is at least in the order
of the pristine P5 on top. Only for sufficiently thick intrinsic layers (several 100 nm), the Fermi level positions
(and consequently the HIBs) become independent of the layer underneath. [106] This explains the different EF
and HIB values for 30...50 nm P5 on intrinsic, p- and n-doped substrates. In the same way, EF and the HIBs
of all other HTLs differ on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB from their equivalents on bare Ag (cf. Fig. 5.2 and Tab. 5.3).
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Figure 5.3.: (a) Pentacene UPS spectra on different substrate types. Introducing an intrinsic MeO-TPD interlayer
does not significantly change the Fermi level position w.r.t. the HOMO peak maximum. An n-doped P5 spacer layer
increases the HIB for P5, a p-doped Spiro-TTB layer decreases the HIB. In all three cases, the P5 HOMO is fitted by
a Gaussian and an exponential distribution (b)-(d).
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ZnPc. Fig. 5.4 depicts the UPS spectra for ZnPc grown on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB (a) or a sputter-cleaned Au
substrate (b). The Fermi level position is deeper in the ZnPc gap (EF = −1.55 eV) on Au as compared
to ZnPc on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB (EF = −0.888 eV) due to charge carrier diffusion from the sublayer. The
differences in Gaussian width of the HOMO spectra for ZnPc on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB (σUPS = 0.219 eV) and
ZnPc on Au (σUPS = 0.180 eV) suggest a strong influence of the substrate on the thin-film morphology. Tietze
showed a strong difference in the IP (4.9...5.4 eV) between weakly (organic) and strongly (Ag) interacting
substrates. [183] Re-examining this data reveals a ZnPc HOMO width of 0.180 eV on 0.7 nm MeO-TPD covered
Ag and 0.160 eV on bare Ag. Despite similar IPs for Ag/p-Spiro-TTB/ZnPc (5.02 eV) and Au/ZnPc (5.07 eV),
it is most likely that different substrate interactions lead to the diverging σUPS. Variable angle spectroscopic
ellipsometry and GIXRD measurements of Schünemann et al. reveal a tilted orientation for ZnPc films on
metal substrates that interact strongly with the π-system of the organic molecules. [382] In contrast, on weakly
interacting substrates such as amorphous organic layers, the ZnPc molecules are found to stand upright on
the substrate surface. Hence, the UPS spectra are likely to differ depending on molecular orientation and the
thin-film growth mode induced by the orientation of the first organic monolayer. Similar observations are
reported by Duhm for flat lying and upright standing sexithiophene derivatives. [381]
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Figure 5.4.: UPS spectra and respective Gaussian and exponential fit functions for ZnPc grown on (a) Ag/p-Spiro-TTB
or (b) bare Ag. The thin-film formation is substrate dependent and with a smaller disorder parameter σUPS for the
strongly interacting metal surface.
5.1.4. Estimation of Charge Carrier Densities from HIBs
The HIBs obtained in Sec. 5.1.2 and Sec. 5.1.3 are compared to reported values for intentionally doped
layers. This allows to conclude on the number of majority charge carriers at the surface of the intrinsic HTLs,
originating from the doped sublayer. Tietze et al. published HIB values for a large number of molar doping
ratios in various HTL materials. [181,183,207] Fig. 5.5 is adapted from Ref. [183] to illustrate the p- and n-doping
of P5 and ZnPc. Data for MeO-TPD is shown in Fig. 3.6 or can be found in Ref. [181,207]. Assuming a doping
efficiency of η = 1, the free hole(electron) density p, n is approximated from p, n = η×N0×MR = N0×MR.
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Figure 5.5.: UPS data for p-(blue) and n-(red) doping of (a) P5 and (b) ZnPc. The Fermi level is depicted with
respect to the HOMO maximum. The HIBs refer to the HOMO onset. Solid lines illustrate the statistical model by
Tietze [207] to describe the dependence of the Fermi level position on the molar doping ratio. Blue circles indicate the
HIB of P5/ZnPc films on p-Spiro-TTB. Adapted from Ref. [183]
An HIB of 0.47 eV of P5 (on Ag/p-Spiro) corresponds to a hole concentration of p ≃ 1.4 × 1018 cm−3
(MR 5× 10−4). For ZnPc, an HIB of 0.46 eV is identified with a hole concentration of p ≃ 6.5× 1018 cm−3
(MR 4× 10−3). MeO-TPD exhibits an HIB of 0.66 eV at p ≃ 5.8× 1018 cm−3 (MR 4× 10−3) holes. [207]
The free hole concentration for the two latter is higher than for P5 because of their smaller layer thicknesses
(10 nm versus 50 nm). In case of n-doping and an HIB of 1.89 eV for P5, an electron concentration slightly
below n = 1018 cm−3 (MR 3.5 × 10−4) can be deduced. In summary, diffusive tailing of majority charge
carriers from doped sublayers is significant, even for intrinsic film thicknesses ≃ 30...50 nm. This is crucial
for modern OLED stack architectures, where significant charge carrier densities tailing from doped transport
layers into the emission zone can cause triplet polaron quenching. Considering holes, the estimated charge
carrier densities exceed the trap densities calculated by Tietze (P5: 9.6× 1016 cm−3, ZnPc: 7.2× 1017 cm−3,
MeO-TPD: 3.5× 1018 cm−3). Consequently, trap filling from doped sublayers can be assumed for thinner
intrinsic organic semiconducting layers. This mechanism is important, e.g. for contact doping in organic
thin-film transistors.
5.1.5. Influence of Charge Screening on the IP
Interestingly, the ionization potential of pentacene depends slightly on the doping type of the sublayer.
Whereas P5 on intrinsic MeO-TPD shows an IP of 5.02 eV, the IP for P5 on a p-doped layer increases to
5.06 eV. Evaporated on an n-doped layer, the IP of P5 decreases to 4.95 eV. Similar tendencies are reported for
intentionally doped layers of P5, where the IP ranges from 4.9 eV (n-doped by MR 0.02 of Novaled property
dopant NDN1) and 5.1 eV (intrinsic) to 5.3 eV (p-doped by MR 0.02 of Novaled NDP2). [94] A similar increase
in ionization potential is observed upon p-doping of MeO-TPD with F4-TCNQ. [94] For an 1:1 blend of P5
and F4-TCNQ, Salzmann et al. measured even an IP = 5.75 eV. [178] They explained this increase with the
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formation of molecular hybrid orbitals between P5 and the p-dopant. The bonding hybrid orbitals exhibit a
larger IP. They are filled by CT electrons, which are accessible via UPS excitation. At increasing dopant MR,
they consequently dominate the UPS signal. However, this theory does not apply here. The examined HTLs
are undoped and a diffusion of entire dopant molecules from the substrate to the top of the sample stack
is unlikely. Alternatively, the change in IP was explained by Olthof as being caused by weakened Coulomb
screening. Upon p-doping, the additional positive charges weaken the electrostatic screening of a hole that is
produced in the photoemission process. Consequently, the polarization energy decreases and therefore the
IP increases. Upon n-doping the situation is vice versa. This mechanism is suggested to govern here the
exact value of the IP. However, following Sec. 5.1.4, the density of free charge carriers is expected to be
approximately one order of magnitude lower than for intentionally doped layers. The change in electrostatic
screening is consequently lower and the IP split smaller. The deviations observed in IP are smaller than for
intentionally p- or n-doped organic layers. However this effect must be considered when comparing IPs of
thin-films on different sublayers.
5.1.6. Conclusions on DOS Widths determined by UPS
The Gaussian widths σUPS determined by fitting the DOS spectra in this chapter range from 0.15 eV (P5,
on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB) and 0.18 eV (ZnPc, on Au) to 0.24...0.25 eV (BF-DPB, MeO-TPD, Spiro-TTB, and
m-MTDATA). These results are similar to those obtained earlier by Tietze (P5: 0.16 eV and ZnPc: 0.17 eV,
both on Ag/MeO-TPD, and MeO-TPD on Ag: 0.23 eV) [91,207] with the identical UPS setup. In general,
materials with a more crystalline aggregation (P5 and ZnPc) tend to have a smaller disorder parameter σ
than amorphous-type HTL materials. Substrate interactions with the adjacent molecules alter the energetic
disorder σ˜ or the spacial disorder Σ of the thin-films eventually yielding a different σ. Structural examinations
such as (GI)-XRD in future work should clarify how strongly such thin-film are spatially distorted.
For the present UPS measurement system, Olthof estimated the signal broadening for the gold Fermi
edge. [94] At RT, its width was measured to be 120meV while Fermi-Dirac statistics predict 110meV. Assuming
the same broadening, a HOMO of σUPS = 150...240meV would exhibit an experimental error in its width
of 12.5...20 meV. Furthermore, Schober discussed that UPS might be methodically erroneous to determine
the disorder parameter σ for transport simulations. [306,307] It was argued that UPS is a surface-sensitive
technique, and at the surface to the vacuum, the reduced dielectric stabilization causes electrostatic screening
effects. [383] This affects the correlation in site energies and consequently the width of the DOS. Secondly,
immanent features of the organics, such as vibronic modes of the ionized molecules, contribute to broaden the
UPS signal. [306,383] In spite of that and due to a lack in alternatives, σUPS obtained from UPS measurements
has been taken when concluding on the DOS disorder in organic semiconductors. [96,305,306]
However, most recent advances in computing DOS disorder parameters by quantum mechanical approaches [383–388]
have strengthened the concerns about the applicability of UPS data. By employing molecular polarizability
calculations from dipole interactions (Thole model) [384,389], Schrader et al. reported σ ≃ 0.1 eV for DCV-nT
donor materials in 2012. [385] For the potent DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) [109], Poelking et al. calculated σ = 0.10 eV. [383]
Here, the UPS spectrum of 12 nm DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) on Ag,3 shown in Fig. 5.6 (a), exhibits a Gaussian width
of σUPS = 0.22 eV. A similar mismatch between UPS results and theoretical calculations is found for ZnPc
and P5, where the findings in this chapter are σUPS = 0.18...0.22 eV and σUPS ≃ 0.16 eV, but Poelking et al.
yield σ = 0.08 eV and σ = 0.03 eV, respectively. Resembling values were computed by Yavuz et al., namely
σ = 0.068 eV for P5, σ = 0.075 eV for the P5 modification DNTT4, and σ = 0.091 eV for DCV-4T. [386]
3measured by Dr. Max Tietze, IAPP
4dinaphtho[2,3-b:2’,3’-f]thieno[3,2-b]thiophene
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Table 5.2.: Comparison of (HOMO) disorder parameters σ obtained via different experimental and theoretical methods
for several small molecule organic semiconductors.
Material σ (eV) Method Ref.
P5
0.15...0.18 UPS this work
0.163 UPS Ref. [91]
0.068 Thole model sim. Ref. [386]
0.03 Thole model sim. Ref. [383]
0.07 KPFM5 + TFT Ref. [390]
0.20..0.25 photocurrents Ref. [391]
ZnPc
0.18...0.22 UPS this work
0.170 UPS Ref. [91]
0.08 Thole model sim. Ref. [383]
(MeO-)TPD
0.21...0.24 UPS this work
0.225 UPS Ref. [181,207]
0.13 DFT Ref. [388]
α-NPD 0.14 DFT Ref. [388]
Spiro(MeO-TAD,TTB) 0.20...0.24 UPS this work0.122 time-of-flight Ref. [392]
DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) 0.22 UPS this work0.10 Thole modelsim. Ref. [383,385]
C60
0.2...0.3 (HOMO) UPS Ref. [91,362]
0.3...0.4 (LUMO) IPES Ref. [91,362]
0.06...0.08 mol. dynamics sim. + DFT Ref. [387]
Pursuing a DFT approach, Friederich et al. published σ = 0.13...0.14 eV for the strongly disordered ben-
zidine derivatives α-NPD (NPB) and TPD. [388] The structural similar MeO-TPD shows σUPS = 0.21...0.24 eV.
Table 5.2 summarizes the deviations between the UPS results and alternative/computational approaches
towards σ. Across the board, photo excitation techniques lead to values σ increased by approx. 100meV as
compared to the computational findings. Here, electron-phonon interactions, i.e. vibronic signal broadening
are suspected. [383] Besides UPS, photocurrent measurements (e.g. Lang et al. measured σ = 0.20...0.25 eV
for P5, [391]) and inverse photoelectron spectroscopy results are significantly broadened and do not apply
one-to-one to the disorder of an organic semiconductor DOS. Signal broadening of IPES is illustrated in Fig. 5.6
(b), which illustrates the combined UPS/IPES spectra6 for C60 on Au (taken from Ref. [362]). Both HOMO
(σUPS ≃ 0.2 eV) and LUMO width (σIPES = 0.3...0.4 eV) exceed the theoretical predictions (σ = 0.06...0.08 eV)
published by Tummala et al. most recently, examining the static and dynamic disorder in fullerenes. [387] In
contrast to photo excitation techniques, charge carrier transport measurements obviously do not suffer from
signal broadening. Time-of-flight measurements on Spiro-MeO-TAD, structurally similar to the benzidines
investigated in this thesis, reveal an energetic disorder σ˜ ≃ 0.1 eV and a spatial disorder Σ ≃ 0.07 eV. [392]
Both combine to σ =
√
σ˜2 +Σ2 [387] ≃ 0.12 eV, which is approx. 100meV smaller than typical UPS results
(cf. Tab.5.2). For P5, Yogev et al. manipulated its growth mode on SiO2 via an HMDS seed layer and
obtained σ = 0.07 eV by Kelvin probe force microscopy and thin-film transistor measurements. [390]
6measured by Selina Olthof at Princeton University
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Figure 5.6.: (a) UPS spectrum of the donor material DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) grown on Au, measured by Dr. Max Tietze,
IAPP. The HOMO signal is fitted with a Gaussian distribution of σ = 0.22 eV. (b) IPES/UPS of C60 on Au, measured
by Dr. Selina Olthof at Princeton University (taken from Ref. [91,362]). The DOS widths are indicated by blue lines.
In summary, the site energy disorder parameters σUPS obtained from fitting UPS spectra are considerably
enlarged by approx. 100meV. For most of the various HTL materials examined in Sec. 5.1, this equals a
broadening by a factor two. Subsequently, the Gaussian DOS widths σ and the exponential tailing parameters
β must be adapted, i.e. divided by a factor two, when approaching the transport levels for the HTL materials
in the following section.
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5.2. Temperature Dependent Transport Levels
5.2.1. Models and Influence of DOS Parameters
Previously introduced in Sec. 2.2.3, the hopping model calculations by Arkhipov et al. allow to compute
the temperature dependent transport level in an energetically and spatially disordered system of localized
states. By employing a Gaussian or an exponential DOS, they showed fundamental correlations between the
DOS shape and ETr (T ). The application to a real system was reported by Kadashchuk et al. to explain
TSL measurements for a methyl-substituted ladder-type poly(paraphenylene). [166] The authors fitted their
TSL spectra assuming ETr (T ) and an attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 and found two narrow Gaussian
distributions (σ1 = 0.069 eV and σ2 = 0.042 eV). They were identified with the HOMO DOS and tailing of
states towards the energy gap. However up to now, no implementation of disordered DOS data from UPS
or theoretical calculations in transport level simulations has been published. Besides, it is still under debate
whether backward hops from the target site to the initial site must be excluded in the ETr calculation or not.
In their early work, Arkhipov et al. emphasized that suppressing charge carrier jumps back to their initial
states means actual conductivity. [165] Otherwise, charge carrier can take round-trips in isolated areas of the
disordered DOS without any spatial propagation in the mean of time. Hence, introduced in Sec. 2.2.3, the
transport level position ETr′ (T ) must obey the relation∫ ETr′
−∞
g (E) dE
∫ (ETr′−E)/2γkBT
0
r2 {1− exp [−nb (E, r)]} dr = 14π (2.35)
with the number of accessible neighboring hopping sites nb as
nb (Ej , r) = 2π
∫ r
0
dr′r′2
∫ π
arccos(r′/2r)
dθ sin θ
∫ Ej+2γkBT(r−r′)
−∞
g (E) dE
= πr
3
12
{
11
∫ Ej
−∞
g (E) dE
+
∫ Ej+2kBTγr
Ej
g (E) dE
[
8
(
1− E − Ej2kBTγr
)
+ 3
(
1− E − Ej2kBTγr
)4 ]}
.
(2.33)
The energy of the targeted sites is denoted as Ej , the inverse localization length is represented by γ.
However, this expression has been replaced shortly afterwards by the authors. [167,393] In literature, their
simplified description of the transport level, introduced in the initial publication Ref. [165], is found almost
exclusively. [166,167,169] Here, the transport level is identified with the most frequently visited energy ETr” (T )
and follows the equation ∫ ETr′′
−∞
g (E) (E − ETr′′)3 dE = 6
π
(γkBT )3 . (2.32)
It has been addressed that the Mott T−1/4 law [139] for the derived conductivities and the temperature
dependency of the transport energy are not significantly affected by round-trips of charge carriers. [394] In
the context of this thesis, python calculation routines have been written to solve both transcendent integral
equations Eq. (2.32) and Eq. (2.35), yielding ETr′′ (T ) and ETr′ (T ). The source code is documented in
Sec. A.2.
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In the following, the dependence of ETr′ (T ) and ETr′′ (T ) on the DOS shape g (E) and inverse localization
parameters γ are examined. First, the results published by Arkhipov et al. for a Gaussian (σ = 0.05...0.125 eV)
and an exponential DOS (β = 0.0025...0.1 eV) are reproduced in a series of simulations. Second, Fig. 5.7
illustrates solutions of ETr′ (T ) and ETr′′ (T ) for variations of σ and Nσ within the ranges presented above in
Sec. 5.1. Basically, both energy levels are shifted by a few 100meV towards the energy gap-mid for decreasing
temperatures and increasing DOS width or density. Below, the results for a Gaussian DOS are discussed more
in detail. Similar dependencies hold for an exponential DOS.
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Figure 5.7.: Transport level positions ETr′ (dashed lines) and ETr′′ (solid lines, most probable jump-to-energy) versus
temperature, calculated from Eq. (2.35) and Eq. (2.32). For both illustrations, a Gaussian DOS is assumed. In
particular, (a) shows a variation of the Gaussian width σ for a fixed Nσ = 1021 cm−3. (b) Variation of the number of
states Nσ for σ = 100meV.
Transport Level versus Most Probable Jump-to-Energy. The solutions for ETr′ (T ) and ETr′′ (T ) both
move monotonously with lower temperature towards the energy gap-mid. At a specific DOS (indicated by
equal colors in Fig. 5.7 (a) and (b)), the difference between the solution suppressing backward jumps ETr′
and the most probably jump-to-energy ETr′′ is well below 50meV. Being 20...25meV for DOS widths of
σ = 60...120meV at RT, |ETr′ − ETr′′ | decreases towards 10meV at lower temperatures. Similar to the
findings of Arkhipov et al., |ETr′ (T )| < |ETr′′ (T )| w.r.t the HOMO center for ∀T . Consequently, a charge
carrier originating from a deep gap state needs slightly more energy to escape to a mobile state and take part
in conductivity than to just jump to the most frequently visited energy and subsequently back. However, it is
beyond the scope of this thesis to conclude the superior transport level model. The observed temperature
dependencies ETr′ (T ) and ETr′′ (T ) are almost coinciding and the differences for both solutions at a distinct
T are typically below the uncertainty on σ from the UPS measurements. Here, already a variation in σ of
10meV causes a difference of approx. 25meV for the transport level position. Hence, for sake of computational
simplicity, the transport level position is identified with the most probable jump-to-energy ETr (T )
!= ETr′′ (T )
and no distinction is made.
Influence of the DOS Width. For a broader DOS, the transport level is located deeper in the energy gap
(cf. Fig. 5.7 (a)). Herein, a variation in σ of 20meV causes a relocation of ETr by approx. 50meV. Spanning
T from 10K to RT, ETr shifts by 180meV (σ = 60meV) up to 315meV (σ = 120meV) towards the HOMO
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center. The differences are due to the contribution of the Gaussian DOS to Eq. (2.33), which led to Eq. (2.32)
in the initial publication of Arkhipov et al. [165] Following the simplified picture in Fig. 5.8 (a), a broader
DOS (sketched in blue) means a higher density of states N(E) at low energies. For instance at an energetic
distance of 0.5 eV from the HOMO center, a Gaussian DOS of σ = 0.120meV possesses 6× 1017 states per
(cm3 eV). For σ = 0.060meV, there are only 9× 106 cm−3 eV−1. Consequently, in a broader DOS, the charge
carriers reside at lower energies. They are accompanied by a number of accessible neighboring hopping sites
nb, which is yet smaller than for a less disordered DOS, i.e. when charge carriers are hopping at energies closer
to the HOMO center. For decreasing T , charge carriers are more susceptible to trapping whereby conductivity
and mobility are lowered by several orders of magnitude. [41,242] Still, charge carrier migration is observed even
at temperatures well below 100K. [44,131,245] With increasing T , the charge carriers gain more thermal energy
which enables energetically wider jumps. [150] As known from percolation theory, the average hop distance of
a charge carrier in a DOS scales with the disorder, but is inverse to the temperature. [169] In case of a steeply
rising DOS (i.e. small σ), significantly more target sites are reachable within a small energy interval Ei + ε
than for a shallow DOS (cf. compare red and blue triangles). The average hop distance is short. For a broader
DOS, the charge carriers must to perform higher energy jumps T , i.e. the ETr (T ) scales stronger with T .
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Figure 5.8.: (a) Gaussian DOS at widths of σ = 0.060 eV (red) and σ = 0.120 eV (blue). The positions of the transport
level are taken from Fig. 5.7. Circles indicate ETr at 10K, squares show ETr at room temperature. (b) Results on
the ETr (T ) calculations from Eq. (2.35) for varied inverse localization radius γ and a Gaussian DOS (σ = 100meV,
Nσ = 1021 cm−3).
Transport Level at RT and Influence of Site Numbers. A remarkable observation from Fig. 5.7 (a) is
that the transport level is between σ and 2σ away from the Gaussian HOMO center at RT. Together with
the results of the previous section, this finding indicates that ETr is located slightly above the HOMO onset
energy Eβ ≃ EHOMO ≃ E∗HOMO at room temperature. The exact position is further influenced by the absolute
density of states Nσ. Shown in Fig. 5.7 (b), the spread of ETr (RT) is up to 65meV when varying Nσ from
0.2 × 1021 cm−3 to 1.0 × 1021 cm−3 for σ = 100meV. A larger Nσ means a higher number of accessible
sites nb and a deeper lying transport level. Interestingly, ETr (RT) is found throughout all Nσ and σ at
site densities of ∼ 1021 cm−3 eV−1 in the DOS. This is in agreement with previous assumptions made for
simulations of charge carrier transport in organic semiconductors. [157,306] However, at 10K, charge carrier
transport occurs at energies with site densities around 1017...1018 cm−3 eV−1.
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Influence of the Fermi Level Position. The equilibrium charge carrier distribution p (E) in a disordered
system is the product of the DOS g (E) and the Fermi-Dirac statistics, i.e.
p (E) = g (E) · f (E) = g (E)
1 + exp
(
E−EF
kBT
) . (5.6)
Determined by the Fermi level position, p (E) limits the number of accessible hopping sites nb. Sites further
away from the DOS center than EF are occupied by charge carriers and due to Pauli principle and electrostatic
interactions inaccessible. The integrand in Eq. (2.32) is replaced by the density of vacant sites g (E)− p (E)
and reads [167] ∫ ETr
−∞
g (E) (E − ETr′′)3
1 + exp
(
−E−EFkBT
)dE = 6
π
(γkBT )3 . (5.7)
The solutions of Eq. (5.7) are illustrated in Fig. 5.9 (a) and (b) for a Gaussian DOS (Nσ = 1021 cm−3,
σ = 120meV). As long as EF is far away from the DOS center, ETr (T ) remains unaffected and equals the
result from Eq. (2.32) in Fig. 5.7. Upon successive filling of the DOS with charge carriers, EF shifts further
towards the intrinsic transport level position for a charge carrier in an empty DOS. Once EF is closer than
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Figure 5.9.: Transport level positions calculated from Eq. (5.7) in a Gaussian DOS (Nσ = 1021 cm−3) partially filled
by charge carriers. ETr is plotted versus (a) the Fermi level EF and (b) the dopant MR assuming p = N−A = NA for
different temperatures T and σ = 120meV. Likewise, (c) and (d) depict ETr versus EF and MR for different DOS
widths σ and T = 300K.
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few kBT to this position (approx.−0.5 eV at 10K and −0.2 eV at 300K for the distinct DOS here), ETr shifts
strongly towards the DOS center (cf. Fig. 5.9 (a)), since a substantial number of target hopping sites in the
DOS is now occupied. Assuming without loss of generality a doping efficiency η = 1, it is in p = N−A = NA,
where the charge carrier density is obtained from
p =
∫ ∞
−∞
g (E) f (E) dE. (5.8)
Utilizing Eq. (5.8), the shift of the transport level energy with respect to the molar doping ratio MR = p/Nσ
is shown in Fig. 5.9 (b). At low charge carrier densities (MRs) in the order of p/Nσ = 10−6...10−5, ETr is
only affected for temperatures T < 100K, i.e. when charge carrier transport happens at low energies. For
elevated temperatures up to RT, the occupation of the low energy part of the DOS, i.e. doping by MRs up
to 10−3 does not alter ETr. Here, the charge carriers possess a sufficiently large thermal energy to jump to
sites closer to the DOS center. For excessively high charge carrier concentrations (∼ MR 0.1), ETr (T ) shifts
remarkably (approx. 100meV) towards higher energies. By filling the half of the DOS (MR 0.5), the transport
energy is forced beyond the DOS center. Fig. 5.9 (c) and (d) illustrate the transport level shift at T = 300K
for different DOS widths σ. In case of a broader DOS, where the charge carriers reside at lower energies
and ETr is at lower energies towards the energy gap, the transport level position is more susceptible for an
increasing EF . Hence, ETr starts to rise when EF is crossing −0.5 eV (MR 10−5) for σ = 120meV, while it
increases not until EF = −0.3 eV (MR 0.006) for σ = 60meV.
The Fermi level positions for the various HTL materials examined in Sec. 5.1 are typically 1...2 eV away from
the HOMO center (cf. Tab. 5.3), pinned by inherent trap distributions near the energy gap-mid. [181,183,207]
Although the Gaussian DOS discussed in Fig. 5.9 is a simplification of the real HTL materials DOS and
tailing DOS states alter ETr (T ), it is most likely that the transport level position is independent on the exact
position of EF . Hence, the UPS resolution limit of 50meV [94] for the distance between the HOMO center
and the Fermi level can be neglected. However, in case of intentionally doped HTLs, the Fermi level position
changes remarkably as compared to intrinsic materials thus EF must be considered for the calculations of
ETr (T ). Especially for measurements on doped HTL at varying temperatures, knowledge of EF (T ), e.g.
from temperature dependent UPS measurements, is required.
Influence of Inverse Localization Radius. The inverse localization radius γ has been introduced in
Sec. 2.2 in the context of the Miller-Abrahams equations. Strongly delocalized charge carriers experience a
long decay length γ−1 of the electronic wave functions around the molecular sites. Following Eq. (2.15), the
hopping rates to a neighboring molecule increase for a decreasing γ. Fig. 5.8 (b) illustrates how the transport
level position is affected. For a delocalized system, i.e. a small γ of approx. 108m−1, ETr (T ) shifts deeper
in the gap. The charge carriers are more enabled by a stronger overlap of the molecular frontier orbitals to
tunnel between sites further apart. In contrast, a stronger localization of the charge carriers at the molecules
implies an ETr (T ) closer to the DOS center. At γ = 1010m−1, the transport level position even crosses
E = 0 for T > 100K. This artifact was previously observed by Arkhipov et al. (cf. Fig. 2.16 (b)), however,
its origin could not be entirely clarified. A localization smaller than the molecule size likely introduces an
erroneous assumption on the hopping model.
The implicit use of an intermediate value of γ = 109m−1 in the previous simulations (cf. Fig. 5.7)
is easily justified when comparing with literature on transport in organic semiconductors. Bässler [150]
chose γ = 2.5...8.3 × 109m−1 for Monte-Carlo simulations in amorphous TAPC.7 Abate et al. included
71,1-bis(di-4-tolylaminophenyl)cyclohexane
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γ = 2 × 109m−1 for Spiro-OMeTAD. [395] Publications on polyphenylene vinylene (PPV) derivatives by
Coehoorn [157] and Pasveer [156] use γ = 3...5× 109m−1, which are estimated from N0/γ3 = 10−2 and an
average inter-site distance of N−1/30 = 1.5...1.8 nm. Similar considerations are taken by Nenashev et al. [164]
and Kadashchuk et al., [166] who assumed N0/γ3 = 0.33 and N0/γ3 = 1/64. The reported values, however,
are determined only for simplified geometries, i.e. perfect cubic lattices. For real thin-films, the (inverse)
localization length must be statistically distributed [150,396] and structural examinations of the geometry (XRD,
etc.) are necessary. This is beyond the scope of this thesis but shall be considered in future work. Nevertheless,
the lattice constants for small molecules are in the range of 1...2 nm. [397,398] Since electron delocalization can
be easily extended over a few molecules, [47] it is not completely irrational to assume an inverse localization
length of γ = 109m−1.
5.2.2. DOS Parametrizations of the HTL Materials
The obtained DOS parameters of Tab. 5.4 are applied to Eq. (5.7) to compute the temperature dependent
hole transport level positions ETr (T ) for BF-DPB, MeO-TPD, Spiro-TTB, m-MTDATA, pentacene, and
ZnPc. Since the thin-film growth mode thus the disorder parameter σ typically differ depending on the
substrate type, ETr (T ) is calculated for both cases: a strongly interacting (Ag, Au, ITO) and a weakly
interacting (Ag/p-Spiro-TTB) substrate. Fig. 5.10 exemplarily depicts several parametrizations for the HOMO
DOS of pentacene and their solutions for ETr (T ) (cf. Fig. 5.10 (d)). The initially measured UPS spectrum
of P5 on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB in Fig. 5.10 (a) (σUPS = 0.16 eV) is rescaled as discussed in Sec. 5.1.6 to reduce
the impact of UPS signal broadening and is shown in Fig. 5.10 (b) (σ = 0.08 eV, blue line). Furthermore,
the description of the low energy sites is important for the position of the transport level. Due to the
DOS uncertainty below the noise level (red dashed line), several assumptions for exponential distributions
(β = {25, 50, 100, 200}meV) describing possible tailing sites are examined. These parametrizations and the
appearing ETr (T ) are compared in the following, in particular with high-res UPS data on SiO2/P5, extracted
from Bussolotti et al. [256] (Chiba, Japan) and shown in Fig. 5.10 (c).
The most natural parametrization of the rescaled P5 DOS in Fig. 5.10 (b) is given by a single Gaus-
sian distribution (Nσ = N0 = 2.86× 1021 cm−3, σ = 0.08 eV) (blue curve). EF = −0.78 eV is taken directly
from the UPS measurements Fig. 5.10 (a), since the distance from the DOS center to the Fermi level exceeds
the 50meV UPS resolution limit by far. Following Eq. (5.7), ETr shifts between −0.12 eV at RT and −0.33 eV
at 10K with respect to the HOMO center. However, the continuation of the DOS beyond the cutoff energy
Ecut = −0.25 eV is hardly predictable. There, the UPS signal of the thin-film intersects with the noise level
(red dotted line) of the UPS measurement system. Possibly existing DOS tail states for energies smaller
than the HOMO onset are assumed to be exponentially distributed (Eβ = −0.187 eV with the parameters
β = {200, 100, 50, 25}meV and Nβ = {8.73, 4.37, 2.18, 2.69} × 1019 cm−3). Due to a substantially higher
DOS at low E, the transport levels is deeper in the energy gap for a larger tailing (cf. Sec. 5.2.1). Compared
to the solution for a single Gaussian DOS, ETr (T ) shifts up to 500meV towards the energy gap-mid as shown
in Fig. 5.10 (d). At energies, where the transport level position is close to EF , ETr (T ) flattens since states
at energies deeper than EF are not accessible. In case of a steeply exponential DOS (β = 25meV), the DOS
and consequently the transport level positions agree with the results for a single Gaussian DOS (compare
turquoise and blue lines in Fig. 5.10).
In contrast to the IAPP UPS system, which is only able to resolve DOS approx. 1019 cm−3 eV−1, the group
of Nobuo Ueno (Chiba, Japan) showed UPS spectra of pentacene [248,256] down to a density of states
approx. 1016 cm−3 eV−1 around the Fermi level position, thus proving the existence of low energy states
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towards the energy gap. The high resolution UPS data of P5 reported by Bussolotti et al., [256] and shown in
Fig. 5.10 (c) is fitted by a single Gaussian distribution (σ = 0.11 eV), covering a DOS down to 1016 cm−3 eV−1.
Concurrently, the signal broadening of the hi-res UPS is expected to be smaller, since the occurring HOMO σ
is smaller by approx. 50meV as compared to the IAPP system (σ = 0.16 eV). Both facts together rise the
strong indication that the P5 DOS is very well approximated by a Gaussian distribution down to at least
three orders of magnitude in site densities less than what has been resolved with the IAPP system in Sec. 5.1.
The tailing UPS signal is considered as artificial, most likely originating from signal broadening, noise, and
non-monochrome excitation. Hence, for the final computation of the transport level position for the HTL
materials, only the (rescaled) Gaussian DOS is utilized. The site densities Nσ are normalized to the molecule
densities N0 in Tab. 5.3. The results are presented in the following section.
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Figure 5.10.: Top: Comparison of DOS distributions and Gaussian fit functions for pentacene obtained via (a) UPS
at IAPP (σ = 0.16 eV, cf. Fig. 5.3), (b) rescaling of the UPS spectrum (a) (σ = 0.08 eV) to compensate for signal
broadening occurring in UPS (Sec. 5.1.6), and (c) high-resolution UPS (σ = 0.11 eV) by Bussolotti et al. (Chiba, Japan,
data adapted from Ref. [256]). For the second, exponential functions (β = 25...200meV) to model not ascertainable
DOS tailing below the noise limit (red dashed line) are included. Bottom: (d) Charge carrier transport levels from
Eq. (5.7) for the different parametrizations of the pentacene DOS.
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5.2.3. Temperature Dependent Transport Level for HTL Materials
Figure 5.11 summarizes the transport level positions for the various hole transport materials grown on strongly
(top) and weakly interacting substrates (bottom). While Fig. 5.11 (a) and (c) illustrate ETr (T ) relative to
the HOMO DOS center E0, the energy axis is rescaled to the vacuum level in Fig. 5.11 (b) and (c). In the
latter case, E0 is set to IP+2σ for each individual HTL material. The HOMO onsets of the materials are
represented by squares, indicating the ionization potentials from Tab. 5.3.
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Figure 5.11.: (a),(c) Transport level positions calculated from Eq. (5.7) versus temperature for the examined set of
hole transporting materials. The thin-films are grown on strongly/weakly interacting substrates (top/bottom). Each
DOS is identified with a Gaussian distribution. The DOS parameters are found in Tab. 5.4, where the DOS widths are
rescaled from the UPS spectra according to Sec. 5.1.6 and the site densities equal N0. An inverse localization length
γ = 109m−1 is assumed. (b),(d) The energy axis is rescaled to the vacuum level with squares indicating the HOMO
onset and the IP of each material.
At room temperature, the transport level positions are above the HOMO onsets (50 to 100meV). This is
remarkable, since the energetic position of the charge carrier movement at RT often identified without a
general concern with the IP. [39,182,207,399] Furthermore, the correct route to determine trap energies should
be taken by referring not to the ionization potential but to the temperature dependent transport level. In
general, the results in Fig. 5.10 resemble the findings earlier in Sec. 5.2.1. Materials with a larger disorder
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parameter σ (e.g. m-MTDATA: σ = 0.12 eV, as compared to P5: σ = 0.08 eV on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB) exhibit
a transport level deeper in the gap (E0 − 190meV, E0 − 122meV at RT). With decreasing temperature, a
stronger shift in ETr (T ) is observed for more disordered materials (m-MTDATA: 315meV, P5: 211meV for
RT to 10K). Interestingly, the different growth modes of ZnPc on strongly and weakly interacting substrates
causing diverging disorder parameters σ = 0.09 eV (on Au) and σ = 0.11 eV (on Ag/p-Spiro-TTB) affect the
position of respective the transport level remarkably.
5.3. Summary
UPS measurements on the HTL materials BF-DPB, Spiro-TTB, MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, pentacene, and
ZnPc have been performed and analyzed to gain information on the temperature dependent position of their
hole transport levels ETr (T ). Hopping model calculations published by Arkhipov et al. were adapted and an
analytical description g (E) of the HOMO DOS was used to compute ETr (T ).
The UPS spectra of the HTL systems were fitted with a main Gaussian distribution. Its low energy
flank coincided with the common tangent fit to obtain the HOMO onset. The latter has been found at the
energy Eσ − 2σUPS of the Gaussian DOS. The disorder parameters σUPS obtained from the UPS spectra
ranged between 0.15 eV (P5) and 0.24 eV (m-MTDATA). However, these results were broadened by approx.
factor two (80...120meV), which was corrected by rescaling the energy axis. In comparison to literature
values from quantum mechanical calculations and charge carrier transport experiments, the UPS method
most likely suffer from electron-phonon interaction, i.e. vibronic broadening, and secondary line excitations as
well as a low signal-to-noise ratio. Examining high-resolution UPS data [256,400] (Chiba, Japan) indicated that
the HOMO DOS were in first order Gaussian distributed down to site densities of approx. 1016 cm−3 eV−1.
Deviations in the UPS spectra at energies lower than the HOMO onset, initially fitted by exponential functions
in Sec. 5.1, were probably induced by the signal broadening and were not considered for ETr (T ). Grown
on weakly interacting organic substrates (Spiro-TTB p-doped by F6-TCNNQ), especially P5 and, to lesser
extent, BF-DPB formed less disordered films with a Gaussian DOS width well below 100meV. Spiro-TTB,
MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA thin-films were heavily disordered (σ = 0.10...0.12 eV) with even increasing
disorder when grown on strongly interacting metal surfaces. ZnPc however, behaved the opposite way as
films on metal showed a smaller σ.
In case of doped sublayers, charge carrier diffusion up to 30 to 50 nm into the adjacent intrinsic layer was
concluded. From a comparison with the HIB of intentionally doped films of ZnPc and P5, the densities of
diffused free charge carriers have been estimated to ∼ 1018 cm−3, which would exceed the intrinsic trap
densities. Besides, a charge screening effect altering the IP, Fermi level position, and hole injection barrier of
the intrinsic film was suspected.
In order to correctly refer trap energies to the vacuum energy level, transport level computations have been
conducted. The influence of the HOMO DOS width as well as the number of states and the inverse localization
radius on the transport level were discussed. In conclusion, more low energy states caused a charge carrier
transport deeper in the gap. A strong delocalization (smaller γ) had an identical effect. Introducing a charge
carrier density raised the Fermi level in the DOS thus occupying low energy sites and shifting the transport
level to towards the DOS center. The rescaled disorder parameters σ = [0.08...0.12] eV were used to finally
determine the transport level positions of the HTL materials. In particular, ETr (RT) is above the HOMO
onset. At lowered temperatures, the transport levels relocate for several 100meV towards the energy gap-mid.
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Trap Response and Dopant Regimes
in Organic Schottky Diodes
The charge carrier trap densities and trap energies in organic Schottky diodes consisting of the
hole transporting pentacene and ZnPc are examined by impedance spectroscopy. In particular, the
position of the Fermi level is found to be decisive for the trap level response. For both materials,
a substantial concentration of deep hole traps is found, which saturates upon p-doping, while
additional shallow traps arise. In case of P5, the observed number of deep trap states depends on the
material purification. For p-ZnPc, dopant deactivation is demonstrated by temperature-dependent
impedance spectroscopy and ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy. The results are another strong
evidence for the most recently reported existence of the dopant reserve, dopant saturation, and
trap-filling regime in organic semiconductors. [182,183]
p-Doping by F4-TCNQ, F6-TCNNQ, or C60F36 molecules enhances the hole conductivity of HTLs up to values
of 10−3...10−1 S cm−1. [71,128,208,240] Although such high values are desirable for commercial applications of
organic electronics, only doping concentrations below a MR of 0.01 ensure the formation of a sufficiently
large charge carrier depletion zone. The energy level bending in the depletion zone allows the Fermi level to
cross large parts of the energy gap, including inherent hole trap distributions. The oscillatory excitation via
impedance spectroscopy causes charge reversal of trapping sites near EF , which is observed as additional
(trap) capacitance CT . Employing the physical model from Sec. 4.2.4, trap densities and energies with respect
to the hole transport level are quantified.
The present chapter starts with an examination of the depletion zones in p-doped Schottky diodes of P5 and
ZnPc. Mott-Schottky analyses are discussed to obtain the number of free holes, leading to doping efficiencies
η and the energy level diagrams. Consequently, in Sec. 6.2, the frequency-dependent capacitance spectra of
p-doped P5 and ZnPc samples are examined at RT. The influence of the Fermi level position on the observed
trap capacitance is studied in Sec. 6.2.2 by varied intentional doping. An alternative approach to manipulate
EF is presented in Sec. 6.3, where impedance spectroscopy is performed during the freeze-out of doping in
ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ to 10K. Accompanied by temperature-dependent UPS measurements, the results provide
further evidence for dopant saturation and reserve regimes in organic semiconductors. [183]
6.1. Depletion Zones and Mott-Schottky Analysis:
Doping Efficiency
Impedance of p-doped Schottky Diodes. All Schottky diodes investigated in this chapter are built asym-
metrically. The work function of sputter-cleaned ITO is close to the HOMO onset and ETr (RT) of P5 and
ZnPc (cf. Sec. 5.2.3) at 4.7...4.9 eV. [205] Hence, this contact is assumed to be ohmic and its impact on the
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capacitance of the device is neglected. The Schottky contact and the decisive space charge region (SCR) are
formed between organic semiconductor and the Al top contact (Wf = 4.2 eV).
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Figure 6.1.: Impedance response of 50 nm P5 p-doped with 0.5 wt% C60F36 (MR 0.001), separated in (a) phase angle
ϕ and (b) modulus Z. ϕ ∼ −90° indicates an impedance governed by the space charge depletion capacitance of the
device. For high frequencies, the modulus equals RS of the device. At very low frequencies, RP dominates. (c) The
corresponding current-voltage characteristic is attributed to the diode behavior of the device.
As shown exemplarily in Fig. 6.1 for P5:C60F36 (50 nm, MR 0.001), the Schottky diodes exhibit asymmetric
current-voltage-characteristics. A pronounced plateau of phase angle ϕ ≃ −90◦ forms for 0V and moderate
reverse voltages (cf. Fig. 6.1 (a)), which corresponds to a capacitive character of the devices. Subsequently,
this frequency regime is used for capacitance voltage measurements, enabling conclusions on the depletion
capacitance CP of the Schottky diodes. However, for frequencies above 104 Hz, the series resistance of
the ITO starts to dominate the impedance response of the diodes. The phase angle increases while the
modulus |Z| = √R2 +X2 approaches the voltage independent value of the series resistance RS (90...100 Ω)
(cf. Fig. 6.1 (b)). The increase in ϕ for frequencies < 102 Hz is caused by the injection of charge carri-
ers in forward direction (0.6V) as well as an increasing contribution of leakage current for larger reverse
bias. In physical terms, this is expressed by a parallel, voltage-dependent leakage resistance RP (kΩ...MΩ).
Hence, neglecting charge carrier traps here, the diodes are identified with a simple RS-RPCP equivalent circuit.
Space Charge Regions and Mott-Schottky Plots. The extent of the charge carrier depletion zone
can be modulated. By applying reverse bias, free holes are pushed even further away from the positive Al
Schottky contact towards the negative ITO contact. The width of the depleted layer increases and the
depletion capacitance decreases (cf. Eq. (4.27) in Sec. 4.2). Vice versa, the charge carrier depletion zone
shrinks and finally collapses upon starting hole injection for increasing forward bias. Here, Figure 6.2 (a)
compares Mott-Schottky plots, i.e. 1/C2 versus applied bias voltage V , for P5 and ZnPc Schottky diodes,
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p-doped by either C60F36 or F6-TCNNQ, and dopant concentrations MR 0.001...0.01. The plots yield straight
lines around 0V and their slopes reveal the number of ionized acceptor molecules N−A following Eq. (4.30).
For doping ratios MR≥ 0.01 (cf. blue triangles in Fig. 6.2 (a)), however, that straight line fit is only viable for
small bias voltage intervals (here V = +0.1...− 0.3V in case of ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ MR 0.01). With increasing
doping concentrations, both contacts of the Schottky diodes tend to be ohmic. A substantial amount of
charge carriers is able to tunnel into the organic semiconductor through the thin injection barrier at the
aluminum and thus floods the device even at reverse bias. Hence, the Schottky diode is not capacitive
anymore.
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Figure 6.2.: (a) Mott-Schottky plots of capacitance-voltage measurements at a frequency of 10 kHz, shown here for
p-doped pentacene and ZnPc at RT. The slope of the plots reveals the number of ionized acceptor molecules N−A . It
is steeper for lower MR. (b) Capacitance (inset) and Mott-Schottky plots are governed at lower frequencies by the
trap response.
Another limitation of the Mott-Schottky analysis is its frequency dependence when charge carrier traps
are present. Figure 6.2 (b) shows Mott-Schottky plots for P5:F6-TCNNQ (50 nm, MR 0.0039), taken at
various excitation frequencies 101...104 Hz, while the inset of the figure depicts a complete C(f) scan for
0V. The latter exhibits a permanent increase in capacitance for decreasing frequencies, which is explained
by charge carrier trap response to the oscillatory excitation [182,289,301] and discussed further in Sec. 6.2.
Consequently, the Mott-Schottky plots are shifted by offsets in Fig. 6.2 (b) and reveal different slopes thus
different N−A values. For 10 kHz, a number of ionized acceptors of N
−
A = 5.3× 1018 cm−3 is obtained, while
it is N−A = 7.2 × 1018 cm−3 at 10 Hz and heavily influenced by the trap response. In the following, C(V)
measurements are taken at the highest possible frequencies, i.e. where the trap response is minimal but the
series resistance is not governing the C(f) spectrum anymore (phase angle ϕ ≃ −90◦).
p-Doping Efficiencies in P5 and ZnPc. Figure 6.3 summarizes a series of C(V) measurements for p-
doped pentacene (a) and p-doped ZnPc (b). The dielectric constants εr are 5.8 [182] and 4.7 [39], respectively.
The derived numbers of ionized dopants N−A are divided by the numbers of introduced dopants, yielding
estimates of the doping efficiency η. For P5 p-doped by C60F36 (red diamonds), the doping efficiency
decreases steadily with increasing dopant MR from 98% (MR 2× 10−4) down to 45% (MR 10−3). Doped
by F6-TCNNQ, it is η = 48% at MR 0.0039 (blue diamond). The decrease in η for higher dopant MRs
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might be surprising at first glance, however, Tietze et al. recently published an explanation for this trend. In
UPS studies, they found the Fermi level position to be controlled by a distinct acceptor level EA = 0.88 eV
(with respect to the HOMO center) and deep traps with a density of NT = 9.6 × 1016 cm−3. [183] Tietze
et al. calculated the doping efficiency, i.e. η = p/NA, as well as the trap filling N+T /NT , and the dopant
ionization N−A /NA versus the dopant MR from a statistical model. Details are found in Ref.
[183], the three
quantities as computed for p-doped P5 are plotted in Fig. 6.3 (a) in solid lines. For MR< 5 × 10−5, the
deep traps pin the Fermi level as trap filling is not complete, i.e. N+T /NT < 1 (green line). Consequently, the
doping efficiency is low and almost no free charge carriers are created. This fact changes as soon as all trap
are filled and η drastically increases eventually reaching almost 100% at MR 3...5 × 10−4 (cf. black line).
The doping efficiency obtained via IS is at 98% for MR 2 × 10−4 and thus in agreement to the predicted
dopant saturation. When the doping concentration increases further, EF shifts towards the HOMO level
position, approaching and passing the acceptor level position EA. [181,183,207] In other words, the acceptor
level transitions from a shallow impurity EA < EF to a deep impurity EA > EF (cf. Sec. 3.2.3). For the
latter, the promotion probability of electrons from the HOMO to the acceptor level and thus the generation
of free holes in the host HOMO is substantially decreased. The acceptor ionization N−A /NA (cf. purple line)
and the doping efficiency (black line) decrease monotonously, eventually reaching values of only few percents
for MR> 0.01. However, these low η are not observable via IS as the Schottky contacts for such high doping
concentrations are ohmic and the diodes show no stable capacitance.
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Figure 6.3.: Calculated doping efficiency p/NA (black line), trap filling N+T /NT (green line), and acceptor ionization
N−A /NA (purple line) after Tietze
[183] for (a) pentacene and (b) ZnPc. For P5, doping efficiencies obtained from
Mott-Schottky analysis are added (diamonds). In case of ZnPc, UPS measurements (orange squares) from Ref. [183]
are compared with impedance results of n+p HOMO junctions [292] (green circles), p-ZnPc on a C60F36 sublayer [401]
(green triangle) and ITO/p-ZnPc (blue triangle). All ZnPc films are doped by F6-TCNNQ.
For ZnPc p-doped by F6-TCNNQ (cf. Fig. 6.3 (b)), a doping efficiency of 18% is obtained from the Mott-
Schottky plot in Fig. 6.2 (a) at MR 0.01. Although further doping concentrations are not investigated in the con-
text of this thesis, literature reports on η = 80...92% for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ at MR 9×10−4...2×10−3, [292,401]
obtained via impedance spectroscopy (green symbols). The deviations between the doping efficiencies predicted
by Tietze et al. (cf. black lines and symbols in Fig. 6.3) are probably due to doping concentration variance
during device preparation or different deep trap densities NT as various host material batches are used.
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Tietze performed doping efficiency measurements assessing the energy level bending via UPS in ZnPc:F6-
TCNNQ. [91] Although he obtained declining values of η for MR> 4× 10−3, the observed maximum value was
only at η = 21% for MR 0.00042 (cf. orange symbols in Fig. 6.3 (b)). Here, it is suspected that the absent
built-in field due to the missing top contact in UPS samples lowers the probability of charge (CT) separation
and thus the doping efficiency as compared to impedance spectroscopy experiments. Further comparative
investigations are highly suggested.
Charge Carrier Diffusion Profiles. When C(V) measurements are performed for thin-films grown on
doped/dopant substrates, non-uniform doping profiles are obtained as illustrated in Fig. 6.4. Here, 100 nm
ZnPc is grown on either 5 nm MeO-TPD:F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.088) (red line), 5 nm ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.084)
(cyan), or 1 nm of the pure p-dopant C60F36. All Mott-Schottky plots in Fig. 6.4 (a) feature non-constant
slopes. As shown in Fig. 6.4 (b), the application of the profiler equation from Sec. 4.2,
N−A (w) =
C3
eε0εrA2
[
dC
dV
−1]
, (4.31)
yields an estimate for the ionized acceptor density N−A , i.e. approx the free hole density p at the end of the
space charge region of width w.
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Figure 6.4.: (a) Mott-Schottky plots at 10 kHz for intrinsic ZnPc on various p-doped substrates show non-uniform
charge carrier distributions within the ZnPc layer. (b) Computed via the profiler equation Eq. (4.31), the number of
free holes p (x) is ≤ 1017 cm−3 deeper in the ZnPc layer. Close to the doped sublayer, the charge carrier concentration
is strongly increased. The green circle represents the estimation of p from UPS measurements in ZnPc (10 nm) on
Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ (7 nm, MR 0.126) as done earlier in Sec. 5.1. Intentional p-doping in MeO-TPD or ZnPc
induces p ∼ 1019 cm−3 for ∼MR 0.08 [183,207] (dark gray line).
For all three substrates, p increases from approx. 2× 1017 cm−3 deep within the 100 nm ZnPc layer up to
2...3× 1018 cm−3 for a distance < 10 nm from the doped sublayer. This result is remarkable, since the 100 nm
ZnPc layer is intentionally undoped. Hence, the obtained charge carrier density profile has to be a diffusion
profile, revealing the diffusion of free holes originating from the doped sublayer X (cf. Fig. 6.4 (b)) with
respect to the electric field in the devices. A similar finding has been made previously in Sec. 5.1, where
hole diffusion from a p-doped Spiro-TTB sublayer (7 nm, F6-TCNNQ, MR 0.126) shifted the Fermi level in
the adjacent intrinsic layers towards their HOMO. As indicated by a green dot in Fig. 6.4 (b), the free hole
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density 1 is still p ≃ 6× 1018 cm−3 after 10 nm intrinsic ZnPc on top of p-Spiro-TTB (7 nm, F6-TCNNQ,
MR 0.126). Satisfyingly, the results for IS and UPS are in good agreement. For comparison, an intentionally
p-doped ZnPc or MeO-TPD layer (MR 0.08 of F6-TCNNQ) features approx. p = 1019 cm−3. [183,207] Hence,
even for several ten nm away from doped layers, intrinsic thin-films still exhibit significant charge carrier
densities that otherwise would require at least moderate doping.
6.2. Frequency Dependent Trap Capacitance
For a generic trap distribution g(E) interacting with the respective transport level ETr (RT) upon small-signal
excitation, the trap capacitance function is calculated as discussed in Sec. 4.2.4. The computation is done by
a calculation routine, which was first coded by Burtone [292], later extended, and translated to python in the
framework of the thesis. Its source code is listed in the appendix A.1. The trap distribution function g(E) is
represented either by a Gaussian density of trap states g′(E), an exponential distribution g′′(E), or a sum of
both. In the following, hole traps are discussed exclusively. However, the same principles apply for electron
traps. The Gaussian distribution is denoted as
g′(E) = NT,g√
2πσ2
exp
(
− (E − ET,g)
2
2σ2
)
, (6.1)
with an energetic depth ET,g referring to the hole transport level, a broadening factor σ, and a trap density
NT,g. Exponentially decaying trap distributions g′′(E) are described by
g′′(E) = NT,exp
kBT0
exp
(
−ETr − E
kBT0
)
, (6.2)
i.e. their density decays above the hole transport level ETr,h towards mid-gap. The trap site concen-
tration is given by NT,exp, while the scaling factor is kBT0. The hole capture factor β is in the range
10−9...10−10 cm3/s [182,301] (cf. Sec. 4.2.4), where a deviation of β of one order of magnitude leads to an
error in trap depth of approx. 50meV.
Energy Level Diagrams. A fundamental requirement to calculate capacitive trap responses is knowl-
edge of the respective energy level diagrams. The latter are computed utilizing the IAPP-internal charge
carrier simulation tool MOST, written by Matthias Schober. Details on that are found in Ref. [306,307] The
influential input parameters are the free hole density p, the transport level energies for holes ETr,h and
electrons ETr,e as well as the organic layer thickness (50 nm), and the work functions φ of the contacts. p
is obtained from Mott-Schottky analyses as discussed previously in Sec. 6.1. The transport level positions
are taken from the respective RT values in Sec. 5.2.3, while the work functions are here φAl = 4.2 eV and
φITO = 4.7 eV.
Figure 6.5 shows the energy level diagrams for undoped and p-doped P5 / ZnPc. In case of undoped
P5 / ZnPc, no level bending occurs. EF (positioned approx. at the mean value of the two metal work
functions) is close to the gap-mid [183] and the semiconductors are completely depleted (cf. Fig. 6.5 (a) and
(c)). For p-P5 and p-ZnPc significant level bending is caused by doping. P5 doped by C60F36 (MR 0.001,
p = 1.2 × 1018 cm−3) exhibits a space charge region width of wSCR = 32 nm (cf. Fig. 6.5 (b)). For ZnPc
doped by F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.01, p = 2.9× 1018 cm−3), the SCR of wSCR = 12 nm is smaller due to the higher
density of free holes (cf. Fig. 6.5 (d)). Within the SCR, EF can cross large parts of the inherent charge carrier
1as calculated from the EF position [183]
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Figure 6.5.: Energy level diagrams for organic Schottky diodes consisting of 50 nm (a) intrinsic P5, (b) P5:C60F36
(MR 0.001), (c) intrinsic ZnPc, or (d) ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.01), calculated via the MOST simulation tool written
by Matthias Schober. [306,307] The hole transport level ETr,h and the electron transport level ETr,e are depicted in solid
lines. In case of doped Schottky diodes, the level bending marks the space charge region with the depletion width
wSCR. Capacitive trap response originates from parts of the device, where the Fermi level EF (dashed black line)
crosses inherent trap distributions (gray).
trap distribution. Further away from the SCR, i.e. where the level bending is close to zero, EF is 0.43 eV
(P5) and 0.36 eV (ZnPc) away from the respective hole transport level. It is worth to note that these results
agree well with UPS studies by Tietze et al., who obtained for the same material combinations and doping
concentrations a distance of 0.43 eV (p-P5) and 0.33 eV (p-ZnPc) from EF to the HOMO onset. [183] Although
ETr,h (RT) is not identical with the HOMO onset, the difference is typical ≤ 50meV as obtained in Sec. 5.2.3.
Capacitance Functions. The measured frequency-dependent capacitance functions of pentacene and
ZnPc, intrinsic (cf. black symbols) as well as p-doped with either C60F36 (red symbols) or F6-TCNNQ (blue
symbols) are shown in Fig. 6.6. Hereby, all C(f) spectra are taken at 0V. In first-order approximation,
RS-RPCP equivalent circuits, discussed in Sec. 4.2.2, are sufficient to describe the swing of the obtained
capacitance functions between 106 Hz and 5 × 103 Hz (dotted lines). An equivalent circuit fitting routine
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(done with the commercial program Zview)2 helps to acquire data on the series resistance RS (∼ 100Ω) and
the parallel resistance RP (∼ kΩ...MΩ) as well as the capacitance CP of the SCR (∼ 5...20 nF). Doped layers
exhibit a smaller RP and larger CP due to more free charge carriers inside, i.e. a thinner SCR. The series
resistance RS is independent on the doping.
An additional capacitance contribution is observed for lower frequencies. This increasing offset is attributed
to charge carrier traps. [39,182,289,301] In the following, the deep and shallow traps identified in P5 and ZnPc
are discussed. All obtained trap distributions are summarized in Fig. 6.7 and their parameters are listed in
Tab. 6.1.
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6.2.1. Deep Traps in P5 and ZnPc
Examining the C(f) spectrum of undoped P5, a Gaussian-type trap DOS (NT,g = 5.0 × 1016 cm−3,
ET,g = 0.65 eV, σ = 0.055 eV) is identified (cf. black solid line in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.7 (a)). When p-
doped by C60F36 (MR 0.001), the device capacitance CP increases to approx. 10 nF (due to the thinner
SCR, cf. Fig. 6.5). At the same time, a stronger trap response is recorded. It originates from the same
deep, relatively narrow (σ = 0.055 eV) Gaussian trap distribution (Et,g = 0.60 eV), but here a density of
NT,g = 1.2× 1017 cm−3 is obtained. P-doping by F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.0039) reveals once more these deep
Gaussian distributed traps at ET,g = 0.58 eV and a density of NT,g = 1.1× 1017 cm−3, which is equal to the
result of P5:C60F36.
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Figure 6.7.: Hole trap distributions in (a) pentacene and (b) ZnPc obtained by fitting the capacitance functions of the
corresponding Schottky diodes. In the undoped materials, only one deeper lying Gaussian distributed trap is visible
(black). Employing p-doping by F6-TCNNQ (blue) or C60F36 (red), a combination of exponentially tailing and deeper
lying Gaussian distributed trap centers is observed. All fit parameters are summarized in Tab. 6.1.
Undoped ZnPc (cf. Fig. 6.6, black triangles) exhibits a low-frequency trap response, which originates from
a Gaussian-type trap distribution at ET,g = 0.52 eV with σ = 0.043 eV. The trap density is found to be
9.0 × 1016 cm−3. When p-doped by F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.01), an increased amount of these deep traps is
identified (NT,exp = 5.0× 1017).
Comparing the found trap distributions, it is most likely that the deep Gaussian distributed traps (0.52...0.65 eV)
are characteristic for pentacene and ZnPc, since they occur in doped as well as undoped samples indepen-
dently. Furthermore, the introduction of dopant molecules increases the observable amount of deep traps.
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Table 6.1.: Parametrization of hole trap states in 2x and 3x sublimed P5, and ZnPc as obtained from the low frequency
part of the respective capacitance functions in Fig. 6.6.
ET,σ (eV) NT,σ (cm−3) σ (eV) NT,β (cm−3) kBT0 (eV)
P5
undoped 0.65 5.0× 1016
0.055
- -
C60F36 0.60 1.2× 1017 4.5× 1016 0.319
(MR 0.001)
(2x subl.)
F6-TCNNQ 0.58 1.1× 1017 6.2× 1016 0.302
(MR 0.0039)
P5 undoped 0.60 2.9× 1016 0.055 - -
(3x subl.)
ZnPc
undoped 0.52 9.0× 1016
0.043
- -
F6-TCNNQ 0.57 5.0× 1017 5.3× 1016 0.259
(MR 0.01)
Here, the results are in excellent agreement with UPS studies by Tietze et al., who identified deep traps of
NT = 9.6× 1016 cm−3 in P5 and NT = 7.2× 1017 cm−3 in ZnPc. [183] Such deep charge carrier traps are
commonly caused by material impurities [252,402] or structural defects [312] as discussed in Chapter 9, where
water and oxygen-related defects in HTL materials are investigated.
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Figure 6.8.: Comparison of the obtained hole trap distributions in pentacene for different material purification grades.
For an additional sublimation step, the deep trap density is reduced by approx. a factor two (green) as compared to
two-times sublimed P5 (black).
Material sublimation is the standard technique to remove impurities and purify organic semiconductor mate-
rials. [181] In this context, Fig. 6.8 compares the deep trap distributions obtained for two- (black line) and
three-times (green line) sublimed, intrinsic pentacene. The former is the same as the trap DOS from Fig. 6.7 (a),
the latter is obtained from the C(f) spectrum in Fig. 6.9 (a). While the trap depths are comparable at approx
0.60...0.65 eV, the observed trap density is almost halved to 2.9× 1016 cm−3 after the additional purification
step. This puts a hint on the material purity to cause deep traps within organic semiconductors. Further
studies, especially comparing (un)purified material batches and different storing conditions are highly suggested.
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6.2.2. Shallow Traps in p-doped P5 and ZnPc
Shallow trap levels, here modeled with an exponential distribution, are necessary to describe the capacitance
functions of p-doped P5 and p-doped ZnPc in Fig. 6.6 between approx. 104 Hz and 102 Hz. For P5:C60F36
(MR 0.001), the trap DOS parameters are NT,exp = 4.5 × 1016 cm−3 and kBT0 = 319meV. In case
of P5:F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.0039, they are NT,exp = 6.2 × 1016 cm−3 and kBT0 = 302meV. Similarly, an
exponential trap distribution (NT,exp = 5.3× 1016 cm−3, kBT0 = 259meV) describes the C(f) spectrum in
the range of 104...103 Hz for ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.01).
All these shallow trap states appear only upon doping and their origin is not clear. They might be present in
the intrinsic materials and become visible when the EF crosses the trap energies within the depletion region.
On the other hand, these additional trap states can be caused by doping. Arkhipov et al. calculated an
increased energetic disorder in the host upon Coulomb interaction with ionized dopants, i.e. broad deep tails
of the DOS and additional deep states. [277]
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Figure 6.9.: Comparison of the obtained hole trap distributions in pentacene for different material purification grades.
For an additional sublimation step, the deep trap density is reduced by approx. a factor two (green) as compared to
two-times sublimed P5 (black).
In the following, the correlation between dopant MR and the obtained trap DOS is further investigated.
Figure 6.9 shows the C(f) spectra of pentacene Schottky diodes at various doping concentrations and the
obtained trap DOS. In particular, three-times sublimed P5 is used and the dopant MR is varied from 0
(undoped, black) to 0.001 (purple) of C60F36. For undoped P5, only deep traps at ET = 0.54 eV and
NT = 2.9 × 1016 cm−3 are visible. With increasing doping concentration, the deter mined deep trap
concentration saturates at approx. 6× 1016 cm−3 (cf. Fig. 6.9 (b)). This trend is observed first for MR 0.0002
(red line), where only deep traps but no shallow traps with ET < 0.4 eV are obtained. If the dopant
concentration is above MR 0.0002, the deep trap concentration NT,g remains constant but additional shallow
traps appear. The latter increase in density with the doping concentration and are described here by exponential
distributions. Table 6.2 presents the relevant trap DOS parameters. It must be noted that the shallow trap
response in Fig. 6.6 and Fig. 6.9 (a) between approx. 102Hz and 104Hz is not unambiguously assigned
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Table 6.2.: Parametrization of hole trap states in 3x sublimed P5 at various C60F36 dopant concentrations, as obtained
from the capacitance functions in Fig. 6.9 (a).
MR ET,σ (eV) NT,σ (cm−3) σ (eV) NT,β (cm−3) kBT0 (eV)
P5
undoped
0.54
2.9× 1016
0.055
- -
0.0002 5.8× 1016 - -
0.0003 6.1× 1016 7.2× 1015
0.2760.0006 6.0× 10
16 1.3× 1016
0.0008 6.2× 1016 3.3× 1016
0.001 6.1× 1016 4.0× 1016
to exponentially distributed charge carrier traps. In Chapter 8, thermally stimulated current experiments
on the p-doped HTL Spiro-TTB disclose shallow, Gaussian distributed traps, which increase with doping
concentration. Here, it is probable that for increased doping, EF crosses larger parts of the inherent trap
distributions for the discussed reasons while the Coulomb interaction of more and more ionized dopants with
the host system generates additional (shallow) charge carrier traps.
6.3. Freeze-Out of p-Doping in ZnPc
Motivation. UPS studies by Tietze showed that the Fermi level position in a doped organic semiconductor
shifts towards the gap-mid, i.e. less free charge carriers are present, when the temperature decreases. [91] In this
thesis, the principle is adapted to progressively tune EF , starting from the RT position of intentionally p-doped
ZnPc, to the gap-mid at temperatures as low as 20K. The charge carrier depletion and the trap response are
studied for a varying amount of free holes down to 1017 cm−3, which would require otherwise experimentally
elaborated ultra-low doping. [183] However, direct measurements of the free hole densities versus temperature
via Mott-Schottky examinations are problematic. Inherent trap capacitances and their temperature dependence
superimpose the SCR signal and led to divisive results, e.g. increasing N−A for decreasing temperatures.
[401]
In the present study, the Fermi level position and thus the number of free holes relative to the deep traps are
accessed via studies on EF versus the molar doping ratio [183] and EF (T )-measurements.
Capacitance Freeze-Out and Trap-Filling Regime. Figure 6.10 (a) illustrates C(f)-spectra for 50 nm
ZnPc , p-doped by MR 0.01 F6-TCNNQ, and taken at temperatures from RT down to 20K in steps of
∆T = 10K. Related to that, Fig. 6.10 (b) shows the Fermi level position in ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ versus the
dopant MR as obtained by Tietze et al. [183] At room temperature (cf. red arrow), EF is approx 0.3 eV above
the HOMO onset. The respective capacitance function (cf. red line in Fig. 6.10 (a)) is determined by
the depletion capacitance of the SCR as well as deep and shallow traps in the particular frequency ranges
(cf. Sec. 6.2). Note that the C(f) spectrum is taken only for frequencies ≥ 101 Hz. Below, the excitation
is slow as compared to the charge carrier injection, the phase angle approaches 0 ◦ and the device is not
capacitive.
With decreasing temperature to approx. 150K, the shapes of the C(f)-spectra do not change. Only lowering
offsets caused by the extending SCR are observed (cf. orange line for 200K). The trap responses remain at
similar levels, which indicates that the traps are still saturated. Tietze et al. observed this result for a Fermi
level position at approx. 0.5 eV above the HOMO onset (cf. orange arrow). For temperatures below 150K,
the SCR width increases strongly and the depletion capacitance drops. At the same time, the shallow trap
response decreases. At 100K (cf. turquoise line), almost no additional trap capacitance is observed between
104 Hz and 105 Hz and thus no shallow traps are identified. Only deep trap contributions at frequencies
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Figure 6.10.: (a) Capacitance spectra for p-doped ZnPc (F6-TCNNQ, MR 0.01) between ITO and Al at zero bias and
sample temperatures from RT to 20K in steps of ∆T = 10K. The doping freeze-out causes a increasing depletion
of the device and a vanishing trap response. (b) Fermi level positions with respect to the HOMO onset versus
molar doping ratio in ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ at room temperature, adapted from Ref. [183] Colored arrows indicate the EF
position for MR 0.01 at various temperatures as qualitatively presumed from the results of C(f,T) in (a). (c) Frequency
dependence of the deep trap contribution to the capacitance change −ωdC/dω. The maximums ω0 are marked by
black arrows. Their temperature dependence yields (d) the attempt-to-escape frequency ν0 of the deep traps. (e)
Space charge region width versus sample temperature, calculated from (a) for 10 kHz and 30 kHz and ε = [4.7, 5.3].
≤ 104 Hz are found, which, however, decrease once the sample temperature is further lowered. This observation
agrees with the finding of a trap-filling regime in p-doped ZnPc at doping concentrations < MR 3...6× 10−4
most recently. [183]
At 20K, the p-ZnPc Schottky diode is entirely depleted. The capacitance is not frequency dependent anymore
but stable at approx. 6 nF, which equals a depletion width of 50 nm (assuming ε = 5.3). All dopants are
frozen, i.e. no free holes are generated, and the Fermi level is deep in the gap (EF > 1.2 eV, cf. blue arrow in
Fig. 6.10).
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Attempt-to-Escape Frequency. Fitting of all capacitive trap responses in Fig. 6.10 (a) is complex and
not unambiguously done due to the large number of free parameters. The number of free holes, i.e. the
Fermi level and the energy level diagram, as well as the hole transport level (cf. Sec. 5.2) change with
temperature. Moreover, the hole capture rate is temperature-dependent. [403] Hence, the shallow and deep
trap distributions are determined only for room temperature as done in Sec. 6.2. In particular, a deep trap
concentration NT = 5× 1017 cm−3 has been identified at energies 0.52...0.57 eV above ETr,h (RT). However,
the capacitance swing of the deep trap response between 103 Hz and 104 Hz and T = 70...110K bears the
attempt-to-escape frequency ν of these deep traps. The latter is an important simulation parameter, which is
required to model the charge carrier release from trap levels when assessing thermally stimulated currents in
Chapter 7-9. Hence obtaining an estimate value for ν is of special interest. The so-called Walter method
examines the temperature dependence of the inflection point ω0 from the capacitance change −ωdC/dω, [404]
as plotted in Fig. 6.10 (c). For each sample temperature, a peak maximum ω0 (T ) is obtained (cf. black
arrows). The activation energy EA,T of a discrete, i.e. prominent, trap level with respect to the transport
level is given by [404]
EA,T = kBT ln
2ν
ω0
. (6.3)
Consequently, the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 6.10 (d) yields an attempt-to-escape frequency ν = 1.4× 1011 s−1 for
the particular deep trap distribution in ZnPc. Similar results have been reported recently for traps in several
donor:acceptor blends. Fischer et al. obtained ν = 0.5...2× 1011 s−1 for ZnPc:C60, [40] while Kraner et al.
found ν = 1...7× 1011 s−1 for aza-BODIPY3:C60 blends. [406] In both cases, the traps originated from the
donor (HTL) phase. The determined order of magnitude for ν is not surprising, since the charge carrier release
is suspected to happen via phonon interaction. [119] The phonon frequency is ν0 ≃ 1012 s−1, [119] while the
hopping frequency of a charge carrier is assumed to decrease exponentially with the hopping distance by [407]
ν = ν0 · exp (−2γ |Rij |) . (6.4)
The latter equation is equal to the pre-factor in theMiller-Abrahams transition rate expression (cf. Sec. 2.2.2), [136]
where γ is the inverse localization radius and |Rij | the inter-site distance. In that sense, a charge carrier hop
from a localized trap site at one molecule to a more mobile state at an adjacent molecule (i.e. 1/γ ≃ |Rij |)
conceivably relates to an attempt-to-escape frequency of ν = 0.1 · ν0 ≃ 1011 s−1.
SCR(T): Dopant Regimes. Although the capacitance spectra in Fig. 6.10 (a) are heavily influenced
by trap responses, information on the space charge region are provided at frequencies ≥ 104 Hz. Here, the
excitation is too fast for the majority of the traps to respond during an oscillatory cycle (cf. Sec. 6.2). The
plate capacitor approximation
d = ε0εr
A
C
(6.5)
is used to calculate the depletion width of the SCR for each temperature from the measured capacitance
value. Figure 6.10 (e) depicts the results for excitation frequencies of 10 kHz (black symbols) and 30 kHz (red
symbols). For the relative permittivity literature value of εr = 4.7, [39,40] the SCR is not extended over the
entire 50 nm ZnPc thin-film at 20K, but has a width of approx 45 nm. This result is unphysical, since the
flat C(f)-spectra at ultra-low temperatures indicate that no free charge carriers are present and the thin-film
is completely depleted (cf. Fig. 6.10 (a)). Re-adjusting the relative permittivity to εr = 5.3 eliminates this
inconsistency. Possible reasons for a different εr could be the considerable dopant MR mixed into the ZnPc
film or a temperature-dependence of the permittivity.
3benzannulated 4,4-difluoro-4-bora-3a,4a-diaza-s-indacen, a near-infrared absorber material class [405]
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Throughout all temperatures, the obtained SCR widths are a little lower for 10 kHz as compared to 30 kHz
(cf. black and red symbols in Fig. 6.10 (e)), since the capacitance tends to be overestimated for lower
frequencies due to residuals of the trap response. However, all depletion-width-versus-temperature plots
feature the same shape, which strongly reminds of the Fermi level versus dopant MR relation (cf. compare
Fig. 6.10 (b) and (e)). Hence, the same explanation seems natural. Following the sketch in Fig. 6.11, the
p-doped ZnPc thin-film (MR 0.01) is in dopant saturation at RT. [183] With decreasing sample temperature,
apparently less thermal energy is available to generate free charge carriers. The SCR extends, but the Fermi
level shifts only slowly away from the HOMO onset (cf. red and orange arrow in Fig. 6.10 (b)). This result is
rather unexpected, since in the saturation region, free holes are efficiently generated from the shallow acceptor
level at EA < EF . Actually, the transition between dopant reserve and dopant saturation EF = EA was
found to occur at approx.MR 0.02 in ZnPc [183]
The Fermi level position and consequently the depletion zone width show strong swings dependent on the
molar doping ratio (MR 10−3...10−4) and the thermal energy/temperature (130...90K). Below 100K, the
thin-film runs into the trap-filling regime. It is almost entirely depleted. The Fermi level is deep within the
energy gap and pinned to impurities, i.e. deep traps concentrations of approx. 1017 cm−3 (MR 10−4).
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Figure 6.11.: Qualitative illustration of the statistical description of the doping process as introduced by Tietze et
al. [181,183,207] Dopant activation is considered by an effective acceptor level EA. Trap states at ET hinder the doping
process at low concentrations. Free holes are provided by doping for NA > NT . In this case, either dopant saturation
(N−A = NA) or reserve (N
−
A < NA) is possible. With decreasing temperature, the CT complex dissociation is hindered
and thus EF transitions towards the gap-mid. Picture adapted from Ref. [183]
In summary, these findings strongly indicate a freeze-out of the p-doping effect in ZnPc upon cooling. In
particular, the transition from dopant saturation to trap-filling regime, which was previously identified/observed
by reduction of the doping ratio at RT, is here obtained (and consistently reproduced) by cooling a film
of a fixed doping concentration from RT (dopant saturation) to < 100K (trap-filling only). Surprisingly,
the number of free holes and, thus, the Fermi level position is strongly temperature controlled even in the
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saturation regime, which emphasizes the demand for an adapted model beyond classical Fermi-Dirac statistics
and thermal activation from a fixed dopant level EA. A temperature dependence of the separation of the hole
from the ionized dopant molecule (CT state dissociation) to release it into the disordered host system might
be one reason for this difference to classical single crystal semiconductors and corresponding doping physics.
Temperature-dependent UPS. Pushing these investigations a little further, UPS studies are conducted
for three differently p-doped ZnPc thin-films at various temperatures. The temperature is varied stepwise
between 300K and approx. 100K (down and up again) via a liquid nitrogen flow through the sample holder in
the UPS chamber and a heating element.
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Figure 6.12.: UPS spectra of (a) MR 0.01, (b) MR 0.005, and (c) MR 0.0008 F6-TCNNQ doped ZnPc thin-films at
various temperatures. (d) Determined Fermi level positions with respect to the HOMO onset under temperature
variation for the doped thin-films.
The UPS spectra as well as the resolved Fermi level positions are shown in Fig. 6.12. In case of the MR 0.01
F6-TCNNQ doped sample, EF shifts away from its initial position at 0.3 eV (RT) to 0.5 eV (200K), and 0.7 eV
(100K). Both former values agree well with the previous estimations from Fig. 6.10 (b). The value obtained
at 100K exhibits a discrepancy of approx. 0.2...0.3 eV, which is most probably caused by the experimental
error of the sample temperature. In the saturation regime, EF depends heavily on the number of active
dopants, i.e. the temperature, while the chamber cooling is here at its limit. In lightly doped samples, EF
is further away from the HOMO onset at RT. For MR 0.005, it is EF = 0.8 eV and for MR 0.0008 it is
EF = 0.95 eV. Both results are equal to previous results shown by Tietze et al. (cf. Fig. 6.10 (b)). [183] Upon
cooling, both samples feature a rapid increase of EF within the first 50K, where they pass the saturation
regime. For temperatures below 200K, both lightly doped thin-films are in the trap-filling regime. The Fermi
level position is stable at approx. 1.2 eV (close to the value for an undoped ZnPc thin-film) [91,183] as the
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majority of the dopants is frozen. These findings clearly indicate once more that the CT state dissociation
could be temperature-dependent. The prevailing temperature and the initial doping MR determine EF , which
is signifies either trap-filling, dopant saturation, or dopant reserve. Tietze demonstrated that for a very high
doping concentration of MR 0.217, ZnPc remains in the dopant reserve regime (EF ∼ 0.25 eV) down to
100K. [91]
In the present cases, reheating the samples recovers EF only entirely if the process is slow. Rapid heating
as erroneously done for MR 0.01 (cf. black squares in Fig. 6.12 (d)) is suspected to vaporize dopants from
the surface region. 4 Ideally, the introduced heat is kept minimal, which, however, renders such UPS(T)
measurements very time-consuming (up to hours and days in total).
6.4. Summary
The interplay between charge carrier traps and molecular doping in organic semiconductors has been investigated
by impedance spectroscopy and ultraviolet photon spectroscopy. In particular, doped thin-films and Schottky
diodes comprising pentacene and ZnPc were examined. It was shown that the Fermi level position depends
on the number of active dopants, which could be related to the incorporated molar doping ratio and the
temperature. The latter seemed to control the CT transfer state dissociation, which is why a complete
freeze-out was observed for p-ZnPc at temperatures below 100K. Here, a descriptive model should be the
aim of further investigation. During freeze-out, classical dopant reserve, doping saturation, and trap-filling
were identified by comparison of impedance spectroscopy results and (temperature-dependent) UPS studies.
Throughout all dopant regimes, the Fermi level position has been decisive for the trap response in the
organic semiconductors. A change of the trap occupation due to the small-signal IS excitation occurs at
the intersection of EF and ET . Consequently, undoped organic semiconductors revealed only a small trap
capacitance, since most of the traps were ’inert’. Examining the trap capacitance for P5 and ZnPc, deep
traps were identified at energies of approx. 0.52...0.65 eV above the hole transport level at RT. Upon doping,
the deep trap concentrations saturated at approx. 1× 1017 cm−3 (P5) and 5× 1017 cm−3 (ZnPc), which was
in accordance to previous UPS results. [183] In case of P5, an additional material purification step reduced
the number of deep traps. For ZnPc, the attempt-to-escape frequency from the deep traps was identified
to approx. ν0 = 1× 1011 s−1, which will gain importance in the thermally stimulated current simulations of
Chapter 7-9.
Additionally, shallow trap distributions emerged at doping concentrations > MR 0.002 in both materials. Their
origin remained undetermined, but they were possibly residuals of the doping process or filled tailing states of
the host DOS.
4note that the temperature is balanced by the cooling flow and the heating wire, which are both not 100 percent at the same
place as temperature sensor and sample.
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Thermally Stimulated Currents in
Organic Semiconductors
Several methods to gain trap information from TSC spectra of organic semiconductors are assessed
and applied to study the trap response of an aged pentacene Schottky diode and a 100 nm thick
layer of the hole transporting MeO-TPD sandwiched between selective electrodes. The temperature
shift of peak positions in the TSC spectra for varying heating rates β is controlled by the trap
release. The peak position dependence on the extracting electric field is explained by modeling the
dispersive transport in the disordered semiconductor system at low temperatures. Here, re-trapping
additionally broadens the TSC spectra of the obtained Gaussian distributed trap levels.
7.1. Assessments of TSC: Spectra Fitting, Hoogenstraaten-, T4-,
and Chen’s-Method
As previously reviewed in Sec. 4.3, numerous methods and approximations to extract trap parameters from
thermally stimulated current (TSC) measurements are reported in literature. [310,311,315,317–321,323,326,327,330] In
the following, these techniques are assessed on their capability to provide insight into trap densities, trap depths,
and trap state distributions in small molecular organic semiconductors. Figure 7.1 (a) shows the TSC spectra
of a pentacene (P5) Schottky diode consisting of 50 nm p-doped P5 (0.5wt% F6-TCNNQ) and 50 nm intrinsic
P5 sandwiched between ITO and Al contacts. The sample was aged, i.e. stored with intact encapsulation under
ambient conditions and measured more than two years after fabrication. Filled electrically (5V forward bias,
30µA) at 40K, the diode exhibits a broad TSC spectrum featuring a shoulder at T1 around 80K and a distinct
peak at T2 between 100K and 110K. Both features shift to lower temperatures for smaller heating rates β, i.e.
approximately by 15K for T1 and 9K for T2 when changing β from 7Kmin−1 to 1Kmin−1. Simultaneously,
the absolute TSC decreases, e.g. at the peak position T2 from 20.5 pA to 2.9 pA, since the trapped charge
carriers are released at a slower pace for a longer time. Integrating the thermally stimulated current over time,
however, yields a similar total net charge Q = 12.3...13.0 nC for all β. Assuming a uniform trap state distri-
bution for all 100 nm of P5, this results in a trap density NT = 1.19...1.26×1017 cm−3 according to Eq. (4.48).
Spectral Fitting. The trap depths can be assessed via fitting the TSC spectra. Figure 7.1 (b) illustrates
thermally stimulated current curves computed from
I (T ) = (eAµτFNT ν) exp
[
−ET − ETr
kBT
− ν (E)
β
∫ T
T0
exp
(
−ET − ETr
kBT ′
)
dT ′
]
(4.50)
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after Haering/Adams [310] and Garlick/Gibson [317]. For a constant attempt-to-escape frequency ν = 1011 s−1,
two trap levels ET1 = 0.205 eV and ET2 = 0.270 eV are found to match with the shoulder and peak positions
T1 and T2 in Fig. 7.1 (a). For sake of simplicity, the trap depths are taken here relatively to the transport
level ETr. The electric field F is approximated by the difference in the work functions of the sandwiching
electrodes, i.e. Vbi = 0.5V, divided by the total sample thickness.
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Figure 7.1.: (a) TSC spectra of an aged P5 Schottky diode for various linear heating rates β = 1...7Kmin−1. Both
TSC shoulder T1 and TSC peak T2 shift to higher temperatures when heating is faster. (b) Simulated TSC spectra
employing different β, but only monoenergetic trap levels. (c) A better congruence of simulation and experiment is
achieved when considering Gaussian distributed trap levels. (d) and (e) Examination of peak position versus heating
speed β to check the reliability of the Hoogenstraaten- and T 4- method for the experimental TSC results (blue) and
the simulated TSC from monoenergetic (red) and Gaussian distributed (green) trap levels T1 and T2. All trap depths
are relative to the hole transport level.
In the simulations, the shift of the features T1 and T2 towards lower temperatures for a lower heating speed β
is reproduced. The trap site densities are NT1 = 0.49×1017 cm−3 and NT2 = 0.76×1017 cm−3, which agrees
with the TSC signal ratio of shoulder T1 to peak T2. Their sum equals NT ≃ 1.25× 1017 cm−3 as obtained
previously for Fig. 7.1 (a). The product µτ = 4× 10−11 cm2 V−1 is assumed to be temperature independent
and accordingly scales the magnitude of the TSC spectra. However, the assumption of monoenergetic trap
levels is physically unrealistic. It does not consider the DOS broadening by polarization effects generally
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observed in organic semiconductors. [56,74,383] Consequently, the TSC features are sharp and steep, in strong
contrast to the broad TSC features observed experimentally.
The agreement between simulation and experiment is greatly enhanced when assuming Gaussian distributed
trap levels g (E). Figure 7.1 (c) illustrates the TSC spectra resulting from
I (T ) ∝
∫ +∞
−∞
dEg (E) exp
[
−ET − ETr
kBT
− ν
β
∫ T
T0
exp
(
−ET − ETr
kBT ′
)
dT ′
]
. (4.60)
and Gaussian-type trap levels ET1 = 0.200 eV and ET2 = 0.280 eV (both with σ = σT1 = σT2 = 0.03 eV and
ν = 1011 s−1). The trapping site densities are NT1 = 0.55× 1017 cm−3 and NT2 = 0.70× 1017 cm−3, and
the product µτ = 1.33× 10−10 cm2 V−1. Similar to Fig. 7.1 (a), the absolute TSC signal decreases for lower
β and the features T1 and T2 shift to lower temperatures, as experimentally observed.
Peak Position Methods. Temperature shifts of TSC features with heating speed have been discussed
in Sec. 4.3 to be decisive for the T 4- and the Hoogenstraaten approach towards ET . Figure 7.1 (d) shows the
plots of lnT 2max/β versus 1/Tmax. The slopes allow to determine ET from [326,327]
ln
(
T 2max
β
)
= ET − ETr
kBTmax
− ln
(
ET − ETr
kBν
)
. (4.58)
In Fig. 7.1 (d), the results of the Hoogenstraaten method are compared for the measured and - serving as
crosscheck - the simulated TSC data from Fig. 7.1 (a) to (c). The trap depths from the simulated TSC of the
monoenergetic trap levels (ET1 = 0.208 eV and ET2 = 0.300 eV, red symbols) and the Gaussian distributed
trap levels (ET1 = 0.192 eV and ET2 = 0.300 eV, green symbols) are exactly reproduced. In case of the mea-
sured P5 TSC spectra of Fig. 7.1 (a), the trap depths are found as ET1 = 0.052 eV and ET2 = 0.254 eV (blue
symbols). Whereas the energetic depth ET2 revealed by the Hoogenstraaten method agrees with the predictive
TSC spectra simulations fairly well, its accuracy seems to decrease for low trap energies. Signal shoulders as
seen in Fig. 7.1 (a) are difficult to assess. At low heating rates β, they appear mostly flat, which increases the
error on the feature temperature T1. For intermediate heating rates, here at β = 3Kmin−1, they can exhibit
a peak. At high heating rates, signal shoulders tend to coincide with deeper lying trap features, i.e. here with T2.
The trap depths ET1 and ET2 determined by the T 4-method are illustrated in Fig. 7.1 (e). The results are
generally lower by 50 to 80meV than those obtained via Hoogenstraaten method. Due to strong assumptions
on µ, τ , and ν, [312,330] the T 4-method is not considered any further in this thesis and shall not be used to
examine TSC data for organic semiconductors.
Chen’s Method. A different approach towards deriving the trap depth information from TSC spectra
was suggested by Chen, who analyzed the symmetry of the spectral shapes. [320] His empirical studies led to
the expression
ET − Etr,h = 2.8kBT 2max/α (4.53)
with the form factors ω = T2 − T1 (i.e. the full width at half maximum of the TSC peak), δ = T2 − Tmax,
τ = Tmax − T1, α = τω/δ, and µ = δ/ω. Figure 7.2 illustrates the application of Chen’s method to the
data of Fig. 7.1. The monoenergetic trap exhibits a FWHM of ω = 8.75K, δ = 4.03K, and τ = 4.72K.
Following Eq. (4.53), this results in a trap depth ET = 0.271 eV, which is approx. identical to the initially
assumed simulation parameter ET2 = 0.270 eV. Another cross-check with Eq. (4.54) correctly yields the
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utilized attempt-to-escape frequency ν = 1011 s−1. However, in case of distributed trap levels, and thus
broadened TSC spectra, Chen’s method fails. Here, the extracted trap depth ET = 0.098 eV is far away from
the initially assumed trap depth ET2 = 0.280 eV. Therefore, the application of Eq. (4.53) to experimental
TSC spectra of organic semiconductors is unreasonable. They are even more broadened, complex in shape,
and hence not easily identified with a single peak shape, which further complicates symmetry examinations.
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Figure 7.2.: Comparison of form factors ω = T2 − T1 (FWHM), δ = T2 − Tmax, and τ = Tmax − T1 to examine the
applicability of Chen’s method. The data of Fig. 7.1 is re-arranged, i.e. showing the measured TSC spectrum of
the aged P5 Schottky diode in blue for β = 5Kmin−1. The simulated TSC spectra for a monoenergetic trap level
(ET = 0.270 eV) and Gaussian distributed trap levels (ET = 0.280 eV, σ = 0.03 eV) are shown in red and green,
respectively.
7.2. Dispersive Transport of Thermally Stimulated Currents
The previous section clarified that Chen’s and the T4-method are not adequate to examine typically broad
thermally stimulated current spectra of organic semiconductors. The Hoogenstraaten method [326] and the
trap spectra fitting after Haering/ Woods [310] and Garlick/Gibson [317] seemed to be appropriate candidates to
resolve trap depth, density, and distribution from TSC spectra. However, they both share the assumption that
charge carriers, once released from their initial trap states, travel with infinite speed towards the extracting
electrode. This is in strong contradiction to the observed low charge carrier mobilities in disordered organic
semiconductors, especially at low temperatures. [172,180,242,408] Here, a trap-controlled mobility has to be as-
sumed. [168,409,410] The charge carriers travel only between multiple releases and re-trapping events, essentially
slowing them down, and decreasing their mobility. Hence, the layer thickness of the organic semiconductor, or
more exactly speaking the traveling distance of a released charge carrier, as well as the electric field and the
mobility are likely to influence the TSC spectrum.
Qualitative Description. Figure 7.3 illustrates the situation for a sample temperature T ′ during the
TSC run. Assuming a simplified trap distribution, the holes can interact here with trapping sites at energies
ET1 to ET4 (from most shallow to deepest trap). Initially filled by holes prior to the TSC run, the traps emit
holes when approaching their characteristic release temperature. In case of the most shallow trap energy ET1,
this refers to the temperature T1. Released from a trap, the holes migrate assisted by the electric field F
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(built-in voltage + applied external voltage divided by the total sample thickness) towards the extracting
electrode. The charge carrier movement is characterized by the mobility µ (p, T, F ) and hops occur in vicinity
of the transport energy ETr (T ). Hence, a migrating hole exhibits an effective velocity v = µF in the organic
semiconductor. Released at a spatial distance x1 from the contact, it reaches the extracting electrode after
a traveling time t = x1/ (µF ). Simultaneously, the sample temperature increases accordingly to the linear
heating of the TSC run, i.e.
T (t) = βt+ T1. (7.1)
The progressing heating causes the release of holes from energetically deeper trap levels, here ET2 and ET3
at temperatures T2 and T3. Without any loss of generality, these release points can be situated closer towards
the extracting electrode, e.g. at x2 and x3. Hence, the emitted holes from both levels exhibit a (different
and) shorter traveling distance to the electrode, as compared to the hole released earlier from ET1 at x1. On
the other hand, holes released at T2 and T3 face an altered energetic landscape on their way to the extraction
(more shallow states are emptied). In case of a uniform trap distribution spread over the whole layer thickness
of the organic semiconductor, a strong broadening of the corresponding TSC spectrum due to this type of
dispersion is expected.
Figure 7.3.: Dispersive charge carrier transport in a disordered organic semiconductor of layer thickness L sandwiched
between two electrodes. Holes initially trapped at energies ET1 > ET2 > ET3 > ET4 are released towards the
transport level at their specific release temperatures T1 < T2 < T3 < T4. Motivated by an electric field F , they
migrate with a mobility µ(p, T, F ) towards the extracting electrode (golden). In this picture, the sample temperature
T ′ is below T4 but above T3, i.e. traps at ET4 do not release charge carriers yet. The TSC detected at the electrode
is a superposition of charge carriers released further away at lower temperatures and of those released closer to the
contact at higher temperatures.
For sample geometries with multiple layers, released charge carriers originating from inner layers are delayed,
thus revealing a deeper, i.e. false trap depth. In this context, Głowacki and Ulański compared the TSC spectra
of 10...20µm thick PVK/PC1 blends with thermally stimulated luminescence measurements. [411] Whereas the
peak position for the latter remains unaffected, the peaks in the TSC spectra appeared at higher temperatures
(up to 100K more) and revealed a strong field dependence. For stronger electric extraction fields, the TSC
spectra shifts to lower temperatures. Hence, the TSCs must considered as combination of trap release and
transport-peak phenomena, with an emphasis on charge carrier mobility similar to time-of-flight signals. [407,411]
1poly(N-vinylcarbazole)/polycarbona
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Physical Model. Analytical solutions to dispersive TSCs were published by Arkhipov and Adriaenssens [409],
and later Nikitenko et al. [410]. The TSC depends on the charge carrier density pc (x, t) in mobile states
according to
I (t) = (eAµcF/L)
∫ L
0
dx pc (x, t) (7.2)
for an organic semiconductor of film thickness L, sandwiched between two electrodes. Neglecting charge
carrier diffusion and recombination, the charge carrier drift is governed by the continuity equation
∂p (x, t)
∂t
+ µcF
∂pc (x, t)
∂x
= 0 (7.3)
with the charge carrier mobility µc (p, F, T ) and the electric field F . At an initial (and uniform) value of charge
carrier density p0 = p (x, 0) =
∫
dEρ0 (E), Eq. (7.3) is rewritten and yields the dispersive drift equation for
the total charge carrier density
p (x, t) + µcFτ (t)
∂p (x, t)
∂x
= p0. (7.4)
Here, the function τ (t) is the time-dependent lifetime of charge carriers at mobile states before capture by
deep traps g (E) as
τ (t) =
[∫ ∞
0
dE g (E)Wd (E, t) exp
(
−ν (E)
∫ t
0
dt′ exp [− (ET − ETr) /kT (t′)]
)]−1
. (7.5)
The product
Wd (E, t) =Wd (E, t0) exp
(
−ν (E)
∫ t
0
dt′ exp [− (ET − ETr) /kT (t′)]
)
(7.6)
is the probability of a trap site to remain deep. Such deep traps do not release charge carriers captured until
a distinct temperature is reached. Hence, deep traps lower the lifetime τ (T ) of holes in mobile states and
thus also their effective drift mobility. Wd (E, t0) is the same probability at time t0, i.e. at the end of the
initial isothermal filling and resting process step of the TSC. Since the preparation and the energy relaxation
of charge carriers at prior times t < t0 are hardly assessable, Nikitenko et al. assumed [410]
Wd (E, t0) =
⎧⎨⎩0, E < Emin1, E > Emin (7.7)
including a distinct energy Emin. With respect to the boundary conditions p0 = p (x, 0) and pc (x, 0) = 0 and
after changing the dependence from time to temperature according to Eq. (7.1), the solution of Eq. (7.4)
reads [409]
I (T ) = (eAµcF/L)
∫ L
0
dx pc (x, T )
= (eAµcp0Fβ)
d
dT
(
τ (T )
(
1− pd (T )
p0
)
×
[
1− µcFτ (T )
L
(
1− exp −L
µcFτ (T )
)])
.
(7.8)
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Hereby, the function pd (T ) denotes the occupation of deep traps
pd (T ) =
∫ ∞
0
dE ρ0 (E) exp
(
−ν (E)
β
∫ T
0
dT ′ exp [− (ET − ETr) /kBT ′]
)
. (7.9)
TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) calculated using Eq. (7.8) are presented in Fig. 7.4. A Gaussian distribution of
traps with a trap depth of ET = 0.1 eV relative to the transport level, a width σ = 0.04 eV, and a density
of initially occupied states p0 = 2× 1016 cm−3 are assumed. In Fig. 7.4 (a), the extracting electric field is
increased from 1MV/m to 9MV/m by enhancing the reverse readout voltages (Vbi + Vbias = −0.1...− 0.9V)
for an 100 nm thick organic thin-film. Consequently, the TSC peak shifts to lower temperatures for a fixed hole
mobility µc = 10−12 cm2Vs−1. A similar trend is observed when the mobility µc is increased in Fig. 7.4 (b)
for a fixed readout voltage of −0.5V. Reducing the organic thin-film thickness from 100 nm to 50 nm further
increases the extracting field (compare solid and dashed lines). Hence, TSC peaks appear at slightly lower
temperatures and are approx. halved in intensity. Despite their peak temperature shifts with F and µc, all
equally thick organic layers release the same amount of net charge Q = 1.0 nC, and all TSC spectra correctly
yield the same p0 = 2× 1016 cm−3.
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Figure 7.4.: TSC spectra regarding dispersive transport, computed from Eq. (7.8) for Gaussian distributed traps
(ET − ETr = 0.1 eV, σ = 0.04 eV, p0 = 2× 1016 cm−3), and a heating ramp β = 5Kmin−1. (a) In a 100 nm thick
organic semiconductor layer, the effective charge carrier mobility is assumed to be µc = 10−12 cm2Vs−1. An increase
in the strength F of the extracting electric field shifts the TSC peak to lower temperatures. (b) For decreasing
mobilities, the TSC (transport) peak appears at higher temperatures. Solid lines illustrate the TSCs for 100 nm
(F = 5MV/m), dashed lines for 50 nm (F = 10MV/m) film thickness. For comparison, the solution of an entirely
trap-release controlled TSC according to Eq. (4.60) is shown in both graphs in black dotted lines.
Interestingly, the electric field strength must be increased to F ≥ 1GV/m at a mobility µc = 10−12 cm2Vs−1
to match the TSC peak temperature calculated from Eq. (4.60) for an infinitely fast extraction of the released
charge carriers (cf. black dotted lines in Fig. 7.4). At a readout voltage V = −0.5V (i.e. F = 5MV/m), a
mobility µc ≥ 10−9 cm2Vs−1 is required, respectively. Reviewing Eq. (7.8), this situation is described by the
limiting case
τ (t)≫ L2µcF , (7.10)
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where the lifetime of charge carriers in mobile states τ (t) exceeds their mean traveling time towards the
extracting electrode. The transient current is here controlled only by charge carrier release from initially filled
traps only and reads
I (T ) = − (eAL/2) ddT pd (T ) . (7.11)
Combined with Eq. (7.9), Eq. (7.11) exhibits the same temperature dependence as the initial Eq. (4.60) and
the extraction of charge carriers, once released, is not influenced by re-trapping.
Experimental Results. Figure 7.5 (a) illustrates TSC spectra in 100 nm MeO-TPD sandwiched between an
ITO and an aluminum electrode. Usually, the readout voltage is close to 0V, i.e. the built-in field is used to
extract the released charge carriers. The latter is governed by the difference of the electrode work functions φ
and the interface dipoles ∆, i.e. here Vbi ≃ φAl − φITO +∆ = −1.1 eV.
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Figure 7.5.: (a) TSC spectra of an 100 nm MeO-TPD sandwich structure. Negative readout voltages add to the
built-in voltage while positive ones partially compensate the inherent Vbi. Simulated TSC spectra regarding dispersive
transport are shown in dashed lines. (b) Rescaled UPS spectrum (circles) and HOMO DOS fit (solid line) used to
compute the (c) hole transport level ETr (T ) in MeO-TPD. (d) DOS obtained at different read-out fields. (e) Initial
rise examinations yield lower limits of the trap activation energies towards the transport level.
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When applying reverse bias, the internal electric field increases and de-trapped holes speed up on their way to
the collecting ITO electrode. Hence, the TSC peak appears already at lower temperatures (e.g. at Tmax = 96K
for Vbias = −1.0V). Vice versa, the charge carriers slow down when a positive bias voltage is applied. The
TSC peak moves to higher temperatures (Tmax = 119K at Vbias = +0.5V). In case of complete compensation
of the built-in voltage, one would expect no charge carriers to be extracted anymore and therefore no TSC
signal. However, this is not observed experimentally, since an elevated forward bias already causes injection of
charge carriers from the ITO into the organic semiconductor. The resulting injection current superimposes
the TSC. Thus, the extracted net charge decreases steadily with decreasing field strength from 0.85 nC at
Vbias = −1.0V to 0.78 nC at Vbias = +0.1V and 0.71 nC at Vbias = +0.5V. The TSC spectra are fitted
according to Eq. (7.8) (black dashed lines in Fig. 7.5 (a)), assuming a constant attempt-to-escape frequency
ν = 1011 s−1. The mobility is set independent of temperature to µc = 4× 10−13 cm2Vs−1.
In order to relate the trap energies to the HOMO center, the temperature dependent transport level position
in MeO-TPD is considered (cf. Fig. 7.5 (c)). It has been previously calculated in Sec. 5.2 from the rescaled
UPS HOMO DOS shown here in Fig. 7.5 (b). Regarding Eq. (7.7), the assumption
Wd (E, t0, )
⏐⏐
T
=
⎧⎨⎩0, E ≥ ETr (T )1, E < ETr (T ) (7.12)
is reasonable, i.e. sites energetically closer to the HOMO center than the transport level ETr (T ) at the distinct
temperature T do not hinder the charge carrier migration. Sites at lower energies than ETr (T ) are considered
as deep states, lowering the lifetime τ (T ) of charge carriers in mobile states due to re-trapping.
The obtained densities of occupied gap states are presented in Fig. 7.5 (d). The trap distributions g (E) are
found to be Gaussian-type with widths σ = 35...42meV, centered at 0.47...0.49 eV away from the HOMO
center E0. The fitted densities of initially filled traps p0 are on the order of 1...2 × 1016 cm−3, which is
approximately doubling the amount of the extracted net charge in the TSC experiment. Three main reasons
could explain, why the extracted charge carrier densities are generally lower than the initially assumed densities
of occupied trap states. First, recombination is neglected in the model. Inherent minority charge carriers are
able to recombine non-radiatively with holes prior to their extraction, especially when those are re-trapped in
deep states. These recombining charges do not contribute to the TSC. [311] Furthermore, this consideration
could explain the decrease in extracted net charge for decreasing extraction fields. The probability of a
hole to recombine with an electron increases with its traveling time through the organic semiconductor.
Second, charge carriers have been suspected to be electrostatically attracted to trap sites. [311,313] Werner et
al. reported a Poole-Frenkel effect lowering the trap depth in TSCs of Alq3. [313] This observation can be
interpreted as increased dissociation probability of trap-charge pairs. On the contrary, local electric fields of
inherent (even deeper) traps could partially compensate the external electric field. As a consequence, such
a field-assisted trap release becomes more improbable and the velocity of mobile charge carriers decreases.
Third, the assumption of a constant mobility µc disregarding its temperature dependence is a strong restraint.
If the mobility is further reduced to µc ≃ 10−15 cm2Vs−1, the ratio of the extracted net charge and the charge
initially occupying trap states approaches zero. The Gaussian distribution of trap sites must be widened and
shifts to energies ET − E0 ∼ 0.44 eV. The latter is, however, in contradiction to the trap depth estimated
from initial rise examinations on the TSC shown in Fig. 7.5 (e). The fits (black lines) yield an estimate for
the lower limit of the trap site activation energies towards ETr (T ) according to Eq. (4.49). They increase
from ∆E = 17meV for an external readout voltage of Vbias = −0.8V to ∆E = 44meV for Vbias = +0.5V.
Considering the transport level positions for MeO-TPD shown in Fig. 7.5 (c) (i.e. ETr − E0 = 0.35...0.40 eV
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for T = 40...80K), the lower-limit estimates of the trap depth coincide at approx. ET − E0 ≃ 0.4 eV. This
is in fairly good agreement with the results obtained for the dispersive TSC model shown in Fig. 7.5 (d).
In literature, the initial rise method is considered to be independent on the (re-) trapping kinetics, [318,322]
since only a small temperature range at the beginning of the TSC peak is important. If the trap-containing
thin-films are adjacent to the extracting electrode, a TSC signal is measured as soon as charge carriers are
released.
7.3. Summary
Several ways to assess the trap information of organic semiconductors from TSC spectra have been discussed.
In the first part of this chapter, TSC spectra of an aged pentacene Schottky diode were used as benchmark
measurements. The spectra, each taken at a different TSC heating rate β, were typically broadened
(approx. 100K) and exhibited a signal shoulder and a signal peak. The characteristic temperatures Tmax of
both features shifted to lower values for faster heating. TSC spectra simulations following the ansatz of
Haering/Adams and Garlick/Gibson, i.e. assuming an immediate extraction of the trap-released charge carriers,
reproduced the observed temperature shift. However, sharp signal peaks originating from monoenergetic
trap levels only poorly matched the full experimental TSC signal. The agreement between simulation and
experimental TSC spectra was significantly enhanced when Gaussian distributed trap levels were assumed
(σ ∼ 0.03...0.04 eV). Furthermore, the capabilities of the Tmax-methods (Hoogenstraaten and T 4) were
analyzed. In case of clearly distinguishable signal peaks, the Hoogenstraaten method yields comparable results
for simulated and experimental trap depths. Signal shoulders were hard to assess, i.e. showed a large error
especially for low β and when overlapping with other peaks. The T 4- method had to be discarded due to its
inherent and severe assumptions on the temperature dependence of mobility and attempt-to-escape frequency
(originating from inorganic semiconductor physics), which caused large errors in ET . The same applied to
Chen’s method of examining TSC peak symmetries, which was only valid in case of strictly monoenergetic
trap levels.
In the second part of this chapter, a dispersive transport model for thermally stimulated currents reported earlier
by Arkhipov/Adriaenssens and Nikitenko et al. was applied to TSC data for the intrinsic hole transporting
material MeO-TPD. Here, the observed TSC peak around Tmax ≃ 100K shifted to lower temperatures
for increasing readout voltages. The release of the initially stored charge carriers from trap sites was
temperature-controlled. Motivated by the built-in field and an additional external electric field, the released
holes performed an electric drift motion towards the extracting electrode. On their way, they were susceptible
to re-trapping by sites at lower energies than the transport level. The re-trapping probability increased
for thicker layers and lower charge carrier mobilities. For sufficiently large electric fields (F ≥ 1GV/m) or
mobilities (µc ≥ 10−9 cm2Vs−1), re-trapping becomes negligible and the results have been equal to the case of
infinitely fast charge carrier extraction. For 100 nm thick MeO-TPD, Gaussian distributed traps (σ ≃ 0.04 eV)
were found at a depth ET ≃ 0.5 eV with respect to the HOMO center. The trap depth was found in accordance
to lower level estimations from initial rise examinations on the TSC spectra. Populating a density of trap
states p0 = 2× 1016 cm−3 prior the TSC run, only half of the charges were extracted and detected as current.
Major reasons could be the recombination with minority charge carriers over deep states not considered here
and/or too strong assumptions on the hole mobility (µc = 10−12 cm2Vs−1, temperature independence), which
were not included in the model. Since the extraction of trap-released charges in a TSC behaves similar to
a time-of-flight experiment, such measurements are strongly suggested to reveal low-temperature mobility
values of organic semiconductors. The benefit for the interpretation of TSC experiments would be tremendous.
A possible approach is presented in Sec. 9.5.
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Doping Induced Gap States in
Organic Neat and Blend Layers
Shallow trap states are identified via the thermally stimulated current technique in organic semi-
conductor diodes containing p-doped Spiro-TTB. Layer thickness and dopant concentration of the
p-Spiro-TTB are varied, which clearly assigns the observed TSC features to the doped bulk. The
TSC spectra are fitted by the model of thermal release and dispersive transport of charge carriers,
introduced in the previous chapter. It is suggested that the low-temperature mobility of thin-films
governs the exact point in time, at which emitted charge carrier is extracted. Moreover, trap states
are found in TSC spectra of p-doped ZnPc:C60 1:1 blend layers. UPS measurements indicate a
significant energetic broadening of the HOMO DOS in the blend as compared to neat films. The
trap states introduced by p-doping lay deeper in the gap than for p-Spiro-TTB and agree with
results of impedance spectroscopy.
8.1. Motivation
The examination of TSC spectra of intrinsic organic semiconductor thin-films is already complex. [312–314,409,410]
Especially identification of absolute trap energies requires a significant effort in modeling and a number of
assumptions, e.g. on the temperature dependent transport level [165,166] or the low-temperature mobility for
the dispersive transport of released charge carriers [409,410] (cf. Ch. 7). Nevertheless, the accessible energy
range of the organic semiconductor DOS, which is typically up to 1 eV away from the center towards mid-gap,
encourages the application of TSC to current research topics.
When intermixing two different molecular species, Arkhipov et al. predicted already in 2005 a broadening
of the intrinsic DOS. [277] In particular, this finding has become crucial for understanding charge carrier
transport and its limitations in (ternary) blend bulk heterojunctions of today’s organic solar cells. [109,412,413]
By using TSC, Schafferhans and Domanski et al. reported for instance on broadened and overall increased
trap densities in P3HT:PC61BM blends as compared to respective neat thin-films in 2011 and 2013. [46,312] For
small molecule material combinations, we recently published first TSC spectra for ZnPc:C60 blends. [40] The
results are presented in Sec. 8.4. Trap data for state-of-the-art benchmark blends like DCV2-5T-Me3,3:C60
are currently under investigation, however, a brief outlook is provided in Ch. 10.
Besides absorber blends, the precise working principle of molecular doping is still under debate. In contrast
to the traditionally assumed integer charge transfer, [107,175] the group of Norbert Koch (Berlin, Germany)
proposed a formation of hybrid states governing the charge transfer in various publications. [178,234,414] p-Doping
of the host, i.e. the generation of a free hole, occurs after an electron from the host HOMO is promoted
to the anti-bonding hybrid orbital (cf. Fig. 8.1). The energetic position of the hybrid levels depends on the
specific host:dopant configuration, i.e. the host IP, the dopant EA, and their orientation towards each other.
Calculations predict the anti-bonding hybrid orbital to be located in the energy gap of the host at the distance
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E
Figure 8.1.: Principle of molecular p-doping governed by hybrid formation. [178,183,234,414] Due to overlapping frontier
orbitals, i.e. of the host HOMO (green, here Spiro-TTB) and the dopant LUMO (blue, here F6-TCNNQ), a bonding
and an anti-bonding electronic hybrid orbital are established. In case of p-doping, an electron is transferred from the
HOMO of another host to the unoccupied hybrid orbital to generate free charge carriers. The activation energy EA of
this process correlates with the energy splitting.
EA from the host HOMO. In case of P5:F4-TCNQ, Salzmann et al. found EA = 0.6 eV. [178] Similar results
were published by Tietze et al., who examined Fermi level shifts in host:dopant systems via UPS. [181,183,207]
The generation of free holes is controlled by an acceptor level at the energy EA. For P5:C60F36, they report
EA = 0.41 eV with respect to the HOMO onset. [183] In case of MeO-TPD:C60F36 and ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ,
Tietze et al. found EA = 0.46 eV [181,207] and EA = 0.27 eV, [183] respectively. All those DOS energies are
accessible via TSC. The samples examined in this thesis comprise the host material Spiro-TTB, which is
trap-free in the relevant DOS range as shown in Sec. 8.2. Doped by F6-TCNNQ, it is a state-of-the-art HTL
in OLEDs [355] and new perovskite-organic hybrid solar cells. [71] Spiro-TTB’s chemical structure is similar to
that of MeO-TPD. It is examined in sandwich devices and combined with different intrinsic hole transport
materials to reduce the TSC leakage current. The results are discussed below in Sec. 8.2 and Sec. 8.3.
8.2. Doping Induced Gap States in Spiro-TTB
Figures 8.2, 8.3, and 8.4 summarize a series of measurements for p-Spiro-TTB combined with different
HTL materials. The 50 nm thick Spiro-TTB layers are doped by 4wt% (MR 0.126) of the p-dopant
F6-TCNNQ. On top, either intrinsic ZnPc, P5, m-MTDATA, Spiro-TTB, NPB, MeO-TPD, or BF-DPB is
deposited to a thickness of 100 nm. By default, the organic layers are sandwiched between aluminum electrodes.
IV and Estimation of the Built-in Potentials. The corresponding current-voltage characteristics, taken at
room temperature, are shown in Fig. 8.2 (a). All structures exhibit diode-like IV curves with rectification
ratios of up to 106 at ±1V. This asymmetry is ensured by p-doping of Spiro-TTB, which reduces the hole
injection barrier at the adjacent Al electrode.
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Figure 8.2.: (a) Current-voltage characteristics of TSC devices consisting of p-doped Spiro-TTB (50 nm, 4wt%
F6-TCNNQ) covered by various HTL materials and sandwiched between Al electrodes. The built-in voltages Vbi are
determined approximately from transition points between the exponential and the polynomial regime (dashed lines).
(b) For an alternative determination of Vbi, corresponding differential conductances G (cf. Eq. (8.1)) are plotted. The
peak positions define the respective transition voltages Vα, from which Vbi is approximated. [417]
When comparing the IV characteristics for the various cover HTLs, two differences are immanent. First,
the magnitudes of both forward and reverse currents for P5 and ZnPc are at least two orders higher than
for the remaining HTL materials. Despite the significantly smaller energy gaps of P5 (2.2 eV) and ZnPc
(1.6 eV) as compared to e.g. NPB (3.1 eV) or MeO-TPD (3.2 eV), the differences in IV curves cannot be
explained by higher thermally generated intrinsic charge densities.1 More probable reasons are morphological
differences, i.e. the crystallization grade of the thin-films, and possible impurity doping. Further, the reported
hole mobilities are higher for P5 (10−1 cm2 Vs−1) [128,129] and ZnPc (10−3...10−4 cm2 Vs−1) [415] than those
of NPB (10−4 cm2 Vs−1) [288] or MeO-TPD (10−5 cm2 Vs−1). [240]
Second, the intersection between the exponential rise I ∝ exp (V ) and the polynomial part I ∝ V m
of the IV characteristics is influenced by the HTL choice. This transition point is commonly identified with the
built-in potential of the diode. [114,305,416,417] Here, the built-in field is fully compensated by the external field
and at higher voltages the IV curve is determined by trap-/space-charge limited mobility and ohmic resistance
of the contacts. Since different tangents can be drawn at different points yielding different transition points,
Mantri et al. suggested an alternative method to obtain Vbi. [417] They utilize the differential conductance
function
G (V ) = d log I (V )d log V (8.1)
which exhibits a well defined and sharp peak at the transition voltage Vα. The transition voltage is correlated
with the actual built-in voltage via Vα ≃ 0.925Vbi−0.25. [417] As illustrated in Fig. 8.2 (b), Vbi is approx. 0.65V
for P5, around 1.0V for ZnPc, and 1.3...1.45V for m-MTDATA, NPB, MeO-TPD, and Spiro-TTB. These
differences are most probably caused by interface dipole interactions ∆ between p-Spiro-TTB, the covering
1In a classical semiconductor with N0 = 1021 cm−3 and ni = N0 × exp (−Eg/2kBT ), an intrinsic charge carrier density
ni ≥ 1016 cm−3 is thermally generated only for energy gaps Eg ≤ 0.6 eV at RT.
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HTL, and the metal top contact (cf. Sec. 2.1.6).2 For further work, UPS studies of the work function φ and
∆ as well as C (V )-measurements to crosscheck Vbi are suggested.
In case of the p-Spiro-TTB/BF-DPB devices, the current density is only slowly rising with increasing
voltage (cf. Fig. 8.2 (a): pink curve). Since the IP of BF-DPB was found at 5.38 eV on p-Spiro-TTB (IP
= 5.11 eV), a significant hole transport barrier is expected at the internal interface between both materials.
TSC Spectra of m-p-i-m Devices. TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) for the discussed devices are shown in
Fig. 8.3. The TSC runs are performed starting at T0 = 10K after an initial electrical filling (+5...15V,
∼ +10µA), to a maximum temperature of T = 200K. Without filling, no signal is detected. All samples
share a relatively broad (approx. 60K) TSC peak with an absolute signal height of at least 3 to 4 pA around
40 to 60K. The corresponding trapping sites are suspected to be very shallow, i.e. close to the temperature
dependent transport level position. Immediately after the measurement starts, charge carrier emission is
detected (T < 20K). Integration of the entire peaks yield a total extracted net charge of Q ≃ 2 nC, which
equals NT ≥ 4× 1016 cm−3. When intrinsic Spiro-TTB, NPB, or BF-DPB are utilized as cover HTLs (all IPs
≥ 5.25 eV, obtained in Sec. 5.1.2), no additional TSC features are observed up to T = 200K.
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Figure 8.3.: TSC spectra of devices consisting of p-doped Spiro-TTB (50 nm, 4wt% F6-TCNNQ) with various HTL
materials on top and sandwiched by aluminum electrodes (β = 5Kmin−1). Without an initial electrical filling, no
significant TSC is recorded (gray line).
For P5, m-MTDATA, MeO-TPD, and ZnPc on top of the p-doped Spiro-TTB, the TSCs originating from
the shallow states are superimposed by additional signals. In case of ZnPc, a huge TSC signal peaking at
70K overlaps with the p-Spiro TSC spectrum. However, this is not that surprising as comparably large trap
densities ∼ 1018 cm−3 were already found in ZnPc by UPS [183] and impedance spectroscopy (cf. Sec. 6).
In case of P5 (Tmax = 105K), MeO-TPD (106K), and m-MTDATA (98K), smaller TSC peaks are visible.
Interestingly, only HTL materials with IPs significantly smaller than 5.2 eV introduce additional TSC features.
This observation is discussed more in detail in Ch. 9, in the context of oxygen and water related defects.
2An interesting observation was reported by Selina Olthof in case of lightly doped MeO-TPD (MR 0.05 of F4-TCNQ) and Ag
contacts. [94] The work function of Ag changed from φ = 4.2 eV in bottom to φ = 3.66 eV in top contact configuration.
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Comparison to TSC Spectra of m-i-m Devices. Figure 8.4 (a) shows a comparison of TSC spectra
for 100 nm MeO-TPD (red) and m-MTDATA (black) with (thick lines) and without (thin lines) the 50 nm
p-doped Spiro-TTB layer underneath. In presence of p-Spiro-TTB, the TSC spectra are identical to those
in Fig. 8.3. Without p-Spiro-TTB, however, the broad TSC peaks around 40K to 60K are completely
missing (cf. thin lines in Fig. 8.4 (a)). Only narrow peaks at higher temperatures are observed. These TSC
peaks originate from the MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA HTLs. Interestingly, similar TSC features are found
at almost identical temperatures in p-Spiro-TTB/HTL devices as well. In detail, MeO-TPD(100) shows a
TSC peak at 106K, which occurs at 107K in p-Spiro-TTB(50)/MeO-TPD(100). For m-MTDATA(100) and
p-Spiro-TTB(50)/m-MTDATA(100), TSC peaks are located at 101K and 94K, respectively. These findings
are remarkable, as the additional 50 nm of p-Spiro-TTB would imply a longer pathway for released charge
carriers on their way to the extracting ITO contact. Dispersive transport (cf. Sec. 7.2) implies an increased
re-trapping probability, and thus a delayed TSC signal. Since the peak position, however, remains almost
constant when an additional p-Spiro-TTB layer is inserted, three interpretations are conceivable.
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Figure 8.4.: (a) TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) for 100 nm MeO-TPD (red) and m-MTDATA (black), grown on 50 nm
p-Spiro-TTB (thick lines) or directly on the metal substrate (thin lines). Subtraction reveals the part of the TSC
spectra originating from the p-doped Spiro-TTB layer (dashed lines). (b) IV curves of the devices at RT. (c) The
differential conductance indicates small disparities in Vbi between devices of MeO-TPD (red) or m-MTDATA (black)
w/ (thick lines) and w/o p-doped Spiro-TTB (thin lines).
First, the released charge carriers are minority carriers, i.e. electrons, and actually extracted towards the
opposite contact. Hence, their extraction length would remain unchanged. At room temperature, the electric
contacts are selective due to p-doping, i.e. the injection barrier for holes is way smaller than for electrons. At
temperatures as low as 10K, however, a strong freeze-out of the dopants is observed (cf. Sec. 6.3). Filling
bias voltages of 10V and above possibly compensate injection barriers and push electrons in the samples.
Devices with p-Spiro-TTB exhibit a larger total layer thickness and hence a smaller overall electric field,
which should delay the minority carrier extraction likewise. This is, however, not observed. Instead, TSC
experiments in Sec. 9.5 unequivocally identified these gap states in MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA as hole traps.
Second, the built-in field in the samples is affected, since the hole injecting contact is changed from Al/p-
Spiro-TTB to pure ITO. Although the work functions of ITO and the doped layer (φ = IP− HIB) are equal
at 4.7 eV at RT (cf. Sec. 5.1), possibly occurring interface dipoles ∆ with the adjacent HTL layer are not
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negligible. Indications are indeed provided by the current-voltage characteristics at RT, shown in Fig. 8.4 (b)
and (c). The determined built-in potential increases by approx. 0.3 eV at RT when ITO is substituted by
Al/p-Spiro-TTB. Besides, the temperature dependence of Vbi has been neglected so far, which requires further
research. The higher electric field can compensate the longer extraction pathway, explaining similar peak
positions.
Third, the mobility of Spiro-TTB is greatly enhanced by doping, although parts of the dopants are still inactive
due to the low sample temperatures. As discussed previously in Sec. 7.3, µ (T )-measurements are strongly
suggested to clarify this possibility.
Finally, the TSC spectra of the single cover HTLs MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA are subtracted from that of
the p-Spiro-TTB/HTL devices. The results are depicted in Fig. 8.4 (a) by dotted lines. In both cases, the
same shallow TSC peak between 20 and 80K discussed earlier remains. It peaks with −3 to −4 pA. This trap
signal is clearly attributed to the presence of the doped p-Spiro-TTB layer. In order to exclude an interface
origin of the trap signal, layer thickness and doping concentration of the HTL are varied in the following.
The p-Spiro-TTB is paired with an 100 nm intrinsic Spiro-TTB cover HTL, which does not contribute any
additional TSC signal for temperatures T < 200K (cf. Fig 8.3). Recorded thermally stimulated currents
hence originate from the doped HTL exclusively.
8.3. Dependence on Layer Thickness and Doping Concentration
Built-in Potentials and Hole Transport Levels. Figure 8.5 (a) illustrates the current-voltage characteristics
of various TSC sandwich samples. The F6-TCNNQ p-doped Spiro-TTB layer is varied in thickness in-between
0...50 nm and doping concentration by 1...8wt% (MR 0.031...0.263). It is remarkable that the built-in potential
is almost constant at Vbi = 1.2...1.3V (cf. Fig. 8.5 (b)). Even when the p-doped layer is completely omitted,
Vbi remains unchanged for ITO/Spiro-TTB(100 nm)/Al (black line).
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Figure 8.5.: (a) Current-voltage characteristics of various TSC sandwich devices at RT. Film thickness and doping
concentration of the F6-TCNNQ doped Spiro-TTB are varied. (b) Plotting the differential conductance G (V ) reveals
that the built-in potential remains at Vbi = 1.2...1.3V. (c) Rescaled UPS spectrum (gray circles) and HOMO DOS
fit (pink line) used to determine the (d) hole transport level ETr (T ) in p-Spiro-TTB as discussed in Sec. 5.2. Black
arrows indicate ETr (RT) and ETr (10K).
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In order to conclude on trap energies from the TSC spectra, the temperature dependent transport level in
p-Spiro-TTB has to be considered. Figure 8.5 (c) shows the HOMO DOS of p-Spiro-TTB doped by 4wt%
F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.126), which has been obtained via UPS in Sec. 5.1. It is rescaled to compensate the UPS
signal broadening as discussed in Sec. 5.1.6 (cf. Tab. 5.1). The Gaussian width σ = 0.1 eV was found earlier,
coinciding with the value for intrinsic Spiro-TTB on p-Spiro-TTB (cf. Tab. 5.4). Differences in the DOS
widths for varying doping concentrations could not be resolved. Hence, σ = 0.1 eV is assumed for all MR. The
host site density is taken accordingly to the dopant molar ratio, i.e. N0 = 6.23× 1020 cm−3 for MR 0.126. In
case of undoped, N0 equals the mole density of Spiro-TTB, which is N0 = 7.13×1020 cm−3. Calculated from
Eq. (5.7), the hole transport level positions are plotted versus the sample temperature in Fig. 8.5 (d). At all
temperatures, the differences of ETr for all considered doping concentrations are found to be below 10meV.
Influence of the Layer Thickness. Figure 8.6 (a) compares fractional TSC measurements (β = 5Kmin−1)
of devices, where the thickness of the p-doped Spiro-TTB (4wt% F6-TCNNQ) layer is 25 nm (blue) or 50 nm
(green), respectively. For both cases, 100 nm intrinsic Spiro-TTB are utilized as cover HTL. The TSC spectra
exhibit the same broad signal peak centered at approx. 40K like the samples discussed earlier in Sec. 8.2.
Here, the absolute signal height is 4.5 pA for 50 nm and 2.25 pA for 25 nm p-Spiro-TTB, which is exactly
the half. Furthermore, the TSC signal for 50 nm is twice that of 25 nm p-Spiro-TTB, not only at the peak
center, but even for the whole peak distribution between 20K and 80K (cf. dark blue and dark green lines in
Fig. 8.6 (a)). This fact strongly indicates that the TSC response is a bulk feature of the p-doped Spiro-TTB
layer and not related to interface states. The integration of both spectra yield NT = 4.6× 1016 cm−3 (25 nm)
and NT = 4.8 × 1016 cm−3 (50 nm). The small deviation is due to doping concentration variance during
device preparation.
For fractional TSC, the stop temperature is varied within 20...70K in steps of 10K. By emptying the
traps up to Tstop and performing another TSC run without prior filling, the density distribution of occupied
trap states is profiled. The obtained fractional TSC spectra are illustrated in Fig. 8.6 (a) for 25 nm and 50 nm
in blue and green color gradients, respectively. Without any filling, or equally Tstop > 80K, no thermally
stimulated currents are observed (gray lines).
The initial rise of each fractional TSC spectrum is analyzed according to Eq. (4.49) for a lower-limit
estimate of the trap depth. The results are shown in Fig. 8.6 (b) in blue for 25 nm p-Spiro-TTB and green
colors for 50 nm. The corresponding linear fits are depicted in red lines. For the lowest stopping temperatures,
the activation energies ∆E of the TSC are remarkably small, e.g. 8.5meV (25 nm p-Spiro-TTB) and 11.0meV
(50 nm p-Spiro-TTB) at Tstop = 20K. The activation energies of the envelope TSC spectra (darkest blue and
green lines) are ∆E = 2.3meV and ∆E = 6.5meV, thus even smaller. This means that the releasing trap sites
at such low temperatures are very shallow, i.e. energetically close to the transport level. At higher stopping
temperatures, ∆E increases to values as high as 33.6meV (25 nm) and 49.7meV (50 nm) at Tstop = 60K.
Above, at Tstop = 70K, the slight decrease of ∆E is attributed to the reduced signal-to-noise ratio as a
consequence of the low number of initially filled trap sites. Overall, the obtained activation energies are slightly
lower for devices with 25 nm p-Spiro-TTB than for those with 50 nm. Since the built-in field is expected to be
larger in the former, field-induced trap release [313] could explain this result.
The extracted trap DOS distributions are plotted in Fig. 8.6 (c). Hereby, all fractional TSC spectra
are integrated and subtracted accordingly. The previously fitted activation energy ∆E of each slice is added to
the transport level position at the respective stop temperatures (cf. Fig. 8.5 (c)). This sum is the trap energy
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Figure 8.6.: (a) Fractional TSC spectra of Spiro-TTB p-doped by 4wt% (MR0.126) F6-TCNNQ for layer thicknesses of
25 nm (left) and 50 nm (right) at a linear heating rate β = 5Kmin−1 and pre-release temperatures Tstop = [20...70]K.
TSC runs without an initial filling procedure are presented in gray lines. The TSC peaks are simulated considering
temperature dependent trap release and dispersive charge carrier transport (red dashed lines). The density distributions
of occupied gap states are compared in (c) with results from initial rise examinations in (b). The trap depths are
related to the Spiro-TTB HOMO center at E0.
regarding the HOMO center of Spiro-TTB. For both samples, an in first-order Gaussian trap distribution
centered at approx. 0.45 eV is found. Its smoothness could be, in principle, improved by shrinking the fractional
TSC Tstop intervals from 10K to 5K. 3 The sums of all DOS slices are 4.6 × 1016 cm−3 (25 nm) and
4.8×1016 cm−3 (50 nm), which are the same as the integration results of the envelope TSC spectra (dark blue
and dark green in Fig. 8.6 (a)). For the smaller layer thickness (25 nm) of p-Spiro-TTB, the trap distribution
is located at slightly lower energies. Interestingly, the most shallow traps at approx. |ET − E0| = 0.38 eV
(light blue and light green bar) are determined from the fractional TSC measurements with the highest stop
temperature (Tstop = 70K). This is in contradiction to the steady increase of the activation energy from the
initial rise examinations. The inconsistency might be due to an overestimate of the scaling of the transport
3This, however, would increase the required total TSC measurement time for a single sample from approx. 24 h to 48 h, which
is not desirable.
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level position with temperature. From the start of the TSC at T0 = 10K to T = 50K, a strong shift of up
to 100meV is found (cf. Fig. 8.5 (d)). A re-adjustment of the transport level model in the limit of T → 0,
e.g. considering the temperature dependence of the inverse localization radius γ, [418,419] could solve this
inconsistency. However, this is beyond the scope of this thesis. In either case, the obtained trap depth span is
well below typical DOS (trap) widths σ ≃ 50...100meV. [39,44,54,180,181,383]
Considering dispersive transport into the modeling of thermally stimulated currents (cf. Sec. 7.2), the
results according to Eq. (7.8) are depicted in Fig. 8.6 in red dashed lines. Gaussian distributed trap cen-
ters (σT = 0.057 eV) located at ET = 0.40 eV from the Spiro-TTB HOMO center towards gap-mid are
found. The attempt-to-escape frequency ν = 1011 s−1 and the charge carrier mobility upon extraction
µ = 10−12 cm2 Vs−1 are assumed constant. Here, the trap density is found to NT = 1× 1017 cm−3 for both
layer thicknesses. However, this value is twice the trap density obtained by integration of the TSC spectra
(4.6...4.8× 1016 cm−3). Recombination losses as discussed earlier in Sec. 7 seem unreasonable in p-doped
layers. The immediate release of trapped charge carriers at T → 0 indicates shallow traps close to the transport
level. Here, the natural conclusion is that only half of the traps, i.e. those at lower energies than the transport
level, have initially been filled. It is hence not surprising that only the lower energy flank of the Gaussian
distributed trap DOS (red dashed line) matches with the results of the initial rise examinations (cf. Fig. 8.6 (c)).
Instant Extraction vs. Dispersive Transport. As concluded in Sec. 7.2 from field-dependent experi-
ments, dispersive transport with multiple re-trapping and release events governs the occurrence of the TSC
in organic thin-films. Revisiting this debate suggests that besides the trap depth ET , not only the electric
extraction field, but also the charge carrier mobility determine when the TSC is detected.
Figure 8.7 (a) shows the (fractional) TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of 50 nm p-Spiro-TTB in combination with
100 nm intrinsic Spiro-TTB, sandwiched between ITO and aluminum. The doping concentration is 2wt%
F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.062). Remarkably, the TSC peak position shifts to 80...90K (as compared to approx. 40K
for 4wt% F6-TCNNQ), while the entire peak exhibits a strong asymmetry. Fractional TSC measurements
for stop temperatures Tstop = 20...90K in steps of 10K are shown in green gradient colors in Fig. 8.7 (a).
Without any electrical filling, no signal is obtained (gray line).
In the limit of an instantaneous extraction of the released charge carriers (F or µ, or both → ∞), the
distribution of initially filled trap states is computed from Eq. (4.50) and given as respective colored solid lines.
Figure 8.7 (b) illustrates the obtained DOS curves. Reproducing the TSC signals, which are very complex in
shape up to Tstop = 60K, is only possible if a number of Gaussians are superimposed (black dashed lines).
Their sums are projections of the corresponding fractional TSC spectra from the temperature to the energy
scale. With respect to ETr (T ) in Fig. 8.5 (d), the DOS maximum is found around |ET,inst − E0| = 0.49 eV.
The overall trap density is NT,inst = 2.0× 1016 cm−3. Modeling the full TSC spectra in Fig. 8.7 (a) (black
line) requires the assumption of no less than six Gaussian distributions for the DOS (σ = 8...15meV), which
appears rather arbitrary.
However, taking into account the mechanism of dispersive transport for released charge carriers solves this
problem. Here, a single Gaussian distribution of trapping sites (σ = 65meV, NT,disp = 3.0× 1016 cm−3) is
sufficient to describe the obtained TSC. Again, ν = 1011 s−1 is assumed to be temperature-independent,
the mobility of released charge carriers is reduced to µ = 10−13 cm2 Vs−1. The TSC spectrum calculated
from Eq. (7.8) and the obtained trap DOS are drawn as red dashed lines in Fig. 8.7 (a) and (b), respec-
tively. In contrast to the limit of immediate extraction, the trap centers are found at shallower energies
|ET,disp − E0| = 0.38 eV when dispersive transport is assumed. In other words, the charge carriers are released
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Figure 8.7.: (a) TSC spectrum of p-Spiro-TTB (50 nm, 2wt% F6-TCNNQ) with 100 nm intrinsic Spiro-TTB (β =
5Kmin−1) (black). The fractional TSCs with Tstop = 20...90K are shown in gradient colors, while the experiment
without prior trap filling is depicted in gray. Simulated TSCs in the limit of instant extraction are added as solid lines.
The TSC simulated for temperature dependent charge carrier release and dispersive transport is shown as red dashed
line. (b) Densities of occupied gap states in case of solely release-controlled TSC (gray to green according to Tstop)
and dispersive TSC transport model (red dashed line).
at lower temperatures, but they are delayed on their extraction. Integration of the DOS for dispersive transport
(red in Fig. 8.7 (b)) up to the point where it starts in the limit of instant extraction, i.e. −0.35 eV) yields
N ′T = 2.0 × 1016 cm−3. This result is remarkable since it equals the trap density NT,inst found previously.
This finding provides another indication that recorded TSC spectra from organic semiconductors are a signal
convolution of their filled trap DOS and a transport function Θ.
Influence of Doping Concentration. Interestingly, the found trap depth |ET − E0| = 0.38 eV is not
affected by a change of the doping concentration from 4wt% to 2wt%. Less extrinsic F6-TCNNQ molecules
in the amorphous Spiro-TTB host layer cause only a decrease of trap site density. The obvious peak tempera-
ture shift is most likely a transport phenomenon, which will fall into place when the MR is further varied.
Figure 8.8 (a) shows TSC spectra for various doping concentrations 0...8wt% of F6-TCNNQ (MR 0...0.263)
in the 50 nm p-Spiro-TTB layer. All other sample stack parameters remain unchanged as compared to before.
No TSC is recorded in case of undoped Spiro-TTB, which is consistent with the findings of Fig. 8.4. At
1wt% F6-TCNNQ (MR 0.263), a strong asymmetric TSC spectrum with a peak at 98K is observed. By
increasing the dopant MR, the maximum peak position is shifted towards lower temperatures (84K for 2wt%
and 40K for 4wt%). Eventually, it reaches Tmax = 29K in 8wt% Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ. Here, the TSC
spectral shape is almost symmetric. It is worth notable that already a significant current of 3 pA is flowing
out of the device at the start T0 = 10K. The activation energy is ∆E ≃ 0, i.e. charge carriers are present
near the transport level already at the beginning of the TSC run.
All TSC spectra are fitted (black dashed lines) according to the dispersive transport model by Eq. (7.8),
considering the temperature dependent transport levels from Fig. 8.5 (d). The obtained DOS functions are
illustrated in Fig. 8.8 (b). They are found as single Gaussian distributions (σ = 55...65meV) centered at
approx. 0.40 eV away from the HOMO center towards mid-gap. The trap density NT increases with rising
doping concentration from 1.9× 1016 cm−3 (1wt%) and 3.0× 1016 cm−3 (2wt%) to 1.0...1.1× 1017 cm−3
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for 4...8wt%. In the latter case, most likely not all trap states are filled at the beginning of the TSC run. A
remarkable percentage could have already been released during the sample rest (cf. Sec. 4.3), indicated by
the high TSC at T0. An alternative explanation is that the quasi-equilibrium occupation of the trap sites
during the filling process is far from unity for the entire trap DOS. Metaphorically speaking, a tilted reservoir
can never be completely filled.
The peak temperature shift of the TSC spectra is attributed to a change in µ of the released charge
carriers. Estimated to approx. 10−12 cm2 Vs−1 for 8...4wt% F6-TCNNQ, the mobility decreases further to
10−13 cm2 Vs−1 (2wt%) and 6× 10−14 cm2 Vs−1 (1wt%). Reasons for this trend are suggested in Sec. 8.5.
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Figure 8.8.: (a) TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of p-Spiro-TTB (50 nm) covered by 100 nm intrinsic Spiro-TTB for
varying doping density (0...8wt% F6-TCNNQ, blue to red). Simulated TSC spectra considering trap-release to ETr (T )
and dispersive transport to the collecting electrode are shown in black dashed lines. (b) Determined densities of
occupied gap states for the different doping concentrations (turquoise: 1wt% to red: 8wt%).
8.4. Doping Induced Gap States in ZnPc:C60 Blends
Introduction. Most recently, Fischer et al. employed molecular doping in ZnPc:C60 absorber blends of
organic solar cells. [40] Earlier investigations by Burtone et al. revealed a trap response in capacitance spectra,
which however, require doped transport layers adjacent to the blend. [39,289] Fischer et al. added small amounts
of the fluorinated fullerene C60F36 to intentionally dope the ZnPc:C60. Hence, the induced energy level
bending enabled the Fermi level to interfere with the intrinsic trap DOS. The depletion zone width, and thus
the trap capacitance were varied by changing the sample temperatures in between 223...323K. Following the
approach of Walter et al., [404,420] Gaussian distributed trap states were found at approx. 0.40 eV above the
RT hole transport level position of ZnPc. [40] The deduced trap densities for 0.25wt% and 0.5wt% C60F36
were 2.3× 1016 cm−3 and 8× 1016 cm−3, respectively.
Thermally Stimulated Currents in Doped Blend Layers. Figure 8.9 (a) illustrates TSC spectra (β =
5Kmin−1) for various 200 nm ZnPc:C60 blends sandwiched between ITO and aluminum. Undoped blend layers
do not release thermally stimulated currents (gray line). Doped by 0.5wt% C60F36 (MR 0.002) with respect
to ZnPc, a strong TSC signal with an almost symmetrical peak at 131.4K and 17.7 pA is recorded. For a
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doping concentration of 0.25wt% (MR 0.001), the TSC peak decreases slightly to 15.6 pA and shifts to higher
temperatures, i.e. Tmax = 135.0K. For temperatures of 150K and above, significant leakage currents > 1 pA
are observed. These contributions increase up to 15 pA (0.5wt%) and 7.5 pA (0.25wt%), and are present even
without trap filling (dashed blue lines). Their occurrence is most probably attributed to progressing dopant
activation during the heating. The additional thermal energy supports the generation of free charge carriers,
which superimpose the TSC signal from traps. In order to evaluate the TSC signal originating only from ini-
tially filled traps, the ’not filled’ TSC spectra (dashed lines) are subtracted. The results are shown in Fig. 8.9 (b).
By integration of the corrected TSC spectra in Fig. 8.9 (b), one obtains the total extracted net charges Q =
5.57 nC (0.5wt%) and Q = 4.98 nC (0.25wt%), which equal initially filled trap densities NT = 2.8×1016 cm−3
and NT = 2.4 × 1016 cm−3, respectively. In comparison to the incorporated amount of dopant molecules
(0.5×N0,ZnPc× MR), the trap densities account only for 1.7% (0.5wt%) and 3.0% (0.25wt%) of the actually
C60F36 molecule density. Moreover, it is observed that the ZnPc:C60 samples require an increased filling
current Ifill prior the TSC run. The spectra shown in Fig. 8.9 are recorded for Ifill ≃ 1mA. At ’default’ values
(cf. Sec. 7, Sec. 8.2 and Sec. 8.3) of Ifill ≃ 1µA, no TSC peaks could be observed. It is suspected that in
bipolar devices, such as the present hetero junction blends, recombination limits the occurrence of thermally
stimulated currents. In case of electrical filling, only flooding the samples with a large amount of excess charge
carriers (i.e. high fill currents) apparently guarantees a significant initial occupation of trap states for TSCs.
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Figure 8.9.: (a) TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of various 200 nm ZnPc:C60 blend layers sandwiched between ITO
and aluminum contacts. For the undoped blend (gray line), no significant TSC is recorded, whereas 0.5wt% (dark
blue) and 0.25wt% (light blue) C60F36-doped blends exhibit a prominent TSC peak around 130K. Without initial
trap filling, only leakage signal (dashed lines) is observed. (b) TSC spectra from (a) after subtraction of the leakage
current contribution. Red dashed lines illustrate computational TSC results assuming temperature-controlled trap
release and dispersive transport.
In order to conclude on trap depths from Fig. 8.9, the TSC spectra must be analyzed with respect to the
temperature dependent transport level. Therefore, UPS spectra of pure ZnPc (blue symbols), pure C60 (red),
and the 1:1 blend (MR 0.7) (gray) taken from Ref. [362] (all on Au substrates) are presented in Fig. 8.10 (a).
Black lines indicate Gaussian fits of the respective HOMO DOS. In case of pure ZnPc, the determined DOS
width σUPS = 0.19 eV agrees with the result obtained earlier in Sec. 5.1.3. Pure C60 exhibits the same σUPS,
whereas its HOMO is shifted significantly to higher binding energies. When blending both host materials, the
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HOMO DOS widths are increased to σUPS = 0.235 eV (ZnPc) and σUPS = 0.230 eV (C60)4. This tendency
indicates a substantial increase of the system’s energetic disorder due to molecular intermixing. At the same
time, Tietze et al. reported from GIXRD a loss in crystallinity in blends as compared to neat thin-films. [362]
The IPs of both blended hosts, however, are approx. 5.0 eV (ZnPc) and 6.4 eV (C60). Restricted by the
EA of C60F36 (5.38 eV) [208], only p-doping of ZnPc is possible. Moreover, the blend is characterized by
an effective gap, [372,399,421] i.e. electron transport happens via the C60 LUMO and hole transport via the
ZnPc HOMO. Consequently, the hole transport level position is calculated regarding the DOS parameters
of ZnPc in the blend. Considering the signal broadening in the UPS spectra, the DOS width is rescaled to
σ = 0.115 eV (cf. Sec. 5.1.6). The inverse localization radius is taken to γ = 10−9m−1 and the Fermi level
is at EF − E0 = −0.8 eV. The site density of ZnPc in the blend is reduced to 1.13× 1021 cm−3 (MR 0.7).
Figure 8.10 (b) shows a comparison of ETr (T ) for ZnPc in neat (blue line) and 1:1 C60 blended (orange)
thin-films. For all temperatures, the difference between both situations is approx. 50...100meV, and the
transport level in the blended ZnPc is located deeper in the gap. The reason is the increased energetic
broadening σ, as discussed earlier for the parameter variations in Sec. 5.2.1.
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Figure 8.10.: (a) UPS spectra measured by Max L. Tietze and published in Ref. [362] of pure ZnPc (blue symbols),
pure C60 (red) and 1:1 vol% ZnPc:C60 thin-films (gray), all evaporated on gold substrates. The respective HOMOs
are fitted by Gaussian distributions (black lines), and the DOS widths σ are shown. (b) Temperature dependent hole
transport levels in pure ZnPc (blue line) and ZnPc:C60 blends (orange) as calculated from Eq. (5.7) (cf. Sec. 5.2).
(c) Trap DOS obtained from the TSC spectra in Fig. 8.9 (b) for ZnPc:C60 blends doped by 0.5wt% (dark blue) or
0.25wt% (light blue) C60F36.
By using the estimated ETr (T ) and dispersive transport model for thermally released charge carriers, the
TSC spectra in Fig. 8.9 (b) are fitted according to Eq. (7.8) (red dashed lines). The built-in potentials
Vbi = 0.6V are taken from Ref. [40], there obtained from C(V) measurements. By assuming hole mobilities
µh = 3× 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 (0.5wt%) and µh = 1× 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 (0.25wt%), a Gaussian trap distribution
(σ = 39meV) is found at approx. 0.48 eV away from the HOMO center towards mid-gap. The densities
of initially filled traps are estimated to be 4.6 × 1016 cm−3 (0.5wt%) and 3.7 × 1016 cm−3 (0.25wt%)
(cf. Fig. 8.10 (c)).
Discrepancies in the fit, e.g. around 100K, are most probably caused by the fact that the TSC spectra cover
a large temperature range 60...180K, where no experimental µh (T ) data is available and an average hole
4Still, the C60 HOMO fit in the 1:1 blend is slightly influenced by the ZnPc sub-spectrum.
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mobility had to be assumed. For example, if assuming a hole mobility µh ∼ 10−10 cm2 Vs−1, the calculated
trap depth ET increases further by approx. 0.1 eV. Results published on mobilities in ZnPc:C60 blends, e.g.
by Widmer et al. [422] or Fischer et al. [399], only provide upper limit estimations of µh. Both articles report
µh ≃ 10−7 cm2 Vs−1 for electric fields F = 1.5× 105 V/cm, charge carrier densities p ≃ 1× 1016 cm−3, and
room temperature. [399,422] Here, the TSC experiments are conducted at F = 0.5×105 V/cm and considerably
lower T , which is why mobilities in the order of 10−10 cm2 Vs−1 and below are not unrealistic. Furthermore,
the trap densities and trap energies found agree well with the results from impedance spectroscopy published
by Fischer et al. (NT ≃ 1016 cm−3 and |ET − ETr| = 0.40 eV). [40] Since those results were obtained at
considerably higher temperatures 223...323K, where ETr (T ) is closer to the HOMO center by more than
100meV (cf. Fig. 8.10 (b)), it is consistent that the trap distribution appears in TSC at |ET − ETr| = 0.21 eV
(at Tmax = 130K).
8.5. Summary: Indications for an Acceptor Level?
Thermally stimulated current spectra of doped organic semiconductors have been analyzed in this chapter. For
the HTL material Spiro-TTB, p-doped by F6-TCNNQ, shallow trap signatures (|ET − E0| = 0.4 eV) close to
the transport level were found. Already at the start of TSC experiments (T0 = 10K), charge carrier emission
from trap states was recorded and a pronounced peak between T0 and T ≃ 60K was observed (MR 0.126).
Hereby, a thickness variation of the doped layer clearly identified the bulk as source of the TSC signal. In
absence of the doped layer, only TSC features of the intrinsic cover HTLs (MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA) were
observed. With p-Spiro-TTB layers present, however, the TSC spectra exhibit superpositions of features both
layers. For further studies, trap-free (up to 150K) intrinsic Spiro-TTB was chosen as cover HTL.
With decreasing dopant concentration (from MR 0.253 to MR 0.031), the TSC peak originating from the
doped layer dissolved in shape and its main part shifted to higher temperatures (T = 80...100K). The
TSC spectra were fitted assuming a combination temperature-controlled release of trapped charge carriers
and dispersive transport towards the extracting electrode. The required built-in potentials determining the
extraction field were estimated from IV characteristics. Shifts of major parts of the TSC spectrum towards
higher temperatures were explained by a decrease in hole mobility at lower doping concentrations from 10−12
to 10−14 cm2Vs−1. Here, the accuracy of such examinations would strongly benefit from a complete data
set µh (T ) at varying doping concentrations. Not only the hopping transport itself is temperature activated,
but also the generation of additional charge carriers by doping, filling inherent deep traps. Besides CELIV5
and time-of-flight experiments, [237,425] an additional possible TSC experiment is sketched in Fig. 8.11. Here,
the transport layer A of unknown mobility µA is evaporated between the extracting ITO contact and the
p-doped layer B. By thickness variation of A, the TSC peak of B is re-located accordingly. At equal electric
field strengths, the TSC peak should be recorded at lower T for thinner A and vice versa. Utilizing layers B
with shallow trap centers allows a determination of µA for low temperatures T < 100K, while B with deep
traps provide access to µA at T > 100K. In Sec. 9.5, this spacer layer concept is applied to estimate the hole
mobility of intrinsic Spiro-TTB around T = 100K.
In C60F36 p-doped ZnPc:C60 1:1 blends (MR 0.002 and MR 0.001), an almost symmetrical peak around
130K was observed, which is absent in undoped blends. The electrical filling currents had to be increased
to approx. 1mA to achieve a saturation of the trap signal. Here, recombination in the bipolar devices was
suspected to limit the TSC signal for lower filling currents of approx. 1µA. Moreover, this has been seen
as reason why the measured trap densities 1016 cm−3 were only a few percent of the total dopant density.
In order to compute trap depths, UPS spectra (taken from Ref. [362]) of neat and blended ZnPc and C60
5Charge carrier Extraction by Linearly Increasing Voltage [44,423,424]
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Figure 8.11.: Sketch of TSC experiments to estimate the low-temperature mobility of hole transport materials. The
sandwich devices feature a trap-containing layer B, which emits thermally stimulated currents. The released charge
carriers must pass transport layer A on their way to the extracting electrode. The recorded TSC signal is expected to
shift to higher temperatures for an increasing layer thickness d of A.
were quantitatively analyzed. For the 1:1 blend, significant energetic broadening of both material’s HOMOs
was found. The temperature dependent hole transport level in the blend has been computed considering
the rescaled HOMO of ZnPc (σ = 0.115 eV). It has been located by up to 100meV deeper in the gap as
compared to neat ZnPc. Considering thermal release of the trapped charge carriers and dispersive transport
to the extracting electrode, a Gaussian trap distribution (σ = 39meV) at ET = 0.48 ± 0.1 eV above the
HOMO center was identified. In the fitting process, also in this case, the main uncertainty has been the hole
mobility. Here, a range from 10−10 to 10−13 cm2Vs−1 had to be assumed. The obtained trap energies were
comparable to the impedance spectroscopy results of identical devices reported by Fischer et al.. [40] They
related the observed signal responses to inherent charge carrier traps of the ZnPc:C60 blend, which were
’visible’ upon trap-filling by doping. [40] Here in this thesis, the TSC results on those blends and especially
p-doped Spiro-TTB are seen different, i.e. caused by the doping itself. In undoped thin-films, no TSC signals
are recorded, although electric filling provides excess charge carrier to populate possibly existing trap sites.
More likely, the observed traps are directly caused by the dopant interaction with the host system. The
following concluding paragraph and Fig. 8.12 (b) present an adapted hypothesis on ’how things actually are’
in a (p-)doped organic semiconductor at low temperatures.
As discussed in Sec. 6.3, decreasing the sample temperatures freezes out the dopants, i.e. shifts the Fermi
level towards mid-gap, where it is pinned at impurity levels (cf. Fig. 8.12 (a)). Tietze et al. found such deep
trap levels at 1.6...2.2 eV with respect to the HOMO onset in the HTL materials MeO-TPD, ZnPc, and
pentacene. [181,183] These trap levels, however, are too far away from the hole transport level to be accessible
via TSC. Under filling conditions, i.e. at T0 = 10K and forward bias of approx. 10V, charge carriers are
injected into the organic semiconductor. Although the energy barriers for electrons being much higher due
to selective contacts, their injection can not be fully excluded at high voltages. Consequently, a split of
EF into two quasi-Fermi levels EF,h and EF,e is likely. The organic semiconductor is loaded and far away
from its equilibrium state (cf. Fig. 8.12 (b)). Due to the low temperatures, however, a significant number
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of charge carriers is ’frozen’ and kept in trapping sites at ET . Upon heat-up, they are sequentially released,
starting with the most shallow states first (cf. Fig. 8.12 (c)). The (hole quasi-) Fermi level shifts towards
mid-gap. At the same time, increasing sample temperatures enhance the host:dopant charge transfer and the
generation of free charges. [91,180] Consequently, the Fermi level has to shift towards the HOMO as observed
in UPS(T) equilibrium measurements of Sec. 6.3. Once EF approaches the position of the trap level ET ,
the capture of free holes from the host by the trap level ET is probable (cf. Fig. 8.11 (d)). Interestingly,
such a phenomenon is observed in TSC spectra of p-doped Spiro-TTB at higher temperatures (T ≥ 140K).
As shown in Fig. 8.12 (c), thermally stimulated currents of opposing sign, i.e. hole capture, are recorded.
Apparently, the positive peak position shifts to higher temperatures for lower doping concentrations, i.e. from
Tmax = 165K (8wt%) to Tmax > 220K (1wt%). More quantitative assertions, however, demand further
high-T TSC measurements for various doping concentrations in combination with UPS(T ) evaluations of
well-known host:dopant systems, i.e. MeO-TPD:C60F36, ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ, and P5:C60F36.
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Figure 8.12.: Qualitative illustration of charge carrier occupation and (quasi-) Fermi levels EF during a TSC procedure
for a p-doped material with a trap distribution at ET . (a) At ultra-low temperatures, dopant freeze-out is observed
(cf. Sec. 6.3). EF is at the intrinsic position, pinned by deep traps. [207] (b) By electrical filling, charge carriers are
injected. EF splits into two quasi-Fermi levels EF,h and EF,e of holes and electrons, respectively. (c) While heating,
trapped charge carriers are released towards the transport levels, e.g. holes to ETr,h. EF shifts towards mid-gap. (d)
With increasing temperature, dopant:host charge transfer is gradually activated, and thus free holes generated. EF
shifts towards the HOMO. (e) TSC spectra of F6-TCNNQ doped Spiro-TTB for T ≥ 120K. At increased sample
temperatures, TSC signals of opposite sign as compared to the previous results are recorded which points towards a
recombination or charge carrier injection mechanism but requires future investigations.
Besides, the nature of the trap levels observed in TSC remains actually unclear until further experiments can
be performed. They could resemble energetic distortions of the host system, caused by Coulomb interactions
between host and added (ionized) dopant molecules. In particular, a correlation of the trap states with a
so far referred acceptor level, concluded from UPS studies, [181,183,207] could be envisioned. In that sense,
the TSC features might indicate an underlying (temperature-dependent) self-trapping mechanism of the
molecular doping, which originates from Coulomb attraction and, therefore, controls the overall doping
efficiency. Nevertheless, extensive research is required for further clarification. An examination of various
host:dopant systems should be the next step. The different acceptor levels EA found by UPS already suggest
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a scaling for different host materials. [181,183] Although the energy scale for UPS results is affected by signal
broadening, the tendencies should apply to TSC results. Alternatively, the dopant strength can be varied to
prove the concept of energy level splitting under hybrid formation. [234]
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Oxygen and Water Related Defects
in Organic Hole Transporting Layers
The influence of pure oxygen and ambient (humid) atmosphere on various organic hole transport
materials are examined via the thermally stimulated current technique. While vacuum annealing
during sample processing possibly limits impurity penetration, water and oxygen diffusion in the HTLs
causes a steady increase of trap densities for fabricated samples. Oxygen-related trap centers are
identified in pentacene, ZnPc, MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA at site energies of 4.67-4.83 eV, strongly
suggesting the existence of a global oxygen trap level in organic HTL materials. Utilizing the newly
introduced spacer layer concept for TSC, those traps are found to be hole traps. Simultaneously,
the low-temperature values of charge carrier mobilities are accessible, e.g. the hole mobility of
intrinsic Spiro-TTB is determined to be approx. 10−13 cm2Vs−1 .
9.1. Motivation
Various publications report on the sensitivity of organic semiconductors to reactive molecular species, i.e. water,
oxygen, or ambient air. [246,251–255] Due to the weak inter-molecular van-der-Waals interactions in an organic
thin-film, small and mobile impurities are able to penetrate into it deeply. [256,257] Possible consequences are
an increased morphological disorder [256] or locally induced dipole moments in the thin-film. [257,258] In this
context, Nicolai et al. reported on a generic electron trap level (ET = 3.6 eV w.r.t. the vacuum level) in
a series of conjugated polymers with various LUMO energies, caused by water-oxygen exposure. [43] They
suspect the formation of (H2O)n-O2 complexes [259,260] as well as photo-oxidation of the polymers in the
vicinity of hydrated oxygen complexes. Besides the storage of impurities, chemical reactions (up to a complete
fraction of the molecules as seen for the air-sensitive n-dopant W2(hpp)4 [220]) are expected to happen at
reactive parts of the organic molecules. For example in pentacene (P5), either two oxygen or hydrogen atoms
form double bonds with the carbon atoms at the 6,13-positions [249] and generate impurities within pentacene
films. [261–264]
However, not only organic thin-films directly exposed to reactive gases are prone to degradation. Al-
ready the preparation can strongly affect the device stability. For polymeric P3HT:PCBM solar cells, Ecker et
al. reported a rapid degradation when HTLs containing water-based solvents were utilized. [426] Hermenau et
al. published extensive studies on the degradation of small molecule solar cells with different encapsulations
(i.e. water vapor transmission rates WVTR) under various operation conditions. [427,428] The short circuit
current, i.e. a measure for charge carrier transport, drastically decreased for longer times in moist atmosphere.
Diffusion of water and oxygen at grain boundaries and through pinholes of the aluminum top contact was
suspected. [427,428] Using TOF-SIMS1 measurements on degraded ZnPc:C60 solar cells, Hermenau et al.
1time-of-flight secondary ion mass spectroscopy
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identified a significant storage of water and oxygen in ZnPc and the MeO-TPD hole transport layer. [427]
In this chapter, the thermally stimulated current technique is applied to as-prepared and degraded organic
semiconductors to quantify the amount and the energetic position of impurity traps. Motivated by the
trap spectra found for aged pentacene presented in Sec. 9.2, the examinations are extended to various hole
transporting materials in Sec. 9.3. In addition, the influence of oxygen residual gas and humid air during the
sample preparation process is investigated in Sec. 9.4, while conclusions on the trap polarities are drawn in
Sec. 9.5. Whenever an absolute trap energy is presented throughout the following sections, it is computed
using the intrinsic transport level position of the respective HTL material (cf. Sec. 5.2.3). Changes of ETr (T )
upon doping and/or impurities are hardly resolvable and thus not considered.
9.2. Aged Pentacene Schottky Diode
The Schottky diode discussed in this section consists of 50 nm P5 p-doped by 0.5wt% F6-TCNNQ (MR 3.9×
10−3) and additional 50 nm intrinsic P5 as cover HTL, which minimizes TSC leakage currents. The sample
is investigated via the thermally stimulated current technique roughly two years and three month after
its fabrication. Up to this point, it was stored in ambient atmosphere at room temperature and with an
unimpaired glass-glue-glass encapsulation.
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Figure 9.1.: (a) (Fractional) TSC spectra of an aged pentacene Schottky diode at a linear heating rate β = 5Kmin−1.
The device consists of 50 nm P5:F6-TCNNQ (0.5wt%, MR 3.86× 10−3) and 50 nm intrinsic P5, both sandwiched
between an ITO and an aluminum contact. It was measured more than two years after fabrication. The complete
TSC (black line) features a shoulder and two peaks at T1 and T2. Fractional TSC spectra are taken for pre-release
temperatures Tstop = [20...150]K. (b) TSC spectra for varying heating β = 1...7K min−1. Both TSC peaks T1 and
T2 shift to higher temperatures for faster heating. (c) Examination of the peak positions the versus heating speed β
to conclude on the trap depths with respect to the transport level (Hoogenstraaten method). [326,327]
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Figure 9.1 shows (fractional) TSC spectra taken from the aged P5 Schottky diode. For the entire spectrum
(black line), the integration yields a total net charge of 13.8 nC. Assuming a uniform trap state distribution for
all 100 nm of P5, this yields a lower-limit trap density NT = 1.34× 1017 cm−3. Uniformity is here, however, a
strong approximation, as the TSC signal is obvious the superposition of more than one trap distribution. It
features a broad shoulder around 40K, a minor peak T1 at 75K, and the most prominent peak T2 between
100K and 120K. Recalling the results from Ch. 8, p-doping induces a TSC response. Although the dopant
MR is low here, parts of the TSC spectra are expected to originate from the doping process. Moreover, it is
unknown if degradation affects both the host and the dopant system in the same fashion. Consequently, the
occurrence of multiple trap distributions is not surprising.
For heating rates β = 1...7K min−1, the peak positions T1 and T2 shift by several Kelvin as illustrated in
Fig. 9.1 (b). Plotted according to Eq. (4.58), [326,327] an activation energy with respect to the transport
level could be approximated to EA,T1 = 0.052meV and EA,T2 = 0.254 eV (cf. Fig. 9.1 (c)). However, the
Hoogenstraaten method of varying β requires far-reaching assumptions on the attempt-to-escape frequency ν,
the mobility µ, and the carrier lifetime τ , and has no solid base to judge trap levels in organic semiconductors
(cf. discussion in Sec. 7.1).
Without exact knowledge of µ (T ) for doped and intrinsic P5 at this aged state, the model of temperature-
controlled release and dispersive transport of trapped charge carriers is unfavorable to extract absolute trap
depths as well. Hence, for the estimation of the trap energies, the initial rise of the fractional TSCs is fitted as
illustrated in Fig. 9.2 (a) (red lines). The obtained TSC activation energies for each pre-release temperature
Tstop are shown in Tab. 9.1. By integration and subtraction of consecutive TSC spectra, the extracted net
charge Q is correlated to the energy axis, which is plotted in Fig. 9.2 (b). The largest share of the charges
(Q = 6.36 nC) is extracted near the peak temperature T2, i.e. for Tstop = 70...100K and activation energies
EA = 70...150meV. Below (Tstop = 10...60K, 3.85 nC) and above (Tstop = 110...150K, 3.62 nC), significantly
less charges are extracted. The sum of all slices Q (Tstop) equals the integral Q =
∫
ITSC (t) dt for the entire
TSC spectrum (black line) with Q = 13.8 nC.
The density of initially occupied trap sites versus the site energy is obtained from Eq. (4.48), Fig. 9.2 (b),
and the T -dependent transport level of P5 (cf. Sec. 5.2.3). The resulting DOS distribution is illustrated
in Fig. 9.2 (c). While the trap energies are spread by approx. 100meV, the majority of trap centers per
eV is located around 0.28...0.30 eV from the HOMO center towards the gap-mid. Here, the amount of
released charges per (activation) energy interval is considerably higher than for the rest of the fractional
TSC spectra. Furthermore, two remarkable observations are made. First, the activation energy decreases
again for higher pre-release temperatures, i.e. Tstop ≥ 120K. This tendency has been seen earlier in Sec. 8
for Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ, but it is apparent likewise in fractional TSC data in literature, e.g. for (oxygen-
doped) P3HT by Schafferhans. [44,312] This anomaly can be caused at low-signal-to-noise ratios by the slow
migration of charge carriers when only few charge carriers are released. Second, thermally stimulated cur-
rents of opposite, i.e. positive, sign are recorded around 100K for fractional TSC runs with Tstop ≥ 110K
(cf. Fig. 9.1 (a)). Interestingly, those TSC signals appear at temperatures for which the trap DOS has
been emptied in the pre-runs. Although an exact physical model is beyond the scope of this thesis, an in-
terplay of the p-dopant F6-TCNNQ ’returning’ from the freeze-out and the trap DOS is suggested (cf. Sec. 8.5).
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Figure 9.2.: (a) Initial rise examination of the fractional TSC spectra from Fig. 9.1 (a). The pre-release temperature
Tstop increases from right (dark violet, Tstop = 20K) to left (light blue, Tstop = 150K) in steps of 10K. In black,
the entire TSC spectrum with T0 = Tstop = 10K is drawn. Red lines illustrate linear fits to extract the respective
activation energies, presented in Tab. 9.1. (b) Extracted net charge Q with respect to the activation energies EA of
each fractional TSC run. (c) Calculated DOS distribution for P5 aged from initial rise examinations.
Table 9.1.: Activation energies EA of the thermal release towards the temperature-dependent transport level for
trapped charge carriers in aged P5. The energies are calculated from the initial rise of the fractional TSC spectra
(cf. Fig. 9.2 (a)) for pre-release temperatures Tstop.
Tstop (K) EA (meV) Tstop (K) EA (meV) Tstop (K) EA (meV)
10 2 60 55 110 184
20 7 70 65 120 179
30 14 80 102 130 156
40 23 90 139 140 185
50 37 100 153 150 179
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Water Vapor and Oxygen Transmission. Diffusion of impurities, i.e. water and/or oxygen, into the organic
semiconductor layers are suspected to be the reason for the dominant TSC response in the aged P5 TSC
spectra of Fig. 9.1 (a). Hermenau determined the water vapor transmission rates for the IAPP default
glass-on-glass encapsulation sealed by UV-curable glue via electrical calcium tests [429] to WVTRencap =
3.9× 10−5 gm−2 d−1. [430] An additional diffusion barrier is the 100 nm aluminum top contact with a value of
WVTRAl = 8× 10−4 gm−2 d−1. [428] The total water vapor transmission rate is given by the equation
1
WVTRtotal
= 1
WVTRencap
+ 1
WVTRAl
, (9.1)
as both diffusion resistances add up in series. [428] Consequently, this yields overall a WVTRtotal = 3.7 ×
10−5 gm−2 d−1, i.e. the overall diffusion barrier is governed by an intact encapsulation. After a period of
approximately two years and three months, i.e. the time between fabrication and TSC measurement of the P5
diode in this section, an approximate amount of 30mgm−1 water is accumulated in the organic layers. For
comparison, Hermenau et al. found a degradation of the short circuit current in ZnPc:C60 bulk heterojunction
solar cells down to approx. 30% of its initial value for an accumulation of 10mgm−1 water. [428] TOF-SIMS
depth profiling revealed that significant amounts of water and molecular oxygen are captured in the absorbing
ZnPc:C60 blend layer and the p-MeO-TPD HTL of such OSCs. [427]
Similar to water, oxygen possesses a transmission rate through encapsulations and contacts, [431] which is,
however, undetermined for the IAPP sample design up to now. Studies on P5/ZnPc solar cells by Yang et
al. in ambient air for different humidity levels revealed separate time scales for water- and oxygen-induced
degradation. [432] The authors suspect a faster diffusion speed for smaller water molecules as compared to
larger oxygen molecules.
Progressing Degradation. Figure 9.3 (a) shows TSC spectra for the P5 Schottky diode at advancing
ages. The shallowest curve (light blue) is taken 812 days after device fabrication. It features two peaks, one at
T1 = 82K and one at T2 = 110K. The extracted net charge is Q = 9.3 nC in total. After this first TSC run
for the device, the encapsulation leaked and a variety of measurements has been performed in the following
days, e.g. the fractional TSC run in Fig. 9.1 (a) or the heating rate variations in Fig. 9.1 (b). In between
measurements, the sample has been stored in ambient atmosphere. After 18 days, the sample at the age of
830 days exhibits a TSC signal, significantly increased by approx. a factor of two (sky blue in Fig. 9.3 (a)). A
total net charge of Q = 21.7 nC is extracted. When the P5 Schottky diode is re-measured after additional
52 days at the age of 882 days in total, a net charge of 36.4 nC is released from trap states. Both former
peaks coincide and result in one huge signal peak T’, which reaches a TSC of up to 53 pA at 124K (dark
blue line). Interestingly, the peak position is found at slightly higher temperatures than T1 and T2, and the
overall spectrum broadens. This could indicate a decreased charge carrier mobility with higher sample age,
which agrees with the increasing amount of trap states in the device when aging it. The released charge
carriers are delayed upon their extraction. Assuming uniform trap distributions, one obtains trap site densities
NT,812 d = 9.0× 1016 cm−3, NT,830 d = 2.1× 1017 cm−3, and NT,882 d = 3.5× 1017 cm−3.
Evidence for the proceeding degradation of the pentacene sample upon storage in air (with leaking encapsu-
lation) is not only provided by the increasing TSC response. Figure 9.3 (b) compares the current-voltage
characteristics of the P5 Schottky diode at room temperature for different ages. While the black curve has
been measured immediately after sample fabrication, the blue characteristics are degraded. After 812 days, the
forward/backward current densities decreased by one/two orders of magnitude (light blue line). At 882 days
(dark blue) after numerous TSC experiments and storage in ambient air in between, the forward/backward
direction is degraded by five/three orders of magnitude as compared to the fresh sample. The main reason is
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Figure 9.3.: (a) TSC spectra (β = 5K min−1) of the aged P5 Schottky diode, measured for different storage times.
The first TSC run is taken 812 days after the sample fabrication (light blue, equal to Fig. 9.1 (a) black line). After
that, the encapsulation leaks and the sample is stored in ambient (lab) atmosphere. Eventually, the P5 Schottky diode
is re-measured by TSC after 18 days (sky blue) and again after 52 days (dark blue). Hereby, the extracted net charge
from trap states increases from 9.3 nC (812 d) to 21.7 nC (830 d) and 36.4 nC (882 d).
(b) Corresponding current-voltage characteristics at room temperature for the 812 d (light blue) and 882 d (dark blue)
old sample, in comparison to the freshly prepared device (black).
here most probably the strongly increased amount of trap centers, which capture free charge carriers (thus
reduce the leakage current in backward direction) and hinder the charge carrier motion in forward direction.
In summary, aged pentacene exhibits an approx. 100meV broad trap distribution at a depth of approx. 300meV
from its HOMO center towards mid-gap. The trap DOS increases substantially in density for longer storing
times in ambient air, especially with damaged encapsulation. Water/oxygen is suspected to pass the encapsu-
lation and the top contact diffusion barrier entering the organic layers and cause trapping sites. In the next
section, the TSC examinations are extended to various other HTL materials to check if similar interactions
are apparent.
9.3. Trap Signatures in Fresh and Aged HTLs
Thermally Stimulated Currents from as-Prepared HTLs. Revisiting the TSC spectra of p-doped Spiro-
TTB paired with various intrinsic HTLs from Ch. 8.2, trap distributions with separate origins are observed.
Figure 9.4 (a) shows TSC spectra for 50 nm Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ (4wt%) with 100 nm intrinsic ZnPc, P5,
m-MTDATA, Spiro-TTB, NPB, MeO-TPD, or BF-DPB on top. All TSC spectra exhibit a broad signal between
20K and 80K peaking at approx. 3...4 pA, which originates from the p-Spiro-TTB layer as discussed in Ch. 8.
Additionally, the low IP materials ZnPc (5.0 eV), P5 (5.0 eV), m-MTDATA (5.0 eV), and MeO-TPD (5.1 eV)
feature second peaks at temperatures 70...110K, while none appear for the higher IP materials Spiro-TTB
(5.25 eV), NPB (5.3 eV), and BF-DPB (5.4 eV).2 Omitting p-doped Spiro-TTB, i.e. for solely intrinsic HTLs
sandwiched between selective electrodes, the TSC features around 70...110K remain as shown in Fig. 9.4 (b).
This fact proves beyond doubt that these particular trap signatures originate from the respective HTL materials.
2ionization potentials obtained via UPS on various substrates in Sec. 5.1.2, Sec. 5.1.3 and Tab. 5.3.
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Interestingly, as-prepared intrinsic HTL materials show already significant thermally stimulated emission
of charges, i.e. Q = 0.72 nC (m-MTDATA), 1.37 nC (MeO-TPD), 1.92 nC (P5), and 6.92 nC (ZnPc). Assum-
ing uniformity within the thin-films, the resulting lower estimate trap densities are NT = 0.7× 1016 cm−3
(m-MTDATA), 1.3× 1016 cm−3 (MeO-TPD), 1.9× 1016 cm−3 (P5), and 6.7× 1016 cm−3 (ZnPc). Hereby,
ZnPc exhibits an exceptionally broad TSC signal from 20 up to 200K (cyan line), which indicates the
existence of multiple trap site distributions within the material. Remarkably, the TSC spectra from as-prepared
pentacene shows double peaks T1 and T2 (blue line) similar to the TSC spectra of the aged P5 devices in
Fig. 9.1 and Fig. 9.3. Here, however, they are at slightly lower temperatures 70K (T1, fresh) and 92K (T2,
fresh) as compared to 82K (T1, aged) and 110K (T2, aged) in Sec. 9.2. Most probably, the mobility of the
charge carriers during extraction in fresh devices is higher than for degraded samples. Consequently, released
charge carriers are collected earlier (at lower T ) in the first case. Thin-films of intrinsic Spiro-TTB, NPB, and
BF-DPB exhibit no TSC signal from sandwich devices (cf. Fig. 9.4 (b): green, orange, and pink line).
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Figure 9.4.: TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of devices consisting of (a) p-doped Spiro-TTB (50 nm, 4wt% F6-TCNNQ)
with various HTL materials (100 nm) on top and sandwiched by aluminum electrodes or (b) solely 100 nm intrinsic
HTL materials sandwiched between ITO and Al. Without an initial electrical filling, no significant TSC is recorded
(gray line).
Thermally Stimulated Currents from Degraded HTLs. The susceptibility of pentacene, ZnPc, and
MeO-TPD to water and oxygen degradation is investigated by removing the glass encapsulation of the samples
and subsequent TSC experiments versus storage time. Between consecutive TSC runs, the samples are
stored in ambient (lab) air, i.e. only the aluminum top contact prevents direct gas exposure of the organic
thin-films. Diffusion at cracks, pinholes, and grain-boundaries in the aluminum layer determine its water
vapor transmission rate (WVTR) and oxygen transmission rate (OTR) [427] as illustrated in Fig. 9.5 (d) (1).
Figure 9.5 (a)-(c) show the TSC spectra from P5, ZnPc, and MeO-TPD thin-films for storage times of several
days to few month in comparison to those of as-prepared thin-films. Throughout all experiments, the released
net charge Q, i.e. the defect density NT , is increasing for longer air exposure. In case of pentacene, Q (NT )
more than tripled from 1.92 nC (1.9× 1016 cm−3) to 6.22 nC (6.0× 1016 cm−3) after four days. Within one
month, 7.19 nC (7.0 × 1016 cm−3) was reached. Simultaneously, the TSC double peaks T1 and T2 shift
to higher temperatures by several 10K, which hints on a reduced extraction mobility due to more traps, a
weaker built-in field caused by Coulomb interaction with traps, or both. Remarkably, a TSC of opposite sign
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is observed from air exposed P5 around 160...200K even without electrical filling prior the TSC run (dashed
lines in Fig. 9.5 (a)). Although a detailed study on reasons is beyond the scope of this thesis, such a trend
has been only seen for doped thin-films in Sec. 8.5. As oxygen is known to p-dope pentacene [433–435] and
increasing leakage currents for temperatures T > 200K are recorded, unintentional p-doping by air exposure
is likely.
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Figure 9.5.: TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of 100 nm (a) pentacene (b) ZnPc, or (c) MeO-TPD sandwiched between
ITO and aluminum, as-prepared and for various ambient air exposure times. (d) Experiments to examine the influence
of water and oxygen on HTL materials. Samples are stored in ambient air/O2 w/o encapsulation (1), residual gases
are present during the organic layer deposition (2), or the HTL is exposed to humid air during the fabrication.
For ZnPc, the TSC spectrum shifts considerably to higher temperatures when the thin-film is exposed to
ambient air (cf. Fig. 9.5 (b)). While neat ZnPc exhibits a broad TSC peak around 70K (red line), its
TSC maximum is found at approx. 130K after air exposure. The extracted net charge drops from initially
Q = 6.92 nC (as-prepared) to 3.37 nC after three days in ambient air, eventually rising to 4.10 nC (4 d),
4.48 nC (5 d), and 4.77 nC (6 d). At increasing air exposure times, an additional TSC distribution of op-
posite sign emerges for temperatures T > 160K. Similar to P5, this observation could hint at p-doping
by oxygen as reported for phthalocyanines. [436,437] However, ZnPc is known to feature hole and electron
traps. [39,40,91] Time-wise overlapping release/existence of both charge carrier species in the thin-films could
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result in a compensatory TSC, governed by recombination processes. Upon ambient air exposure, hole and
electron trap concentrations in ZnPc are possibly changing independently of each other. In consequence, the
compensatory TSC might be reduced, e.g. as seen for 3 d air-exposed ZnPc in comparison to as-prepared ZnPc.
For MeO-TPD (cf. Fig. 9.5 (c)), a higher amount of net charge is extracted from more trapping sites
for longer air exposure times, i.e. Q = 1.37 nC (NT = 1.3× 1016 cm−3) after 14 days in ambient air (orange
line) in comparison to 1.12 nC (NT = 1.1× 1016 cm−3) as-prepared (red line). After four month in air (green
line), the trap density in MeO-TPD is further increased to NT = 1.5 × 1016 cm−3, whereby the largest
chunk of the total net charge Q = 1.54 nC is extracted at temperatures significantly above the intrinsic peak
T = 110K. Again, a decreased mobility or/and electrical field is suspected to cause this trend.
In summary, the examined HTL materials P5, ZnPc, and MeO-TPD show strong susceptibility to am-
bient air without intact encapsulation. The extracted charge and thus the trap density increase with longer
exposure times. However, up to this point, it can not be decided, whether water or oxygen impact cause the
specific TSC features.
9.4. Influence of Oxygen and Humid Air During the Sample
Preparation
As observed in Sec. 9.3, HTL materials are susceptible to air, i.e. exhibit increasing trap densities when
exposed to ambient atmosphere. In order to distinguish whether water vapor or oxygen exposure is decisive
for the degradation, two separate experiments are conducted as sketched in Fig. 9.5 (d) (2) and (3). First,
oxygen is added to the Lesker deposition chamber during the evaporation of the HTL materials. While the
overall chamber pressure is usually at approx. 1× 10−7mbar, it is increased here to 7× 10−6mbar. Hence,
the oxygen partial pressure is 6.9× 10−6mar, which equals an oxygen molar ratio of 0.986 in the residual gas
mixture. However, this results only approx. 5× 1016 oxygen molecules inside the evaporation chamber.3
For the second experiment, the HTL layers are exposed to humid air for 16 h in a climate cabinet. The
humidity is set to 90% rH at 30 ◦C. Afterwards, the sample is transferred to UHV again, where the aluminum
top contact is evaporated on top.
Figure 9.6 compares TSC spectra of MeO-TPD (a), m-MTDATA (b), Spiro-TTB (c), and ZnPc (d)
for the different processing conditions. In case of MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA, neither a spectral change
nor an increase of the released net charge is obtained when the HTL is exposed to oxygen (orange lines) or
humid air (light blue lines). The trap densities are constant at approx. 1.3 × 1016 cm−3 (MeO-TPD) and
0.7× 1016 cm−3 (m-MTDATA). Furthermore and in accordance to previous results from Sec. 8.2 and Sec. 9.3,
Spiro-TTB does not feature any TSC response in the examined temperature range, independently on the
processing conditions.
ZnPc, however, shows significant TSC spectral changes (cf. Fig. 9.6 (d)) when exposed to oxygen (or-
ange) or humid air (light blue). The HTL processed at standard conditions (cyan) exhibits an extended TSC
spectrum with two prominent features: a shoulder T1 around 80K and a broad peak T2 between 140K and
200K. Summing up both, a net charge of 7.6 nC is extracted, which results in a lower-limit estimate of the
3Assuming an ideal gas, i.e. p · V = n ·R · T , the oxygen amount in the V = 0.3m3 Lesker chamber is n = 8.3× 10−8mol.
This equals n · 6.022× 1023 = 5× 1016 oxygen molecules.
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trap density of NT = 7.4× 1016 cm−3. Evaporated under oxygen partial pressure, the shoulder T1 is more
pronounced and occurs as a peak at 70K. The broad signal T2 is almost vanishing, solely a small feature
at 130K remains. The majority of charge carriers are extracted at lower temperatures as compared to neat
ZnPc, whereas the total net charge is 5.2 nC (NT = 5.0× 1016 cm−3). When ZnPc is exposed to humid air
after processing the HTL, the extracted net charge is 4.8 nC (NT = 4.7× 1016 cm−3). Interestingly, the TSC
spectrum is very similar to what has been recorded for complete ZnPc samples degraded via storing in air
(cf. Fig. 9.5 (b)). In both cases, the TSC signal increases steadily until its maximum T1+T2 at 130K, before
it converges to zero again.
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Figure 9.6.: TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of 100 nm intrinsic (a) MeO-TPD (red), (b) m-MTDATA (black), (c)
Spiro-TTB (green), and (d) ZnPc (cyan), all evaporated at normal UHV Lesker conditions (p = 1× 10−7mbar). TSC
spectra for the same HTL materials evaporated at 6.9× 10−6mbar oxygen partial pressure are presented in orange.
Light blue lines represent the TSC spectra, at which the HTL materials are exposed to humid air (90%rH, 30 ◦C)
for 16 h before the top contact is built. Only for ZnPc, the extracted net charge, i.e. the trap densities, increase
significantly.
The interpretation of the present results in this section is not unambiguous. Materials with higher ionization
potentials (IP ≥ 5.2) as Spiro-TTB or the similar NPB and BF-DPB are not affected trap-wise by humid
or oxygen-containing processing conditions, at least for the scanned temperature range 10...220K. The
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highly amorphous MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA do not exhibit any change either. Only for the polycrystalline
ZnPc, [353] the processing conditions influence its TSC spectrum. This disparity might by attributed to
morphological issues. Impurity diffusion into densely packed amorphous layers is expected to happen on a
longer timescale than for materials with a large number of grains and thus grain boundaries such as ZnPc
or pentacene. [128] The necessary recovery of UHV conditions after gas exposure, prior to the top contact
fabrication (approx. 1 h), on the other hand, is suspected to remove large portions of the impurities (vacuum
annealing). Here, further studies with varying exposure times, humidities, partial pressures, temperatures
(to speed up or slow down diffusion), and material systems are suggested. ZnPc, however, reveals a strong
susceptibility to both oxygen and humid air. Due to the complex shape and evolution of the TSC spectra,
it is not possible to conclude which peak corresponds to what impurity for the present data. Moreover, it
is likely that hole and electron traps are introduced and the TSC is partially compensated due to internal
recombination before successful extraction of the charge carriers. Hence, a way to identify the polarity of
traps is presented in the following section.
9.5. Trap Polarity, O2 Storage, and Low-T Mobility
Spacer Layer Concept. The species of the trap distributions, i.e. hole or electron trap, appearing in the TSC
spectra can be easily identified when additional spacer layers (SLs) are placed between the trap-containing
material and the adjacent extraction contacts. Consequently, the length of the extraction pathway for holes
will be increased, if a thick SL is present next to the ITO. The TSC signal shifts to higher temperatures.
Electrons are delayed during TSC runs when a thick SL is placed at the aluminum side. Ideally, Spiro-TTB
is chosen as spacer material, since it is trap-free within a reasonable temperature range, i.e. no TSC signal
originating from Spiro-TTB is recorded up to 220K as discussed for Fig. 9.4 (b).
Built-In Voltage via C(V) Spectroscopy. TSC spectra and their peak positions must be compared
at equal extraction fields F as discussed in Sec. 7.2. In good approximation, the extraction field is the quotient
of the voltage (built-in + bias) and the total sample thickness. Hence, an exact built-in voltage estimate is
required.
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Figure 9.7.: (a) Built-in voltage Vbi estimation at different T for 100 nm MeO-TPD with two 5 nm Spiro-TTB spacer
layers close to the sandwiching ITO and Al contacts. The C(V) experiments are conducted at 10 kHz. (b) Vbi estimate
from the differential conductance function G (V ), i.e. the transition point Vα (cf. 8.2) at room temperature.
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In this section, capacitance-voltage measurement are conducted. The C(V) peak is identified with the built-in
voltage Vbi. At voltages beyond Vbi, the depletion region collapses as more and more charge carriers are
injected and flood the device. The C(V) spectra are typically taken for frequencies f = 10 kHz, where the
capacitive trap response is minimal. Figure 9.7 (a) depicts C(V) results for 100 nm MeO-TPD sandwiched by
5 nm Spiro-TTB at temperatures from 300K to 210K. Down to 240K, the built-in potential is constant at
1.1±0.1V. This results agrees with Vbi obtained from the transition voltage Vα of the differential conductance
function G (V ), shown in Fig. 9.7 (b). Below 240K, the capacitance peak indicating Vbi shifts reasonably
to higher voltages. The reason for that is seen in slower hopping transport at lower temperatures. Due to
mobility loss, [180] the charge carriers require more forward bias, i.e. electric field, to flood the sample within an
impedance high-frequency half-cycle. In the following, the built-in potential is considered to be temperature-
independent, which is a reasonable assumption for intrinsic samples. The Vbi values are extracted at room
temperature and 10 kHz. Hereby, each sample features the configuration ITO/Spiro-TTB/HTL/Spiro-TTB/Al
to maintain equal interfaces, i.e. interface dipoles.
Trap Polarity. Figure 9.8 (a) shows TSC spectra of 100 nm MeO-TPD. The C(V) scans to estimate
Vbi are plotted in Fig. 9.8 (b). For a symmetric configuration of 5 nm Spiro-TTB / MeO-TPD / 5 nm Spiro-
TTB, a prominent peak appears around Tmax = 109K (red line). The extracting field is approx. 10× 104 V
cm−1 (Vbi = 1.1V). When the SL thickness next to the ITO electrode is increased to 50 nm Spiro-TTB, the
TSC peak shifts to 121K (thin blue line). Here, a built-in voltage Vbi = 1.2V is obtained, which results
in an electric field F = 7.7× 104 V cm−1. By applying a reverse bias voltage of 0.45V, the field strength
is increased to 10.6 × 104 V cm−1, i.e. similar to the symmetric configuration. The corresponding TSC
spectra (thick blue line) has its signal peak at 115K. ∆T = 6K implies that released charge carriers are
delayed upon extraction by the thick spacer layer near the ITO, which is the hole-selective contact. Evidently,
the extracted charge carriers are holes and the trapping centers are hole traps. The control experiment
confirms this result. When a 50 nm-thick Spiro-TTB spacer layer is located next to the aluminum contact,
the TSC spectrum (green line) is not significantly affected. For an extraction field F = 10.6× 104 V cm−1
(Vbi = 1.65V), i.e. similar to the symmetric configuration, the TSC peak is at 110K. The extracted net
charge is equal at approx. 1.4±0.2 nC for all compared structures, which refers to a trap density 1.4×1016 cm−3.
Substituting MeO-TPD with m-MTDATA, the same observation is made (cf. Fig. 9.8 (d) and (e)). At
similar extraction fields F = 8.2...9 × 104 V cm−1, the TSC peak is shifted to higher temperatures from
Tmax = 111K (black line) to 122K (thick blue line) when the Spiro-TTB SL thickness between the ITO
contact and the m-MTDATA is increased from 5 nm to 50 nm. In order to match the electric fields, a
reverse bias of 0.37V is required. Without reverse bias, the built-in voltage of approx. 0.9V solely provides a
substantially weaker extraction field F = 5.8× 104 V cm−1. Consequently, the TSC peak is recorded even
later at 126K (thin blue line). Again, evidence is given that the trapped charge carriers are holes for this
prominent TSC peak in m-MTDATA. Independently on the actual spacer layer thickness, a net charge of
approx. 2.0 nC is collected from the samples. This number corresponds to a hole trap density of 1.9×1016 cm−3.
Examining ZnPc samples, again extended TSC spectra with several shoulders and peak features are con-
spicuous (cf. Fig. 9.8 (g)). For the symmetric configuration with 5 nm Spiro-TTB on each side of the
100 nm ZnPc layer, a broad peak with Tmax = 190K is found (cyan line). In total, a net charge of 7.6 nC
(NT ≥ 7.4 × 1016 cm−3) is extracted by F = 11.8 × 104 V cm−1. When the SL thickness next to ITO is
increased to 50 nm, suddenly a TSC peak of positive sign appears around 130K (blue line) and significantly
less charge, i.e. 2.7 nC (NT ≥ 2.6× 1016 cm−3), is extracted. The only reasonable explanation is here that
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Figure 9.8.: TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) of 100 nm (a) MeO-TPD (red) (d) m-MTDATA (black), or (g) ZnPc
(cyan) symmetrically sandwiched by 5 nm Spiro-TTB spacer layers (SLs). In blue (green), the SL next to ITO (Al) is
increased to 50 nm, which delays holes (electrons) by ∆T . Orange lines illustrate the symmetric samples after pure O2
exposure for several days. (b),(e),(h) Built-in potentials via C(V). (c),(f),(i) Trap density increase upon O2 exposure.
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released holes are delayed by the thick SL next to ITO (note that the initial peak at Tmax = 190K is shifted
to > 240K), while electron extraction is not hindered. A positive TSC occurs for 100K to 160K.
If the 50 nm Spiro-TTB SL is evaporated next to aluminum, the TSC spectrum remains unaffected in shape
but its amplitude is reduced by approx. a factor 1.5 (green line). Despite the thicker sample as compared
to the symmetric configuration, the extraction field is similar (10.9 to 11.8 × 104 V cm−1). Interestingly,
the built-in potential increases to 1.8V from 1.4V for the symmetric sample. Similar increases of Vbi are
observed for all HTL materials (cf. Fig. 9.8 (b), (e), (h)). Although the formation of a considerable electric
dipole is suspected at the Spiro-TTB / aluminum interface, the exact reason remains unclear here. The same
goes for the reduced amount of extracted net charge of 4.6 nC (NT ≥ 4.5× 1016 cm−3). One explanation
might be increased recombination of released holes and electrons, which is more probable once electrons are
delayed upon extraction, i.e. stay longer in vicinity of the holes. Consequently, less charge carriers reach their
extraction point and the TSC is smaller.
O2-Storage of HTL. After the initial TSC measurements, the samples containing HTLs with symmet-
ric configurations of Spiro-TTB are removed from the cryostat and put into a vacuum sealed degradation
chamber. Prior, the chamber has been baked out for several hours at 110 ◦C to remove water traces. After
purging with pure oxygen (Air Liquide, 99.995% purity), the samples are stored in complete oxygen atmosphere
at approx. 2 bar for at least a week, until they are remeasured via TSC.
The results are illustrated in Fig. 9.8 in orange lines, respectively. Indisputably, the number of inherent traps
increases for all examined HTLs, i.e. MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, and ZnPc, when the samples are stored in
oxygen. Furthermore, the impact of oxygen is clearly attributed to a distinct feature of each HTL’s TSC
spectrum. In case of MeO-TPD, the single peak at approx. 110K growths. Compared to 1.4× 1016 cm−3 for
as-prepared MeO-TPD, the trap density increases to 2.1×1016 cm−3 after six days in pure O2 (cf. Fig. 9.8 (c)).
For m-MTDATA, the TSC peak at approx. 111K is enlarged. After 12 days in pure O2, the trap density
increases from initially 2.0 × 1016 cm−3 to 2.8 × 1016 cm−3, shown in Fig. 9.8 (f). Although the ZnPc
TSC spectrum is complex, i.e. revealing multiple trap distributions, the broad signal peak around 190K
growths remarkably. The lower-limit estimate of the trap density increases for seven days in oxygen from
7.4× 1016 cm−3 to 8.4× 1016 cm−3 (cf. Fig. 9.8 (i)). At the same time, the TSC signal below T = 120K is
reduced. Here, further examinations for devices with spacer layer next to ITO are suggested to clarify if the
number of electron traps is increasing likewise.
Remarkably, the built-in voltage of the samples is slightly increased by oxygen exposure, compare Fig. 9.8 (b),
(e), and (h). Consequently, the extraction fields are higher and small shifts of the TSC spectra to lower
temperatures than initially measured are observed. Probably, oxygen diffusion towards ITO could explain this
phenomenon, since oxygen-treated ITO typically exhibits a higher work function. [99]
Low-T Mobility Estimation. The assumed charge carrier mobilities in the order of 10−12 to 10−14 cm2Vs−1
to fit the TSC spectra of p-doped Spiro-TTB in Sec. 8.3 seemed rather arbitrary and require experimental
validation, but are nearly not resolvable with common techniques such as OFET [129] or POEM. [422] Here, the
TSC signal peak shift upon incorporation of a thick spacer layer allows to determine the charge carrier mobility
in the latter. As indicated in Fig. 9.8 (a), the MeO-TPD TSC peak shifts by ∆T = 6K from Tmax = 109K to
115K in presence of 50 nm Spiro-TTB instead of 5 nm. For a linear heating rate β = 5Kmin−1, this equals a
runtime difference of 1.2min. In other words, the released holes need a traveling time of approx. 72 s to pass
45 nm Spiro-TTB on their way to the extracting electrode, which corresponds to a velocity v of 6.3× 10−8 cm
s−1. At a mean electric field of 10.3× 104 Vcm−1, a hole mobility of µ = v/F = 6× 10−13 cm2Vs−1 within
the Spiro-TTB is estimated. When the calculation is done for the m-MTDATA TSC spectra (cf. Fig. 9.8 (d))
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and ∆T = 11K, one obtains µ = 4× 10−13 cm2Vs−1 at a mean electric field F = 8.6× 104 Vcm−1. These
results are very satisfying, since they prove the charge carrier mobility assumptions taken earlier in Sec. 8.3 to
be in the right order of magnitude.
9.6. Summary: Global Oxygen Trap
Trap distributions of various hole transport materials handled in presence of ambient air or pure oxygen were
studied by the thermally stimulated current technique. Although interactions of organic semiconductors with
ambient atmosphere such as degradation or doping effects had been observed earlier, [438] attention was drawn
by growing TSC spectra signals from an aged pentacene Schottky diode. Here, the sample had been kept
untouched in ambient (lab) atmosphere for more than two years. Its degradation, i.e. the increase of inherent
trap densities up to 1017 cm−3 and the worsening of the current-voltage characteristics have been attributed
to water/oxygen diffusion. Impurities pass the encapsulation glue and eventually the crackly aluminum top
contact. Water vapor transmission rates have been assessed from literature values. [427] Oxygen transmission
rates, however, had not been determined at that point, which sets up a future task.
In case of pentacene, TSC measurements revealed two prominent peaks around 80K and 110K, which
coincided and formed a huge TSC signal peak for ongoing degradation. The TSC examinations were extended
to further HTL materials, i.e. MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, ZnPc, Spiro-TTB, NPB, and BF-DPB. A remarkable
trend has been observed, as those materials with ionization potentials > 5.2 eV, i.e. Spiro-TTB, NPB, and
BF-DPB, did not show TSC features up to temperatures T ≃ 220K. In contrast, MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA
had as-prepared one prominent peak around 100...110K, while ZnPc exhibited a broad TSC signal distribution
for 20...220K. When samples incorporating one of the three latter HTLs were stored without encapsulation
in ambient air, their TSC spectra changed within days due to impurity diffusion through the top contact.
The trap densities increased, which was seen as the reason why the TSC features shifted to slightly higher
temperatures at the same time. For ZnPc and P5, small thermally stimulated currents of opposite sign were
recorded at T = 160...240K. Here, hole capture/recombination due to inherent electron traps or introduced
oxygen-type dopant impurities was suspected.
In order to specify whether oxygen or water impurities have caused the signal increase of specific TSC
features, the processing parameters during sample preparation were varied. Evaporated at an oxygen par-
tial pressure of 6.9 × 10−6mbar, the TSC spectra (i.e. the observed trap distributions) from MeO-TPD,
m-MTDATA, and those materials with IP > 5.2 remained unaffected. Similarly, no change of the TSCs was
registered when the HTLs were exposed to humid air (90% rH, 30 ◦C) for 16 h prior to the fabrication of the
top contact. Most probably, the exposure time and/or the number of impurities were too low. It has been
suggested that water and oxygen diffusion into these densely packed amorphous organic semiconductor layers
takes place considerably slowly and large impurity portions had been removed already by re-establishing UHV
conditions prior to the top contact processing. However, a larger variation of processing parameters is strongly
advised for future examinations. In case of ZnPc, the apparent trap densities after humid air/oxygen exposure
were altered by several 1 × 1016 cm−3 in comparison to standard sample fabrication. The polycrystalline
growth with a high number of grain boundaries might have been beneficial for impurity diffusion. As ZnPc’s
TSC spectrum changes drastically upon humid air and oxygen exposure, the formation of additional hole and
electron traps was suspected.
The polarity of inherent traps was successfully identified via TSC for the first time in literature by a
series of TSC experiments utilizing quasi trap-free Spiro-TTB spacer layers. The comparison of symmetric and
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asymmetric samples revealed TSC spectra shifts to higher temperatures, i.e. a delay of released holes, when a
thick spacer layer was located between the trap-containing HTL and the hole extraction contact. By that, it
was shown that the prominent TSC features in MeO-TPD and m-MTDATA originate from hole traps. ZnPc
exhibits hole trap signatures around 190K, in addition to more shallow electron trap features. When samples
with MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, and ZnPc were stored without encapsulation in a vacuum chamber filled with
pure oxygen for a few days, the identified hole traps increased in site densities by up to 30%. Hence, after
all previous ambiguous exposure experiments, the prominent HTL traps were assigned to oxygen impurities
beyond any doubt.
Finally, the spacer layer configuration allowed to determine hole mobilities in intrinsic Spiro-TTB to
4...6× 10−13 cm2Vs−1 for temperatures as low as 100K. At similar extraction fields, holes extracted from
sandwiched MeO-TPD or m-MTDATA layers were delayed due to the additional traveling pathway, i.e. the
Spiro-TTB spacer layer. Such low values are hardly accessible via common mobility extraction methods,
e.g. OFET measurements [129] or POEM. [422] However, their estimate is crucial for theoretical predictions
on thermally stimulated currents and their dispersive transport.The obtained mobility agrees very well with
previous TSC modeling assumptions in the Ch. 8, discussing traps in p-doped Spiro-TTB.
Global Oxygen Trap
The final chart Fig. 9.9 presents the essence of this chapter and combines the results of the previous sections.
Figure 9.9 (a) depicts the temperature dependent positions of the hole transport level for the various HTL
materials, as calculated in Sec. 5.2.3. These positions were computed for Gaussian-type hopping site distribu-
tions, whose widths had been estimated from (rescaled) UPS spectra in Sec. 5.1.6. Ionization potentials, i.e.
the energetic differences between the vacuum level and the HOMO onsets, are assessed from the UPS spectra
in Sec. 5.1. Figure 9.9 (b) shows TSC spectra of 100 nm MeO-TPD (red), m-MTDATA (black), and ZnPc
(cyan). The oxygen-related features, identified previously in Fig. 9.8, are fitted in accordance to Sec. 7.2, i.e.
assuming dispersive transport of thermally released holes. The results are drawn in dashed lines in Fig. 9.9 (b)
and listed in Tab. 9.2. For pentacene, the trap distribution estimation from TSC’s initial rise for aged P5
(cf. Fig. 9.9 (c)) is utilized.
Combining all those results, an energy scheme for all examined HTL materials is sketched in Fig. 9.9 (d).
It shows the HOMO DOS on a logarithmic scale for each material at energies determined by their IP. The
oxygen-related trap distributions are located at trap energies ET = IP+ 2σ − (E0 − ET ). Remarkably, the
trap depths for all observed distributions are within a close range, i.e. ET = 4.67...4.83 eV. This finding
strongly suggests the existence of a global oxygen trap, which should be relevant for all organic hole transport
materials. For P5, MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA, the trap DOS slightly exceeds the intrinsic HOMO DOS
function around the trap energy. In case of ZnPc, a large number of gap states drastically exceeding the
intrinsic DOS is obtained. The only reason why no TSC signal is observed for Spiro-TTB, BF-DPB, and NPB
is seen in their significantly higher IP. If the TSC temperature scan range is further increased to RT and above,
enough thermal energy will be provided to release charge carriers from these materials. However, the current
cryostat setup is limited to only 300K. Further experiments should clarify whether the trap densities could be
decreased by post-annealing of the samples, i.e. oxygen is reversibly physisorbed or irreversibly chemisorbed.
HTL storing in inert gases such as nitrogen or argon should not affect the TSC spectra. Moreover, predictive
calculations on the energy levels of oxygen within the HTL material matrices are required.
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Figure 9.9.: (a) Hole transport level positions calculated in Sec. 5.2.3 versus temperature for the examined set of hole
transporting materials, grown on strongly interacting substrates. The DOS parameters are found in Tab. 5.4. (b)
TSC spectra of 100 nm MeO-TPD (red), m-MTDATA (black), and ZnPc (cyan). Oxygen-related features are fitted
assuming dispersive transport of thermally released holes (dashed lines) according to Sec. 7.2. Hereby, the parameters
and results are listed in Tab. 9.2. (c) Trap DOS for aged pentacene obtained from fractional TSC spectra in Fig. 9.1.
(d) Global oxygen trap estimation for various HTL materials. The IPs, i.e. the difference between the vacuum level
Evac and the HOMO onset, are obtained via UPS in Sec. 5.1. UPS spectra, rescaled according to Sec. 5.1.6, illustrate
the respective HOMO DOS. The absolute trap energies ET are calculated from the individual trap depths (E0 − ET ),
the IP and the HOMO disorder parameter σ as ET = IP+ 2σ − (E0 − ET ).
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Table 9.2.: Sample parameters and fit results for the oxygen-related traps in TSC spectra of MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA,
and ZnPc in Fig. 9.9 (b). Thermally stimulated release of trapped holes towards ETr,h (T ), shown in Fig. 9.9 (a), and
dispersive transport are assumed.
MeO-TPD m-MTDATA ZnPc
thin-film thickness (nm) 100 100 100
built-in potential Vbi (V) 1.1 1.0 1.3
extraction field F (V cm−1) 1× 105 9× 104 1.2× 105
TSC heating rate β (K min−1) 5 5 5
attempt-to-escape frequency ν (s−1) 1011 1011 1011
trap depth (E0 − ET ) (eV) 0.49 0.46 0.63
trap width σ (meV) 43 55 90
trap density NT (cm−3) 2.5× 1016 3.1× 1016 7.4× 1016
mobility µ (cm2 Vs−1) 4× 10−13 7× 10−13 5× 10−11
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Conclusion and Outlook
It has been the aim of this thesis to identify and quantify charge carrier traps in organic semiconductors, and
provide insights into the mechanisms causing them. Only by gaining that knowledge, material and device design
of organic semiconductor applications can be improved to establish highly efficient organic electronics. Charge
carrier traps were examined utilizing the techniques of photoelectron spectroscopy, impedance spectroscopy,
and first and foremost thermally stimulated currents.
Since the latter scans the charge carrier emission of traps for a wide temperature range from almost
room temperature down to 10K, it was necessary to determine the temperature-dependent transport level
positions ETr (T ) for the examined materials. First, UPS measurements on the hole transport materials
BF-DPB, Spiro-TTB, MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, pentacene (P5), and ZnPc were performed and analyzed to
gain information on the energetic disorder of their HOMO DOS. The disorder parameters σUPS obtained
from the UPS spectra ranged between 0.15 eV (P5) and 0.24 eV (m-MTDATA). However, these results
were broadened by approx. a factor two, which was corrected by rescaling the energy axis according to
literature values of disorder parameters, yielding σ = 0.08...0.12 eV. The UPS method most likely suffered
from electron-phonon interaction, i.e. vibronic broadening, and secondary line excitations as well as a low
signal-to-noise ratio for the current IAPP UPS setup. The examination of high-resolution UPS data [256,400]
(Chiba, Japan) indicated that the HOMO DOS were in first order Gaussian distributed down to site densities
of approx. 1016 cm−3 eV−1. For the present UPS data, the disorder parameters of all materials showed a
weak substrate dependence, revealing a smaller σ when grown on weakly interacting organic substrates
(Spiro-TTB:F6-TCNNQ) as compared to metal-type substrates. Only ZnPc thin-films featured a smaller σ on
metal.
Hopping model calculations published by Arkhipov et al. were adapted and the obtained Gaussian distributions
g (E) describing the HOMO DOS were used to compute ETr (T ). The influence of the HOMO DOS width
as well as the number of states and the inverse localization radius on the transport level were discussed. In
conclusion, more low energy states caused a charge carrier transport deeper in the gap. A strong delocalization
(smaller γ) had an identical effect. Introducing a charge carrier density raised the Fermi level in the DOS
thus occupying low energy sites and shifting the transport level to towards the DOS center. The rescaled
disorder parameters σ = [0.08...0.12] eV were used to finally determine the transport level positions of the
HTL materials. In particular, ETr (RT) is above the HOMO onset. For decreasing temperatures, the transport
levels relocate for several 100meV towards the gap-mid.
One approach to identify charge carrier traps has been the exploit of the space charge region in doped
organic semiconductors, where a substantial amount of deep traps hinders the generation of free holes. [183] In
this thesis, Schottky diodes and p-doped thin-films comprising P5 and ZnPc were examined by impedance
spectroscopy and (temperature-dependent) UPS. It was shown that the Fermi level position depends on the
number of active dopants, which could be related to the incorporated molar doping ratio and the temperature.
At room temperature, P5 (ZnPc) p-doped by a MR≥ 10−3 (10−2) was in dopant reserve and the doping
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efficiency was considerably lower than 1. Moreover, the thermal energy seemed to control the CT transfer
state dissociation, which is why a complete freeze-out was observed for p-ZnPc at temperatures below 100K.
During freeze-out, the classical semiconductor regimes of dopant reserve, doping saturation, and trap-filling
were identified by comparison of impedance spectroscopy results and (temperature-dependent) UPS studies.
Throughout all dopant regimes, the Fermi level position has been decisive for the trap response in the organic
semiconductors. A change of the trap occupation due to the small-signal excitation occurs close to the
intersection points of EF and the trap distributions. Consequently, undoped/’frozen’ organic semiconductors
revealed only a small trap capacitance, since most of the traps were ’inert’. In P5 and ZnPc, deep traps were
identified at energies of approx. 0.52...0.65 eV above the hole transport level at RT. Upon doping, the deep
trap concentrations saturated at approx. 1× 1017 cm−3 (P5) and 5× 1017 cm−3 (ZnPc), and shallow trap
distributions emerged at doping concentrations > MR 0.002 in both materials. In case of P5, an additional
material purification step reduced the number of deep traps. The found trap densities were in accordance
to previous UPS results, [183] which, however, show a higher trap depth, most probably due to the energetic
broadening of UPS.
The second approach to investigate charge carrier traps has been the thermally stimulated current (TSC) tech-
nique. Here, charge carriers were trapped at 10K within the organic semiconductor thin-film and subsequently
released via heating. Several methods to analyze thermally stimulated current (TSC) spectra were assessed.
In conclusion, only a dispersive transport model reported earlier by Arkhipov/Adriaenssens and Nikitenko
et al. described the extraction field- and sample thickness dependence of TSC spectra adequately. In that
sense, a TSC run is a thermally stimulated time-of-flight experiment. At a critical release temperature, which
depends on the trap depth, captured charge carriers are released to the temperature-dependent transport
level. Typical attempt-to-escape frequencies were approx. ν0 = 1 × 1011 s−1, as obtained earlier for deep
traps in ZnPc by impedance spectroscopy. Motivated by the built-in field and an optional external electric
field, the released charge carriers perform electric drift motions towards the extracting electrode. The time
between release and recording the charge carriers at the measure unit is determined by their pathway length
and their speed of motion. On their way, they are susceptible to re-trapping by sites at lower energies than the
transport level. The dispersive transport model was applied to intrinsic MeO-TPD and successfully described
the observed TSC peak around Tmax ≃ 100K, which shifted to lower temperatures for increasing readout
voltages. Gaussian distributed traps (σ ≃ 0.04 eV) were found at a depth ET ≃ 0.5 eV with respect to the
HOMO center and a density of approx. 2× 1016 cm−3.
Further, thermally stimulated current spectra of doped organic semiconductors have been analyzed. For the
HTL material Spiro-TTB, p-doped by F6-TCNNQ, shallow trap signatures (E0 − ET = 0.4 eV) close to the
transport level were found. Hereby, a thickness variation of the doped layer clearly identified the bulk as
source of the TSC signal. With decreasing dopant concentration (from MR 0.253 to MR 0.031), the TSC
peak originating from the doped layer dissolved in shape and its main part shifted to higher temperatures
(T = 80...100K). The latter trend was explained by a decrease in hole mobility at lower doping concentrations
from 10−12 to 10−14 cm2Vs−1.
In C60F36 p-doped ZnPc:C60 1:1 absorber blends (MR 0.002 and MR 0.001), a deep trap distribution was
identified, which is absent in undoped blends. The trap densities of approx. 1016 cm−3 were only a few percent
of the total dopant density. In order to compute trap depths, UPS spectra (taken from Ref. [362]) of neat and
blended ZnPc and C60 were quantitatively analyzed. For the 1:1 blend, significant energetic broadening of
both material’s HOMOs was found. The obtained trap energies at ET = 0.48± 0.1 eV above the HOMO
center were comparable to the impedance spectroscopy results of identical devices reported by Fischer et
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al.. [40] They related the observed signal responses to inherent charge carrier traps of the ZnPc:C60 blend,
which were ’visible’ upon trap-filling by doping. [40] Here in this thesis, the TSC results on those blends and
especially p-doped Spiro-TTB were seen different, i.e. caused by the doping itself. In undoped thin-films, no
TSC signals are recorded, although electric filling provides excess charge carrier to populate possibly existing
trap sites. More likely, the observed traps are directly caused by dopant (Coulomb) interaction with the host
system. Furthermore, this interpretation coincides with the observation of shallows traps (NT ≃ 1016 cm−3)
in p-doped P5 and ZnPc earlier via impedance spectroscopy.
Finally, the stability of various organic hole transporting materials upon water and oxygen exposure during
sample fabrication and storage was examined via TSC. Trap densities in the order of NT = 1016 cm−3 were
found in intrinsic pentacene, ZnPc, MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA. These trap densities increased partially by
more than 100% when the de-encapsulated devices were stored in ambient air or pure oxygen atmosphere
for few days. Polycrystalline P5 and ZnPc thin-films were more susceptible than amorphous MeO-TPD
and m-MTDATA. It was suspected that impurities diffusively pass the aluminum top contact, i.e. the only
remaining barrier between the atmosphere and the organic semiconductors, and penetrate into the thin-films.
Similar TSC experiments were conducted for thin-films fabricated under oxygen partial pressure and exposed
to moist air exposure during the fabrication. A necessary vacuum annealing step before the evaporation of
the top contact seemed to minimize additional contamination, especially in amorphous-type thin-films.
The found traps in MeO-TPD, m-MTDATA, and ZnPc1 were identified as hole traps by the exploit of release
time differences when the trap-containing thin-films were sandwiched by ’trap-free’ Spiro-TTB spacer layers.
For the latter, a charge carrier mobility was determined to µ = 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 at approx. 100K. This spacer
layer concept and its capability to determine the polarity of trap distributions has been completely new to
TSC experiments. Furthermore, it has emphasized the necessity to consider the charge carrier transport at
low temperatures and not only their temperature-dependent release when analyzing TSC results.
Combining the knowledge gained of the temperature-dependent transport levels of the HTL materials and the
dispersive transport of thermally released charge carriers, a global hole trap distribution caused by oxygen
impurities was identified. For Pentacene, ZnPc, MeO-TPD, and m-MTDATA it has been found at energies of
4.7...4.8 eV. In case of materials with a higher ionization potential such as Spiro-TTB, BF-DPB, or NPB, this
global trap has been suspected to occur in TSC experiments close to room temperature, which, however,
were not accessible due to setup limitations.
Outlook
Although the results of this work represent a step forward in understanding the nature of charge carrier traps
in organic semiconductors, several questions and tasks remain untouched. It has to be the aim of further
investigations to combine the largest possible quantum of results on trap spectroscopy, charge carrier transport,
and thin-film aggregation, in particular assessing the energetic DOS disorder. Only by that, a coherent
appraisal is obtained and weak points, e.g. of materials, can be studiously eradicated. The opportunities for
chemistry, material science, and device design are here manifold. In the following, some starting points for
further work shall be given. Hereby, their order does not represent their importance.
It has been shown in Chapter 5 that the UPS setup is rather limited in determining the energetic dis-
order of an organic semiconductor system. On one hand, the signal-to-noise ratio of the present IAPP system
is bad in comparison to top-notch UPS systems such as in Chiba, Japan. [256,400] Additional, secondary line
1precisely: ZnPc exhibits hole and electron traps. The TSC spectra are superimposed.
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emission, which could be suppressed by using a monochromator or even synchrotron radiation, is a big
problem. Since replacements and additional personal are costly, a collaboration is highly recommended. On
the other hand, the UPS method itself suffers from signal broadening as explained previously. The determined
UPS disorder parameters do not equal the energetic disorder of the DOS, but have to be ’translated’. In
the present thesis, this was done via comparison with literature values from computer simulations or charge
carrier transport experiments. Hence, a workaround should be a catalog of UPS and non-UPS results for
several materials, which allows to calculate a ’translation function’ for the individual UPS system. Here, the
group of Denis Andrienko (Mainz, Germany) shows great expertise in computing energetic disorders. [383]
Possibly, charge carrier localizations 1/γ can be determined for each material and thin-film formation in this
context. Afterwards, a next, important step is the examination of the energetic disorder in doped films, mixed
(blend) films, and blends grown at different substrate temperatures. The suspected DOS broadening should
ascertainably affect the transport level positions.
Significant progress in understanding and analyzing thermally stimulated currents has been made by combining
thermally stimulated charge carrier release and dispersive transport of the released charge carriers. However,
the modeling requires some essential parameters to obtain correct trap depths. It has been found, that the
charge carrier extraction is driven by the built-in potential Vbi, which was estimated from current-voltage
characteristics and C(V) spectroscopy. The values seemed to be heavily influenced by interface dipoles between
the organic semiconductors and the electrodes, which should be verified via UPS. Moreover, the independence
of Vbi on the temperature has to be examined. Another crucial parameter has been the extraction mobility.
For Spiro-TTB, a mobility of approx. 10−13 cm2 Vs−1 was found around 100K by utilizing the new spacer
layer concept. The ideal result would be a complete data set µ (T ) for all examined materials. Here, thin-films
comprising different trap depths (i.e. release temperatures) could be combined with spacer layers of the sought
material to yield further estimates of µ (T ).
Concerning the shallow traps found in doped HTLs, additional experiments are required to conclude on their
origin. Both impedance spectroscopy and TSC reveal shallow trap densities in the order of 1016 cm−3, which
arise only in case of p-doping. Up to now, it is not resolved if these are Coulomb distortions of the host system
or additional, possible acceptor levels EA as introduced by Tietze. [91,207] The next step has to be a comparative
study of well-known material systems such as P5:C60, ZnPc:F6-TCNNQ, or MeO-TPD:F6-TCNNQ. Moreover,
the examinations should be extended to n-doped systems.
The observed temperature-dependence of the Fermi level in ZnPc has raised several questions. Obvi-
ously, the number of the free charge carriers is determined by the ratio of inherent traps and active dopants.
The latter relates to the introduced molar dopant ratio but at the same time to the most probably field-
and temperature-dependent dissociation probability ζ(F, T ) of the charge transfer states host:dopant. These
observations explain why a simple description in terms of Fermi-Dirac statistics is not complete and needs
to be extended by a suitable description of ζ. Furthermore, it has to be clarified if (more) active dopants
cause (more) Coulomb traps within the host matrix. Combining those findings could explain the ambiguous
trends in Mott-Schottky plots under temperature variation (e.g. N−A increasing with decreasing tempera-
ture). [401] Moreover, comparative studies of traps via impedance spectroscopy and TSC are highly suggested.
Especially the hole capture parameter β = 10−9...10−10 cm3s−1, which shifts the trap depth, should be verified.
In case of the identified global trap level in the HTL materials, further investigations are required. It
has to be clarified, whether the traps are additional states at the oxygen impurities or originate from the
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disturbed energetic order of the host. The latter option has to be checked by nitrogen or argon exposure of the
organic semiconductors. The former task is more complicated and requires quantum mechanical calculations
of the energy levels of (molecular) oxygen within the host matrices. Similar computations should be done
for H2O complexes, which are expected to come into play when HTL materials are exposed to ambient air.
Moreover, the oxygen transmission rates of the encapsulation barriers and especially the standard aluminum
top contact need an evaluation, for instance via calcium tests. In that sense, impurity diffusion could be
quantized and related to the actual increase in trap densities. In general, charge carrier transport experiments,
e.g. conductivity or mobility measurements, would be required to show the negative impact of ambient air and
especially oxygen on the various HTL materials. Since the existence of the global oxygen trap is assumed for
all HTL materials, it should be observable via TSC for Spiro-TTB, BF-DPB, and NPB likewise - due to their
higher IPs, however, close to room temperature. Sadly, the cryostat of the current TSC setup is restricted to
temperatures below 325K. In order to be able to scan deeper traps than done here in this thesis, another
invest would be required, preferably in a fast-cooling small-volume cryostat.
Although it could not be outlined in detail in this thesis, old material batches quite often stored for some
years after their initial purification featured higher trap densities. It is believed that storing of important
materials should be done under vacuum conditions and not in packages of sealed foil in ambient air.
Last but not least, the trap studies should be extended to current high-performance OPV materials and help
to further improve their efficiencies. In that sense, Fig. 10.1 illustrates TSC spectra, most recently recorded
for complete DCV5T-Me3,3:C60 solar cells. In contrast to the previously investigated thin-films, these samples
were filled optically by illumination from a broadband white light source without additional bias voltage. The
resulting filling current was at approx. 1mA, which clearly demonstrates the functionality of organic solar cells
at temperatures as low as 10K. The obtained TSC spectra provide enough space for further investigations. In
particular, shallow traps are suspected to originate from the doped transport layers and deeper traps from the
absorber blend. However, for logical reasons, the solar cell stack should be reduced to a minimal number of
layers to be able to conclude on the exact origin of the trap signals. Afterwards, the impact of manipulations
such as a variation of the substrate temperature, the mixing ratios in the blend or a substitution of individual
materials should be investigated.
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Figure 10.1.: TSC spectra (β = 5Kmin−1) taken for various DCV2-5T-Me(3,3):C60 nip solar cells. The thickness of
the absorbing blend layer is varied between 30 nm and 100 nm. Because of the inverted sample structure, the TSCs are
at opposite sign. They reveal shallow traps most probably originating from the doped transport layers. The TSCs
caused by deeper traps scale with the thickness of the blend layer. For comparison, already a single 100 nm blend layer
of DCV2-5T-Me(3,3):C60 (2:1) exhibits a broad TSC spectra (non-inverted sample). Measured together with Natalia
Sergeeva, IAPP.
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A.1. Trap Capacitance Fitting - Burtone Model
Listing A.1: Simulation of Trap Capacitance in Organic Semiconductor Diodes
1 import py l ab
2 import ma t p l o t l i b . p yp l o t as p l t
3 import numpy as np
4 from s c i p y import l o a d t x t
5 from mpmath import ∗
6
7 h i g h_p r e c i s i o n = 0 # needed when Fermi−D caus e s dev /0 e r r o r
8 mp. dps = 50 # standa rd f l o a t p r e c i s i o n
9 _mpf0 = mp. mpf ( 0 . 0 )
10 _dtype_object = np . dtype ( ’ o b j e c t ’ )
11 _cfunc_f loat = np . v e c t o r i z e ( f l o a t )
12
13 de f mpfze ros ( shape ) :
14 """ c o n s t r u c t an NumPy a r r a y o f shape " shape "
15 f i l l e d w i th z e r o mpf ’ s """
16 r e s = np . empty ( shape , ob j e c t )
17 r e s 2 = r e s . r a v e l ( )
18 f o r i i n xrange ( l e n ( r e s 2 ) ) :
19 r e s 2 [ i ] = mp. mpf ( 0 . 0 )
20 r e t u r n r e s
21
22 de f mpar r a y2np f l o a t ( a ) :
23 """ conv e r t a NumPy a r r a y o f mpmath o b j e c t s (mpf/mpc)
24 to a NumPy a r r a y o f f l o a t """
25 tmp = a . r a v e l ( )
26 r e s = _cfunc_f loat ( tmp)
27 r e t u r n r e s . r e shape ( a . shape )
28 de f Ccombi_onepos ( st_st , traps_gau , traps_exp , f r eq ,
29 t r a n s po r t , h i g h_p r e c i s i o n ) :
30
31 # lo ad i n g s imu l a t i o n pa ramete r s from g i v en a r r a y
32 Ev = st_st [ 0 ] # eV
33 Ec = st_st [ 1 ] # eV
34 Ef = st_st [ 2 ] # eV
35 T = st_st [ 3 ] # K
36 omega = 2∗np . p i ∗ f r e q
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37 # Gauss i an t r ap pa ramete r s
38 Nt_gau = traps_gau [ 0 ] # cm−3
39 sigma_gau = traps_gau [ 1 ] # eV
40 Et_gau = traps_gau [ 2 ] # eV
41
42 # exp o n e n t i a l t r a p pa ramete r s
43 Nt_exp = traps_exp [ 0 ] # cm−3
44 T0_exp = traps_exp [ 1 ] # K
45
46 # mapping o f ene rgy i n t e r v a l s
47 E = np . l i n s p a c e (Ev , Ec , 200 )
48
49 # s t a t i o n a r y model : e q u i l i b r i um t r ap occupa t i on + capa c i t a n c e
50 i f h i g h_p r e c i s i o n == 1 :
51 f t = mpfze ros (200)
52 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( f t ) ) :
53 i f t r a n s p o r t == 0 :
54 f t [ i ] = 1−(1/(1+exp ( (E [ i ]−Ef )/ ( k∗T) ) ) )
55 e l i f t r a n s p o r t == 1 :
56 f t [ i ] = 1/(1+exp ( (E [ i ]−Ef )/ ( k∗T) ) )
57 e l s e :
58 i f t r a n s p o r t == 0 :
59 f t = (1−(1/(1+np . exp ( (E−Ef )/ ( k∗T) ) ) ) )
60 e l i f t r a n s p o r t == 1 :
61 f t = 1/(1+np . exp ( (E−Ef )/ ( k∗T) ) )
62
63 i f t r a n s p o r t == 0 : # ho l e t r ap d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n
64 g = ( ( Nt_gau/np . s q r t (2∗ np . p i ∗ sigma_gau ∗∗2))
65 ∗np . exp ((−(E−Et_gau )∗∗2)/(2∗ sigma_gau ∗∗2) ) )
66 + (Nt_exp /( k∗T0_exp)∗ np . exp ( ( Ev−E)/( k∗T0_exp ) ) )
67 e l i f t r a n s p o r t == 1 : # e l e c t r o n t r ap d e n s i t y d i s t r i b u t i o n
68 g = ( ( Nt_gau/np . s q r t (2∗ np . p i ∗ sigma_gau ∗∗2))
69 ∗np . exp ((−(E−Et_gau )∗∗2)/(2∗ sigma_gau ∗∗2) ) )
70 + (Nt_exp /( k∗T0_exp)∗ np . exp ( (E−Ec )/ ( k∗T0_exp ) ) )
71
72 nt_E = g ∗ f t # t r ap occupa t i on
73 Ct = q∗∗2 / ( k∗T) ∗ g ∗ f t ∗ (1− f t ) # e q u i l i b r i um capa c i t a n c e
74
75 # sma l l s i g n a l model upon o s c i l l a t o r y e x c i t a t i o n
76 i f t r a n s p o r t == 0 :
77 e p s i l o n = beta ∗Nc∗np . exp ( ( Ev−E)/( k∗T) )
78 e l i f t r a n s p o r t == 1 :
79 e p s i l o n = beta ∗Nc∗np . exp ( (E−Ec )/ ( k∗T) )
80
81 omega_t = e p s i l o n / (1− f t )
82 omega_t = mpa r r a y2np f l o a t ( omega_t )
83 Ctraps_re = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( f r e q ) )
84 Ctraps_im = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( f r e q ) )
85
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86 # capa c i t a n c e c a l c u l a t i o n
87 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( f r e q ) ) :
88 Ctraps_re [ i ]= Area∗np . t r a p z (E , ( Ct /(1+(omega [ i ] / omega_t )∗∗2 ) ) ) / q
89 Ctraps_im [ i ]= Area∗np . t r a p z (E , ( Ct ∗ ( omega [ i ] / omega_t ) /
90 (1+(omega [ i ] / omega_t )∗∗2 ) ) ) / q
91
92 r e t u r n (E , f t , g , nt_E , omega_t , Ctraps_re , Ctraps_im )
93
94 # de f i n e g l o b a l p h y s i c a l c o n s t a n t s and sample pa ramete r s
95 k = 8.617343 e−5 # eV K−1
96 q = 1.602176487 e−19 # C
97 Nc = 1e20 # cm−3
98 T = 295 # K
99 d = 50e−7 # cm
100 A = 6.44 e−2 # cm2
101 t r a n s p o r t = 0 # 0 . . h−t r a n s po r t , 1 . . e−t r a n s p o r t
102
103 # import banddiagram
104 method = 1 # 2 . . from OSOLsim , 1 . . from OLEDsim
105 p r o f i l e p a t h = "Points_0 . 0 0 . t x t "
106 i f method == 2 :
107 p r o f i l e = l o a d t x t ( p r o f i l e p a t h , dtype=" f l o a t " ,
108 u s e c o l s =(0 ,10 ,11 ,12 ,13) , s k i p r ows=47)
109 i f method == 1 :
110 p r o f i l e = l o a d t x t ( p r o f i l e p a t h , dtype=" f l o a t " ,
111 u s e c o l s =(0 ,15 ,14 ,13 ,12) , s k i p r ows=1)
112
113 i n t e r f a c e s =[0 ,51 ]
114 p r o f i l e = p r o f i l e [ p r o f i l e [ : , 0 ] >= i n t e r f a c e s [ 0 ] ]
115 p r o f i l e = p r o f i l e [ p r o f i l e [ : , 0 ] <= i n t e r f a c e s [ 1 ] ]
116
117 x = p r o f i l e [ : , 0 ]
118 Ec = p r o f i l e [ : , 1 ]
119 Ev = p r o f i l e [ : , 2 ]
120 Ef_n = p r o f i l e [ : , 3 ]
121 Ef_p = p r o f i l e [ : , 4 ]
122
123 x = x − x [ 0 ]
124 Ef [ : ] = −4.55 # s e t Fermi l e v e l p o s i t i o n
125
126 # import measured data and t r ap pa ramete r s
127 f i l e p a t h = "Cf_spect ra . t x t "
128 data = l o a d t x t ( f i l e p a t h , dtype=" f l o a t " , u s e c o l s =(0 ,1 ,2 ,3 , 4 ,5 , 6 ) ,
129 s k i p r ows=7)
130 t r a p s = l o a d t x t ( " t raps_paramete r s . t x t " , dtype=" f l o a t " ,
131 u s e c o l s =(0 ,1 ,2 ,3 ,4 ,5 ) , s k i p r ows=1)
132 f r eqmeas = data [ : , 0 ] # Hz
133 Ctotmeas = data [ : , 5 ] # Ohm
134 Ztotmeas = data [ : , 3 ] # Ohm
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135 Phmeas = data [ : , 4 ] # deg
136 beta = t r a p s [ 5 ] # cm2 s−1
137
138 # Gauss i an t r ap
139 Nt_gau = t r a p s [ 0 ] # cm−3
140 s igma = t r a p s [ 1 ] # eV
141 i f t r a n s p o r t == 0 :
142 Et = Ev+t r a p s [ 2 ] # eV
143 e l i f t r a n s p o r t == 1 :
144 Et = Ec−t r a p s [ 2 ] # eV
145
146 # exp o n e n t i a l t r a p
147 Nt_exp = t r a p s [ 3 ] # cm−3
148 T0_exp = t r a p s [ 4 ] # K
149
150 # i n i t i a l i z e
151 f r e q = np . l o g s p a c e (−3 ,7 ,100) # 1eX Hz
152 omega = 2∗np . p i ∗ f r e q
153
154 ft_x = np . z e r o s ( shape =(200 , l e n ( x ) ) )
155 g_x = np . z e r o s ( shape =(200 , l e n ( x ) ) )
156 nt_E_x = np . z e r o s ( shape =(200 , l e n ( x ) ) )
157 omega_t_x = np . z e r o s ( shape =(200 , l e n ( x ) ) )
158
159 Ctraps_re_x = np . z e r o s ( shape=( l e n ( f r e q ) , l e n ( x ) ) )
160 Ctraps_im_x = np . z e r o s ( shape=( l e n ( f r e q ) , l e n ( x ) ) )
161
162 Ctraps_re = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( f r e q ) )
163 Ctraps_im = np . z e r o s ( l e n ( f r e q ) )
164
165 E = np . z e r o s ( shape =(200 , l e n ( x ) ) )
166
167 # c a l c u l a t e s p a c i a l d i s t r i b u t i o n o f the t r ap c apa c i t a n c e
168 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( x ) ) :
169 p r i n t i
170 st_onepos=[Ev [ i ] , Ec [ i ] , Ef [ i ] , T]
171 traps_gau=[Nt_gau , sigma , Et [ i ] ]
172 t raps_exp=[Nt_exp , T0_exp ]
173 (E [ : , i ] , f t_x [ : , i ] , g_x [ : , i ] , nt_E_x [ : , i ] , omega_t_x [ : , i ] ,
174 Ctraps_re_x [ : , i ] , Ctraps_im_x [ : , i ] ) = Ccombi_onepos (
175 st_onepos , traps_gau , traps_exp , f r eq , t r a n s p o r t , h i g h_p r e c i s i o n )
176
177 # s p a c i a l i n t e g r a t i o n
178 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( f r e q ) ) :
179 Ctraps_re [ i ] = np . t r a p z ( np . l i n s p a c e (0 , d , l e n ( x ) ) , Ctraps_re_x [ i , : ] )
180 Ctraps_im [ i ] = np . t r a p z ( np . l i n s p a c e (0 , d , l e n ( x ) ) , Ctraps_im_x [ i , : ] )
181
182 # o v e r a l l impedance : Rs , Rp & Cp from e q u i v a l e n t c i r c u i t f i t
183 Rs=87.82 # Ohm
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184 Rp=3.3445 e6 # Ohm
185 Cp=6.7e−9 # F
186
187 Gp = 1/(Rp + (2 ∗ np . p i ∗ np . mu l t i p l y ( f r eq , Ctraps_im .T) ) )
188 Bp = 2 ∗ np . p i ∗ f r e q ∗ (Cg + Ctraps_re .T)
189 Ypsq = (Gp∗∗2) + (Bp∗∗2)
190
191 Rtot = Rs + (Gp/Ypsq )
192 Xtot = −Bp/Ypsq
193 Ztot sq = Rtot ∗∗2 + Xtot ∗∗2
194
195 Ztot = np . s q r t ( Ztot sq )
196 Ph = np . a r c t an (−Xtot /Rtot ) ∗ −180/np . p i
197 Ctot = (−Xtot )/(2 ∗ np . p i ∗ f r e q ∗ ( Ztot sq ) )
198
199 # p l o t t i n g t r ap DOS, capac i t ance , modulus & phase
200 p l t . f i g u r e (0 , f i g s i z e =(15 , 10) )
201
202 ax1 = p l t . s u b p l o t 2 g r i d ( ( 2 , 3 ) , ( 0 , 0 ) , c o l s p an=2)
203 ax2 = p l t . s u b p l o t 2 g r i d ( ( 2 , 3 ) , ( 0 , 2 ) )
204 ax3 = p l t . s u b p l o t 2 g r i d ( ( 2 , 3 ) , (1 , 0 ) )
205 ax4 = p l t . s u b p l o t 2 g r i d ( ( 2 , 3 ) , (1 , 1 ) )
206 ax5 = p l t . s u b p l o t 2 g r i d ( ( 2 , 3 ) , (1 , 2 ) )
207
208 p r i n t Ctotmeas
209
210 ax1 . p l o t ( f reqmeas , Ctotmeas , "bo" , f r eq , Ctot , " r−" , l i n ew i d t h =2.0)
211 ax1 . s e t_x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
212 ax1 . s e t_y l a b e l ( ’ Capac i t ance (F) ’ )
213 ax1 . s e t_x s c a l e ( ’ l o g ’ )
214 ax1 . se t_x l im ( [ 1 e1 , 1 e6 ] )
215 ax1 . se t_y l im ( [ 0 , 25e−9])
216 ax1 . s e t _ t i t l e ( ’ Capac i t ance spectrum ’ )
217 ax1 . g r i d ( True )
218
219 ax2 . p l o t ( x , Ec , " r−" , x , Ev , "b−" , x , Ef , "k : " , l i n ew i d t h =2.0)
220 ax2 . s e t_x l a b e l ( ’ p o s i t i o n (nm) ’ )
221 ax2 . s e t_y l a b e l ( ’ Energy ( eV) ’ )
222 ax2 . s e t _ t i t l e ( ’ Band diagram ’ )
223 ax2 . g r i d ( True )
224
225 ax3 . p l o t ( f reqmeas , Ztotmeas , "bo" , f r eq , Ztot , " r−" , l i n ew i d t h =2.0)
226 ax3 . s e t_x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
227 ax3 . s e t_y l a b e l ( ’ Modulus (Ohm) ’ )
228 ax3 . s e t_x s c a l e ( ’ l o g ’ )
229 ax3 . s e t_y s c a l e ( ’ l o g ’ )
230 ax3 . se t_x l im ( [ 1 e0 , 1 e6 ] )
231 ax3 . g r i d ( True )
232
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233 ax4 . p l o t ( f reqmeas , Phmeas , "bo" , f r eq , Ph , " r−" , l i n ew i d t h =2.0)
234 ax4 . s e t_x l a b e l ( ’ Frequency (Hz) ’ )
235 ax4 . s e t_y l a b e l ( ’ Phase ang l e ( deg ) ’ )
236 ax4 . s e t_x s c a l e ( ’ l o g ’ )
237 ax4 . se t_x l im ( [ 1 e0 , 1 e6 ] )
238 ax4 . g r i d ( True )
239
240 ax5 . p l o t (E [ : , 1 ] , g_x [ : , 1 ] , "k" , l i n ew i d t h =2.0 , l a b e l="Ntgau=" +
241 s t r (Nt_gau ) + "/ sigma=" + s t r ( s igma ) + "/ depth=" +
242 s t r ( t r a p s [ 2 ] ) + "\n Ntexp=" + s t r (Nt_exp ) +
243 "/ T0=" + s t r (T0_exp ) )
244 ax5 . s e t_x l a b e l ( ’ Energy ( eV) ’ )
245 ax5 . s e t_y l a b e l ( ’ Den s i t y o f s t a t e s (cm−3) ’ )
246 ax5 . s e t _ t i t l e ( ’ Trap d i s t r i b u t i o n ’ )
247 ax5 . l e g end ( l o c =2, prop={ ’ s i z e ’ : 9 } )
248 ax5 . g r i d ( True )
249
250 p l t . s u p t i t l e ( "Burtone model f o r impedance a n a l y s i s " )
251 p l t . show ( )
252
253 # expo r t r e s u l t s
254 out = open ( "band_diagram . t x t " , "w" )
255 out . w r i t e ( " P o s i t i o n (nm) \ t Ec ( eV) \ t Ef ( eV) \ t Ev ( eV) \n" )
256 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( x ) ) :
257 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( x [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( Ec [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( Ef [ i ] ) +
258 " \ t " + s t r ( Ev [ i ] ) + " \n" )
259 out . c l o s e ( )
260
261 out = open ( " trap_dos . t x t " , "w" )
262 out . w r i t e ( "Energy ( eV) \ t Trap DOS[ cm^−3]\n" )
263 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n (E [ : , 1 ] ) ) :
264 out . w r i t e ( s t r (E [ i ,1]−Ev [ 1 ] ) + " \ t " + s t r (g_x [ i , 1 ] ) + "\n" )
265 out . c l o s e ( )
266
267 out = open ( " Impedance_f i t . t x t " , "w" )
268 out . w r i t e ( " Frequency (Hz) \ t Capac i t ance (F) \ t Modulus (Ohm) \ t
269 Phase ( deg )\n" )
270 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( f r e q ) ) :
271 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( f r e q [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( Ctot [ i ] ) + " \ t " +
272 s t r ( Ztot [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r (Ph [ i ] ) + "\n" )
273 out . c l o s e ( )
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Listing A.2: Calculation of ETr” w/ backward jumps and Gaussian or exponential DOS.
1 from numpy import ∗
2 from s c i p y . op t im i z e import fmin
3 from s c i p y import l o a d t x t , i n t e g r a t e
4 import py l ab
5
6 # ph y s i c a l c o n s t a n t s
7 k = 8.617343 e−5 # eV K−1
8 gamma = 1e9 # m−1
9
10 # DOS f u n c t i o n
11 E0 = 0 # eV
12 s igma = 0.200 # eV
13 N = 1 ∗ 1e27 # m−3
14 E0_exp = 0 # eV
15 T0_exp = 900 # K
16 N_exp = 1e21 # cm−3
17
18 # de f i n e t empe ra tu r e and ene rgy a x i s
19 T_min = 10
20 T_max = 300
21 T_axis = l i n s p a c e (T_max, T_min , 300)
22 E_axis = l i n s p a c e (−15∗ sigma , 15∗ sigma , 300)
23
24 # se t d e n s i t y o f s t a t e s
25 Gauss_DOS = (N/( s q r t (2 ∗ p i )∗ s igma ) )∗ exp (−(( E_axis − E0 )∗∗2)/
26 (2∗ ( s igma ∗∗2)) # change to EXP_DOS f o r exp . DOS
27 de f f unc ( x , a ) :
28 r e t u r n (N/( s q r t (2 ∗ p i )∗ s igma ) )∗ exp (−(( x − E0 )∗∗2)/
29 (2∗ ( s igma ∗∗2 ) ) )∗ ( ( a−x )∗∗3)
30 # change to EXP_DOS ∗ ( a−x )∗∗3 f o r exp . DOS
31
32 # i n i t i a l i z e and c a l c u l a t e
33 E j_ i n i t i a l_gu e s s = 0 .0
34 Ej = 0 .0
35 E j_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s = [ ]
36
37 f o r i i n range ( l e n ( T_axis ) ) :
38 p r i n t T_axis [ i ]
39 de f r e s i d u a l ( Ej ) :
40 r e t u r n abs ( ( ( i n t e g r a t e . quad ( func , − i n f , Ej , a r g s=(Ej , ) ) [ 0 ] )
41 − (6/ p i ∗ (gamma ∗ k ∗ T_axis [ i ] ) ∗ ∗ 3 ) ) )
42
43 r e s u l t = fmin ( r e s i d u a l , E j_ i n i t i a l_gu e s s )
44 p r i n t r e s u l t
45 E j_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s . append ( r e s u l t [ 0 ] )
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46 # draw r e s u l t s
47 py l ab . p l o t ( T_axis , E j_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s , " ro " )
48 py l ab . x l a b e l ( "Temperature (K) " )
49 py l ab . y l a b e l ( " Ej − E_0 (eV) " )
50 py l ab . show ( )
51
52 # expo r t r e s u l t s
53 out = open ( " calc_jump_level_wBackjumps . t x t " , "w" )
54 out . w r i t e ( " R e s u l t s : \n E0 = " + s t r (E0 ) + "\n sigma = " + s t r ( s igma )
55 + "\n N = " + s t r (N) + "\n E0_exp = " + s t r (E0_exp ) + "\n T0_exp = "
56 + s t r (T0_exp ) + "\n N_exp = " + s t r (N_exp) + "\n\n" )
57 out . w r i t e ( "Temperature (K) \ t Ej − E0 (eV) \n" )
58
59 f o r i i n range ( l e n ( T_axis ) ) :
60 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( T_axis [ i ] ) + " \ t "
61 + s t r ( E j_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s [ i ] ) + "\n" )
62 out . c l o s e ( )
Listing A.3: Calculation of ETr’ w/o backward jumps and Gaussian + exponential DOS.
1 from numpy import ∗
2 from s c i p y . op t im i z e import fmin
3 from s c i p y import l o a d t x t , i n t e g r a t e
4 import py l ab
5
6 # ph y s i c a l c o n s t a n t s
7 k = 8.617343 e−5 # eV K−1
8 gamma = 1e9 # m−1
9 # DOS f u n c t i o n
10 E0 = 0 # eV
11 s igma_array = [ 0 . 2 4 8 ] # eV
12 N_array = [ 5 . 9 1 ∗ 1e26 ] # m−3
13 E0_exp_array = [ −0 .48 ] # eV
14 T0_exp_array = [ 0 . 3 4 5 ] # eV
15 N_exp_array = [ 6 . 6 2 ∗ 1e25 ] # cm−3
16 E_cutof f_array = [ −0 .75 ] # eV
17
18 f o r a i n range ( l e n ( s igma_array ) ) :
19 s igma = sigma_array [ a ]
20 N = N_array [ a ]
21 E0_exp = E0_exp_array [ a ]
22 T0_exp = T0_exp_array [ a ]
23 N_exp = N_exp_array [ a ]
24 E_cutof f = E_cutof f_array [ a ]
25
26 # de f i n e t empe ra tu r e and ene rgy a x i s
27 T_min = 10
28 T_max = 300
29 T_axis = l i n s p a c e (T_max, T_min , 10)
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30 E_axis = l i n s p a c e ( E_cutoff , 1 , 300)
31
32 # se t d e n s i t y o f s t a t e s
33 Gauss_DOS = (N/( s q r t (2 ∗ p i )∗ s igma ) )∗ exp (−(( E_axis − E0 )∗∗2)/
34 (2∗ ( s igma ∗∗2) ) )
35 EXP_DOS = (N_exp/T0_exp ∗ exp ((−E0_exp+E_axis )/ (T0_exp ) ) )
36
37 def func1 ( x ) :
38 i f x > E0_exp :
39 r e t u r n (N/( s q r t (2 ∗ p i )∗ s igma ) )∗ exp (−(( x − E0 )∗∗2)/
40 (2∗ ( s igma ∗∗2) ) )
41 e l i f x < E_cutof f :
42 r e t u r n 0
43 e l s e :
44 r e t u r n (N_exp/T0_exp ∗ exp ((−E0_exp+x )/(T0_exp ) ) )
45
46 N_E = [ ]
47 f o r b i n range ( l e n ( E_axis ) ) :
48 N_E. append ( func1 ( E_axis [ b ] ) )
49
50 # i n i t i a l i z e and c a l c u l a t e
51 E t r_ i n i t i a l_gu e s s = 0 .0
52 Et r = 0 .0
53 E t r_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s = [ ]
54
55 f o r i i n range ( l e n ( T_axis ) ) :
56 p r i n t T_axis [ i ]
57
58 de f func2 ( x , Ej , r ) :
59 r e t u r n func1 ( x ) ∗ (8∗ (1 − ( x − Ej )/(2 ∗ k ∗ T_axis [ i ] ∗ gamma
60 ∗ r ) ) + 3∗(1 − ( x − Ej )/(2 ∗ k ∗ T_axis [ i ] ∗ gamma ∗ r ) )∗∗4)
61
62 de f t a r g e t_ s i t e s ( Ej , r ) :
63 r e t u r n p i ∗( r ∗∗3)/12 ∗ (11 ∗ i n t e g r a t e . quad ( func1 , − i n f , E j ) [ 0 ]
64 + i n t e g r a t e . quad ( func2 , Ej , E j + (2∗ k ∗ T_axis [ i ] ∗ gamma
65 ∗ r ) , a r g s=(Ej , r , ) ) [ 0 ] )
66
67 de f func3 ( r , E j ) :
68 r e t u r n r ∗∗2 ∗ (1 − exp(− t a r g e t_ s i t e s ( Ej , r ) ) )
69
70 de f func4 ( Ej , Et r ) :
71 r e t u r n func1 ( Ej ) ∗ i n t e g r a t e . quad ( func3 , 0 , ( Et r − Ej )/
72 (2 ∗ gamma ∗ k ∗ T_axis [ i ] ) , a r g s=(Ej , ) ) [ 0 ]
73
74 de f r e s i d u a l ( Et r ) :
75 r e t u r n abs ( ( ( i n t e g r a t e . quad ( func4 , − i n f , Etr , a r g s=(Etr , ) ) [ 0 ] )
76 − 1/(4∗ p i ) ) )
77
78 r e s u l t = fmin ( r e s i d u a l , E t r_ i n i t i a l_gu e s s )
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79 p r i n t r e s u l t
80 E t r_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s . append ( r e s u l t [ 0 ] )
81
82 # expo r t r e s u l t s
83 out = open ( " ca lc_transport_leve l_woBackjumps_" + s t r ( a )
84 + " . t x t " , "w" )
85 out . w r i t e ( " R e s u l t s : \n E0 = " + s t r (E0 ) + "\n sigma = "
86 + s t r ( s igma ) + "\n N = " + s t r (N) + "\n E0_exp = " + s t r (E0_exp )
87 + "\n T0_exp = " + s t r (T0_exp ) + "\n N_exp = " + s t r (N_exp)
88 + "\n\n" )
89 out . w r i t e ( "Temperature (K) \ t Et r − E0 (eV) \n" )
90
91 f o r i i n range ( l e n ( T_axis ) ) :
92 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( T_axis [ i ] ) + " \ t "
93 + s t r ( E t r_ l e v e l_ r e s u l t s [ i ] ) + "\n" )
94 out . c l o s e ( )
Since minimizing the integral residuals in List. A.3 requires a calculation time around two hours per temperature
point on a 2.7 GHz dual core CPU with 4 GByte RAM, optimization is necessary. Line 30 allows to limit the
number of temperatures to an adequate amount. Here, it is set to 10. If further specific temperatures are
needed, they can be added to the array ’T_axis’ using the .append function. A complete set of ETr (T ) is
obtained by using the previously calculated points from List. A.3 as grid points and applying the polynomial
fit procedure given in List. A.4. By that, the precision of ETr (T ) can be matched with the requirements of
e.g. the temperature scale in TSC measurements. The time benefits are tremendous.
Listing A.4: Polynomial fit procedure to create complete ETr (T ).
1 from numpy import ∗
2 import py l ab
3 import numpy . po l ynom ia l . po l y nom i a l as po l y
4 from s c i p y import opt im i ze , l o a d t x t
5
6 # import e x i s t i n g p o i n t s E_tr (T)
7 f i l e p a t h = " calc_transport_leve l_woBackjumps_0 . t x t "
8 data = l o a d t x t ( f i l e p a t h , dtype=" f l o a t " , u s e c o l s =(0 ,1) , s k i p r ows=9)
9 xdata = data [ : , 0 ]
10 ydata = data [ : , 1 ]
11
12 # f i t and complete E_tr (T)
13 x_new = l i n s p a c e ( xdata .min ( ) , xdata .max ( ) , 300)
14 c o e f s = po l y . p o l y f i t ( xdata , ydata , 10)
15 f f i t = po l y . p o l y v a l (x_new , c o e f s )
16
17 # draw r e s u l t s
18 py l ab . p l o t ( xdata , ydata , " ro " , x_new , f f i t , " r−" )
19 py l ab . t i t l e ( " Transpo r t l e v e l n e g l e c t i n g backward jumps v e r s u s T" )
20 py l ab . x l a b e l ( "Temperature (K) " )
21 py l ab . y l a b e l ( "E_tr − E_0 (eV) " )
22 py l ab . l e g end ( ( ’ data ’ , ’ f i t ’ ) )
23 py l ab . show ( )
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24 # expo r t r e s u l t s
25 out = open ( " ca lc_transport_leve l_woBack jumps_complete . t x t " , "w" )
26 out . w r i t e ( "Temperature (K) \ t E_tr − E_0 (eV) \n" )
27 f o r i i n range ( l e n (x_new ) ) :
28 out . w r i t e ( s t r (x_new [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( f f i t [ i ] ) + " \n" )
29 out . w r i t e ( "\n\n" )
30 out . c l o s e ( )
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Listing A.5: Measurement routine for TSC experiments.
1 import v i s a , s t r i n g , sched , t ime , numpy
2 from s t r u c t import unpack
3
4 # e s t a b l i s h GPIB communicat ion wi th T−c o n t r o l l e r
5 c l a s s LakeShore336 :
6 de f __init__( s e l f , LakeShore336Address ) :
7 s e l f . LakeShore336Address = LakeShore336Address
8 s e l f . LakeShore336 = v i s a . i n s t r umen t ( "GPIB0 : : "
9 +s t r ( LakeShore336Address ) )
10 de f GPIBWrite ( s e l f , GPIBStr ing ) :
11 GPIBResponse = s e l f . LakeShore336 . w r i t e ( GPIBStr ing )
12 de f GPIBAsk ( s e l f , GPIBStr ing ) :
13 GPIBResponse = s e l f . LakeShore336 . ask ( GPIBStr ing )
14 r e t u r n GPIBResponse
15 de f Reading ( s e l f , Channel ) :
16 Temperature = s e l f . LakeShore336 . ask ( "KRDG? "+s t r ( Channel ) )
17 r e t u r n Temperature
18 t c = LakeShore336 ( " 2 5 : : INSTR" )
19
20 # e s t a b l i s h GPIB communicat ion wi th s ou r c e measure u n i t
21 c l a s s Ke i t h l e y 2635 :
22 de f __init__( s e l f , Ke i t h l e y2635Add r e s s ) :
23 s e l f . Ke i t h l e y2635Add r e s s = Ke i t h l e y2635Add r e s s
24 s e l f . Ke i t h l e y2635 = v i s a . i n s t r umen t ( "GPIB0 : : "
25 +s t r ( Ke i t h l e y2635Add r e s s ) )
26 de f GPIBWrite ( s e l f , GPIBStr ing ) :
27 GPIBResponse = s e l f . Ke i t h l e y2635 . w r i t e ( GPIBStr ing )
28 de f GPIBAsk ( s e l f , GPIBStr ing ) :
29 GPIBResponse = s e l f . Ke i t h l e y2635 . ask ( GPIBStr ing )
30 r e t u r n GPIBResponse
31 smu = Ke i t h l e y 2635 ( " 2 6 : : INSTR" )
32
33 # de f i n e m i s c e l l a n e o u s f u n c t i o n s
34 de f w a i t u n t i l ( loadT , s t a b l e t ime , p e r i o d =1):
35 mustend = t ime ( ) + s t a b l e t im e
36 wh i l e t ime ( ) < mustend :
37 i f ( abs ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) − loadT ) <= l o adT t o l e r a n c e )
38 and ( abs ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) − loadT ) <= l o adT t o l e r a n c e ) :
39 s l e e p ( p e r i o d )
40 e l s e :
41 mustend = t ime ( ) + s t a b l e t im e
42 s l e e p ( p e r i o d )
43
44 de f format_time ( t imeva r ) :
45 m, s = divmod ( t imevar , 60)
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46 h , m = divmod (m, 60)
47 t i m e s t r i n g = "%2d h:%02d min :%02d s " % (h , m, s )
48 r e t u r n t i m e s t r i n g
49
50 # se t TSC p r o c e s s pa ramete r s
51 loadT = [ 1 0 ] # K
52 l o a dT t o l e r a n c e = 2 # K
53 l o a d l e v e l = −0.001 # V
54 l o ad t ime = 300 # s
55 f i l l i n g = [ 1 ]
56
57 r e s t t im e = 300 # s
58
59 rampRatesample = 7 # K/min
60 r ampRatevapo r i z e r = 7 # K/min
61 s e t p o i n t s amp l e = [ 1 5 0 ] # K
62 s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r = [ 1 5 0 ] # K
63 stopT = [ 1 5 0 ] # K
64
65 np l c = 1
66 c u r r e n t r a n g e = 1e−12
67 r e l e a s e l e v e l = −0.01 # V
68 mea s u r e i n t e r v a l = 10 # s
69 measurecount = 1
70
71 # Sample i d e n t i f i c a t i o n
72 name = "OSOL1434P3_day2_release−0.01V"
73 p i x e l = 3
74
75 # gene r a t e l o g f i l e f o r batch p r o c e s s i n g o f TSC runs
76 out = open ( "C://TSC/" + name +"_" + s t r ( p i x e l ) +"_TSClog . t x t " , "w" )
77 out . w r i t e ( " ID \ t loadT [K] \ t f i l l i n g \ t s e t p o i n t s amp l e [K] \ t
78 s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r [K] \ t stopT [K] \n" )
79
80 # −−−−−−−− LakeShore 336 T−c o n t r o l l e r c o n f i g u r a t i o n −−−−−−−−−−−
81 # Output Mode Command <output >,<mode>,<input >,<powerup enab le>
82 t c . GPIBWrite ( " r e s e t ( ) " )
83 t c . GPIBWrite ( " c l e a r ( ) " )
84 t c . GPIBWrite ( "OUTMODE 1 ,1 ,1 ,0 " )
85 t c . GPIBWrite ( "OUTMODE 2 ,1 ,2 ,0 " )
86
87 # Cont r o l Loop Mode Command <loop >,<mode : =PID>
88 t c . GPIBWrite ( "ATUNE 1 ,2 " )
89 t c . GPIBWrite ( "ATUNE 2 ,2 " )
90 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 1 ,0 ,0 " )
91 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 2 ,0 ,0 " )
92
93 # −−−−−−−− De f i n i t i o n o f TSC procedu r e −−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−−
94 de f TSC( loadT , f i l l i n g , s e t po i n t s amp l e , s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r , stopT , ID ) :
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95
96 # no ramp hea t i n g f o r loadT + workaround to PID−autotune bug
97 t c . GPIBWrite ( " r e s e t ( ) " )
98 t c . GPIBWrite ( " c l e a r ( ) " )
99 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 1 ,0 ,0 " )
100 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 2 ,0 ,0 " )
101 t c . GPIBWrite ( "PID 1 , 110 ,50 ,20 " )
102 t c . GPIBWrite ( "PID 2 , 110 ,50 ,20 " )
103
104 # con f i g u r e K e i t h l e y 2635 SMU
105 smu . GPIBWrite ( " r e s e t ( ) " )
106 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . func = smua .OUTPUT_DCVOLTS" )
107 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . l i m i t i = 0 .01 " )
108 smu . GPIBWrite ( " d i s p l a y . smua . measure . func = d i s p l a y .MEASURE_DCAMPS" )
109 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . np l c = " +s t r ( np l c ) )
110 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . au to rangev = 1" )
111 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . au to z e r o = 1" )
112 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . count = " +s t r ( measurecount ) )
113 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . i n t e r v a l = 0 .05 " )
114 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . c l e a r ( ) " )
115 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . appendmode = 1" )
116
117 # cooldown to l oad tempe ra tu r e and check i ng f o r s t a b i l i t y
118 t c . GPIBWrite ( " c l e a r ( ) " )
119
120 wh i l e ( i n t ( f l o a t ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 1" ) ) ) != loadT ) or
121 ( i n t ( f l o a t ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 2" ) ) ) != loadT ) :
122 t c . GPIBWrite ( "SETP 1 , "+s t r ( loadT ) )
123 t c . GPIBWrite ( "SETP 2 , "+s t r ( loadT ) )
124 s l e e p (2 )
125
126 p r i n t "Sample c o o l i n g to l oad po i n t @ " + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk (
127 "SETP? 1" ) ) + "/" + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 2" ) ) +" K . . . "
128
129 wh i l e ( ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) − loadT ) > 0) or
130 ( ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) − loadT ) > 0 ) :
131 p r i n t " sample @ " +s t r ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) + " K, v a p o r i z e r @ "
132 +s t r ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) + " K"
133 s l e e p (10)
134
135 p r i n t "Sample dropped below load po i n t @ " + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk (
136 "SETP? 1" ) ) + "/" + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 2" ) )
137
138 s l e e p (60) # wa i t f o r t empe ra tu r e to be l owe r than LoadT f o r some
139 # time , app roach ing LoadT from T < LoadT
140
141 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 1 ,2 " ) # change to "RANGE 1 ,3" f o r loadT > 10 K
142 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 2 ,2 " ) # change to "RANGE 2 ,3" f o r loadT > 10 K
143
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144 p r i n t "Approach ing l oad po i n t from below . . . "
145
146 wh i l e ( abs ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) − loadT ) > l o adT t o l e r a n c e ) or
147 ( abs ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) − loadT ) > l o adT t o l e r a n c e ) :
148 p r i n t " sample @ " +s t r ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) + " K, v a p o r i z e r @ "
149 +s t r ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) + " K"
150 s l e e p (10)
151
152 p r i n t "Load po i n t t empe ra tu r e r eached . "
153 p r i n t "Wait ing f o r t empe ra tu r e to be s t a b l e . . . "
154 w a i t u n t i l ( loadT , 60)
155 p r i n t "Temperature has been s t a b l e f o r 60 s @ " +s t r ( loadT ) +
156 " K +− " +s t r ( l o a dT t o l e r a n c e ) + " K"
157
158 # app l y i n g t r ap f i l l i n g
159 i f f i l l i n g == 1 :
160 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . l e v e l v = " +s t r ( l o a d l e v e l ) )
161 p r i n t " F i l l i n g t r a p s . . . "
162 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_ON" )
163
164 ar ray_t ime = [ ]
165 a r r a y_vapo r i z e r = [ ]
166 array_sample = [ ]
167 array_measure = [ ]
168
169 mustend = t ime ( ) + load t ime
170 wh i l e t ime ( ) < mustend :
171 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . i ( smua . n v bu f f e r 1 ) " )
172 a r r a y_vapo r i z e r . append ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) )
173 array_sample . append ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) )
174 ar ray_t ime . append ( t ime ( ) )
175 l i s tm = [ ]
176 f o r i i n range (1 , measurecount +1):
177 l i s tm . append ( f l o a t ( smu . GPIBAsk ( " p r i n t ( smua . n v bu f f e r 1
178 . r e a d i n g s [ " +s t r ( i ) +" ] ) " ) ) )
179 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . c l e a r ( ) " )
180 array_measure . append (numpy . mean ( l i s tm ) )
181 s l e e p (1 )
182
183 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_OFF" )
184
185 # expo r t measured f i l l i n g c u r r e n t s
186 out = open ( "C://TSC/" + name +"_" + s t r ( p i x e l ) +"_ID" +
187 s t r ( ID ) +"_TSC_fi l l . t x t " , "w" )
188 out . w r i t e ( "Time [ s ] \ t T_Sample [K] \ t T_Vaporizer [K] \ t
189 Cur r en t [A] \ n" )
190
191 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( array_measure ) ) :
192 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( ar ray_t ime [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( ar ray_sample [ i ] )
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193 + " \ t " + s t r ( a r r a y_vapo r i z e r [ i ] ) + " \ t " +
194 s t r ( array_measure [ i ] ) + "\n" )
195 out . c l o s e ( )
196
197 # r e s t t ime f o r sample
198 p r i n t "Sample r e s t s f o r " +s t r ( r e s t t im e ) +" seconds . "
199 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . l e v e l v = −0.001" )
200 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_ON" )
201 s l e e p ( r e s t t im e )
202 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_OFF" )
203
204 # con f i g u r e SMU f o r TSC measurement
205 smu . GPIBWrite ( " d i s p l a y . smua . measure . func = d i s p l a y .MEASURE_DCAMPS" )
206 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . au to rangev = 1" )
207 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . count = " +s t r ( measurecount ) )
208 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . i n t e r v a l = 0 .05 " )
209 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . c l e a r ( ) " )
210 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . appendmode = 1" )
211 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . l e v e l v = " +s t r ( r e l e a s e l e v e l ) )
212
213 # s t a r t TSC ramping
214 t c . GPIBWrite ( " c l e a r ( ) " )
215 t c . GPIBWrite ( " r e s e t ( ) " )
216
217 p r i n t " Per fo rm ing TSC . . . " + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 1" ) ) +
218 "/" + s t r ( t c . GPIBAsk ( "SETP? 2" ) )
219
220 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 1 ,1 , " +s t r ( r ampRatevapo r i z e r ) )
221 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RAMP 2 ,1 , " +s t r ( rampRatesample ) )
222 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 1 ,3 " )
223 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 2 ,3 " )
224
225 s l e e p (10)
226 t c . GPIBWrite ( "SETP 1 , "+s t r ( s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r ) )
227 t c . GPIBWrite ( "SETP 2 , "+s t r ( s e t p o i n t s amp l e ) )
228 ar ray_t ime = [ ]
229 array_sample = [ ]
230 a r r a y_vapo r i z e r = [ ]
231 array_measure = [ ]
232
233 out = open ( "C://TSC/" + name +"_" + s t r ( p i x e l ) +"_ID"
234 + s t r ( ID ) +"_TSC_run_preview . t x t " , "w" )
235 out . w r i t e ( "Time \ t T_Sample [K] \ t T_Vaporizer [K] \ t
236 Cur r en t [A] \ n" )
237
238 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_ON" )
239
240 wh i l e f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) <= stopT :
241 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . measure . i ( smua . n v bu f f e r 1 ) " )
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242 a r r a y_vapo r i z e r . append ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "A" ) ) )
243 array_sample . append ( f l o a t ( t c . Reading ( "B" ) ) )
244 ar ray_t ime . append ( f l o a t ( t ime ( ) ) )
245 l i s tm = [ ]
246 f o r i i n range (1 , measurecount +1):
247 l i s tm . append ( f l o a t ( smu . GPIBAsk ( " p r i n t ( smua . n v bu f f e r 1
248 . r e a d i n g s [ " +s t r ( i ) +" ] ) " ) ) )
249 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . n v bu f f e r 1 . c l e a r ( ) " )
250 array_measure . append (numpy . mean ( l i s tm ) )
251 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( ar ray_t ime [−1]) + " \ t " + s t r ( ar ray_sample [−1])
252 + " \ t " + s t r ( a r r a y_vapo r i z e r [−1]) + " \ t " +
253 s t r ( array_measure [−1]) + "\n" )
254 s l e e p (1 )
255
256 out . c l o s e ( )
257 smu . GPIBWrite ( "smua . s ou r c e . output = smua .OUTPUT_OFF" )
258
259 # expo r t TSC data
260 out = open ( "C://TSC/" + name +"_" + s t r ( p i x e l ) +"_ID"
261 + s t r ( ID ) +"_TSC_run . t x t " , "w" )
262 out . w r i t e ( " Therma l l y s t imu l a t e d c u r r e n t measurement \n −−− \n" )
263 out . w r i t e ( "Sample : " + name + "\n" )
264 out . w r i t e ( "Date : " + s t r ( t ime ( ) ) + "\n −−− \n" )
265 out . w r i t e ( "measurement ID : " + s t r ( ID ) + "\n −−− \n" )
266 out . w r i t e ( " Parameter s : \n" )
267 out . w r i t e ( "\ t Contact : D" + s t r ( p i x e l ) + "\n \ t Load Temperature : "
268 + s t r ( loadT ) + " K \n \ t Load B ia s : " + s t r ( l o a d l e v e l ) + " V \n" )
269 out . w r i t e ( "\ t Load Time : " + s t r ( l o ad t ime ) + " s \ t Rest Time : "
270 + s t r ( r e s t t im e ) + " s \n" )
271 out . w r i t e ( "Time \ t T_Sample [K] \ t T_Vaporizer [K] \ t Cu r r en t [A] \ n" )
272
273 f o r i i n range (0 , l e n ( array_measure ) ) :
274 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( ar ray_t ime [ i ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( ar ray_sample [ i ] ) +
275 " \ t " + s t r ( a r r a y_vapo r i z e r [ i ] ) + " \ t "
276 + s t r ( array_measure [ i ] ) + "\n" )
277
278 out . c l o s e ( )
279 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 1 ,0 " )
280 t c . GPIBWrite ( "RANGE 2 ,0 " )
281
282 f o r p i n range (0 , l e n ( loadT ) ) :
283 TSC( loadT [ p ] , f i l l i n g [ p ] , s e t p o i n t s amp l e [ p ] , s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r [ p ] ,
284 stopT [ p ] , p )
285 out = open ( "C://TSC/" + name +"_" + s t r ( p i x e l ) +"_TSClog . t x t " , "a" )
286 out . w r i t e ( s t r ( p ) + " \ t " + s t r ( loadT [ p ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( f i l l i n g [ p ] )
287 + " \ t " + s t r ( s e t p o i n t s amp l e [ p ] ) + " \ t " +
288 s t r ( s e t p o i n t v a p o r i z e r [ p ] ) + " \ t " + s t r ( stopT [ p ] ) + " \n" )
289 out . c l o s e ( )
290 p r i n t "done . "
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A.4. Conductivities
In order to match the IP of the absorbing CH3NH3PbI3-xClx perovskite layer (5.4 eV) in hybrid solar cells and
minimize hole extraction barriers, various HTL materials are tested. The results are published in Ref. [71] Here,
the conductivity values obtained upon p-doping of the matrices are shown. For a solar cell application, at
least σ = 10−5 S/cm is required.
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Figure A.1.: Hole conductivities of differently F6-TCNNQ doped HTL materials. In case of BPAPF, the only the
Novaled property dopant NDP9 raise the conductivity due to its low-lying LUMO at approx. 5.4 eV.
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AFM atomic force microscopy
CT charge transfer
DOS density of states
EA electron affinity
(E)CDM (extended) correlated disorder model
(E)GDM (extended) Gaussian disorder model
FET field effect transistor
FFT fast Fourier transformation
GI(XRD) gracing incidence x-ray diffraction
HOMO highest occupied molecular orbital
HTL hole transporting layer
IP ionization potential
IS impedance spectroscopy
K Kelvin
LCAO linear combination of atomic orbitals
LUMO lowest unoccupied molecular orbital
MR molar ratio
NNH nearest-neighbor-hopping
OFET organic field effect transistor
OLED organic light emitting diode
OPV organic photovoltaics
OSC organic solar cell
OTFT organic thin-film transistor
PCE power conversion efficiency
PES photoelectron spectroscopy
ppm parts per million
RT room temperature
SCR space charge region
SEM scanning electron microscope
TSC thermally stimulated currents
TSL thermally stimulated luminescene
UHV ultra high vacuum
UPS ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy
VRH variable range hopping
WR weight ratio
XPS x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
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A.6. List of Important Symbols
χ atomic wave function
γ inverse localization length
C capacitance
∆ interface dipole
∆EB binding energy
E energy
EA activation energy
EC conduction band energy
EF Fermi energy
Eg energy gap
ETr transport energy
EV valence band energy
F electric field strength
η doping efficiency
Hˆ Hamilton operator
kB Boltzmann constant
µ charge carrier mobility
ν attempt-to-escape frequency
n free electron density
NA acceptor density
N−A ionized acceptor density
NT trap density
N−T occupied trap density
p free hole density
P polarization energy
R resistance
σ conductivity
σ energetic disorder
Σ off-diagonal disorder
T temperature
Z impedance
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BF-DPB N,N’-Bis(9,9-dimethyl-fluoren-2-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
C60 buckminster fullerene
C60F36 fluorinated buckminster fullerene
DCV2-5T-Me(3,3) 2,2’-((3”,4”-dimethyl-[2,2’:5’,2”:5”,2” ’:5” ’,2” ”-quinquethiophene]
-5,5” ”-diyl)bis(methanylylidene))dimalononitrile
F6-TCNNQ 1,3,4,5,7,8-hexafluorotetracyanonaphthoquinodimethane
m-MTDATA 4,4’,4”-tris(3-methylphenylphenylamino)-triphenylamine
MeO-TPD N,N,N’,N’-tetrakis(4-methoxyphenyl)-benzidine
NPB N,N’-Di(naphthalen-1-yl)-N,N’-diphenyl-benzidine
P5 pentacene
Spiro-TTB 2,2’,7,7’-tetrakis-(N,N-di-methylphenylamino)-9,9’-spirobifluoren
W2(hpp)4 tetrakis(1,3,4,6,7,8-hexahydro-2H-pyrimido[1,2-a]pyrimidinato)
ditungsten (II)
ZnPc zinc-phthalocyanine
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